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ABSTRACT
This thesis applies the analytical psychology of C. G. Jung to the study of
films. The thesis is in three parts. Part One forms an introduction to the
theory of analytical psychology and makes the initial links to film theory.
Part Two involves the development of a model for systematically applying the
theory and Part Three is a detailed analysis of one film.
Part One
In Chapter One Jung's theories about conscious behaviour are explored, some
initial points of contact are made with film analysis, and a variety of
films are used to illustrate the relevance of the theory. Chapter Two finds
areas of correspondance between Jung's theories of the unconscious and film
theory. This is a bridging of what had previously been regarded as separate
critical traditions. Chapter Three is a detailed analysis of Tightrope
(Dir. R. Tuggle, Warner Brothers, 19814) which demonstrates the applicability
of analytical psychology n the analysis of films.
Part Two
Chapter Four presents more theory about the nature of archetypes, and from
this a model is derived. This model enables the central tenets of analytical
psychology to be used for the analysis of films. This is demonstrated in
Chapter Five which is an analysis of the detective film Blade Runner (Dir.
R. Scott, ColumbIa, 1982). Chapter Six explores the function of the symbol
in film, especially how it relates to the development of the narrative and
to the psychological growth of the film's central characters. Chapter Seven
is the last of the theoretical chapters and indicates how the individuation
process can be applied to films. The figures of the shadow and the femme
fatale are regarded as having a particular generic and cultural importance.
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Part Three
The remaining chapters are a detailed examination of Trancers (Dir. C. Band,
Lexyen Productions, 198k), in which the model established in Chapter Four
is used to facilitate the analysis of the film. This reveals that beneath
the visual and narrative surface of the film there exists a series of mytho-
logical and psychological structures. Ultimately the film is regarded as
an expression of collective latent unconscious psychological needs.
1.
INTRODUCTION
2.
INTRODUCTION
Part One of this thesis is an introduction to the analytical psychology of
C. G. Jung and a demonstration of its applicability to film analysis. Part
Two is the extraction from this of a model for applying the psychological
theory, a critique and development of Jung's theories and a further more
detailed application of them in film analysis. Finally Part Three is the
extensive analysis of one film which demonstrates the application of ana-
lytical psychology.
In contrast to the psychological theories of Sigmund Freud, Jung has found
little appeal and, perhaps, even less academic acceptance. There are
various reasons for this imbalance, however the volume of Jung's work
(there are currently over twenty volumes in the Collected Works) and the
impenetrability of his writing are two contributory factors. It therefore
comes as little surprise to discover that analytical psychology has not
been extensively applied to the analysis of films, and the notable except-
ions to this exist mainly in article form, for example Roth's 'Raiders of
the Lost Archetype: the Quest and the Shadow'. 1
 The problem with articles
is that they do not provide the opportunity for a detailed discussion of
their subject matter, and consequently the applicability of Jung's theories
to the analysis of films remains largely unproven.
The one book which does extensively apply Jung's insights is Clarke Branson's
2	 .	 .
Howard Hawkes: A Jungian Study. This recent work was published in 1987,
although at the time of writing it is unavailable in Britain. The book pro-
vides a very useful reference point as it includes a Jungian analysis of all
1 Roth, L., 'Raiders of the Lost Archetype: the Quest and the Shadow',
Studies in the Humanities, Vol.10, June (1983).
2 Branson, C., Howard Hawkes: A Jungian Study, (Los Angeles, 1987).
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Hawkes' films. While such an undertaking is to be warmly welcomed, the book
does possess limitations. 	 First it deals primarily with
the psychology of the auteur, that is it treats the films of Hawkes as ways
of analysing his psyche. Depending on what it is you want to prove, this
may be a valid way of approaching the films, but it leaves unanswered the
question of if, and how, films function psychologically, preferring rather
to see the films as reflections of Hawkes' psyche. The second reservation
about this book is that Branson applies the theory of analytical psychology
in a fairly simplistic and non-systematic way.' While the central tenets
of Jungian theory are observed, little attempt is made to develop either
the theory of film or psychology, and the resulting analysis can seem weak
and unsubstantial.
This problem is not limited to Branson, and the dangers of this approach can
be seen in Andrew Gorden's analysis of the film Star Wars (Dir. G. Lucas,
Twentieth Century Fox, 1977). In this apparently Jungian based analysis
of the film's psychological and mythological themes Gorden notes,
'As the servant of the Emperor, Vader is a feminized father, and
Luke fears he will become just like his father. Already both
have been symbolically castrated through the loss of their right
hands. Giving in to the Emperor, being seduced by "the Dark
Side", represents for Luke submitting to all the forces he fears
inside himself, including the desire to make love to and kill
his father'.'
This curious mixture of Freudian, Adlerian and Jungian psychologies misrep-
resents all of them, and the reason for this is that Gorden lacks a system
for applying psychology in analysis. As a result his interpretive claims
are distinctly wayward. If a clear Jungian method of mythological ainpil-
fication had been adopted, then the inadequacies of regarding the Emperor
1 Gorden, A., 'Return of the Jedi: the End of the Myth', Film Criticism,
Vol. 8(2), Winter, 198k): p51
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as the dark side of the force, and Vader as a 'feminized father' would have
been revealed and avoided.
Now that the need for a system for applying analytical psychology is evi-
dent, any pronouncements which Jung had to make about film would carry
particular weight. Unfortunately Jung wrote very little about the psycho-
logical analysis and attributes of films, although he did feel that analy-
tical psychology was well suited to the psychological analysis of 'artistic'
products. He frequently wrote about literature and art, 11 '	 and he also
found parallels between the psychological study of art and the analysis of
dream imagery. In the following passage he is writing specifically about
the psychological analysis of literature, but he could equally well be
referrIng to any creative product, for example films.
'It is obvious enough that psychology, being a study of psychic
pro'cesses,can be brought to bear on the study of literature,
for the human psyche Is the womb of all arts and sciences...
Psychology and aesthetics will always have to turn to one 1
another for help, and the one will not invalidate the other.
When Jung did comment on film he was well disposed towards it, and saw it
as a highly valuable medium which represented psychological characteristics.
Jung saw film like all media as an essentially psychological event, but he
felt that films were particularly suited to give expression to the objec-
tive psyche,	 or collective unconscious.
'The movies are far more efficient than the theatre; they are
less restricted, they are able to produce amazing symbols to
show the collective unconscious, since their methods of
presentation are so unlimited'.2
The above quote is from the seminars on dream analysis that Jung gave in
1928. If he felt the movies at that time to possess unlimited methods of
1 C. W. 15: 133-135
2 Jung, C. G., Seminars on Dream Analysis, edited McGuire, W., (London,
1984): p12
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presentation then he must have been delighted at the way in which cinema
technology was to help in creating increasingly imaginary and remote filmic
worlds. It is no accident that this passage occurs during a seminar on
dream analysis for there are many points of contact between the analysis
of dreams and the analysis of films. This is not in any way meant to sug-
gest that films are dreams,V only that similar procedures can be adopted
for analysing both media.
While Jung wrote very little about the psychological analysis or properties
of fIlms (there are only a handful of references in the twenty volumes of
the Collected Works) he did make some more general comments about how he
thought analytical psychology should develop. He felt that it should
leave the confines of the consulting room and affect the everyday lives of
people and the development of cultures. In 1929 he wrote a paper called
The Problems of Modern Psychotherapy and in it he noted that,
'...analytica]. psychology has burst the bonds which till then
had bound it to the consulting-room of the doctor. It goes
beyond itself to fill the hiatus that has hitherto put Western
civilization at a psychic disadvantage as compared with the
civilizations of the East... at a higher cultural level we
must forgo compulsion and turn to self-development. For this
we must have a way, a method, which, as I said, has so far has
been lacking. It seems to me that the findings and experi-
ences of analytical psychology can at least provide a
foundation...
Perhaps initially it is difficult to see how analytical psychology can be
applied to the analysis of films. As a result of this, it is important to
gradually make connections between the two fields, so that a relationship
is established which is mutually beneficial. However the guidelines men-
tioned by Jung in the previous passage should also be followed, so that
while film theory and analytical psychology are brought into a relationship
1 C. W. 16: 17k
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with each other it is the 'experience of analytical psychology' which
provides the foundation.
In response to these needs, the first chapter of the thesis provides a
basic introduction to analytical psychology's theory of consciousness, and
the first tentative links to film analysis are established. This theory is
also placed in the context of twentieth century psychology, so that the
specific emphases of analytical psychology become apparent. This chapter
also contains a brief biography of Jung which identifies some of his per-
sonal preoccupations and life themes, because these were factors which
intimately affected the development of analytical psychology.
The second chapter extends the presentation of analytical psychology to
include its theories of how the unconscious functions. Constant reference
is made to film theory, although not to practical film analysis, so that
further connections are made between the two subjects. So in these first
two chapters the applicabilitj of Jungian theory to the study of film is
demonstrated at both practical and theoretical levels.
Part One concludes with an application of the theory established in the
previous two chapters to the detective film, Tightrope (Dir. R. Tuggle,
Warner Brothers, 198k). The brief examination serves two purposes. First
it indicates that analytical psychology can be effectively used in film
analysis, and secondly it reveals the need of a more systematic approach
for the application of' Jung's theories.
Having identified the need for a systematic approach, the focus in Chapter
Four becomes more specific. There is a detailed presentation of archetypal
theory and, from this theoretical base, a model is presented which assists
in the application of analytical psychology to film analysis. In the fifth
7.
chapter the model is used to assist in the Jungian interpretation of a
film, which shows the value of the model in revealing concealed arche-
typal, mythic and symbolic structures. The film chosen for this is Blade
Runner (Dir. R. Scott, Columbia, 1982).
Part Two ends with two theoretical chapters which are derived from the
model and which provide an in-depth understanding of its psychological
basis. They also continue to explore the relationship of analytical psycho-
logy and film theory. The first of these chapters deals with symbols, their
function and occurrence in films. The second is concerned with Jung's
theory of individuation, and as this is the factor which unites analytical
psychology, it is of prime importance to the theoretical model. It also
regards individuation as a process which occurs at both individual and
collective levels.
The final section of the thesis, Part Three, is an extensive application of
the model. It consists of a detailed analysis of one film, Trancers (Dir.
R. Band, Lexyen Productions, 198k) and during this analysis the theory of
the previous chapters is applied. It demonstrates that there exist in this
film concealed levels of cultural expression which are not revealed by
using conventional film analysis techniques, and ultimately this film is
regarded as a manifestation of collective, although concealed, unconscious
needs. These latent needs can only be revealed with recourse to analytical
psychology as this exposes these shared unconscious structures.
In the film analyses there is an emphasis on detective films because
they provide particularly rich examples of archetypal and mythological
material. The further reasons for their selection will become apparent as
the thesis progresses, and without wanting to prejudice the later develop-
ment of the argument, it is interesting to note that Jung was also interested
8.
in the detective story and found it ideally suited to psychological analysis.
'In general, it is the non-psychological novel that offers the
richest opportunities for psychological elucidation. Here
the author, having no intentions of this sort, does not shcw
his characters in a psychological light and thus leaves room
for analysis and interpretation, or even invites it by his
unprejudiced mode of presentation. Good examples of such
novels are... that most popular article of literary mass-
production, the detective story..."
Trancers is emphatically a 'non-psychological' film in that it is a low
budget film produced for the home video market, although it did also go on
general release. As such it is a produce of mass culture, and a psycho-
logical analysis of it provides interesting insights into the latent
cultural psychology.
From the preceding remarks it can be seen that the aim of this thesis is to
explore the possibilities of applying analytical psychology in film analysis,
and to discover if this reveals anything about films that might be missed
by conventional film analysis techniques. Of course this application of
analytical psychology to films provides only one perspective on the film
text, but for film analysis it is a new point of view. The approach does
not claim to provide all the answers to the problems of film analysis, and
it would be unwise to assert that it is better or worse than many other
methods for analysing films. What can be said is that it is a new and differ-
ent method, and it provides an additional framework in which to critique
films.
C. W. 15: 137
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INTRODUCTION NOTES
I. c.f. Branson, p207-219. The Jungian analysis of Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes, (Dir. H. Hawkes, Twentieth Century Fox, 1953) illustrates
many of the shortcomings inherent in Branson's approach.
II. c.f. C. W. 15 (The Spirit in Man, Art and Literature).
III. Extracts and references to the Collected Works of C. G. Jung, edited
Read, H., Fordham, M., and Adler, G., translated Hull, R., will take
the following format. First the prefix C. W., then the volume
number followed by the paragraph number, e.g. C. W. 10: 193. Unless
otherwise stated the volume cited from will be the latest revised
edition available.
IV. The term 'objective psyche' is used by Jung in his later writings as
a replacement for the more popular conception of the 'collective
unconscious'.
V. One of the earliest film theoreticians to find links between the
psyche and films was Munsterberg. As early as 1916 he found a
connection between the needs of the soul (which has the same
Etymologicalroot as psyche) and films. 'In both cases the act which
in the ordinary theatre would go on in our mind alone is here in the
photography projected into the pictures themselves. It is as if
reality has lost its own continuous connection and become shaped by
the demands of our soul.' Munsterberg, H., The Film a Psychological
Study: the silent photoplay in 1916, (New York, 1970), pkl.
It is also interesting that the psychologist James Hillman describes
dreams and analysis as the 'work of soul making'. c.f. Hillman, J.,
The Dream and the Underworld, (New York, 1979), p137-138.
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PART ONE
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY OF C. G. JUNG,
WITH REFERENCE TO ITS APPLICATION IN THE ANALYSIS OF FILMS
11.
Chapter One
An Investigation Into C. G. Jung's
Psychology of Consciousness
12.
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned with introducing the analytical psychology of
C. G. Jung. It aims to examine Jung's psychology of consciousness and
regardsthis as an integral part of his theory of personality types. There
are three principal sections to this chapter. The first section provides
a psychological context for Jung's theories and in this process three
major theories are discussed, these are: behaviourism, psychodynamic
theories, humanism. The second section provides a personal context for
Jung's psychology and consists of a brief bIographical background against
which to place his theories. The third and final section which is con-
cerned with presenting Jung's theory of' consciousness, is subdivided into
two sections. The first of these is an account of the functions of con-
sciousness (the ectopsychic system) and the second is an exploration of
the more concealed levels of' conscious functioning (the endopsychic system).
Throughout this chapter reference is made to a variety of' films and the
intention is to indicate the general applicability of Jungian psychology
for discussing the general psychological attributes of film, and in so
doing to form an association between analytical psychology and film theory.
In the next chapter the presentation of' Jungian theory is extended to
include Jung's psychology of the unconscious, and the applicability of this
psychology to film theory is further explored.
Before embarking on a detailed introduction to C. G. Jung's analytical
psychology, it is important to briefly examine some of the other mainstream
twentieth century psychological theories. This will situate analytical
psychology in its cultural/psychological context. Within twentieth century
psychological thought there are three principal categories, and these are:
behaviouristic, psychodynamic and humanistic.
13.
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY: BEHAVIOURISM
Perhaps the simplest of these three theories is the behaviouristic. This
school of psychology studies only what It thinks is unambiguously obser-
vable with the additional intention of measuring whatever behaviour is
observed. (In Russia this school was closely identified with Ivan Pavlov's
work on conditioned reflexes, while in America it was J. B. Watson who
launched the behaviouristic movement in 1913. Two men who gained much
respect in this field were Clark Hull and B. F. Skinner). Underpinning the
behaviourist school of thought is the idea that all human behaviour can
ultimately be reduced to the relationship between stimulus and response,
and this is the so called 'S. R. psychology'. The consequence of this
position is that behaviour is seen as the result of stimuli (S) which are
active in the environment, both present and past, and it is these stimuli
which form the response (R). As Skinner has commented,
'The important fact is that such contingencies, social or
nonsocial, involve nothing more than stimuli or responses;
THEY DO NOT INVOLVE MEDIATING PROCESSES. We can not fill
the gap between behaviour and the environment of which it
is a function through introspection because, to put the
matter in crude physiological terms, we do not have nerves
going to the right places."
A serious shortcoming of this theory is that it omits the potential for
Iboth introspection and consciousness. To be more accurate, human con-
sciousness is reduced to the now infamous 'black box'. This theory regards
the S. R. paradigm as a closed system and within this system it tries to
make connections between S. and R., that is the input and the output. The
way in which this is achieved is by setting up a series of parameters that
link the S. and FL, the study of which is called axiomatics. 	 O'Neil has
commented on the S. R. paradigm and notes that,
1 SkInner, B. F., Reflections on Behaviourism and Society, (New Jersey,
1978): p50-51
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'The essence of behaviour is ultimately reducible to S. and
R. like the popular image of the near archetypal white rat
daintily pressing the food bar in the operant conditioning
chamber because such responses are rewarded by appetitive
stimuli which increase the probability that the bar press-
ing response will recur."
It is an inevitable consequence of the behaviourist argument that the
existence of free will is ruled out, and because of thIs a huge body of
psychological and philosophical thought finds it necessary to reject this
approach. Even so others feel that it may be retained as an investigative
methodology. For while the work of the behaviourist movement has been
criticised as, 'an elegant but superficial pursuit of trivial problems
couched in arid language and too artificial to have relevance for "real
life" problems of either animals or people', 2
 it has contributed much to
mainstream psychology through factual physiological information, new con-
cepts or models and new methods of investigation.
PSYCHODYNAMIC THEORIES
In some ways the psychodynamic theories are parallel to those of behaviour-
lam. (The term psychodynamic has a variety of meanings, in this thesis the
term is being used to describe and encompass all 'theories which represent
symptomatic behaviour as determined by an interplay of forces within the
mind of an individual subject without involving awareness. This is
IIIexemplified by Freudian psychoanalytic theory... As 0' Neil has noted
the psychodynamic theories can be seen as a subset of behaviourist theories,
and all that is required to facilitate this is the introduction of another
term into the S. R. equation. This term is represented by the letter '0'
1 O'Neil, T. R., The Individuated Hobbit, (London, 1979): p7
2 Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought, (London, 1983): p57
Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought: p507
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which stands for the 'organismic variable'. Thus the equatIon now stands -
S. 0. R., this means that a stimulus is given to an organism and this
results in a response from the organism. This response may vary from
organism to organism, and hence the use of the term 'organismic variable'.
An example of this S. 0. R. model in operation might be the Rorschach's,
or ink blot, test. Here the test is given CS) to the human (0) who pro-
duces a response CR), as this response varies from subject to subject the
change is attributed to a variable in the organism (0). This variable may
then be named. Thus it can be seen that the S. R. paradigm of pure, or
formal behaviourism can be extended to embrace psychodynamic theories.
In one sense it is slightly misleading to think of psychodynamic theories
as encompassing behaviourism, for the earliest of the psychodynamic theories
pre-dates behaviourism's formal birth. Also the S. 0. R. model was not
presented until 1926 some 25 years after Freud's The Psychopathology of
Everyday Life. However it seems helpful to impose this S. 0. R. model in
order to clarify what are fairly difficult concepts.
Within the psychodynamic model O'Neil comments that, 'a man's behaviour
is the product of the dynamic interaction of internal organismic forces -
the outcome of a battle of constructs. These "psychodynamics" result in
the unique dimensions of personality'. 1
 It was Freud who first noted a
variety of clinical symptoms which had no apparent medical origin and he
called these 'psychoneuroses proper'. In doing this he was going against
the mainstream of psychological and medical thought, eventually distancing
himself even further from the medical establishment by claiming that these
1 O'Neil: p9
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psychoneuroses proper, were the result of the now well known Oedipal situ-
ation. In this situation the child is sexually attracted to the parent of
the opposite sex, and the inability to deal with this impossible situation
may result in neuroses in later adult lIfe. To place this hypothesis
within the S. 0. R. model requires once more a slight adjustment to the
equation. '5' now represents the crisis in adult life, 'R' represents the
neurotic symptoms and '0' is the organism. The algebraic result is thus
S(0)R ' or, a certain set of environmental stimuli (the Oedipal situation),
mediated by some unknown variables seems to result in a neurosis.
Determining what (0) is, is very difficult. However Freud gradually
managed to build up a series of theoretical constructs. Two concepts,
which are central to psychodynamic theory, he called consciousness arid
unconsciousness, and he assumed these to be theoretical levels of the
mind. The concepts of' id, ego and superego are other theoretical con-
structs which again provided Freud with a framework for discussing human
psychology. For him the ego is the controlling centre of the personality
and it is concerned with facing up to demands of the real world, dealing
with both impulses from the id and requirements of the superego. The id acts
to curtail pain and amplify pleasure, the so called 'pleasure principle',
by giving free rein to primitive impulses and as such it conflicts with
the 'reality principle' of the ego and the demands of the superego. The
superego is the moral part of' the personality which strives for perfec-
tion rather than pleasure and is an assimilation of environmental moral
values.
There seem to be two central concepts in Freudian theory and both of these
reveal the way in which it is a subset of behaviourist theories.
17.
'(1) Man is essentially hedonistic, motivated by the 'pleasure
principle'; even his most noble works may be no more than
sublimated release of sexual energy in a socially acceptable
activity; and (2) man's behaviour is determined by his
instinctive drives and the ways in which these are directed
and apportioned in early childhood.'1
There are two points of similarity between behaviourism and Freudian
psychodynamic theory. First, the 'pleasure principle' is like the law of
affect which states that if an action is pleasurable it is likely to be
repeated, (as in the white rat pressing the food bar). Secondly, there is
the concept of determinism which means that all behaviour is learnt and
all responses are the result of triggering signals in the environment.
Of course the difference is that the psychodynamic theorists are willing
to employ the construct of the organismic variable (0) to explain behaviour
which classical behaviourists are not.
A Filmic Example of S. R. and S. 0. R. Responses
One of the functions of this thesis is to make connections between psych-
ology and film theory, or more explicitly, between analytical psychology
and films. Even at this early stage in the argument it is useful to begin
this process of connecting up between the psychology and its application.
The film Terminator, (Dir. J. Cameron, Orion, 	 198k) provides a good,
if somewhat extreme film example of both the S. R. and 5. 0. R. models in
operation. To some extent all robot films can be regarded as explicit,
although exaggerated, examples of the behaviourist paradigm, but the
Terminator is a particularly good example as it does incorporate both
S. R. and S. 0. R. models. It also displays the terminator's decision-
making and responding processes in a particularly visual way.
1 O'Néil: p11
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The film features Arnold Schwarzenegger as a cybernetic organism robot
whicb has been sent back from the future to 198k. His mission is quite
simply to kill Sarah Conner and in an attempt to achieve this and discover
her address, he goes to the telephone book. Unfortunately, there is more
than one Sarah Conner so he tears out the page with all the listed Sarah
Conners printed on it. His response to the stimulus name Sarah Conner is
to kill the person possessing that name, so he proceeds to kill in tele-
phone book order, all the Sarah Conners. The terminator makes no attempt
to question any of his victims, he has no capacity for consciousness, no
creativity, no introspection, he just has an uncontrolled killing response
to the Sarah Conner stimulus. Later in the film there is an even clearer
example of the S. 0. R. model in operation. The terminator is repairing
itself in a hotel bedroom when it hears a knock on the door. This stimulus
causes a table of' possible responses to flash up in the computer brain and
these are superimposed onto the screen.
'Yes	 No
Or what
Go away
Please come back later
Fuck you ars hole'.
(Terminator)
The computer brain, which in this example is the organismic variable,
selects the last of these as the most suitable response to the stimulus and
accordingly the terminator speaks the line. Clearly the 5. 0. R. model
has its uses, but as its application in this film indicates, it is also
severely limited. It is not intended to suggest that just because the film
is simplistic so too the S. R. and 5. 0. R. models must also be simplistic.
Rather the film represents a Reductio ad absurdum of these models and in
so doing acts as an illustration of the tendency within these positions to
over emphasise the mechanical and rationalistic aspects of human psychology.
19.
HUMANISTIC THEORIES
The third and final of the three psychological theories is the humanistic
theory, which recently seems to have gained popularity, and perhaps the
reason for this is that the Freudian/Behaviouristic view of human nature
seems both somewhat pessimistic and deterministic. One of the key founders
of humanistic psychology is Abraham Maslow whose aim was to make the subject
of psychology applicable to the everyday lives of ordinary people. Conse-
quently humanism is highly critical of any branch of psychology which may
seem dehumanising because of its interest in statistics on white rats!
It is also interesting to note that two of humanism's central tenets are
in direct contradiction to Freudian and Behaviouristic schools and
theories:
'(1) Motivation, we are not solely the result of reinforcement
of innate drives - we are being pulled upward to a final goal
not just pushed rudely by our past. (2) Since not all
behaviour is directed by reinforcement or early toilet train-
ing or whatever, then the concept of free will can exist. We
are to some extent the captains of our own souls.'1
The concept of 'motivation' is generally one of self fulfilment, and this
is termed by Maslow and Rogers 'self-actualisation'. This term represents
the human potential of achieving stability and stasis in life. Self actu-
alised people are able to accept their own peculiarities and accept others
without prejudice or an irrational judgementalism, they are not so likely
to twist 'life experiences' just to flatter their own egos. However they
are not 'perfect' people precisely because they are aware of their own
independence and are therefore self-reliant. Most people never achieve the
desired state of self-actualisation, being drawn, or pulled, away from the
path of seif-actualisation; and the degree to which one is distanced from
1 O'Neil: p12
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this path is termed incongruence or alienation. To a certain extent there
is a parallel between incongruence and C. G. Jung's concept of the
'complex', because for Jung a complex is regarded as a frustration of the
individuation process, and this is his equivalent to seif-actualisation.
JUNG: A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL/PERSONAL CONTEXT
Before embarking on the theory of C. G. Jung's analytical psychology, which
could be classified as a psychodynamic theory with strong humanist over-
tones, it is important to briefly mention a few of Jung's biographical
details, as this provides a personal context to the development of his
theories.
Carl Gustav Jung was born on the 25th July 1875 at Kesswil in Switzerland.
At this time the traditional protestant values of personal integrity, hard
work, honesty and social progress dominated the Swiss social and cultural
life and, as Jung's father was a protestant minister, he was brought up
particularly immersed in these values. Jung came from a comparatively
small family which may have been due to a breakdown of' his parent's marri-
age, and Carl was only their second son, his elder brother having died at
birth. He had only one sister, Johanna Gertrude, who was nine years younger
than himself.
Of Jung's early years little is known. His father was moved from Kesswil
to a new parish at Laufen and at the age of eighty-three Jung still spoke
of being able to remember the vicarage, 'I recall the vicarage, the garden,
the laundry house, the church, the castle, the Falls, the small castle of
Wrth, and the sexton's farm.' 1 In his autobiography, Memories, Dreams,
1	 .Jung, C. G., Memories, Dreams, Reflections, (London, 1963): p21
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Reflections, he also writes about being able to remember some sense
impressions which belong to his time as a baby, and it is typical of Jung
that he recalls sensations not thoughts or people.
'I am lying in a pram, in the shadow of a tree. It is a
fine, warm summer day, the sky blue, and golden sunlight
darting through green leaves. The hood of the pram has
been left up. I have just awakened to the glorious beauty 1
of the day, and have a sense of indescribable well-being.'
Despite this 'sense of indescribable well being' there is a tension be-
tween Jung's mother and father and for a while this resulted in their
temporary separation. At the same time Jung contracted eczema and in
later life concluded, 'My illness, in 1878, must have been connected with
a temporary separation of my parents'.2
At the age of six Jung went to school, again little is known of this period
but apparently he was vigorous in his religious devotionsV which perhaps
indicates an intuitive awareness of the importance of ritual. He also
ritualistically carried an oval stone, collected from the Rhine, which he
painted in two different colours and only later in life did he discover
that in some cultures this is a symbol of the soul. Perhaps the most
important event while he was at school was that he was sexually assaulted,
but it is difficult to ascertain the details because the incident does not
occur in Memories, Dreams, Reflections, however it is mentioned in one of
Jung's letters to Sigmund Freud,
'Actually - and I confess this to you with a struggle - I have a
boundless admiration for you both as a man and a researcher,
and I bear you no conscious grudge. So the self-preservation
1	 .
Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p21
2 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p23
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complex does not come from there; it is rather that my
veneration for you has something of the character of a
"religious" crush. Though it does really not bother me,
I still feel it is disgusting and ridiculous because of
its undeniable erotic undertone. This abomInable feeling
comes from the fact that as a boy I was the victim of a
sexual assault by a man I once worshipped.''
The exact date of the assault is unknown and whether the assault affected
Jung and Freud's friendship is also uncertain, but the incident must have
been important for Jung to mention it twenty years later.
At the age of eleven Jung entered the Basel Gymnasium, to him this proved
to be a splendid but foreign world, and here he attended classes in
divinity, mathematics, languages and art. At all these subjects he was a
failure and most masters thought of him as stupid, and it was during this
time that Jung developed what he terms his personalities one and two.
Bearing in mind Jung's breakdown in 1913, some commentators have suggested
that this forming of two personalities may have been the beginnings of
schizophrenia. However Jung has always denied this, and he describes the
two personalities in the following manner; number one was:
'... the sons of my parents, who went to school and was less
intelligent, attentive, hard-working, decent, and clean
than many other boys. The other was grown up - old, in
fact - sceptical, mistrustful, remote from the world of men,
but close to nature, the earth, the sun, the moon, the
weather, all living creatures... and suddenly overpowered
by a vision of the whole cosmos, so that he could only marvel
and admire, forgetful of himself. Here lived the "the other,"
who knew God as a hidden, personal, and at the same time
suprapersonal secret.
Even at this early age it is clear that the image of God and its cosmo-
logical and numinous significance was of great importance for Jung. Indeed
in his writings these concepts become of great consequencé, the Imago Del
Jung, C. G., Freud, S., Freud/Jung Letters, (London, 1979), 49J
2 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p61-62
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being one of the most important archetypes, or patterns in the collective
and unconscious mind. Jung continued to have these religious or mystical
experiences although they were confined to his number two personality; and
perhaps the most striking of these is when,
'I saw before me the cathedral, the blue sky; God sits on
His golden throne, high above the world - and from under
the throne an enormous turd falls upon the sparkling new
roof, shatters it, and breaks the walls of the cathedral
asunder' .
Jung had expected divine punishment for such a 'blasphemous' vision,
however he received the opposite, an experience of grace, and responded
emotionally to this numinous experience of the God Image,
'Instead of the expected damnation, grace had come upon me,
and with it an unutterable bliss such as I had never known.
I wept for happiness and gratitude'.2
Here it is possible to see the beginnings of an emphasis that runs through-
out Jungian psychology which stresses the importance of sensation, experi-
ence, emotion and numinosity.
Jung just managed to pass his high school exams and immediately enrolled
at the Medical School of Basel University. Unfortunately his father died
in January 1896 and this brought severe financial pressures on Jung, but
despite this he did well at university and went on to study for a doctor-
ate. At this time his principal interest was in spiritualism as 'objective
psychic phenomena"' and for two years he attended the seances held by his
cousin, the medium Helene Preswerk. He also took extra classes with
Professor Wille in psychiatry and during the course of his reading he read
Lehrburch der Psychiatrie by Krafft-Ebing. Straight away Jung applied for
1 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p50
2 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p50
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a post at the Berghlzli Psychiatric Hospital in Zurich where Ebing was
working, and he was accepted.
He seems to have found a great deal of freedom at Berghlzli although
Ellenberger has described life there as a 'ps;Tchlatric monasteryt.VH
On rising at 6.3Oam there were first rounds followed by a staff meeting at
8.3Oam and there were no secretaries and the food was plain. Regular
special meetings were called and evening rounds started at 5.3Opm and were
often not over until 1O.00pm. In these conditions Jung was able to study
patients suffering from dementia praecox, recently renamed by Bleuler (who
was also at Berghlzli), schizophrenia. Here Jung formed his first tenta-
tive ideas on the complex and worked on word association tests as an
objective way of uncovering complexes or repressions in the personal uncon-
scious. He finished his thesis on Psychology and Pathology of So-called
Occult PhenomenatHand quickly afterwards, on 14th February 19033 married
Emma Rauschenbach. However Jung felt that the work at Bergh51zli was
flawed because it took no account of the psychology of the individual,
and instead it concentrated on obvious clinical symptoms and universal
treatments. As he comments, 'From the clinical point of view which then
prevailed, the human personality of the patient, his indi''iduaiity, did
,1
not matter at all
Jung was searching for, and beginning to develop an individual psychology
and as early as 1900 he had read Freud's The Interpretation of Dreams. In
1903 Jung re-read the book and became excited; it seemed to him that the
repressive mechanisms which Freud found in dreams he had also discovered
with his word association tests. Jung commenced a lively and regular
correspondence with Freud which, as has already been seen, assumed the
1 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p135
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nature of an almost religious devotion to Freud. Despite this appearance
of devotion, Jung maintained an independent mind and while continuing to
publicly defend Freud, he created his own set of theoretical constructs,
which were closely related to and, no doubt, inspired by Freud's thought.
Eventually Freud became the unquestioned father of the Viennese analysts,
and after a few years collected around himself a group of highly respect-
able converts to the new psychoanalysis. However given Jung's independ-
ence this apparently comfortable psychoanalytic family could not maintain
the pretence of unity. In June 1913 Freud finally felt unable to tolerate
Jung's increasingly public divergence from 'us thought, and he wrote to one
of the leading psychoanalysts, Abraham, saying, 'Jung is crazy but I have
,1
no desire for separation and should like to let him wreck himself first
However, before this on April 24th, Freud had already written to Abraham
commenting, 'You were certainly just as surprised as I"was how meticu-
lously Jung carried out our own intentions; somehow we shall get rid of
him and perhaps of the Swiss altogether'. 2 In the October of 1913 Jung,
due to various manipulative pressures did leave the Freudian family. He
wrote to Freud saying,
'It has come to my ears through Dr Maeder that you doubt my
bona fides... Since this is the gravest reproach that can be
levelled at anybody, you have made further collaboration
impossible. I therefore lay down the editorship of the Jchbuch
with which you entrusted me'.3
Despite writing on several occasions, Jung was never to hear from Freud
again. Quite why the schism finally occurred is uncertain, perhaps uncon-
scious unsolved difficulties in the personalities of both Freud and Jung
1 Brome, V., Jung, Man and Myth,(London, 1980): p151
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were a contributing factor. However the conventional view of this issue
is that they finally reached an impasse over the subject of sexuality, and
indeed concerning sexuality, there is a clear difference between Jungian
and Freudian models. Freud claimed that all neuroses were the result of
sexual conflicts within the Oedipal Situation, but as far back as 1906
Jung was writing that, 'On the basis of my own findings I was still unable
to feel that all neuroses were caused by sexual repression or sexual trau-
mata'
During 1907-13 Jung published various papers including the Studies in
Word Association, Psychophysical Research and the Psychogenesis of Mental
Disease. He also published Wandlungen und die Symbole der Libido (1912).
In English this was published as 'The Psychology of the Unconscious', and
in it there is the first use of the term 'analytical psychology' as opposed
to Freud's psychoanalysis. The first chapter dealt with thinking, inten-
sive and directed, and the expression of images, symbols and myths in
dreams and mythology. The significance of this book lies in the fact that
it is Jung's first published work to mention the importance of comparative
mythology, symbols and comparative religion. The book drew on such diverse
sources as Gilgantesh, The Odyssey, The Bible, The Upanishads, Goethe,
Nietzsche and other various philosophers, historians and theologians. It
is not surprising that in this book there are the clear beginnings of Jung's
thought on the important concepts of the collective unconscious and the
psyche.
Jung grew to place more and more emphasis on myth, especially myth as an
expression of' the collective unconscious. As Anthony Storr puts it 'he
1 Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p171
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became certain that man must not be alienated from the myth-creating sub-
stratum of the mind which was shared by the normal person and the psychotic."
This awareness led Jung to ask the question,
'But in what myth does man live nowadays? In the Christian
myth, the answer might be."Do YOU live in it?" I asked myself.
To be honest, the answer was no... "But then what is your
myth - the myth in which you do live?"2
This self questioning led Jung into a deep introspection and he eventually
decided to open himself to the force of the unconscious, both collective
and personal. Perhaps it is at this point that his psychosis proper began,
and he describes the experience of this moment in Memories, Dreams, Reflec-
tions as falling into the unconscious, 'Suddenly it was s though the
ground literally gave way beneath my feet, and I plunged down into dark
depths' .
This deliberate freeing of the unconscious resulted in a large number of
dreams and in patterns of regressive behaviour. Jung began to recover
memories and feelings from childhood, and he took to building a toy village.
He spent much of the day walking along the shore of the lake searching for
suitably shaped pebbles, naturally he asked himself the question, 'Why am
I doing this?'. His reply was uncertain, 'I had no answer to my question,
only the inner certainty that I was on the way to discovering my own myth'.
Jung never directly answers the question of what his own myth is but during
the years of his psychosis he wrote only one book entitled, The Transcend-
ent Function (1916))' Jung uses this term to indicate the process by which
opposItes are held in tension, especially the oppositions between conscious
1 Storr, A., Jung, (London, 1973) p33
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and unconscious. Perhaps his own myth is the myth of the unconscious. In
other words, if a myth is something which holds an age old truth, then what
Jung discovered was the true possibility of a life led in harmony with the
unconscious. His myth is the truth of the unconscious)
By the time of Jung's psychosis, Antonia Wolff was living with the Jung
family. She had first come to Jung for analysis in 1910, and he gradually
came to rely on her more and more until eventually she came to live with
the family. From the outset there was a considerable degree of intimacy
between Carl and Antonia, but it is uncertain whether Emma guessed the
truth for herself or if a jealous woman in a fit of anger disclosed that
Carl and Toni were sleeping together!	 Emma suffered a great deal from
her husband's affair, feeling that Toni's presence was detrimental to the
family, and at this time she commenced a secret correspondence with Freud,
who was a great admirer of hers. It is also possible that the tension
generated when Jung discovered about the secret exchange of letters may
have contributed to the split from Freud, and it would certainly seem as
if the presence of Toni was one of the factors in Jung's psychosis. How-
ever, by 1916 Jung was recovering from his illness, although full recovery
may not have occurred until 1929.
The period between 1920 and 19Lk Jung spent travelling in the search for
primitive cultures and fresh sources of mythological material. He visited
Africa twice and India and New Mexico once. Wherever he went he became
deeply involved with local rituals, even to the extent of endangering his
own life and those of his travelling companions. After the first Africa
trip Jung returned to Switzerland and started to build Böllingen. This
was a circular stone house, inspired by the shape of the native African
huts he had seen. It was built by the edge of a lake and, over the years,
he gradually complicated the design by adding a tower and withdrawing room.
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Jung's son Gustav has remarked, 'I had always been interested in building
- I helped my father build Bollingen - but he wasn't really building. He
was playing with sand castles'. 1 Thus Jung had returned once more to his
childhood, to a form of play therapy. During his psychosis he had built a
small village and now as a therapeutic exercise he built his own home. In
the garden of Bllingen he erected a triangular stone pillar. He had
ordered a square column but was delighted with the triangle that arrived,
and again he took to a form of play as he carved inscriptions into the
three faces of the stone. One face reads:
'Here comes the mean uncomely stone
Tis very cheap in price!
The more it is despised by fools
The more loved by the wise'.
The inscription refers to the lapis stone used by the alchemists, and it
was thought that this stone would aid in the transmutation of base metals
into gold, the transformation of poverty into riches. The highly symbolic
nature of alchemical practices was something which attracted Jung for many
XIIIyears,	 and it seems fitting that in his own home he should erect a
memorial to the stone of' transmutation. Another hobby of Jung's, which is
of particular relevance to this thesis, was reading detective fiction and
Jaffe has pointed out that for Jung there was a connection between the
aichemica]. figure of Mercurius and the detective.
'Reading detective stories was another pastime, and now in
his seventies they lay around everywhere literally accumu-
lating in piles on the top floor of the house...' "For Jung,
Miss Jaffe said, "the figure of the detective was a modern
version of the aichemical Mercurius, solver of riddles and
he was entertained by his heroic deeds".'2
Jung also seems to have found a connection between the
1 Brome: p200-201
2 Brome: p249
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detective figure and the psychiatrist. If the psychiatrist is thought of
as someone on the search for the truth about the human condition, or as
someone who solves the riddle posed by the human psyche, then this connec-
tion becomes clearer.
'He would sit there sucking away at his water-cooled pipe,
oblivious to everything except the search for whodunnit. He
commented, "It was so nice to have someone else solve the
problem in a way which was entertaining and sent you to
sleep instead of boring you and driving you mad".''
It was on March 20th 1952 that Toni Wolff died. Towards the end of her
life she had become a bitter and disillusioned woman and Jung had greatly
reduced the amount of time he spent with her - in fact he did not even
attend her funeral service. Three years later in the summer of 1955 Emma
Jung died, Carl was greatly distressed and walked round the house sobbing
that 'she was a queen'. Ruth Bailey was with the family at Emma's death
and commented,
'Jung was very distressed - all white and tense - and not
speaking. I remember shortly afterwards he came striding
through the room in which all the family sat - silent,
knitting, all afraid to say a word to him'.2
After Emma's death Jung alternated between periods of retreating into
himself and vigorous debate. At one moment he would enjoy his solitude,
the next he was enthusiastically defending his work in An Answer to Job
XI\T	 .(1952)	 and attacking the Jewish theologian, Martin Buber. However
Jung's health was deteriorating and after constant minor illness Jung died
quietly on June 6th 1961, the time k.00pm. He was resting in bed when his
housekeeper arrived. Jung's last words were to her, 'Let's have a really
good red wine tonight'. She left him to go to the cellar and by her return
1
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his heart had stopped beating. He had died alone, peacefully and naturally
of old age.
Post Script - Apocrypha
There is a story, which may have apocryphal elements, that two hours after
Jung's death there was a violent thunderstorm and lightning struck the
poplar tree under which Jung used to sit. The lightning apparently bounced
down the trunk and was strong enough to dislodge some of the stones on the
lower parapet of the house. 'Aniela Jaffe said: "From the open wound it
had burned into the bark, I cut out a strip of bast. Then the gardener
stopped up the wound with pitch and the tree is still alive today"."
Further, when Laurens van der Post was making a film about the life of Jung
he went to the place of Jung's death at Kusnacht. At the moment he started
to speak about the death, another thunderstorm occurred. Post commented in
his biography of Jung,
'...the lightning struck in the garden again. The thunder
crashed out so near and loud that I winced, and to this day
the thunder is there in the film for all to hear... I am
compelled to mention it because it would seem as if it is
some sort of testimony of how that great spirit lives on
and will continue to show the way towards the transfiguration
of life until the end of space and time'.2
Having established the psychological context and biographical context,
including the very important friendship and schism with Freud, it now seems
appropriate to commence a brief investigation into Jungian theory to dis-
cover just what it is which made Jung so sure that Freudian sexual theory
could not explain the totality of' the human psychology. To begin with we
shall examine Jung's personality theory and the concept of the psyche.
1 Brome: p273
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JUNG'S THEORY OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE THEORY OF TYPES
The personality theory of C. G. Jung, the so called 'theory of types' or
'typology', is important because all of Jung's psychological thought is in
some way connected to the concepts of personality, growth and development.
Just how connected and cohesive Jung's thought is will become clear as
further aspects of his theory are introduced. Further it is part of the
intention of this thesis to examine the psychological function of charac-
ters within the detective film genre. To do this analysis effectively it
seems important to have a psychological model for both the evaluation of
characters in the film and the psychological characteristics of the soci-
eties which produce the films. Thus the specific applicability of this
personality theory and the wider theoretical constructs of analytical
psychology will be at their clearest, and most obvious, during the practical
analysis of the detective films. These analyses occur later in the thesis
after sufficient Jungian theory has been exposed, nevertheless constant
tangential references to film theory will be made where these seem relevant.
To return to the theory: In his writings on the psychology of types, Jung
is dealing with the psychology of consciousness and not the psychology of
the unconscious. In this theory Jung identified two forms of approach
that people adopt to the world, and these represent two quite opposite
ways of reacting to conscious sense data.
• There is a whole class of men who at the moment of reaction
to a given situation at first draw back a little as if with
an unvoiced "No", and only after that are able to react; and
there is another class who, in the same situation, come
forward with an immediate reaction, apparently confident
that their behaviour is obvicusly right. The former class
would therefore be characterized by a certain negative
relation to the object, and the latter by a positive one...
the former class corresponds to the introverted and the
second to the extraverted attitude'.1
1 Jung, C.G., 'Modern Man in Search of a Soul', (London, 1933).
This edition (London, 1985) : p98
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The result of this is that with the extravert his attention is directed
away from the inner world to the outside world. He is interested in events,
people, whatever is happening around him, and in fact he is dependent upon
these occurrences. While everyone is affected and orientated by data from
the outside world the extravert relies heavily upon this information and
cannot function without it. Thus the extraverted type is characterised
by an outward flow of psychic energy.
An example of an extraverted type would be the character of Jake la Motta
in Martin Scorsese's film Raging Bull, (Dir. M. Scorsese, Warner, 1980).
This character has no apparent capacity for introspection and so all his
energies are directed outward in a physical and aggressive attempt to
attack the world. In the boxing ring he permits himself to be struck, just
to prove that he can cope with pain, before finally destroying his opponent.
At his home he constantly beats his wife for almost no reason at all. The
film represents a cycle of impulsive and aggressive behaviour in which Jake
shows no capacity for caring about anyone - not even himself. An example
of this cycle occurs when he abuses his wife and as a result of this she
leaves home only to return to yet another beating. Finally she leaves him,
apparently for good, but her return seems almost inevitable. On another
occasion Jake smashes his world championship belt to sell the jewels, when
the intact belt was worth more than the dislodged gems.
The film ends with Jake a sad and broken club owner rehearsing the lines
of his act into.a mirror. His face is distraught, he is overweight and
even the lines of speech are devoid of feeling. Jake still seems incapable
of any form of introspection or self awareness. Scorsese ends the film
with an ironic quotation from the gospel of Saint John, 'The Man replied,
"Whether or not he is a sinner, I do not know, all I know is this: once
I ias blind and now I cn Eee".' (John 9). The irony of this is that
3k.
Sake still has no sight either into the outer world or into the inner world
of his unconscious. It is interesting to note that the real Jack la Motta
served as an advisor to Scorsese.
The introvert represents the antithesis of the extravert position and is
characterised by a withdrawal into the psyche and an inward flow of psychic
energy. Typically the introvert lacks confidence in people and objects,
he also has difficulty with relationships, preferring instead to withdraw
into himself, and in so doing tends to appear antIsocial. In contrast to
the activity and dominance of the extravert the introvert is quiet and
passive, preferring reflection to activity. It is when either introversion
or extraversion become habitual that Jung feels it is justifiable to char-
acterise the person as either an introvert or an extravert type.
In the film Eguus, (Dir. S. Luinet, United Artists, 1977) there is a por-
trayal of an individual who has become almost totally introverted. The
film's central character, Alan St'arig, is so obsessed with his own fantasy
world that he seems to have lost touch with reality. Alan believes that
in horses there lives a god spirit whose name is Equus - this being the
Latin for horse. He creates a complicated ritual of nocturnal horse riding
In which a wooden stick, called the 'man bit', is placed between the naked
rider's teeth. Alan also talks to Equus in a Christian phrase-
ology, for example 'gentle Equus meek and mild' and 'Two shall be one',
that is the horse and the rider. In his fantasy world Alan not only
identifies himself with the horse; (at one point he makes a rope bridle
which he wears as he beats himself) but also identifies the horse with
Christ. An important moment in the narrative is when Alan enacts a cor-
rupted version of the Christian eucharist using sugar cubes which both he
and the horse eat.
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Alan's psychic energy is totally directed towards the development of his
own inner fantasy world and as such he is psychologically unable to cope
with outer reality. For example, when he attempts to make love in the
horse stables, the 'Temple of Equus', with Jill Mason he is unable to do
so. His devotion has made him impotent and it is really only with Equus
that Alan desires total intimacy. Unable to cope with the mixture of
reality and fantasy, he calls on Equus, the 'all seeing God' to blind him
and kill him. Still naked Alan hacks out the eyes of six horses and in
so doing blinds Equus. As the psychiatrist in the film indicates Alan is
psychotic, but he is still a clear example of how dangerous it can be to
become totally introverted.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF INTROVERT TO EXTRAVERT
Frieda Fordhaxn has noted that different cultures value these extraverted
and introverted attitudes differently:
'In the West we prefer the extravert attitude, describing it
in such favourable terms as outgoing, well-adjusted... in
the East, at least until recent times, the introverted
attitude has been the prevailing one. On this basis one may
explain the material and technical development of the
Western Hemisphere as contrasted with the material poverty
but greater spiritual development of the East'.1
One of Jung's major contributions to psychology has been to show that the
introverted position is not pathological T (that is detrimental to psycho-
logical well-being) but is an integral part of the psychological character
of everyone. Jung did not conceive of pure introvert and extravert types.
He regarded the extraver as also having an introverted attitude, and vice
versa, although one of the types assumes the dominant attitude and the
other forms the subordinate, or inferior, attitude. Thus if someone has
1 Fordham, F., An Introduction to Jung's Psychology, (London, 1953): p30
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a balanced attitude they possess both introverted and extraverted atti-
tudes in a state of tension with each other, each attitude competing for
the energy of the ego.
As Fordham has also noted there is a tendency for the two types to commu-
nicate badly with each other,
'Unfortimately the two types misunderstand one another and
tend to see only the other's weakness, so that to the extra-
vert the introvert is egotistical and dull, while the 	 1
introvert thinks the extravert superficial and insincere'.
In personal relationships the situation is further complicated because
often the opposite types attract each other, as unconsciously the extra-
vert may seek to find an introverted type in an effort to balance their own
subordinate attitude. Thus there seems to be a strangely contradictory
sense in which oppositions are needed, because they bring with them balance
and stability.
Clearly, by themselves these notions of extravert and introvert are only
of a limited use, however they form the basis of Jung's personality theory.
To see how Jung extended this theory into a useable and complex system it
is necessary to return to the time he spent working at the Bergholzli
hospital.
Here he was able to study the fantasy material produced by patients suf-
fering from various forms of schizophrenia, and during this period he also
studied his own dreams and attempted an in-depth analysis of his own per-
sonality. From these observations he formulated a more complex theoretical
framework and devised a series of terms for speaking about the psyche. By
1 Fordhain: p33
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the term 'Psyche' Jung meant the totality of the self, in other words all
that makes us human whether this is conscious and unconscious. It is now
proposed to study the model and language that Jung devised, and to do so
in detail.
The Psyche
One of the first and most basic distinctions that Jung made was between the
conscious and unconscious mind,
'Whatever we have to say about the unconscious is what the
conscious mind says about it.	 Always the unconscious
psyche, which is entirely of an unknown nature, is expressed
by consciousness and in terms of conEcioucnecs, and that
is the only thing we can do'.1
It is important to note that Jung is claiming the only clues we have about
the unconscious are derived from a conscious expression of unconscious
contents. Thus the unconscious is the primary experience which finds
expression in the secondary experience of consciousness. In seventeenth
and eighteenth century French and English psychology there was an attempt
to form concepts about consciousness based only on information gathered by
the senses, and so at this period in history consciousness was thought to
be composed of only stimulus sense data. This concept found expression in
,XVI2
the often cited phrase, Nihil est intellectu guod non fuerlt in sensu
It is interesting to note the position adopted by Freud on the nature of
the unconscious is somewhat similar, as he postulated theories about the
unconscious which came only from conscious sense data. For example, he
assumed that dreams are not a matter of chance but rather they are associ-
ated with conscious thoughts and problems. However for Jung the uncon-
scious is paramount, as it is only through its manifestation in dreams,
1	 W. 18: 8
2	 .	 ,Leibniz,C., Nouveaux Essais sur 1 Entendement Humain, Bk.11, Ch. 1, Sec.2
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myths, symbols etcetera that anything of its elusive character can be dis-
cerned, and so Jung claimed the primacy of the unconscious. He believed
that man is not born with an unstructured mind, in fact rather the opposite
is true, and even the youngest baby has a series of conditioning psycho-
logical structures which he claims are located in the unconscious mind, but
find expression through consciousness.
'Thus man is born with a complicated psychic disposition
that is anything but a tabula rasa. Even the boldest
fantasies have their limits determined by our psychic
inheritance, and through the veil of even the wildest
fantasy we can still glimpse the dominants that were
inherent in the human mind from the very beginning'.l
Jung subdivided the psyche into what he termed the endopsychic and ecto-
psychic systems. The term ectopsychic system corresponds roughly to what
Jung referred to as the conscious psyche. To be more exact the term refers
to the system of relationships that exist between the conscious part of the
psyche and the stimuli which originate in the environment, that is to say
outside the psyche. It is therefore a system which helps orientate the
psyche with external facts from the senses. The endopsychic system repre-
sents the system of relationships between the conscious and unconscious
parts of the psyche. It Is now proposed to examine the functioning of
these two systems.
The Ectopsychic System
The ectopsychic sphere is composed of four sections, sensation, thinking,
feeling and intuition. Ever since the inception of these terms there has
been a degree of misunderstanding as to exactly what Jung intended. As
these are to become terms in this thesis and as they are central to aria-
1	 W. 8: 719
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lytical psychology it may prove useful to have a brief definition and
clarification of their Jungian meaning. First sensation:
'By sensation	 I understand what the French psychologists
call "la fonction du rel", which is the sum-total of my
awareness of external facts given to me through the function
of my senses... Sensation tells me that something is: it
does not tell me what it is and it does not tell me other
things about that something; it only tells me that some-
thing is'.l
An example of a sensation type can be found in King Kong (Dir. D.O'Selznick,
RKO, 1933). In this film the giant ape Kong operates almost totally on the
level of sensation, in other words he just responds to situations as they
are. For example when Kong is taken to New York he searches the city for
Anne, who was going to be his bride. At one point Kong reaches inside a
bedroom and finds a woman, but when he recognises that it is not Anne he
lets her fall to her death. As Kong operates at the level of sensation
he has no evaluative functions, apparently he is aware that things exist but
he has no sense of their value, which explains why he ruthlessly discards
the woman. Eventually Kong does find Anne and he climbs with her to the
top of the Empire State Building. Here he is attacked by airplanes and
realising that his death is imminent, and in a moment of sensual awareness,
Kong puts down the girl, after which he falls to his death. Standing
beside Kong's corpse, Denham remarks, 'It was not the aircraft which killed
Kong, it was beauty that killed the beast'. Perhaps in Jung's terms it
was sensation which overwhelmed the beast, or rather it was the final
understanding that he could not get beyond sensation.
Now that Jung's definition of 'sensation' has been demonstrated and juxta-
posed with a filmic example, it is possible to venture deeper into the
ectopsychic system. The next step inward moves past the mere collection
1	
• 18:21
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of data from the environment, which was the sensation stage, and deals
with the psyche's ability to organise this data according to name and
category. The term which Jung uses for this process is ?thinkingt.XIU
The Psyche: The Ectopsychic System
(Based on the model used by Jung in 1935 Tavistock Lectures)
'Thinking in its simplest form tells you what a thing is. It gives a
name to the. thing. It adds a concept because thinking is perception and
,1judgement
In the film Star Trek the Motion Picture (Dir. R. Wise, Paramount, 1979),
there is an example of an extreme thinking type. The character Spock is
the Chief Science Officer of the Starship Enterprise, and an insight into
his dependence upon thinking is given through his 'catch phrase', 'that is
1 c• W. 18:22
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illogical', which indicates a reliance on rationality, and it is an inevit-
able consequence of this emphasis that feelings and emotions are devalued.
To make this extreme intellectual position acceptable Spock is represented
as being a Vulcan, and his pointed ears and slanted eyebrows serve as a
constant visual reminder of' these alien origins. The viewer's initial
encounter with Spock takes place as he is participating in a ceremony on
the planet Vulcan, the purpose of which is to initiate him into the realm
of total logic. An important part of the ritual is cited below,
High Priestess, 'Our ancestors cast out their animal passions
here on these sands. Our race was saved by
the attainment of' Kolinahr'.
Acolyte,	 'Kolinahr: through which all emotion is
finally shed'.
High Priestess, 'You have laboured long Spock... Now receive
from us this symbol of total logic'.
Star Trek, the Motion Picture
Unfortunately Spock is to be frustrated in his aspirations to enter the
realm of' total logic. The reason for this is that his mother was human,
and so his Vulcan ancestry has become polluted with the capacity for feel-
ings and emotions, and consequently he is unable to receive the symbol.
The film seems to be aware that while thinking is a vital human function,
it must always be supported with the other elements in the ectopsychic
system, and later in the film Spock achieves this realisation for himself.
This moment of insight occurs when he comes into contact with a living
machine called Vger and he comments, 'Yet with all its jure logic Vger is
barren, cold, no mystery, no beauty, I should have known... this simple
feeling is beyond its comprehension'. With this insight Spock elevates
himself above the level of a 'living machine' and accepts his 'polluted'
human blood.
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Going deeper into the ectopsychic system the third function which Jung
distinguishes is feeling. At this point Jung becomes slightly more contro-
versial for he claims that feeling is as rational as thinkingXlX and for
him feeling is a way of evaluating an experience or object's worth or
value. As he comments,
'Feeling informs you through its feeling-tones of the values
of things. Feeling tells you for instance whether a thing is
acceptable or agreeable or not. It tells you what a thing is
worth to you... Now the "dreadful" thing about feeling is that
it is, like thinking, a rational function'.'
The final and deepest function of the ectopsychic system is altogether more
difficult to describe as it is concerned with an area of the psyche that is
largely unknown. As Jung's critics have been quick to point out, at this
point his theory seems to become somewhat 'mystical', which if we are
dealing with the unknown, is perhaps not surprising. Quite why 'mystical'
should be used as a pejorative term is uncertain, however this may be an
indication of' the amount of support for behaviouristic theories. It would
appear that when Jung talks of intuition, 0
 he is claiming that it is a
form of perception, although it is perception not via the senses but through
the unconscious.
'That is what is called intuition, a sort od divination, a sort
of miraculous faculty... you "get an idea", you "have a certain
feeling", as we say, because ordinary language is not yet
developed enough for one to have suitably defined terms. The
word intuition becomes more and more a part of the English
language, and you are very fortunate because in other languages
that word does not exist'.2
An example of a typical intuitive type can be found in the film 2010
(Dir. P. Hyams, MGM, UA, 1984). In this film the central character,
Dr Heywood Floyd, constantly relies upon his intuition to inform him about
1	
w. 18: 23
2 c• W. 18: 24
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what is happening in the world. Dr Floyd is on a mission to rescue the
abandoned space ship Discovery, and to activate the shutdown HAL 9000
computer. His speech is full of references to things which he 'feels' or
'thinks' are true, and it is his intuition which tells him that these
things are real. For example, he remarks, 'I tell you there's some kind
of life.. .1 also think it knows we're here' and, 'We have so much to ask.
I've a feeling that the answers are bigger than the questions'. In both
these examples, which are typical of his speech, Dr Floyd has no rational
evidence for his assertions he just 'knows' and this leads one of his crew,
Tanya Kirbuk, to remark, 'Dr Floyd, you're not a very practical man'.
After the HAL 9000 has been reactivated Dr Floyd has a vision in which one
of the dead members of the Discovery, David Bowman, appears to him. The
apparently dead Bowman asks him to 'Please believe me' and to leave the
planet Jupiter which they are orbiting within two days because, 'something
is going to happen, something very wonderful'. Dr Floyd is somewhat shaken
by this communication but is able to cope, but to do so he relies upon his
intuitive faculties, and in fact he has no option but to do this because
the appearance of Bowman is not understandable within any other terms. As
Jung comments, intuition is 'divination', a 'miraculous faculty'. Dr Floyd
takes this divination very seriously and overcoming many difficulties
leaves the area within the two day deadline. In the film intuition is
validated because on the second day Jupiter explodes forming a new sun and
on a nearby planet a whole new process of life begins. There is quite
literally another creation, the uni'rerse is reborn, as Floyd in his conclu-
ding speech remarks, (we) 'looked up and realised we were only tenants of
this world. We have been given a new lease by the landlord'.
To return to the ectopsychic system, its four functions of thinking, feeling,
sensation, intuition, actually form the basis of Jung's complicated person-
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ality theory which is called the 'theory of types', or more accurately
'typology'. Jung claimed that in a given individual one of the four func-
tions would be dominant, for example thinking. Thus this person could be
classified a 'thinking type'. However every 'type' is composed of two of
the four elements in the ectopsychic system, thus there is a secondary or
inferior function to the personality, and for the thinking type this is
feeling. However it should be stressed that just because an individual is
a thinking type with an inferior feeling function, it does not mean that
this individual's sensation and intuition elements are lost. Quite the
opposite, in fact they form active elements within the psyche and exist in
a state of tension with the dominant attitude and functions and the in-
ferior elements. Jung terms this whole approach to personality theory
'dynamics' thereby indicating the state of flux, tension and development
that the psyche is in.
The Endopsychic System
So far this chapter's consideration of the psyche has been concerned with
the ectopsychic system, however these conscious functions are supported, or
are in tension with a variety of unconscious elements, which are the prop-
erty of the endopsychic system. Like the ectopsychic system there are four
elements to the endopsychic system, and these four elements each get pro-
gressively more and more difficult to understand as they get deeper into
the psyche.
The first, and outermost, of the four functions identified by Jung is
memory. For Jung this is connected with things that may at one time have
been conscious but have now faded away, that is to say with things that at
one time belonged to personal consciousness but have now been 'forgotten'.
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Thus this type of memory is principally a collection of repressed, hence
unconscious, personal events.
'What we call memory is this faculty to reproduce unconscious
contents, and it is the first function we can clearly
distinguish in its relationship between our consciousness
and the contents that are actually not in view'.1
The second endopsychic function is more difficult to describe and it is
called by Jung 'The subjective components of conscious functioning'.
'Every application of a conscious function, whatever the
object might be, is always accompanied by subjective
reactions which are more or less inadmissable or unjust or
inaccurate. You are painfully aware that these things
happen to you, but nobody likes to admit that he is subject
to such phenomena'.2
These subjective components get left or pushed into the darker or shadow
side of the psyche and this repression helps in coping with these 'unde-
sirable thoughts'. The concept of the shadow is an integral part of Jung's
personality theory, for as well as possessing dominant and inferior func-
tions a given individual will also have a shadow side. This is the nega-
tive side of the personality and Jung describes it as, 'The sum of all the
unpleasant qualities one wants to hide, the inferior, worthless and primi-
tive side of man's nature, the "other person" in one, one's own dark side'.3
The shadow is so much an "other person" that it may assume a character and
life all of its own and this is often clearly observed in mythological
material. For example when the hero is forced to fight some species of
evil monster, or when the detective combats a particularly evil criminal,
both the monster and criminal may be projected personifications of the
hero's shadow.
C. W. 18:39
2 
c W. 18:40
3	 .	 .	 .Samuels, A., Shorter, B., Plant, A., A Critical Dictionary of Jungian
Analysis, (London, 1986): p138
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An example of this type of projected personified shadow can be observed in
the film Tightrope, (Dir. R. Tuggle, Warner, 198k). In this film police
detective Wes Bloch is attempting to catch a killer of prostitutes who is
loose in the city of New Orleans. Each time the murderer strikes, he hand-
cuffs his victims, and ties them with red ribbon, he then rapes them and
finally kills them. Throughout the process in an effort to conceal his
identity, he wears a mask. The first time the viewer sees the killer his
face is concealed in shadow and it is possible to regard the killer as the
detective's shadow (one of the characters in the film even remarks to
Bloch of' the killer, 'He said you were just like him'). The notion of the
killer as the detective's shadow is reinforced in the film when Detective
Wes Bloch goes to visit a criminal psychiatrist who comments, 'Once you
started going after him you became closer to him than anyone else'. She
adds,
'There's darkness inside all of us Wes; you, me and the man
down the street. Some have it under control, some act it out,
the rest of us try to walk a tightrope between the two'.
Tightrope
It would seem that Bloch's shadow, his darker side, is out of' control and
it Is not until the end of' the film that he is able to capture and destroy
his shadow. The final battle is a protracted one and it is not until the
killer's body is crushed by a train that he is destroyed, even so the
killer/shadow leaves his severed arm still gripping Bloch's throat. To
further support this interpretation of the killer as the detective's shadow
it is interesting to note that the killer is in fact an ex-policeman. The
message of the film, in Jungian terms seems clear: embrace your shadow
and walk the tightrope.
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The Psyche: The Ectopsychic and Endopsychic Systems
(Based on the model used by Jung in 1935 Tavistock Lectures)
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The third endopsychic component is where the affects and emotions occur, and
here the psyche is losing control over its conscious sections. To refer
back to memory, everyone knows how easy it is to 'deliberately forget'
events. This is of course a moment when the unconscious asserts itself
and an individual temporarily loses control over their functions. With
emotions and affects Jung claims that it is no longer possible to speak
of functions but only of events. In other words the functions have become
experiential.
'The primitive does not say he got angry beyond measure; he
says a spirit got into him and changed him completely. Some-
thing like that happens with emotions;you are simply possessed,
you are no longer yourself, and your control is decreased practically to
zero. That is a condition in which 1the inner side of a man takes
hold of him, he cannot prevent it'.
1 C. W. 18:42
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Good examples of this state might be when an individual is obsessed with
an idea or cause, when someone is unaccountably moody, or perhaps when
someone first falls in love. In all these cases the emotions well up and
like a rising river they spill over the banks of the unconscious and into
consciousness and the psyche is swept along, caught in this sudden flood
of emotions and affects.
To return to the film Tightrope, before the film started Detective Wes
Bloch was outside the world of prostitution. However after his wife left
him he became a 'vice cop' and he got drawn deeper and deeper into the
sexual underground. As mentioned above, in Jungian terms, the killer
represents the detective's shadow and as Wes gets progressively involved
with the prostitutes so he adopts the sexual perversions of their killer.
As the film's narrative develops Bloch's shadow gradually takes control of
his consciousness and he becomes intertwined with the murder investigation,
as each prostitute he has sex with is then murdered by the killer/shadow.
Tightrope seems to depict Bloch's growing loss of self control and as the
film unfolds his shadow assumes a dominance which results in his sexual
exploits becoming both more aggressive and perverted. This point is illu-
strated by the following conversation which takes place between Wes and his
girl friend.
Beryl -
Bloch -
Beryl -
Bloch -
Beryl -
Bloch -
"Do you investigate many sexual crimes?"
"Why?"
"Just wondered if they'd affected you"
"They did want me to treat my wife a little more
tenderly"
"How did she respond?"
"She said she wasn't interested in tenderness..."
Tightrope
The film's constant reference to sexually perverted practices indicates the
move Wes has made away from the world of tenderness to the world of bondage
prostitution. It is only after he has realised how he has been affected by
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this realm that he is able to 'cast out' the spirit, that has possessed
him, and embrace his shadow. Of course it is shortly after this moment of
self realisation that he is able to capture and destroy the killer/shadow.
The final and fourth endopsychic factor is termed by Jung 'invasion'.
Here the consciousness is not just partly out of control but is totally
powerless because it has been invaded with the full strength of the uncon-
scious psyche. This condition, which is characterised by extreme emotions,
is not necessarily pathological - that is detrimental to psychological well
being. The condition is just a forceful assertion of the unconscious and
these events may indeed lead to a neurosis. As Jung comments,
'These phenomena are not in themselves pathological; they
belong to the ordinary phenomenology of man, but if they
become habitual we rightly speak of a neurosis. These
are the things that lead to neurosis; but they are also
exceptional conditions among normal people'.'
CONCLUSION
This brief introduction to Jungiari personality theory is important because
in one way or another all Jung's theories are related to the growth of the
personality, or if it is preferred, the development of the psyche. Thus
these personality theories form a useful theoretical framework for pre-
senting the wider and more complicated aspects of analytical psychology.
Further, if a hero, or any character's motivation is to be understcod then
some awareness of' his psychological character is necessary. Again to place
the characters within their psychological cultural context some knowledge.
of personality theory, which applies on a cultural as well as individual
scale, is important. Such terms as sensation, intuition and shadow will
1	
w. 18: k3
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prove central concepts in discussing filmic characters in their cultural!
mythological context.
This chapter has sought to examine Jung's psychology of consciousness and
to see this in relation to his typological theory.
Expressed in a summarised form the Jungian model of the psyche has the
following elements:
Ectopsychic System - The most conscious levels of the psyche:
1) Sensation - information that world objects
exist, that things are.
2) Thinking - naming and organising the sense data.
3) Feeling - as rational as thinking, an evaluation
of an event's worth to us.
k) Intuition - perception not via the conscious
but the unconscious.
Endopsychic System - The deeper and more unconscious levels of the psyche:
1) Memory - the recall of repressed 'forgotten'
personal events.
2) Subjective components - the shadow, the negative
aspects of an individual's personality, often
personified as a separate individual.
3) Emotions and affects - partial loss of the con-
scious self as the unconscious takes over or
possesses the psyche.
k) Invasion - total loss of control over the psyche
as it is overwhelmed by the unconscious.
This state is often highly emotional although it
is not necessarily pathological.
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Chapter Two
C. G. Jung's Psychology of the Unconscious
and Film Theory
INTRODUCTION
This chapter seeks to build upon the foundations laid by the previous
chapter, by expanding both the presentation and application of C. G. Jung's
analytical psychology. In the preceding chapter Jung's psychology of con-
sciousness, including the personality theory, was examined and its rele-
vance and applicability to the analysis of film was demonstrated. This
chapter explores Jung's concept of' the unconscious and does so with
specific reference to his concepts of the objective psyche, archetypal
patterns, symbols, dreams and the individuatlon process. The aim of this
chapter is to continue the process of connectIng up between analytical
psychology and films. However unlike the previous chapter, this is not
achieved at the level of' practical film analysis, but by demonstrating
points of' correspondence between film theory and the theory of' analytical
psychology.
There is the question as to why films should be regarded as a particularly
apt medium for expressing the objective psyche. It was mentioned in the
introduction to the thesis (p ) that Jung considered film to be an espe-
cially versatile medium and because of this the number and variety of
imaginary, fantasy or fictional worlds that can be created is huge. It
is also a specifically visual medium and as such has, at least some,
affinities with the dream, which is the most intimate way in which the
objective psyche expresses itself. This Is not a particularly new insight
for film theory as over thirty years ago Parker Tyler noted,
'Briefly movies, similar to much else In life,are seldom
what they seem. In this sense - being, to begin with, fiction
- movies are dreamlike and fantastic... These assumptions are
simple: (a) the existence of the unconscious mind as a dynamic
factor in human action arid(b) the tendency of' screen stories
to emphasize - unintentionally - neurosis arid psychopathic
traits discovered and formulated by psychoanalysis'.
1 Tyler, P., The Magic and Myth of the Movies, (London, 1971): p28
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While Tyler is writing from within a broadly Freudian position, his general
observations are still applicable, although as Parts Two and Three of the
thesis will demonstrate the situation is more complicated than he suggests.
THE OBJECTIVE PSYCHE AND ARCHETYPAL PATTERNS
So far this thesis has not considered what is the most important element in
analytical psychology that is, the postulated existence of the 'collective
unconscious'. (Jung later withdrew this term and renamed this construct
the 'objective psyche', 1 and it is this revised term that this thesis will
retain). At the centre of the endopsychic system Jung thought that there
existed a central unconscious collective core. This unconscious core is
the repository for the psychological experience of mankind, and it also
contains the plan or pattern for mankind's psychological development. For
Jung the collective, as in this collective core, is the antithesis of the
individual, or rather the collective is that from which man must separate
himself if he is to become fully individual and hence fully human. Thus
the objective psyche contains both the entire psychological record of man-
kind and the information necessary for individuation, or separation, from
that collective.
It should again be stressed that knowledge of the objective psyche can only
be obtained through the ectopsychic system, or if it is preferred - through
the conscious senses. So within the psyche there are two different uncon-
scious elements; there is the personal unconscious and the wider objective
psyche. While these elements are in theory separate, in practice they
inter-relate and inter-react to such an extent that it is not always a
simple task to decide what material is personal, and what belongs to the
wider collective objective psyche.
Memory
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To illustrate this point there follows a diagram which is a development of
those in the previous chapter, and it has been extended to show the ecto-
psychic and endopsychic elements in relationship to the objective psyche.
The Psyche: The Ectopsychic, Endopsychic Systems and
the Objective Psyche
Archetypal
	 t1Ofl	 Symbols
patterns
Dreams
	 Myths
Images
Films, -etc.
Some film theoreticians have sought to find an expression of the objective
psyche (collective unconscious) in films, and the underlying assumption of
this is that films are an expression of shared latent psychological needs.
For example Carpenter claims that television has played a vital role in
revealing this process, 'When Hollywood films were films, they were lived;
as late television shows, they can be studied, seen for what they are:
part of our collective unconscious.''
1 Carpenter, E. C., Oh what a blow that Phantom gave us, (London, 1976): p56
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To return to the psychological theory it is important to note that Jung's
hypothesis of the objective psyche is the result of empirical research in
a variety of areas. For example he observed his own dreams and those of
his pat!ents at Bergh6lzli; he analysed fantasies and delusions and he
became interested in comparative relgion and mythology. Out of this welter
of material Jung eventually noticed that in all these areas there seemed to
be certain recurring myth themes or patterns.
To an extent there is a relationship between Jung's interest in mytho-
logical material and anthropology, for both treat myth as an expression of
latent structures and needs within a given culture. Jarvie has recognised
in films the expression of these latent structures and needs, 'Apart from
anthropological field work, I know of nothing comparable from the point of
view of getting inside the skin of another society as viewing films made
for the home market'.' The assumption seems to be that films possess
something of the nature of myths in that they reflect concealed and hidden
societal structures.
Again some film theoreticians regard films not as individual, and there-
fore 'authored' products but as cultural expressions of a 'fundamental
motif' which is the 'common property of all mankind'. As Monaco has com-
mented, 'The "auteur theory" as applied to cinema is thus not only histori-
cally inaccurate but also fundamentally misleading. Movies are not
"authored" but are rather reflections of shared thoughts and structures'.2
1	 .Jarvie, I. C., Towards a Sociology of the Cinema, (London, 1970): pk
2 Monaco, P., 'Film as Myth and National Folklore', In: The Power of Myth
in Literature and Film, ed. Carrabino, V., (Tallahasse, 1980): p39
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With regard to these recurring myth themes or patterns, it should be
stressed, at this point, tht what is inherited or passed on in the object-
ive psyche is not its content in images, but its pattern. For example the
form 'hero' is a pattern, but its content, that is its image, may vary from
culture to culture and age to age. At one moment it may be a medieval
knight, the next a detective and then a space warrior. The pattern, 'hero',
remains constant, but its image is constantly renewed. The reason for this
distinction will become clear later in the thesis, at this stage it is
sufficient to note it and to note Jung's keenness to stress the distinction
between pattern and image.
'The autonomous contents of the unconscious, or, as I have
called them, dominants, are not inherited ideas but inherited
possibilities, not to say compelling necessities, for repro-
ducing the images and ideas by which these dominants have
always been expressed... It matters little if the mythologi-.
cal hero conquers now a dragon, now a fish or some other
monster; the fundamental motif remains the same, and that is
the common property of mankind, not the ephemeral formula-
tions of different regions and epochs'.'
For Jung myths, symbols and religious experiences are all connected to the
objective psyche, but rather than regard the objective psyche as an expres-
sion of these elements, he inverted this and thought of religious experi-
ence as only available from the objective psyche as are myths, symbols,
et cetera. Thus myths are a manifestation of the objective psyche, as
is religious experience. As he commented,
'He will have set his hand, as it were, to a declaration
of his own human dignity and taken the first step towards
the foundations of his consciousness - that is, towards
the unconscious, the only available source of religious
experience. This is certainly not to say that what we
call the unconscious is identical with God or is set up
in his place. It is simply the medium from which religious
experience seems to flow.'2
1 
C. W. Vol.8: 718
2 C. W. 10: 565
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The dominants referred to by Jung,are more regularly termed by him arche-
types. This term has passed from being a technical psychological term into
common usage and in this transition its meaning has changed. More often
than not, the terms 'archetype' and 'stereotype' are treated as inter-
changeable but in analytical psychology the term 'archetype' refers to the
structuring potentials latent in the objective psyche. These potentials
govern the psychological life of an individual, regulating the development
and balance of the psyche to ensure that the psyche remains healthy and
adjusted to life in the world. Whereas 'stereotype' implies a conformity,
or caricature of an original 'type'.
As an individual develops, so he or she moves through different archetypal
phases, the so-called 'mid life crisis' is an obvious example of one such
phase. Thus throughout life many different archetypal patterns are brought
into play, much as the body at puberty automatically starts hormonal changes,
so too the psychic system may at certain times produce archetypaJ. guidance.
The archetypes may be thought of as a controlling or regulating potential
which develops, or unfolds, over a period of time. The archetype therefore
links together body and psyche and as such is a psychosomatic concept."
In his book The Long View, Basil Wright has commented on the psychosomatic
dreamlike nature of films and as such seems to regard films as expressions
of the objective psyche. For Wright, films indicate a link between body or
'outer world' and psyche or 'inner world', and he comments that the film
seems to be one way in which the objective psyche expresses its archetypal
guiding images,
'I wish Jung had paid more attention to cinema, especially in
terms of those filmic illogicalities which are often, ... only
acceptable in terms of(a)dream... but can, perhaps, be
accepted as signals reaching us from inner rather than outer
space' . 1
1 Wright, B., The Long View, (London, 1976): p11
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Archetypes are recognisable in our outward and everyday behaviour, which
of course includes film making, especially when this is connected with what
Jung calls 'universal events' for example, birth, death or marriage. It
is at these moments that the archetypes of the objective psyche are at
their most active, and may therefore be most clearly observed. Typically
they assume such figures as the hero or shadow, but Jung is always at
pains to indicate that these images, the visualisations of one archetypa].
pattern or another, do not reveal the whole nature of an archetype. They
merely represent one of the pattern's many facets, and what an archetype is
remains ultimately inexpressible.
'We must, however, constantly bear in mind that what we
man by "archetype" is in itself irrepresentable, but has
effects which make visualisations of it possible, namely,
the archetypal images and ideas. We meet with a similar
situation in physics: there the smallest particles are
themselves irrepresentable but have effects from the
nature of which we can build up a model. The archetypal
image, motif or mythologem, is a construction of this
kind.
These archetypal patterns wait to be released in the psyche, and they ar
released in the form of creative acts, symbols, myths, dreams, and films.
These expressions of the objective psyche are capable of a wide degree of
variation, this var±atjon being dependent upon an individual's own life
experiences and cultural expectations.
Monaco has commented that films too contain collective unconscious meanings
and as such are expressions of the objective psyche. He further claims
that much as an individual's own life experience causes a variation in the
contents of' archetypal expression, so too cultural changes cause filmic
contents as archetypal expressions, to vary. Thus analysis of' these filmic
contents may reveal their underlying psychological nature.
1 C. W. 8: 417
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'Latent collective meanings of films reveal themselves
through analysis of surface film contents... In some
instances, however, the repetition or stylization of
certain such devices and techniques in the popular films
of a nation may reveal important psychological tendencies'.
Archetypal experiences are characterised by a strange sense of energy and
power which is called by Jung, who borrowed the term from Rudoiff Otto, a
'numinous' experience. The strength of the numinous experience may be so
strong that during the event the person who is undergoing the encounter
may think his or her self mentally ill. As a result of this contact with
the objective psyche, he or she may also need help to understand the highly
symbolic and mythological images that have been liberated. If, as Jung
claims, the unconscious is indeed the repository for the psychological
experience of all mankind, then we should not be surprised that the objec-
tive psyche communicates in an archaic language, a language that is per-
meated with the myths and symbols of mankind's past.
Jung further claims that the archetypal forms remain constantly in every-
one's psyche, often lying dormant waiting for a stimulus nd for libera-
tion.
'Archetypes are like river-beds which dry up when the water
deserts them, but which it can find again at any time. An
archetype is like an old water-course along which the water
of life has flowed for centuries, digging a deep channel for
itself. The longer it has flowed in this channel the more
likely it is that sooner or later the water will return to
its old bed'.2
To give archetypal expression to something is to interact with both col-
lective and historical images in such a way that the oppositions contained
within the unconscious find expression. For Jung the unconscious is corn-
1 Monaco, P., Cinema and Society: France and Germany during the Twenties,
(New York, 1976): p8k
2	 W. 10: 395
The dwarf Plan-ku, holds the
Yin-Yang symbol. From: Mythology:
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posed almost entirely of oppositions, e.g. conscious/unconscious, thinking!
intuition, light/dark, individual/collective, and the index of the
Collected Works even contains a special index of oppositions)" it is not
the function of the archetypes to directly unite these opposites but rather
to acknowledge that opposition does exist, and in so doing to bring them in
a fresh state of creative tension with the rest of the psyche. Thus oppo-
sites are united but not integrated, and the Buddhist symbol of Yin and
Yang is an example of light and darkness, male and female principles,
being united but not integrated. They are one, yet the principal oppo-
sitions remain separate.
Yin and Yang
As all psychic imagery is to some extent archetypal so dreams, films,
myths and other psychic events may have nwninosity. As mentioned, this is
the 'power' that is felt as the objective psyche expresses itself through
the might of the archetype and its associated imagery. More literally,
numinosity can be an experience of God. Somehow it is possible to get from
contact with the unconscious a religious experience, or as Jung would more
cautiously put, an experience of the image of God, the Imago Dei. As he
comments,
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'It would be a regrettable mistake if anybody should take
my observations as a kind of proof of the existence of
God. They only prove the existence of an archetypal God-
image, which to my mind is the most we can assert about
God psychologically' •1
To return briefly to film theory, Parker Tyler has written in his book
The Magic and Myth of the Movies, that it is vital,
'...to conceive the supernatural fables of Hollywood as bona
tide creative offerings, destined to be accepted as true or
untrue representations of the orders of reality - part of
such orders being of course the spiritual orders'.
It would seem that there is a correspondence between Parker Tyler's concept
of 'spiritual orders' and the Jungian Imago Del, and a common understanding
of nuniinosity seems to help validate this link. Parker Tyler proceeds to
argue that for any manifestation of spirit to be accepted in a film there
must also be a common audience presupposition concerning the validity of
such spiritual events. Which is to say that theres an unconscious
psychological need for spiritual or numinous experiences which to some
extent films both express and gratify, 'In other words, some basic and
common spirituality must exist to support belief in any manifestation of
spirit, no matter how outrageous or symbolic in form'.3
However for Jung the psyche and its constituent parts, including the object-
ive psyche, are not just symbolic but are real, and they form part of a
categorised and analysable system whose effects can be repeatedly seen.
Therefore on the subject of God he is able to write,
1 C. W. 11:102
2 Tyler, P., MagIc and Myth of the Movies, (London, 1971): p57
3
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'The idea of God is an absolutely necessary psychological
function of an irrational nature, which has nothing whatever
to do with the question of God's existence. The human
intellect can nver answer this question, still less give
any proof of God. Moreover such proof is superfluous, for
the idea of an all-powerful divine Being is present every-
where, unconsciously if not consciously, because it is an
archetype' •1
So the question as to whether God exists or not is for Jung irrelevant.
For him it is sufficient to say that an archetypal experience of the Imago
Del exists and characterises archetypal expression. This experience of
the numinous is an important psychological event and it should not be
surprising to find expressions of the objective psyche which are charac-
tensed by a religious nature. (The use of the term 'religion' presupposes
that it is taken in the widest possible sense to include any experience of
the divine whether this occurs within a world religion or not). In fact
it is possible to say that any analysis of the archetypal which fails to
take into account the numinous may be flawed, and flawed in quite a funda-
mental way.
However Jung took this concept of the archetype even further. He felt that
in the final analysis archetypes serve as the models or patterns for every-
thIng within the human realm. Thus all ideas creative, scientific, politi-
cal, mathematical or whatever are archetypal, and the outer world, the world
of the ectopsychic system, becomes a creation of the deep structures of the
psyche, of archetypal forces and patterns. From this premise it would be
expected to find the collective archetypal patterns of the unconscious
clearly stamped onto the conscious world, and to restate once more this
fundamental notion; the unconscious expresses itself only through conscious
images and forms. Jung has commented on this and notes that,
1 C. W. 7: 110
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'All the most powerful ideas in history go back to
archetypes. ThIs is particularly true of religious ideas,
but the central concepts of science, philosophy, and ethics
are no exception to this rule.... For it is the function of
consciousness not only to recognize and assimilate the
external world through the gateway of the senses, bu to
translate into visible reality the world within us'.
At this stage it is important to mention two of the most important arche-
types named by Jung, the so-called contrasexual archetypes of anima and
animus. He defines the anima as the Inner figure of woman in man and the
animus as the inner figure of man in woman, and in some ways these figures
are quite alike. To start with both are archetypes and because of their
contrasexual nature they can be seen as opposites and because they are
archetypes they are regarded as being in a state of tension with ego-
consciousness. In other words the inner anima, or woman in man, is in
tension with his conscious masculine sexuality, but it is precisely because
the anima and animus are archetypes that it would be naive to regard them
as merely existing in a state of contrasexual tension. As already men-
tioned archetypes have a structuring potential, and the images that these
archetypes clothe themselves with are termed'psychopompi'. They are figures
which guide the soul, or inner self, especially at times of initiation or
personal crises, for example birth, death, weddings, adolescence, old age
and during other rites of' passage."1
Because of their archetypal qualities the forms of anima and animus have
found expression in many collective images. For example the anima is
released in such figures as Aphrodite, Helen of Troy, and the animus can be
recognised as Hercules and Romeo. However these figures can often assume
a more symbolic form, and it is important to note that the anima has a
dark and threatening aspect so she can find expression in the image of the
1 •
	 • 8:342
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gorgon and the dragon as well as in such symbols as the moon and the fer-
tility goddess. The animus may conversely appear as the sun, a lion or
perhaps a sword, again all highly symbolic images. It is precisely because
the archetype does adopt so many guises that it is difficult to understand
and comprehend, and constant reference must be made to mythology and other
expressions of the unconscious in an attempt to find new parallels and
fresh contexts for the expression of these archetypes. When dealing with
the collective expressions of the objective psyche it is only sensible to
look for other expressions of these archetypes in the hope that they
will help us to understand. This can be achieved by referring to a variety
of myths with similar themes because, as Jung notes, the cores of all myths
and religions are archetypal.
'In spite or perhaps because of its affinity with instinct,
the archetype represents the authentic element of spirit, but
a spirit which is not to be identified with the human intel-
lect since it is the latter's sjritus rector. The essential
content of all mythologies and all religions.., is archetypal'.
At this point it may be useful to have a summary of the key points concern-
ing archetypal functioning.
Summary
1) In the objective psyche are archetypes, these are the structuring
potential for the psyche and evolve over a period of time. They
are liberated at times of personal crisis and transition and operate
in a compensatory fashion.
2) When the archetypal patterns are freed they assume the form of images
and symbols, they are concerned with the uniting of opposites within
the psyche.
3) All conscious events are, in the final analysis, archetypal and thus
are expressions of the collective.
1	
W. 8: 406
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THE SYMBOLIC FUNCTION
It is not only through the archetypes that the objective psyche communi-
cates but, as has already been stressed, through many other conscious
visual forms. One area identified by Jung for special study was the
symbolic. He was interested in the way in which symbols could be regarded
as unconscious communications, and it would be reasonable to claim that all
communications from the unconscious have a symbolic attitude. This stress
on the value of symbols was one of the many factors which led to his break
with Freud.As Jung states in the quote below he differed with Freud both
over the definition of symbols and their function within the psyche.
'Those conscious contents which give us a clue to the
unconscious background are incorrectly called symbols by Freud.
They are not symbols, however, since according to his theory
they have merely the role of signs or symptoms of the sub-
liminal processes. The true symbol differs essentially from
this, and should be understood as an intuitive idea that
cannot yet be formulated in any better way'.1
Thus the symbol comes from the unconscious and is a means of expressing
a concept or truth that has been grasped by the intuitive part of the
endopsychic system but has yet to find conscious expression. Parker Tyler
has noted that films, as a collective product, may express symbolic truths
and as such they illustrate insights which have been comprehended intui-
tively and which find their concrete cultural expression in films 'Many
modern movies illustrate the latter-day vestiges of very remote but serious
beliefs of mankind that now have the appearance of mere symbolic fantasy'
Jung also regards symbols and symbolic products as part of the objective
psyche's self balancing system, and as already mentioned, it is the arche-
types which regulate the psyche.
1 C. W. 15: 105
2 Tyler, P.: p91
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Further, it may be that films as collective psychological expressions of
symbols, have a role in this regulating process. Archetypes achieve this
regulation of the psyche by making ego-consciousness aware of opposites
in the psyche and the very act of this recognition unites these differ-
ences. As part of this regulation process the objective psyche liberates
symbols, and these may be released in a dream, or virtually any creative
art, including film making. These symbols function in what Jung has termed
a 'compensatory fashion', as a result of this conscious cultural attitudes
are balanced by opposite compensatory expressions from the unconscious.
As he comments,
'From the activity of the unconscious there now emerges a
new content, constellated by thesis and antithesis in equal
measure and standing in a compensatory relation to both.
It thus forms the middle ground on which opposites can be
united'
Jung regards the whole process of symbolic compensatory regulation as so
vital that he remains concerned for individuals, or cultures, who are no
longer in contact with the symbolic dimensions of their lives. To ignore
symbols is to ignore the collective aspects of the unconscious, and to
ignore the unconscious is to live in bleak isolation.
'Anyone who has lost the historical symbols and cannot be
satisfied with substitutes is certainly in a very difficult
position today: before him there yawns the void, and he
turns away from it in horror. What is worse, the vacuum
gets filled with absurd political and social ideas, which 2
one and all are distinguished by their spiritual bleakness'.
The content of a symbol, that is what it means, is often far from clear,
and it is precisely because it is a communication from the unconscious
that its meaning remains shrouded in an essential mystery. VII
1	 W. 6: 825
2 • w 9,1: 28
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while at the same time it possesses universal imagery, and thus a symbol
addresses itself to the needs of a specific individual or culture but does
so in a universal language. If sufficiently analysed and reflected upon,
symbols can be seen as aspects of images that control and which give order
to human life, and their source can be traced to the archetypes, through
which the symbol finds expression.
Monaco has suggested that film is, in effect, a symbolic communication from
the unconscious and as such its collective appeal is due to a shared psycho-
logical and symbolic base. He claims that in films it is possible to
recognise the expression of a shared cultural and psychological need. To
translate this into the language of analytical psychology, films represent
a compensatory communication, from the objective psyche, which functions
as part of a collective unconscious psychological regulatory process. As
he has noted,
'Film communicates by the elaboration of precise, symbolic
visual material that creates both a mood and a story. The
result is a medium whose primary appeal is psychological.
And the psychology of the most popular movies must be
collective... The symbolism of a popular movie must be
such as to create the basis of a shared, collective psycho-1
logical appeal to at least a portion of the mass audience'.
While Monaco has every justification for claiming is that the 'psychology
of the most popular movies must be collective', the situation is more
complicated than this statement implies. For example the function of
symbols in film is not to create 'both a mood and a story', rather they
VIII
transcend the limitations and oppositions of the narrative 	 thereby
helping to imbue it with a mythological dimension. Also the symbol is
emphatically not a precise formulation but instead it is associated with
1 Monaco, (1976): p75
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the archetypes, and possesses an imprecise numinous quality which is essen-
tial to its function. Once robbed of this mystery the symbol ceases to
have value and it has lost its symbolic power, and therefore there is a
sense in which symbol, just like an archetype, is ultimately unknowable.
'A symbol loses its magical or, if you prefer, its redeeming
power as soon as its liability to dissolve is recognized. To
be effective, a symbol must be by its very nature unassail-
able. It must be the best possible expression of the prevail-
ing world view, an unsurpassed container of meaning; it must
be sufficiently remote from comprehension to resist all
attempts of the critical intellect to break it down; and
finally, its aesthetic form must appeal so convincingly to our
feelings that no arguments can be raised against it on that
score' .
Thus there is a sense in which any analysis of a symbol is doomed to
certain failure on at least two accounts. First a symbol can never be
fully understood, and secondly the more a symbol is understood the less
value it has for U8.
So while the ultimate nature of a symbol must remain a mystery there are
generalisations which can be made concerning it. For example the symbol
is an intervention of the objective psyche to solve a problem of conscious-
ness. So it is possible to speak of unifying symbols, these are symbols
which bring together apparently disparate elements, and become living
symbols which are intimately connected with our conscious situation. It
is a consequence of this symbolic activity that symbols are not sterile,
but, very much alive and active parts of the psyche. As Jung comments,
'The symbol is thus a living body, corpus et anima; hence the "child" is
such an apt formula for the symbol'.2
1 c W. 6:401
2 C. W. 9,1: 291
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In attempting to discover the meaning of a symbol, the symbol should be
firmly placed in its archetypal context as a corrective or compensatory
regulation from the objective psyche. Specific reference should also be
made to the environment, that is the dream, myth or film, in which the
symbol occurs, and there should be an attempt to view the symbol as part
of a unified symbolic structure that operates within that environment.
It should be possible with reference to historical, mythic and symbolic
parallels to create a model within which a given symbol/symbolic structure
can at least be partly understood. However it should always be remembered
that the meaning of a symbol is liable to change and ultimately under-
standing of a symbol will remain incomplete. Despite this, with recourse
to the mythological process, the relatively fixed meaning of many recur-
ring archetypal symbols can be observed.
THE FUNCTION OF DREAMS
As mentioned one of' the ways in which the unconscious images, symbols and
archetypes may be seen and understood is through dream analysis. For Jung
the dream is a manifestation of' the unconscious and therefore it contains
within its highly symbolic, and mythic images, a compensatory commuriica-
tion from the objective psyche. In this sense Freudian and Jungian schools
are clearly differentiated. As Jung wrote,
'As against Freud's view that the dream is essentially a
wish-fulfillment, I hold... that the dream is a spontaneous
self-portrayal, in symbolic form, of the actual situation
in the unconscious'.1
To once more juxtapose Jungian and film theory: Jarvie has commented in
his book Cinema and Society, that,
1. 
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movies find their relationship to society in oblique
symbolism. The most fruitful source of insight into an
individual's latent concerns is the dream. One of the most
striking characteristics of film is its relationship to the
dream'.1
To return specifically to Jung, he later came to see dreams as active ele-
ments in the psyche. Rather than just indicating the situation in the
unconscious, the dream provides the compensatory images and in so doing
attempts to rectify any imbalance that there may be in the psyche, 'The
dream rectifies the situation. It contributes the material that was lack-
ing and thereby improves the patient's attitude. That is the reason we
need dream-analysis in our therapy'.2
Basil Wright, like Jarvie cited above, draws parallels between the dream
and film and he does so with specific reference to Jungian theory. Again,
as with most writers cited, Wright's emphasis is on film as an expression
of latent or unconscious needs and as such film is endowed with a compen-
satory function. For Wright, film is in some way connected to the object-
ive psyche,
'If, as he (Jung) suggests, dreams are capable of arousing
in individuals "not only the contents of personal conflicts
but also manifestations of the collective unconscious",
might not films, if only to a degree, have something of the
same ability?'.3
While Jung accepted that compensation was the principal way in which the
objective psyche operated he was also anxious to note that what is being
compensated at any given time is not always apparent. Therefore great
patience is required if dream images are to be decoded and understood. It
is also worth noting that he felt dreams not only indicate the present
1 Jarvie, I. C., Towards a Sociology of the Cinema, (London, 1970): p7
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situation of the unconscious but also show the way in which the psyche
ought to develop, and so they have an anticipatory nature which assumes a
highly symbolic form. As he notes below,
'The Snake in the first mandala dream was anticipatory, as
is often the case when a figure personifying a certain
aspect of the unconscious does or experiences something
that the subject himself will experience later. The snake
anticipates a circular movement in which the subject is
going to be involved; i.e., something is taking place in
the unconscious which is perceived as a circular movement,
'1
The Uroboros
The snake or dragon consumes and recreates itself in a circular movement.
From: C. W. 12: 126 'Eleazar Uraltes chymisches Werk' (1760)
While acknowledging this anticipatory quality in dreams Jung also stresses
that dreams should not be thought of as clear prophetic statements, rather
they indicate in a very general way a path for the development of the
psyche. Dreams can be thought of as anticipatory in much the same way that
an artist's sketch anticipates the final painting, the final painting being
fuller, in a more vivid colour and with the composition subtly changed.
While most dreams appear to have a constructive compensatory nature there
are certain types of dreams which are destructive in their compensatory
effects, and as such they accomplish their role in a most unpleasant,
although necessary, fashion. These dreams may assume the quality of what
1 C. W. 12: 129
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Jung terms 'Big Dreams', which come to represent either major changes in
an individual's life, or the close of a stage in psychological development.
'The "big" or "meaningful" dreams come from this deeper level
(the unconscious). They reveal their significance - quite
apart from the subjective impression they make - by their
plastic form, which often has a poetic force and beauty.
Such dreams occur mostly during the critical phases of life...'
Whatever the specific nature of' dreams their images are perhaps most aptly
seen as the best possible expression of psychological facts, or truths
which are latent in the unconscious.
'Dreams contain images and thought associations which we do
not create with conscious intent. They arise spontaneously
without our assistance... Therefore the dream is, properly
speaking, a highly objective, natural product of' the psyche,
from which we might expect indications, or at least hints,
about certain basic trends in the psychic process'.2
It would seem from this comment that Jung regards dreams as presenting an
accurate picture of the unconscious, just as it is.
To a certain extent here is another point of' contact between film and
Jungian theory. Just as dreams give an impression of reality, which con-
tains many symbolic-mythic and coded compensatory signals, so too film may
have something of this quality. As already noted films contain symbols and
myths, and they too operate as carriers of this psychological information
in a compensatory way. In one sense films present a picture of conscious
'reality', in another sense films present a symbolic and mythic picture of
an unconscious reality. As Wright comments,
'The magico-mythological element of the motion picture, as
opposed to the scientific-technological aspect, involves a
double aspect of' reality. A film can give an impression of
1 
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actuality - a reality which we accept as being in line with our
daily experience of the world. But a film can also give
an impression of super-reality - the reality of' one of those
dreams whose circumstance we do not accept as part of our
daily experience, but whose intensity seems to produce a
conviction of reality superior to actuality itself. (Such 1
indeed must, in part, be the experience of the visionary)'.
This inevitably raises the question of how films and dreams, which are both
notoriously difficult to understand, can be comprehended.
Jung himself' admits that the interpretation of a dream is a difficult task
and he suggests that the analyst should approach the dreams with no precon-
ceived ideas about what they might mean. From this basis the patient
should be encouraged to make free associations with the dream images in an
attempt to discover their personal meaning. However understanding the
dream process is a multifaceted procedure, for the dream is not concerned
with the intellect alone but with the totality of the psyche. As such, and
as manifestations of' the objective psyche, dreams have a collective sym-
bolic and archetypal quality which can only be understood with reference
to the appropriate historical and mythological parallels, and this is
especially true for the so-called big dreams.
'Such reflections are unavoidable if one wants to understand
the meaning of' "big" dreams. They employ numerous mytho-
logical motif's that characterize the life of the hero, of
that greater man who is semi-divine by nature. Here we find
the dangerous adventures and ordeals such as occur in
initiations. We meet dragons, helpful animals, and demons;
also the Wise Old Man, the animal-man... they have to do with
the realization of a part of' the personality that has not yet2
come into existence but is still in the process of becoming'.
Perhaps the same method of mythological reinforcement could profitably be
used in film analysis? If dreams and films are closely related then the
1 Wright: p8
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method used by analytical psychology of mythological parallels, which re-
inforce the central myth theme, would seem a valid approach. Monaco, like
Wright, has found resemblances between myth and film and in a sense both
regard film as a culturally shared dream which, magically, transcends
reality to super-reality in an expression of latent unconscious needs.
'Myth represents the reflection of a certain kind of thinking
that creates a particular mode of being. This may be true of
the cinema as well. It is not so much that the cinema creates
a "reality lived," but rather that it transcends reality
(quasi-magically) while maintaining a close connection to the
pictorial accuracy often associated with reality'.'
Thus in attempting to understand these recurring archetypal forms and
images in films and dreams the analyst should refer to that great store
house of the archetypal, the myth, and to do so is to intuitively recognise
the collective nature of these images. Finding expression in these dreams
are not only an individual's present psychological needs and future develop-
ment, but also the collective needs of mankind, of which the individual is
in reality a microcosm. If an individual does possess a 'collective
unconscious', or objective psyche, then that is truly larger than the
individual psyche, and it should not be surprising that his dreams reflect
both individual and collective needs. This is also in accord with the princi-
ples of opposition, compensation and regulation that have already been
discussed. As Jung notes,
'...we have to go back to mythology, where the combination of
snake or dragon with treasure and cave represents an ordeal in
the life of the hero. Then it becomes clear that we are deal-
ing with a collective emotion, a typical situation full of
affect, which is not primarily a personal experience but becomes
one only secondarily. Primarily it is a universally human problem
which, because it has been overlooked subjectiely, forces itself
objectively upon the dreamer's consciousness'.
1 Monaco, P., (1980): p37
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At this juncture it may be helpful to summarise the key points concerning
symbols and dreams.
Suimnary
1. Symbols and dreams are communications from the objective psyche and
are part of its regulating system.
2. Symbols are vital for a healthy psychic life, both individually and
culturally.
3. Symbols can never be fully understood, to do so would destroy their
'magical' or redeeming qualities.
. Any attempt to comprehend a symbol or a dream must involve placing
it in its archetypal and mythic context.
5. Dreams and symbols function in a compensatory fashion, and dreams
may have an additional anticipatory nature.
6. Dreams deal with collective emotions that become personal only
secondarily.
THE INDIVIDiJATION PROCESS
So far in this very brief introduction to Jung's psychology, account has
been taken of' his personality theory, symbols, dreams and archetypes, and
these have been shown as parts of an inter-related system. However there
is one important concept which has not been examined, and it is particu-
larly significant because it can be thought of as the concept which unifies
analytical psychology; it is termed by Jung the 'individuation process'.
The Critical Dictionary of' Jungian Analysis commences its definition of'
individuation by describing it as, 'A person's becoming himself, whole,
indivisible and distinct from other people or collective psychology (though
also in relation to these)'. 1 This is a good basic definition, for the
1 Critical Dictionary of Jungian Analysis, (London, 1986): p76
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individuation process is about becoming a whole person, or if preferred,
fully human, but there always exists a tension between the notions of indi-
vidual and community. For a person individuality is asserted by the
objective psyche from within, and at the same time by the community from
without. However the shortcoming of the previous quote is that it gives
no indication of what the individuation process involves or how it occurs.
It will be remembered that Jung postulated the existence of an archetypal
core at the centre of the endopsychic system called the objective psyche,
and this core has a structuring potential. He claims that if mankind
becomes aware of this core and listens to its messages then the human
psyche, and hence all human life, would be relatively free from problems.
If only consciousness did not create so much noise and thereby intrude
upon the inner life then the structuring potential, which contains the
material for the individuation process, could be freely released. As he
notes,
'We must be able to let things happen in the psyche. For us,
this is an art of which most people know nothing. Conscious-
ness is forever interfering, helping correcting and negating,
never leaving the psychic processes to grow in peace. It
would be simple enough, if only simplicity were not the most
difficult of things'.1
Throughout Jung's life his psychology was concerned with ways of using
consciousness to express the unconscious, and with the ways in which the
unconscious makes itself known in myths, dreams, creativty, meditation,
Eastern and Western religions, symbols, etcetera. He developed a thera-
peutic technique in which the client was encouraged to draw, paint, or
write poetry in an effort to represent and discern the unconscious process
C. W. 13: 20
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of individuation, which runs throughout all humanity and which the con-
scious mind so easily, and with such detrimental effects, represses.
Even though the individuation process is a vital process for human life,
there is a possibility that individuation may be misinterpreted as an
elitist process only for a few gifted, creative individuals. Indeed Jung's
study of Christ's individuation may have unwittingly contributed to this
point of view. In fact individuation is available for everyone, although
not all undertake to travel its demanding and treacherous path, and mdi-
viduation is for all because it Is a natural process - It is the way in
which the psyche realises its full human and collective potential. As
Jung has written,
'In so far as this process, as a rule, runs its course un-
consciously as it has from time iinemorial, and means no
more than that the acorn becomes an oak, the calf a cow, and
the child an adult. But if the individuation process is made
conscious, consciousness must confront the unconscious and a
balance between opposites must be found. As this is not
possible through logic, one is dependent on s ymbols which make
the irrational union of opposites possible. They are produced
spontaneously by the unconscious and are amplified by the
con8cious mind'.1
The role of the individuation process is to cause the union of opposites,
or rather to acknowledge the existence of opposition within the psyche and
in so doing to unite this opposition. At the moment that this process of
uniting occurs, the psyche liberates symbols of wholeness, of completion
and balance. These images can manifest themselves in dreams, or in paint-
ings or in any media which seems appropriate to the individual who is ex-
periencing the pull towards individuation. Jung termed these images
mandalas, and they often assume the form of a circle squared, or surrounded
by a square, the circle being subdivided into regular divisions of four.
(c.f. illustration below).
1 C. W. 11: 755
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Perhaps the most important opposition exists between ego-consciousness and
the unconscious. The union of conscious and unconscious is so important
that Jung termed it the 'Transcendent Function? and it represents the way
in which, through individuation, the psyche transcends the immediate
desires of ego-consciousness to embrace the collective. There is the danger
that individuation could be thought of as no more than acceptance of one's
own personal qualities - what it is that makes 'me' an individual. How-
ever Jung went to great lengths to indicate that this is not the case.
'Individualism means deliberately stressing and giving
prominence to some supposed peculiarity, rather than to
collective considerations and obligations. But individua-
tion means precisely the better and more complete fulfil-
ment of the collective qualities of the human being...
The Mandala
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Kalachakra Mandala. From:
The Kalachakra Tantra: rite of
initiation, Gyatos, T. Translated
Hopkins, J., (London, 1985): p80
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However with this desire for the fulfillment of collective qualities come
certain potential dangers. To accept the unconscious is to accept the
shadow side, the repressed and evil aspect of the human psyche, and it also
involves accepting the anima/animus, by realising that within each indivi-
dual there is a strong contrasexual element that needs to be integrated
with ego-consciousness. It is also to open oneself to an experience of
the collective myths, fantasies, symbols of mankind, and to experience the
numinosity of archetypal power. It is to accept that, temporarily, at
least, ego-consciousness has lost control.
Individuation is not about becoming a perfect person but is about accepting
the imperfections and oppositions that are latent in the psyche; and to
accept the shadow and the anima is to accept that the psyche is not perfect,
'... there is no light without shadow and no psychic whole-
ness without imperfection. To round itself out, life calls
not for perfection but for completeness; and for this the
"thorn in the flesh" is needed, the suffering of defects
without which there is no progress and no ascent'.1
The dangers of the individuation process are twofold, first there may be
a narcissistic preoccupation with the psyche. Secondly, and more impor-
tantly, the trauma that an individual undergoes while being exposed to the
unconscious may result in anti-social behaviour or even psychotic break-
down. This indicates the importance of the analyst's role, as someone must
be able to understand and interpret the wealth of symbolic and mythic
material that is freed as the unconscious is embraced.
If the analyst is to understand the visual communications of the uncon-
scious, and to understand how the individuation process is expressed, then
C. W. 12: 208
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it is vital to have, as the clinical psychiatrist has, constant recourse to
myths, symbols, folklore and to the many other ways in which the objective
psyche makes itself known. For it is only by creating mythological paral-
lels that the highly coded and symbolic communications of the unconscious
can be understood, as Jung notes,
'... I consider it impossible for anyone without knowledge of
mythology and folklore and without some understanding of the
psychology of primitives and of comparative religion to grasp
the essence of the individuation process, which, according to1
all we know, lies at the base of psychological compensation'.
There is one further and very important point that is implicit in all that
has been said about the individuation process. Individuation is something
that happens on a cultural scale as well as to the individual. If the
individual is really a microcosm of humankind then it should be expected
that a change so radical as individuation affects not only himself but the
entire culture. According to this model cultures individuate, they become
aware of the diversity and opposition within them, and they come to accept
their shared collective unconscious qualities.
'Every advance in culture is, psychologically, an extension
of consciousness, a coming to consciousness that can take
place only through discrimination. Therefore an advance
always begins with individuation, that is to say with the
individual, conscious of his isolation, cutting a new path
through hitherto untrodden territory... If he succeeds in
giving collective validity to his widened consciousness,
he creates a tension of opposites that provides the stimula-
tion which culture needs for its further progress'.2
This chapter has sought to find some points of contact between the analy-
tical psychology of C. G. Jung and film theory. While some points of
correspondence have been found, this amounts to little more than finding
points of contact between the two theoretical systems. There are two
1	 W. 8: 553
2 
c w. 8: 111
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logical developments from this position. The first is to apply Jungian
theory in a film analysis. Derived from this is a second step which is
the development and testing of a model designed to overcome any difficul-
ties encountered in the analysis. The model should serve to deepen the
understanding arid application of the psychological theory and thereby
reveal deeper and previously unexplored levels of the film.
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Chapter Three
Tightrope
The Detective and His Shadow
85.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to apply the general theoretical framework of
analytical psychology that has been detailed in the previous two chapters.
Already in the thesis points of contact have been found between Jungian
psychological theory and films, and it is now proposed to present a Jungian
psychological analysis of one of the films that was briefly mentioned in
Chapter One. This film is Tightrope (Dir. Richard Tuggle, Warner, 198k)
and it will be shown that beneath the surface narrative of Tightrope there
exists a complicated psychological and mythological framework.
The chapter will start with a synopsis of the plot and then progress to
examine the psychological nature of the characters in Tightrope, special
reference will be made to the relationship between the detective and the
criminal. This relationship will be seen as integral to the detective's
individuation process, although no reference will be made to the latter
and more complex developments of individuation, such as the anima and
mana-personality stages.' Underneath this surface of character and narra-
tive, the analysis will reveal a series of mythological and archetypal
patterns. The analysis moves between film, psychology, and mythology
using each of these elements to inform about the other. This presents a
diverse, yet unified, structure, as Human comments,
'We seek to reflect back and forth between the two, myth and
psyche, using them to provide insights for each other, pre-
venting either from being taken on its own terms only'.'
Following this methodology constant reference is made not only to the film,
but also to the mythology and psychology which lies beneath the film, and
both these elements are used to inform about the film's images.
1 Hiliman, J., The Dream and the Underworld, (New York, 1979) : p24
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Perhaps at this stage it is wise to sound a note of caution. The following
analysis is not a hunt for archetypes and symbols, but it explores the
images of the film letting, these suggest their own archetypal and mytho-
logical connections. With these words of caution in mind it seems appro-
priate to progress to the film itself.
PLOT SYNOPSIS
The plot of the film is on the surface very simple. A series cf murders are
committed, each victim is a prostitute and is tied with handcuffs and red
ribbon before being raped and then strangled. The detective Wes Bloch is
in charge of the investigation, however, as the film progresses he gradu-
ally becomes more and more involved with the murders, for each prostitute
that he visits, both professionally and privately, is murdered.. During
this time Bloch meets Beryl, who is a woman's self defence tutor, and she
begins to provide for him a sense of stability in the midst of the chaos
of his investigation. Eventually Bloch succeeds in discovering the criminal,
who turns out to be an ex-policeman. In the final sequence of the film the
murderer is trapped and after a lengthychase Bloch captures him and in the
ensuing struggle the murderer falls under a moving train and is killed.
THE FILM'S CONTEXT
The opening shot of the film provides the context for the rest of the
imagery. This initial shot is at night, and the camera is flying over the
city. It crosses a wide river and gradually moves over the city lights.
The sound track is filled with seedy jazz music, which is later used in the
film to characterise the underworld of prostitution. Thus the nocturnal
imagery for the film is established, as the murders in the film are all
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committed at night and Bloch's trips to visit the prostitutes of New Orleans
are also confined to the night. This opening shot, is mirrored by the
final shot of the film which is also a view of the city at night. From
beginning to end the film is wrapped in darkness. Intermittently it returns
to daylight for some of Bloch's work in the police station and at home, but
as soon as he revisits the prostitutes then the film is once more plunged
into the murky depths of the night-like underworld.
In mythological terms this is perhaps a representation of the underworld
of Hades, or hell and the film depicts murder and perverted sexual acts
as belonging to this realm. In psychological terms it seems to represent
the shadow of the psyche, which is often characterised by negative and
destructive imagery. (This concept of the shadow will be explored in
detail below). It is therefore no surprise that after the initial shot of
the film there is a sequence in which a female prostitute is murdered. The
sequence starts in a dark, night-time street, the lighting is very low key
and this emphasises the underworld, threatening aspects of the killer.
However, before the murder and rape are committed the scene is cut to show
Bloch in a daylight Street, playing with his children and befriending a
stray dog.
From these opening moments an opposition is established. On the one hand
there is the night-time world of prostitution and crime, and balanced
against this is the daytime world of the detective's family and of regular
police investigation. To simplify, the daytime world represents the
'normal' or 'good' aspects of Bloch's life, and in psychological terms
these can be thought of as belonging to ego-consciousness. However in
contrast to this is the night-time world, which represents the 'evil' or
repressed shadow world of Bloch's unconscious. The only person who moves
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between these two worlds is Bloch, which does seem to suggest that he has
an affinity with them both. At home he is a father and lover of animals,
having four dogs as pets, yet in the underworld he moves from prostitute
to prostitute in his search for the killer and also on his personal sex-
ual search. This duality is the prerogative of Bloch, tho remains always
alone. At home he has no wife, and at work he does not have a partner.
Whether he is in the daylight world or in the underworld he remains iso-
lated.
BLOCH'S PERSONA
Associated with the daylight world of ego-consciousness is Bloch's persona.
It will be remembered that the persona is the outer mask that is worn to
face the world. In other words, it is a necessary image of oneself behind
which it is possible to hide, and Bloch seems to identify strongly with
his persona. As mentioned above he is essentially a loner. This is of
course part of' the stereo-typical persona for the detective, and in Tight-
rope it is combined with an almost fanatical loyalty to the work of detec-
tion, although not necessarily to the police force. Again this emphasises
Bloch's isolated nature, for while he does work for a police department,
he only occasionally uses his colleagues, and remains essentially by him-
self.
Also associated with Bloch's persona are his police handcuffs. Throughout
the film handcuffs are used to symbolise both policemen and control. On
the one hand they indicate his persona role as a policeman yet on the other
they show his attachment to the underworld and to the shadow-criminal, as
both Bloch and the killer use handcuffs during sex with the prostitutes.
So there is a sense in which the outer image of the persona pre-figures
the inner image of the shadow.
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It is necessary for Bloch to realise this, because if psychological growth
is to be achieved then not only is it important to have a strong persona,
but it is also vital to have the capacity for introspection. Without this
capacity for an inner life the persona remairsin a stark isolation and the
shadow becomes suppressed. This carries with it its own set of dangers,
and as Jung commented,
'Mere suppression of the shadow is as little of a remedy as
beheading would be for a headache. To destroy a man's
morality does not help either, because it would kill his
better self, without which even the shadow makes no sense.
The reconciliation of these opposites is a major problem,
and even in antiquity it bothered certain minds'.1
So Bloch's task can be thought of as twofold. First he must pass the
persona phase and secondly he must accept his shadow. This will result
in the expansion of ego-consciousness and the recognition that the psyche
does possess collective qualities. It may also lead to relationship, for
the detective no longer sees himself as an isolated individual but as a
collective person. This process, which equates with the early stages of
individuation, can be seen in Tightrope, and it is explored in detail
above. At present it is sufficient to note that Bloch's awareness of his
shadow occurs at the same time as his new relationship with Beryl.
The danger in this necessary introspective attitude, is that Bloch may get
drawn into the shadowy underworld of the unconscious, a world that like his
mythological ancestors Theseus and Pirithous, he may be unable to return
from. Yet it is to this world that the shadow calls him, and it is to this
call that Bloch responds. That Bloch is called into the underworld is
evident both in his professional duties as a policeman and in his personal
sexual life. (Although as will be seen these two elements are inter-
linked). Bloch's sexual life not only involves him in visiting the prosti-
tutes whom he interviews as a policeman, but also includes various forms of
C. W. 11: 133
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perverted sex, for example the use of handcuffs, and this sexual perver-
sion also indicates an association with the underworld. As Hiliman corn-
ments,
'So,Heraclitus, as one psychologist to another, across the
centuries I read you as saying that for this troublesome
distinction between emotion and soul, between the perspective
of vitality (Dionysos) and the perspective of the psyche
(Hades), sexual fantasy holds a secret... The Hades within
Dionysos says that there is an invisible meaning in sexual
acts, a significance for soul in the phallic parade, that all
our life force, including the polymorphous and pornographic
desires of the psyche, refer to the underworld of images'.1
It is this that Bloch has to recognise, that all life forces refer to the
underworld of the psyche and that these must be eventually accepted and
integrated into ego-consciousness.
Shadow and Persona
At this point it is important to explicitly state that within the myth-
ology of Tightrope the criminal can be regarded as an outer personification
of the detective's inner shadow. Once this is recognised it becomes clear
that the detective is not only on an outer search to discover the murderer
of the prostitutes, but he is also on an inner search to discover and to
recognise and accept his shadow. Therefore there is a sense in which, for
the detective, the inner and outer worlds are one.
In the first chapter of this thesis the exploration of the relationship
between the detective and the shadow was started. However for the sake of
completeness and clarity some of what was stated in these chapters will be
repeated here, as this information relates to, and came from, Tightrope.
1 Hillman, (New York, 1979): p4k-45
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There are several points in the film when the affinity between the detec-
tive and the criminal becomes clear. Or, to use the language of analytical
psychology, it is possible to see that the persona of the detective con-
ceals beneath it the shadow of the criminal.
In the first of these instances the detective Bloch is shown talking to a
criminal psychiatrist who comments,
'Once you started going after him you became closer to him
than anyone else. There's a darkness inside all of us Wes,
you, me and the man down the Street. Some of us have it
under control, some act it out, the rest of us try to walk
a tightrope between the two'.
Tightrope
This insight is reinforced by one of the characters in the film who remarks
to Bloch of the killer, 'He said you were just like him'. It is interest-
ing that this sequence with the psychiatrist follows one in which Bloch
falls asleep clutching a photograph of himself and his wife on their wedding
day. It is almost as though he is holding on to an image, or illusion of
the past instead of' acknowledging his own shadow qualities in the present.
Maybe this lack of awareness about his shadow is why his wife left him,
however the viewer can only conjecture on this point. But the following
dialogue between Beryl and Wes Bloch seems to hint that this was the reason
for his wife's departure. (Again this was also cited in Chapter One).
"Do you investigate many sexual crimes?"
"Why?"
"Just wondered if they'd affected you"
"They did make me want to treat my wife a little more
tenderly"
"How did she respond?"
"She said she wasn't interested in tenderness..."
Tightrope
The film also makes it clear that Bloch only became involved with the
underworld of' prostitution after his wife left him. This is evident when
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he remarks to Beryl, about a prostitute whom he recognises in the street,
'I only made those sort of friends after my wife left'. It seems that in
psychological terms Bloch has not yet recognised what parts of hIs psyche
belong to ego-consciousness and what parts are projections from his objec-
tive psyche. He has not yet recognised that the shadow criminal is in
fact part of himself. As Jung has commented,
'Again, the view that good and evil are spiritual forces
outside us, and that man is caught in the conflict between
them, is more bearable by far than the insight that the
opposites are the ineradicable and indispensable pre-
conditions of all psychic life, so much so that life itself
is guilt'.1
Later in the film the association between Bloch and his shadow is made more
explicit. In this sequence Bloch dreams that a black masked figure attempts
to strangle Beryl, his girl friend. After a struggle, she manages to pull
the mask off' to reveal Bloch's own face, and at this point he wakes up
sweating with fear, and'this seems to make it clear that the shadow is a
projection of the negative aspects to the detective's psyche. Just as the
detective wears his persona as a mask to the outer world, so too the shadow
wears a mask, and it is this which Bloch must learn to recognise if he is
to accept his shadow side. In Tightrope the shadow quite literally assumes
a variety of' masks including a black mask, a grotesque mardi-gras mask, and
a clown's make up, and it is almost as though by this act the shadow is
parodying the persona of the detective.
It is also clear in the film that Bloch is afraid of his shadow. First
the shadow represents the opposite of all that his persona and professional
life stand for. The detective is concerned with law and order, while the
shadow personifies the opposite of' these qualities. Again in the sequence
C. W. 14: 206
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mentioned above, Bloch wakes up in fear, fear of what it is impossible to
be sure, but as his dream was about himself as the shadow-criminal it seems
reasonable to assume that it is this that worried him. Further supporting
the interpretation that Bloch is indeed worried about his own shadow side,
is the following conversation with Beryl,
Beryl:	 "I'd like to find out what's underneath the front you
put on".
Bloch:	 "Maybe you wouldn't like what you find".
Tightrope
The message seems to be that Bloch has not yet come to terms with his own
shadow, and perhaps it is this which makes him unable to form close rela-
tionships outside of his immediate family.
It is here in over identification with the persona and a refusal to accept
his shadow that the danger for Bloch exists. For by identifying with the
persona the inner world is ignored. But rather than vanishing, the inner
world grows in strength; like water behind a darn it becomes fuller -and
fuller until one day it will overflow its banks, and flood into ego-
consciousness, causing possible disaster. (In psychological terms this is
a psychoneurosis).
That Bloch is overly identifying with his persona is evident when instead
of spending time with his children he abandons them to start the murder
investigation. Again, in the middle of the film, instead of spending time
with Beryl, he quickly leaves her to return to his police work, and to the
underworld. Here in the darkness he thinks himself safe, as one of the
prostitutes comments 'You can't ever get close to a cop'. Yet it is here
that he is at his closest to the shadow, and on one occasion the shadow
even watches him having sex with one of the prostitutes. Contrary to what
he thinks, Bloch's real safety exists in the daylight world and in a rela-
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tionship with Beryl, and in the film's imagery this is shown by placing
Beryl almost exclusively in daylight settings. This puts her in the posi-
tion of a compensatory opposite to the prostitutes who are seen in daylight
only as corpses. It is almost as though, like some underground monster,
they cannot survive in the rays of the sun, whereas Beryl belongs'exclu-
sively to this diurnal world.
The film is showing the complex psychological dialogue that takes place
between ego-consciousness and the shadow. Bloch is faced with a dilemma:
either he can succumb to the enticements of the underworld, or he can
return to the daylight world having accepted his shadow, and in so doing
having prepared for his relationship with Beryl.
That Bloch is in fact attracted to the underworld, is gradually revealed
throughout the narrative. Initially the view of the film is presented
with the image of Bloch as a model policeman. He responds quickly to a
call for him to come to the police station, and yet he also spends time
at home playing with his children. He is apparently as concerned about
his family life as his work, yet even here the speed at which he goes to
work, pausing to say only the briefest of goodbyes, hints that his devotion
to duty is overly zealous.
The suspicion that behind this exterior of devotion lies something corrupt,
is confirmed when Bloch is shown about to have oral sex with the female
partner of' the first murdered prostitute. It is interesting to note that
Bloch accidentally leaves behind his tie, which in a symbolic way seems to
show how Bloch is bonded, or tied, to the underworld. As both the narra-
tive and the murder investigation unfold, Bloch visits more and more
prostitutes, and he becomes so involved with the prostitutes and the murder
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enquiry that the viewer is tempted to think that perhaps the murderer is
Bloch. However by the end of the film Bloch is able to confront the shadow-
killer, and it becomes clear that Bloch is not the murderer after all.
The final confrontation between Bloch and the criminal takes place at
night. This whole sequence is given a highly mythological, and almost
cosmological atmosphere as bolts of lightning and thunder explode in the
sky. This is reminiscent of a scene near the beginning of the film where
one of Bloch's fellow police officers remarks to him, while looking at a
new moon, 'Do ya thing it brings out the crazies?', to which Bloch replies,
'Yeh. Always'. Both of these sequences have a curiously overt mytho-
logical tone to them, which sets them apart from the other narrative ele-
ments. Coming as they do, one at the beginning of the film, the other at
the end they enfold the narrative of the film, which seems to support the
view that tTightrope has a pronounced mythological element.
This battle between the detective and the killer takes place in an atmos-
phere that is charged with the electricity of the sky. In this sequence
the detective chases the intruder through a graveyard and as he physically
wrestles with the killer, Bloch pushes him under a moving train. Throughout
the earlier part of this sequence, Bloch is kept in a spot light from an
aerial helicopter while the shadow-killer tries to hide himself in the dark-
ness of the graves.
Seemingly the killer is still trying to hide in the shadows of the under-
world, after all Hades is the god of the dead, so it is perhaps appropriate
that the killer should try to conceal himself amongst the graves. But even
here, in the domain of Flades, the detective is apparently protected by the
manda].a-ljke circle of white light cast by the helicopter. Bloch in the
1. Bloch's wife leaves him
2. First murder
3. Following murders
k. Bloch meets Beryl
5. Final murder
6. Destroys shadow-criminal
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underworld is surrounded by light, this is noticeably different to the
earlier images in the film, where he is completely immersed in its dark-
ness.
Much as the circular light from the new moon initiated the investigation
so the circular light from the helicopter's search beam apparently closes
it. Both of these seem to be symbolic moments in the film, one indicating
the start of the detective's quest and the other heralding its closure.
After Bloch has pushed the killer under the train, in other words when he
is no longer in fear of' his shadow, he is able to leave the body of the
criminal behind, and rather than going down to the station to fill out a
series of reports he is able to Just walk into the night time city with
Beryl. In fact this picture of Bloch and Beryl arm in arm, forms the final
image of the film, from here the camera pulls back into the night sky to
finish the film in the way in which it started, with a view of the noc-
turnal city. It seems as though the detective has accepted that he like
everyone else has a shadow side, and this recognition enables him to con-
tinue his relationship with Beryl.
What follows, In summary form, is the sequence of events which represent
the psychological transformation of Bloch.
He enters the underworld
Becomes involved with the case
Becomes entangled with the underworld
Bloch is forced to look beneath his
persona, and begins to accept the
shadow
Bloch is able to solve the case and
hence regain control over his psyche
Bloch is able to leave the underworld
with Beryl
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Thus in the circular construction of the film a stability is established,
• before the film started, Bloch had a wife and two children, and now at the
end of the film the situation is almost the same. What has changed is that
now Bloch has apparently come. to terms with at least some of the darker
side of his own psyche.
ILLUSION
At this point, having discussed the images of the archetypes persona and
shadow in Tightrope, it now seems appropriate to look deeper into the
film's mythology. This chapter will now examine two important mythological
motifs for the film, these are the illusion motif and the binding motif.
Occurring throughout the film is the idea that both murder and sex are
illusory. For example, none of the murders was ever shown on screen, and
there is a sense in which they are illusions, after all the viewer never
actually sees them happening. Similarly, with the prostitutes, the actual
sexual act is never shown, all that the viewer sees is the prelude to sex.
So, like the murders, by their absence from the film, they assume an illu-
sory quality. The prostitutes also sell illusory sex, including oral sex
and hand sex, and their role in the film is to provide illusory sex and be
the victims of illusory killings. In a way, they do not have the status of
characters but are rather relegated within the film to the level of func-
tionaries. They are identified by the particular sexual act that they
perform, in other words, they have become totally identified with their
persorias and as such remain entrapped within the underworld context. The
illusory, or shadowy, qualities, of both the murders and the sexual acts
also seems to support the idea that Bloch is on a search for his shadow.
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The functionary, and illusory, prostitutes are in sharp contrast to the
other woman in the film, Beryl. Beryl, unlike the prostitutes lives in
the daylight world, where she has a job teaching a woman's self-defence
class, and so by doing this job she, like Bloch, is associated with the
shadow side of the psyche.
The strongest contrast between Beryl and the prostitutes, exists in the way
in which Bloch treats them sexually. With the prostitutes Bloch has what-
ever form of sex that they are offering, which may include bondage, using
handcuffs and once he has had sex he is then able to leave the prostitute
behind. (Even if he does later have to return to a different prostitute
for a different service). These sexual practices are in contrast to the
way in which he treats Beryl. The first time that Beryl and Bloch make
love, Beryl picks up a pair of handcuffs that are beside the bed. Bloch
explains that he only uses them when he needs control, and when he feels
threatened, as Beryl comments, 'With these no one can get to you, eh?'.
After this she, in an almost sacrificial gesture, offers her hands to be
handcuffed by Bloch. Perhaps she is also informing Bloch that he has
reason to feel threatened. Whatever, Bloch refuses to handcuff her as
apparently she is not to be subjected to the same sort of illusory
sexual control that the prostitutes are placed under.
This is in contrast to an earlier scene when Bloch and Beryl are both using
the same large exercise machine. Here the imagery is given a highly sexual,
although comical tone, with the close ups of interlocking levers, thrusting
pistons, and synchronised movements between Beryl and Bloch. What is
important is that, at this stage in their relationship, the sexual imagery
is only illusory and mechanical, and as such in tone it properly belongs to
the underground image world of the prostitutes. It is partly in recognition
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of the fact that sex with 'real' women can not be illusory and mechanical
that Bloch declines to use the handcuffs.
However Bloch still seems afraid, but of what the viewer can not be sure.
Perhaps he is aware that real sex, with a real woman, involves a degree of
commitment and trust that he does not have to have, and indeed is unable to
have, with the prostitutes. The prostitutes are almost like sex machines,
not unlike the exercise machine used by Bloch and Beryl, whereas, in con-
trast, Beryl is a person, and in making love to her he will have to let her
past his persona and trust her with his whole self.
So it can be seen that making love to Beryl is for Bloch, almost an initi-
atory ritual, in which he accepts his shadow side and is therefore able to
completely trust someone, no matter how imperfect he may still feel. In
her willingness to have sex with Bloch, Beryl is both affirming and forcing
Bloch to accept his shadow side, and it is shortly after this that Bloch
has the dream where he is the shadow killer. It is with this insight that
Bloch is then able to swiftly solve the case, and face the shadow-criminal.
THE UNDERLYING MYTHOLOGICAL THEME: BINDING
Part of the methodology of' analytical psychology involves the uncovering
of mythological parallels to the images under consideration. This enables
the analyst to reflect between image, myth and psychology letting them
inform about the other. To some extent this has been happening throughout
the chapter, for example the underworld of crime has been seen as similar
to the mythological underworld, which is the domain of Hades. However
there is one theme in particular for which it may prove useful to examine
a mythological parallel, 	 and this is the binding, or bondage theme.
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The image of binding is of central importance throughout the film, as it
seems to act as a metaphor for Bloch's need for control. In a situation
where Bloch feels threatened then he, like the shadow-criminal, handcuffs
his sexual partner. However, when he thinks he does not need, or is unable
to have, control, then his sexual practices return to normal, as when he
makes love to Beryl.
When looking at mythological parallels to this image the Scandinavian myth
of Tyr stands out as being particularly relevant. In this myth an animal,
called the Frenis Wolf, is threatening the lives of the gods. The only
hope that they can see is to find some way of tying up the wolf. Even-
tually a harmless looking magic cord is found and the Frenis Wolf agrees
to let himself be bound round the neck, but only on the condition that Tyr
puts a hand in the wolf's mouth. Tyr does this, and as the wolf is killed,
Tyr loses his hand.
Brarison has commented on this myth and notes that 'BINDING thus becomes
important in Northern symbolism. In a way of initiation, men attending
certain assemblies were bound and thus humbled for the occasion',' and here
what is significant is the mythological insight that binding can be a form
of initiation. For Bloch almost the opposite is true, or rather binding
initiates him into the underworld and not binding returns him to the
'normal' world. This insight is supported by the film, as once Bloch has
had sex with Beryl without using the handcuffs, he does not recommence his
sexual visits to the prostitutes. The reason for this is that he has been
initiated out of' the underworld.
1 Branson, C., Howard Hawkes; A Jungian Study, (Los Angeles, 1987): p142
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Another point of correspondence between the Frenis Wolf myth and Tightrope
is the severed hand. In the Frenis Wolf myth it is Tyr who loses his hand,
but in Tightrope it is the shadow-criminal who has his arm severed. This
happens in the closing iLoments of the film, when Bloch pushes the body of
the killer under the train and the arm is severed from the body, still
grasping Bloch's throat. It is also interesting to note that just as the
Frenis Wolf was strangled by the magic cord, so too the killer in Tightrope
strangles his victims.
To some extent both Tightrope and the myth of Tyr seem to deal with initi-
ation and the shadow. In Tightrope Bloch is first initiated into the
underworld of the unconscious, and there by virtue of his struggle with
the shadow, he assimilates it into ego-consciousness. In the film this
re-initiation or return to ego-consciousness is symbolised by the killing
of the shadow figure and the establishment of the relationship with Beryl.
CONCLUSION
This analysis has used analytical psychology as a method for analysing
film. This has been most notable in revealing the criminal to be a pro-
jection and personification of the detective's shadow. It has also been
shown that the film contains concealed mythological references and also
possesses a hidden structure of symbolic transformation. (This being
Bloch's initiation).
A logical extension of this analysis is to develop a more systematic
approach for applying the psychology. This would allow a clearer distinc-
tion to be made between the archetypal pattern, image, myth, symbol and
psychological theory, and in turn this would enable a clearer exposition
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of the film's mythological, and psychological insights. In response to
this now identified need, such a model will be presented in the following
chapters. This model, along with addItional psychological theory, will be
applied and tested as the thesis progresses, and consequently what follows
in the subsequent chapter is a further investigation into the central area
of archetypal theory, from which a suitable model for applying analytical
psychology to film analysis is derived.
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CHAPTER THREE NOTE
I.	 Once sufficient theory has been amassed then the later stages of
the individuation process will be applied, c.f. Chapter Five,
Blade Runner: p158, Chapter Seven, Individuation and the Detective:
p18k, Part Three passim.
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PART TWO
THE MODEL:
A THEORETICAL SYSTEM FOR THE APPLICATION OF
C. C. JUNG'S ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY TO FILM ANALYSIS
105.
Chapter Four
The Origins of the Archetype
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INTRODUCTION
• This chapter is concerned with one specific area of analytical psychology;
the theory of the archetype. This theory will be presented in four main
sections. The first of the sections examines the development of Jung's
Ideas and seeks to explore his changing understanding of what an archetype
is, and this includes a brief excursion into what causes an archetype to
occur. The second section is a critique of archetypal theory by four critics:
Hobson, Glover, Fordham and Dry. Their arguments are presented, and the
validity of their criticisms as they relate to the archetypal hypothesis is
evaluated. The third section is concerned with how it is possible to order
or structure archetypes. Three possible methods are discussed and a prefer-
red method is selected. The fourth and final section is the creation of an
original model for the applIcation of analytical psychology to the analysis
of images. This model draws on the theory established in this and the pre-
ceding chapters, representing it in a fashion which is more suited to prac-
tical analysis, and is followed by a brief examination, or overview, of the
model's operation. In the next chapter the model is further explored and
tested by using it to examine the themes, myths, symbols and archetypes in
the film Blade Runner (DIr. R. Scott, Columbia, 1982) and to locate all
these areas within the context of analytical psychology.
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ARCHETYPES - A DEFINITION OF THE TERM AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
HYPOTHESIS
Before embarking on an exploration of Jung's definition of the archetype it
may be helpful to briefly examine a few precursors to his theory of the
archetypal. These precursors are principally concerned with theories of
innate structuring, or organising, potentials which were thought to be
inherent in the universe. Plato conceived of a system in which 'original
ideas', existing before the world was created, dwelt in the minds of the
gods, and from those 'ideas' came all matters and reason.' These ideas can
be regarded as collective in that they contain within them 'common qualities',
thus the 'original idea' 'dog' has many shared 'common qualities' with all
other dogs. These 'original ideas' are archetypal in that they provide the
basic ordering system for the universe. In the eighteenth century Kant con-
ceived of a series of innate fundamental categories, within an a priori
schema, by which the world could be organised. It is interesting that these
categories are dynamIc and enter into the constitutions and composition of
their material, much as an archetype may mould its subject. As Kant argues,
'First, then, if' we have a proposition which in being thought
is thought as NECESSARY, it is an A PRIORI judgement;
Secondly, experience never confers on its judgements true or
strict, but only assumed and comparative UNIVERSALITY, through
induction' •1
The important points are that these categories are necessary and that they
assume a 'comparative universality'. Finally in the nineteenth century
Schopenhauer wrote about a system of prototypes, which he regarded as the
original and unchanging form of all things. That he influenced Jung can be
seen constantly in Jung's writings."
1 Kant, I., Critique of' Pure Reason, Translated Smith, N. K., (London, 1929),
Bk
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In trying to define exactly what is meant by the term archetype, it seems
important to have some understanding of how Jung's thoughts in this area
developed. As his understanding of what was meant by an archetype, or
archetypes, evolved over the period 1912 to 1919, so this investigation
into the archetypal will commence with his thought in 1912.
The archetypal hypothesis was initially formed from self analysis and from
therapeutic work with the principally psychotic patients at Burgholzli
Hospital. It seemed to Jung that the images produced by the patients, as
well as the images in his own dreams, fell into relatively fixed groups or
patterns. Further these patterns seemed to correspond to similar patterns
in myths, fairystories, legends, etceter, and this material which was the
product of so called 'spontaneous image' creations, did not seem to origi-
nate solely from the individual but, as Samuels notes, seemed to,
'... reflect universal modes of human experience and behaviour.
Jung designated these Primordial Images using this term from
1912 onwards, in spite of numerous changes and modifications
in the theory'.1
Jung also satisfied himself that no theory of human migration could adequately
explain the apparently recurring patterns and motifs which appear trans-
culturally and transhistorically.
'These fantasy-images undoubtedly have their closest analogues
in mythological types. We must therefore assume that they
correspond to certain collective (and not personal) structural
elements of the human psyche in general, and, like the morpho-
logical elements of the human body, are inherited. Although
tradition and transmission by migration certainly play a part,
there are, as we have said, very many cases that cannot be
accounted for in this way and drive us to the hypothesis of
"autochthonous revival." These cases are so numerous that we
are obliged to assume the existence of a collective psychic 2
substratum. i have called this the collective unconscious'.
1 Samuels, A., Jung and the Post-Jungians, (London 1985): p24
2 C. W. 9,1: 262
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This view is very different to the Freudian notion of the unconscious which
regards the unconscious as being composed of merely repressed personal
material; within the Jungian model this forms only one aspect of the uncon-
scious and was termed by Jung the 'Personal Unconscious'. Further the
'personal unconscious' is always viewed in the context of the wider more
autonomous objective psyche.
At this stage in the definition of the archetypal two factors can be iso-
lated. First the universality of archetypal images, and secondly their
collective quality. To these conditions two further factors can be added,
one: depth, and two: autonomy. The term depth indicates the belief that
these images form the lowest or most basic levels of the objective psyche
and are the patterns for the construction and regulation of the unconscious.
The term 'autonomy' on the other hand indicates the existence of these pat-
terns outside of' specific cultures and personal psychologies.
Five years later in 1917 Jung's thought had developed and he now believed
that the objective psyche expressed itself through a series of interrelated
dominant images. These recurring dominant images he called 'nodal points',
and they formed the archetypal cores around which other, subsidiary arche-
types, gathered. As Samuels comments, the archetypal centres were regarded
as:
'... Special nodal points around which imagery clustered...
The important thing to note in the move from primordial image
to dominant is that the innate structure.., is regarded as
more and more powerful, to the point where it becomes actor
rather than acted upon'.'
It was not until 1919 that Jung introduced the term 'archetype'. At this
1 Saxnuels: p24
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time he was particularly aware that any theory of how images, or information
is passed on through time, is in danger of succumbing to the Lamarkian
fallacy. This states that, '... the evolutionary origin of adaptations lies
in the adaptation of individuals during development and the hereditary
TRANSMISSION OF THESE ACQUIRED ADAPTATIONS..) (My caps). With regard to
psychology, this fallacy would suggest that memories of specific ancient
experiences, (the acquired characteristics), are inherited from generation
to generation. This would fit very neatly with archetypal theory, but
unfortunately it is wrong and the current view in psychoneurology is that
mental imagery is not inherited. However, it is acceptable to say that a
form or pattern, although not its contents, is inherited. (A concrete
example of' this distinction will be given shortly). As the analytical
psychologist Samuels has noted,
'The archetype is seen as a purely formal skeletal concept,
which is then fished out with imagery, ideas, motifs and so
on. The archetypal form or pattern is inherited but the con-
tent is variable, subject to environmental and historical
changes' 2
This distinction between form and content became important for Jung as did
the transcultura]. and transhistorical aspects of the archetype, and this is
demonstrated in the following comments.
'The concept of the archetype, which is an indispensable
correlate of the idea of the collective unconscious, indicates
the existence of definite forms in the psyche which seem to be
present always and everywhere... This collective unconscious
does not develop individually but is inherited. It consists
of pre-existent forms, the archetypes, which can only become
conscious secondarily and which give definite form to certain
psychic contents'.3
1 Smith, M., The Theory of Evolution, (London, 1958). This edition,
(London, 1966): pl3
2 Samuels: p25
C. W. 9,1: 89-90
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'The archetypa]. representations (images and ideas) mediated
to us by the unconscious should not be confused with the
archetype as such. They are very varied structures which
all point back to one essentially "irrepresentable" basic
form. The latter is characterized by certain formal ele-
ments and by certain fundamental meanings, although these
can be grasped only approximately'.l
A concrete example of this distinction between archetypal form, which is
more accurately termed 'pattern', and its contents, or 'image' would be the
figure of the hero. Here the hero represents the archetypal pattern and
this pattern assumes a variety of images; the warrior-hero, the intellectual-
hero, the detective-hero, etcetera. So while the form, hero, remains con-
stant, the content, in this example the image of the detective, is influenced
by cultural factors. Therefore, when looking at this as a cultural pattern
the analyst should be able to trace a constant hero pattern or form, and
developing hero image. Both of these factors, the constant pattern and
changing image, indicate a culture's psychological condition. That is to
say that the psychological condition of a culture calls forth both the rele-
vant archetypal patterns and moulds the image in which these patterns find
expression. As Jung has observed,.
'Contents of an archetypal character are manifestations of
processes in the collective unconscious. Hence they do not
refer to anything that is or has been conscious, but to some-
thing essentially unconscious. In the last analysis, therefore,
it is impossible to say what they refer to... The ultimate
core of meaning may be circumscribed, but not described. Even
so, the bare circumscription denotes an essential step forward
in our knowledge of the pre-conscious structure of the psyche,
which was already in existence when there was as yet no unity
of' personality (even today the primitive is not securely
possessed of it) and no consciousness at all'.2
This means that the basic archetypal forms or patterns can be detected
over periods of time, even if their subsidiary contents vary. (Though of
C. W. 8: k17
2 C. W. 9,1: 265
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course neither image nor pattern may be fully understood). It is the role
of the analyst to strip away the layers of cultural encoding to reveal the
basic archetypal forms, and to then discern the relationship of these forms
to the culture. If a psychological understanding of culture is to be
achieved, then the analyst must examine both form and content, pattern and
image: the totality of the archetypa]. core.
THE ARCHETYPAL CORE: ITS DYNAMIC AND FORMAL ASPECTS
So far within the archetypal core four key elements have been identifIed;
universality, collectivIty, depth and autonomy. It is suggested that If
these elements are to be comprehended within the cultural context reference
must be made to the archetypal core's dynamic arid formal aspects. By
'dynamic' is meant the energy of the archetypal pattern which is its moti-
vating force. It is this force which propels both the psyche and culture
In a predetermined fashion: that is towards an integration of ego-conscious-
ness with the unconscious. As Whitmont notes, 'The objective psyche, as an
a priori datum, imposes upon our subjective selves the forms and limita-
tions which determine the quality of our experiences'.1
Of more immediate concern to this chapter is the objective psyche's formal
aspects which are the representational experiences, or images, of the arche-
typal patterns. Whitmont has identified three key points at which these
representational experiences occur. These are times at which the pattern
and its image are activated and can therefore be detected. (It should be
noted that whilst Whitmont is writing about the personal clinical situation,
1 Whitmont, E. C., The Symbolic Quest: basic concepts of analytical
psychology, (Princeton, 1978): p79
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his observations are equally valid for the larger cultural macrocosm).
1) '... in the analytical situation when complexes have
been understood and dealt with but when a step beyond
the understanding of their personal genesis is required'.
(In other words as part of a normal maturation or life
growth process).
2) 'Archetypal images may appear spontaneously when inner
or outer events which are particularly stark, threatening
or powerful must be faced...'
3) 'In cases of imminent or acute psychosis and in cases of
demonic or religious "possession," the objective psyche
takes over...' (At this point as the objective psyche is
composed, in part, of the archetypal core, archetypal
patterns and images will be seen in profusion).'
If a culture is undergoing any of the above changes then it would be
expected to provide the cultural analyst with a particularly rich period
of archetypa]. imagery. While it is possible to start with a known psychosis
and from this make some deductions about the expected type of imagery, the
conventional Jungian analytic procedure is the reverse. That is it starts
with whatever images the objective psyche presents, these are then placed
in relationship to the patient or culture and from this the analyst deduces
the psychological conditions of the subject. As Whitmont comments, '..Our
source of current mythological representation describes a situation in terms
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of psychi inner truth and reality'.
However it is important to note that even towards the end of his life Jung
was still anxious to state that total understanding of an archetype, and
hence its full psychological comprehension, can never be achieved. An
archetype in its fullest sense can never be fully understcod, or compre-
hended.
1 Whitmont: p73-74
2 Wliitmont: p77
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'Not for a moment dare we succumb to the illusion that an
archetype can be finally explained and disposed of. Even
the best attempts at explanation are only more or less
successful translations into another metaphorical language.
(Indeed, language itself is onl y an image.) The most we can
do is to dream the myth onwards and give it a modern dress.
And whatever explanation or interpretation does to it, we do
to our own souls as well, with corresponding results for our
own well-being. The archetype - let us never forget this -
is a psychic organ present in all of us'.'
By 19k6 Jung was still making a very strong distinction between archetype
and image, or form and content, and he also continued to stress the dynamic
aspect of the archetype. Thus there was an emphasis on the way in which the
form determines the development of the psyche.
'Now the archetypes do not represent anything external, non-
psychic, although they do of course owe the concreteness of
their imagery to impressions received from without. Rather,
independently of, and sometimes in direct contrast to, the
outward forms they may take, they represent the life and
essence of a non-individual psyche. Although this psyche is
innate in every individual it can neither be modified nor
possessed by him personally. It is the same in the individual
as it is in the crowd and ultimately in everybody. It is the
precondition of each individual psyche, just as the sea is the
carrier of the individual wave'.2
In fact Jung develops this thought even further and goes on to regard arche-
types as the ultimate structuring potential for both the individual and
humankind. This seems not only to validate the analysis of archetypal
patterns and their images but adds a sense of urgency and import to that
role.
our personal psychology is just a thin skin, a ripple upon
the ocean of collective psychology. The powerful factor, the
factor which changes our whole life, which changes the surface
of our known world, which makes history, is collective psycho-
logy, and collective psychology moves according to laws entirely
different from those of our Consciousness. The archetypes are the
great decisive forces, they bring about the real events, and not
our personal reasoning and practical intellect.., the arche-
typal images decide the fate of man'.3
1	
, w, 9,1: 271
2 c W. 16: 35k
C. W. 18: 371
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To suirimarise the current findings of this chapter:
1) There is an archetypal core, which is the collective term for
all the archetypes, and this core is composed of dynamic and
formal aspects.
2) The archetypal patterns liberated from this core indicate the
psychological condition of the culture which frees them.
3) The general characteristics of archetypes are that they possess:
depth, collectivity, autonomy and universality.
k) It is the archetypal patterns and not the contents (images)
which possess the attributes listed in (3) above.
5) Archetypes also transcend historical and cultural boundaries.
6) The archetypal patterns and not contents determine the develop-
ment of a patient/culture and cause them to take account of the
objective psyche.
A CRITIQUE OF ARCI-IETYPAL THEORY
The concept of the archetype is central to analytical psychology. It is
also going to assume an increasingly dominant role in this thesis, and
because of this it seems wise to pause for a moment to take account of
some of Jung's critics. What. follows is a brief examination of four of his
critics, and these particular critics have been chosen because they have
stressed how unlikely the existence of the archetype is. The first of these
four, Hobson, suggests that there are four criteria for defining an arche-
typal image. These criteria, he claims, have been derived from guidelines
latent in Jung's writing, and he further claims that these four criteria are
almost impossible to satisfy. As all these criteria must be applicable to
a certain image before it can be called archetypal, it is his contention
that archetypes remain at best highly improbable. The four criteria he has
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isolated are:
A) The material must be specific, occur regularly in different
peoples and also occur as personal material.
B) The image must appear in different cultures arid at different
times.
C) There must be similar meaning whenever and wherever the image
appears.
D) There must be no possibility of the image being acquired
through acculturalisation •1
To take the criticisms, or points, one at a time:
A) It is correct that archetypa]. material must be specific and must also
occur regularly in different peoples. However it is not vital that it should
also occur in the material of one person, although it would be expected that
archetypal material would occur both culturally and individually. Or to use
the technical terms both as phylogenous material and ontogenous materiai.IV
However this is not a prerequisite for an archetype.
B) Here Hobson seems confused because it is not the image that must appear
in different cultures and at different times, but the pattern. In his
defence Hobson is quick to indicate that Jung is all too often unfortunately
vague in using terms like form, motif, etcetera. While this is true it is
normally possible to determine how Jung was intending the term to be used.
For example with the term 'form', on the few occasions when confusion may
arise, it is often possible to work out whether Jung is referring to the
form of the image (detective) or the form of the archetypal pattern (hero).
Although in fairness to Hobson, it should be admitted that Jung's semantic
laxity can sometimes raise difficulties in interpreting specific passages.
1Extracted from Samuels: p33
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C) Again Jung does not require that 'there must be a similar meaning',
although it would be expected to find readings in which there was a degree
of general agreement. Jung always remained open to the possibility that
images may change their meanings, and it is the intent of the pattern which
remains constant.
D) This point remains accurate and valid, and the qualifications to this
point have already been discussed above.
Unfortunately for Hobson's arguments his points seem to rely upon a deliber-
ately extreme interpretation of Jungian theory, and in taking an essentially
static position in what is in essence a developing organic theory based on
a developing life process, he seems to misrepresent some of Jung's central
arguments.
The second of' the four critics is Glover and he has three key points of
attack against archetypal theory:
A) Why should 'old' be regarded as wise and venerable? Also wisdom
grows with the development of conceptual forms. And phylogeneti-
cally old was once ontogenetically young and, in fact, crude.
B) Archetypa]. material simply consists of the left over parts of a
child's pre-reality thinking, residues of primary process
activity, e.g. pain, pleasure, gratification.
C) Innate structures in the psyche lead simply to repetitions and
cannot be cumulative. 1
A) In answer to the first of these criticisms it should be pointed out
that archetypes are not necessarily regarded by Jung as wise or venerable.
They are regarded as providing the basic patterns for the structuring of
human development. Thus the arguement that 'phylogenetically old was once
1 Extracted from Sainuels: p3k
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ontogenetically young' is interesting but irrelevant, because the argument
still remains that the basic patterns for the development of mankind would
be present regardless of individual age, or the age of the species. The way
in which these patterns found expression in the images of the developing
species would of course vary, and it would be expected that these images
would become more and more sophisticated, (i.e. more and more sophistic) as
mankind developed.
B) The second of Glover's points is more difficult to deal with. To argue
from Glover's position requires that the internal experiences, such as
pleasure and pain assume a structured form. However it should be noted
that these internal functions, pleasure and pain, must possess an external
component. In other words internal and external forms interrelate. Thus
the autonomy of the archetypal structures which, as mentioned are the pro-
perty of the psyche, are lost. These pieces of 'pre-reality thinking? do
not have the structuring autonomous power of archetypes, therefore the
residues of 'primary process of activity' cannot be archetypes.
C) Glover's third point is easier to criticise. He has unfortunately
failed to realise that while the archetype is a fixed pattern it is also, as
Samuels notes,
'a structuring potential which evolves towards its goal over
time. A simple analogy would be the way in which genetically
inherited phenomena emerge during maturation - such as bodily
changes which occur at the appropriate point in time. It would
not be argued that the gene is unimportant because of this'.1
Again it would appear that while some of Glover's criticisms are interesting
none of them seem particularly damning to the archetypal hypothesis.
The third of the critics, M. Fordhazn, is in fact an analytical psychologist.
1 Samuels: p35
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He is concerned about the emphasis which is placed on historical and mytho-
logical material.
'A patient who produces archetypal material with striking
aichemical parallels is not. practising in the aichemical
laboratory, nor is he living in the religious and social
setting to which alchemy was relevant. Therefore, it can
become unrealistic.., if this is thought of as alchemical
the patient becomes more divorced than before from his
setting in contemporary life'.1
Once again many of Fordhain's criticisms become invalid when it is realised
that he is talking about image and not pattern. In this case it is the
image of alchemy he writes about and not the more basic pattern, which is
the individuation process. Providing that the analyst is using these images,
and indeed associated images, to gain further information about the nature
and operation of the archetypal pattern, then the mythological approach is
valid. If however the images are seen as separate or divorced from the
pattern, then the method is open to Fordham's criticisms. Given Fordhain's
criticisms it is curious to note that he finds 'pre-cursors of his own
theories of infancy in cosmic egg creation mythst!V
The last of these four critics, Dry, has similar concerns to those of
Fordhazn. She too is concerned about the emphasis that is given to myth,
legend and fairytale, and remains unconvinced by apparent connections be-
tween children's fantasies, their imagery and any archetypal patterns.
She even goes so far as to question if there is any point in invoking the
collective unconscious in the shape of the hero myth.
'She prefers to suggest that the myth is a secondary elabora-
tion of the primary infantile experience. She is therefore not
at all in agreement with the idea of archetype as a blueprint
for experience'.2
1 Fordham, cited Samuels: p35
2 Samuels: p36
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While Dry does not recognise the structuring potential of the archetypa].
pattern, neither does she provide a coherent criticism nor an alternative
model. The flaws in regarding archetypes as remnants of infantile experi-
ences have already been demonstrated, c.f. Glover, point (B).
To summarise: out of the four critics who have been evaluated, none of
them brings a sufficiently strong criticism to invalidate the archetypal
hypothesis. In fact some of their criticisms have helped to strengthen
the hypothesis and have drawn attention to the importance of including
mythological material in archetypal analysis. They have also somewhat
unwittingly high-lighted the vital distinction between image and pattern.
It should be restated that any mythological material which is brought to
bear on an archetypal analysis is valid only in as much as it relates to
the basic archetypal pattern and not to other images belonging to a differ-
ent pattern. It is therefore valid, indeed essential, to use mythological
material from a variety of cultures and periods in history, in archetypal
analysis, with the provision that these images relate to the same pattern.
Therefore references should constantly be made to the archetypal pattern
under analysis and to how this pattern relates to the patient or culture.
THE CLASSIFICATION OF ARCHETYPES
Up to this point in the chapter, archetypes have been treated as belonging
to one common core, and this core was seen to be the possessor of both
dynamic and formal energies. In fact this core is composed of various
discrete or individual archetypes which, whilst interrelated, possess in
their individuality the attributes of the larger core, and Jung also noticed
a tendency for these individual archetypes to become personified. Given the
variety and complexity of archetypal patterns and images it seems important
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to have some method for their oganisation. Without this there is the danger
of' confusion, and of becoming lost in the uncharted waters of the uncon-
scious. There exists a variety of ways or systems which can be used to
organise archetypes , and this chapter will now examine three such systems
and select the most appropriate system for future use in the thesis.
Perhaps the most conventional, or traditional, way to organise the arche-
types is to start from the outside, that is to start from the world and work
inwards to the unconscious. The fIrst archetype in this system is therefore
the persona. The term 'persona' originally referred to the mask worn by
Roman actors, and Jung used this term to mean the mask that we put over our
inner selves to encounter the outer world.
'the persona... is the individual's system of adaptation to,
or the manner he assumes in dealing with, the world. Every
calling or profession, for example, has its own characteristic
persona... A certain kind of behaviour is forced - •on them by
the world, and professional people endeavour to come up to
these expectations. Only, the danger is that they become
identical with their personas - the professor with his text-
book, the tenor with his voice. Then the damage is done;
henceforth he lives exclusively against the background of
his own biography... One could say, with a little exaggera-
tion, that the persona is that which in reality one is not,
but which oneself as well as others think one is'.1
Continuing on the inward journey the next archetype is the shadow, otherwise
termed the inferior function. The previous chapter has already explored a
lot of shadow related material, so this theoretical approach indicates the
foundations of what has gone before and anticipates future developments in
its application to the analysis of films. The term 'shadow' represents all
that man dislikes about his or her own psyche, hence it is the 'inferior'
part of the personality. The danger is that because the shadow is so in-
tensely disliked it may form a separate splinter personality, and this is
1 C. W. 9,1: 221
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what occurred in Tightrope(Dir. R. Tuggle, Warner, 1984). In the follow-
irig two extracts Jung explains the shadow's negative qualities.
'I should only like to point out that the inferior function
is practically identical with the dark side of the human
personality. The darkness which clings to every person-
ality is the door into the unconscious and the gateway of
dreams, from which those two twilight figures, the shadow
and the anima, step into our nightly visions or, remaining
invisible, take possession of our ego-consciousness'.'
'The shadow personifies everything that the subject refuses
to acknowledge about himself and yet is always thrusting
itself upon him directly or indirectly - for instance,
inferior traits of character and other incompatible tenden-
cies' 2
Finally, and most removed from the outerworid, are the contrasexual arche-
types the animus and anima. According to Jung the animus represents what
is masculine in woman and the anima the feminine in man.
'Anima and animus may appear as human figures, but they may
be more accurately seen as representative of archetypal
patterns. For example, anima speaks of imagination, fantasy
and play, while animus refers to focused consciousness,
authority and respect for facts. 	 Nowadays, it is widely
regarded as fallacious to link such psychological traits to
sex. Anima and animus can be understood as representing 3alternative modes of perception, behaviour and evaluation'.
Overleaf is a diagram of this system and this will add clarity to this
method of classification.
vn.	 .Another widely used method for ordering archetypes,
	 is to divide the arche-
typal core into four main categories.
1	
w• 9,1: 222
2 • W. 9,1: 513
Samuels, A., Shorter, B., Plant, F., The Father. Contemporary Jungian
Perspectives. Ed. Samuels, (London, 1985): p250
EPersona
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Conventional Method for Classification of Archetypes
'First there are the "shallow" archetypes such as persona
and shadow, then "archetypes of the soul" (animus and anima),
then "archetypes of the spirit" (wise old man and woman), and,
finally, the Self'.'
The main problem with this method is its rigidity and its use of ill defined
terms like spirit and soul. Also the term spirit could perhaps better be
applied to the contrasexual archetypes rather than the wise old man or
woman. Again a diagram follows overleaf, representing the above cited
system of classifIcation.
1 Sainuels, A., Jung and the Post Jungians, (London, 1985): p32
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Alternative Method for the Classification of Archetypes
SHALLOW
Archetypes of the
spirit - wise old
man/woman
DEPTH	 Personal
shadow
The yche
Archetypes of the
	 The Self
soul - anima/animus
There exists the danger with these concrete approaches that the archetypes
are dealt with in a strict and predictable order. For example: persona,
shadow, anima/animus, Self. This seems an overly simplistic interpretation
of Jung's thought and fails to take into account his insistence that every
situation be treated as fresh and original.
A less formal system for classifying archetypes, which also overcomes these
limitations, involves first finding an archetypal theme, and then seeing
how various archetypal patterns and their associated imagery gather round
it. An example of such an archetypal theme might be the creation myth.
This myth possesses a different tone when viewed in differing cultures. It
would also be expected that the myth would attract different collections of.
archetypes and these archetypes would vary according to the specific psycho-
logical needs of the culture. The psychotherapist Stein developed this
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system of archetypal themes in his paper 'Introducing not Self'.VIII Herehe
spoke of single archetypes and also aggregates of archetypes, anima/animus,
shadow, etcetera, which he regards as the composites of single archetypes.
'I therefore make a distinction between discrete archetypes
as such, and more or less abstract aggregates like animus,
anima, shadow... The refutation of the linear arrangement
in preference to a framework of planes permits... archetypal
images to be placed on the lower, earlier, more archaic, more
consolidated, more resistant level of the self... it is postu-
lated that individual constituents arrange themselves in pairs
of opposites... archetypes as the constituents of the self are
interrelated and this interrelatedness is teleological, i.e -
serves the well-being of the individual as a whole
This method for classifying archetypes is illustrated in the following
diagram.
A Model of Stein's Method of Archetypal Classification - With Example
INTER-RELATED BUT
SEPARATE ARGETYPAL
Stage of	 PATTERNS
mythological development
Alternative
Images
Anima/animus
Mytho-
logical
)arallels
Hero
Spirit
Aggregates
Imaged representations
and the archetypes
Individual archetypes
and images
1 Stein, L., 'Introducing not Self', Journal of' Analytical Psychology,
Vol. 12: 2 (1967): p102-103
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What is important is the fluid or organic nature of this model, and this
allows a variety of archetypal images to clusther around the same pattern.
For the analyst this is a useful way of approching archetypes as it allows
a number of different archetypal images, possibly from different cultures•
arid historical periods, to constellate around one central archetypal pattern.
This should lead to a fuller understanding of the formal and dynamic aspects
of the pattern, and it will allow the analyst to gain a deeper knowledge of
the archetypal forces, and hence a deeper knowledge of the patient or cul-
ture.
First it will be helpful to recap on the main findings of this chapter, as
this leads to an increased awareness of how the model incorporates these
themes, and how the somewhat complicated process of analytical psychology
can be used in film analysis.
Sunimary
1) The objective psyche consists, in part, of an archetypal
core which contains archetypal patterns.
2) These archetypal patterns contain the structuring potential
for the psyche, which is the individual process.
3) These patterns which are transpersonal, transhistorical,
and transcultura]. are expressed in a variety of images
which differ from age to age and culture to culture.
4) In trying to organise archetypal forms it is most useful
to select an archetypal theme, and to then see how various
images cluster around it.
5) These images can then be analysed to reveal their compo-
sition which is of both aggregate and discrete archetypal
patterns, symbols and mythologems.
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6) The opposites of the archetypes, symbols and themes
should be explored.
7) The archetypes, symbols and mythologems are interrelated
and teleological, i.e.: they serve the well-being of the
psyche. Therefore these factors are interrelated because
they are all part of the individuation process.
A MODEL FOR THE APPLICATION OF ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY IN THE ARCHETYPAL
ANALYSIS OF IMAGES
The final part of this chapter is concerned with the creation and evaluation
of a model which helps the critic to conduct a broadly archetypal analysis.
However before the model is presented, its aims and a brief example of its
operation will be discussed.
The task of creating amodel from analytical psychology which includes all
the above points, is complicated by Jung's general remarks about the nature
of the unconscious. For example,
'The unconscious is the matrix of all metaphysical statements,
of' all mythology, of all philosophy (so far as this is not
merely critical), and of all expressions of' life that are
based on psychological premises'.1
Given the encompassing nature of this statment it is difficult to see how
any model could be of use. The psychiatrist M. L. von Franz would agree
with this and has made the following observation,
'Many people have criticised the Jungian approach for not
presenting psychic material systematically. But these
critics forget that the material itself is a living experi-
ence charged with emotion, by nature irrational and
everchanging, which does not lend itself to systematization
except in the most superficial fashion'.2
1 
c• w. 11: 899
2 von Franz, M. L., 'The Process of Individuation', in: Man and His
Symbols, Ed. Jung, C. G. and von Franz, M. L., (London, 196k). This
edition, (London, 1978): p167
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It is the intention of this section of the chapter to demonstrate that
Franz is in fact mistaken and it is possible to produce a more concrete,
yet still organic, model which allows for the changing nature of the
material itself. It is hoped that this can be achieved in a more than
'superficial fashion'.
The model is supposed to provide a guide for the analysis of spontaneous
image creations, and to do this according to the theory and practice of
analytical psychology. It is also supposed to assimilate the previous
points concerning archetypal theory, and to place them into a slightly
more practical and concrete form. It is hoped that this will be achieved
despite the dangers of exclusion and oversimplification. (How this model
assimilates the theoretical findings of the chapter will be discussed
shortly).
The model in its current form, illustrated below, is not supposed to include
such areas as: psychology of the author, (although with the relevant type
of theory it could be extended to include this aspect), the narrative of the
film, (although in analysing narrative elements such as myth themes and
symbols the narrative would be examined passim). Neither is the model sup-
posed to examine any specifically filmic techniques such as camera-work or
editing. However potentially a consideration of these factors could be
derived from an analysis of the film's 'language' which is taken to also
Ixinclude the mise-en-scene, the characters, and so on. How these elements
relate to the wider myth/psychological themes and how they are connected to
specific filmic devices such as editing will become clear during the appli-
cation of the theory in film analysis. Indeed the term 'mythology' could be
used to include the above elements of cinematic construction, but, if such
an extension was made, it would be necessary to demonstrate how this mytho-
logy of form relates to the central mythologem. However, due in part to the
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limitations of space, it is not the intention of this thesis to extend the
model in any of the above ways, but to keep it at a more simple and acces-
sible level. Now that its boundaries have been determined it seems appro-
priate to discover what is contained within them.
Analytical Model
Archetypal	
MythologemPattern
Archetype's
Image
Mythology
Individua-
tion
Process
The model consists of a grid of six active squares, the outer squares being
used only to label the axes. It is designed to show the changing, or organic,
relationships which exist between the different elements of archetypal
analytical analysis, and it is hoped that this will reflect Stein's obser-
vatlon that all the parts of the analytic system are interrelated. This
should result in a flexible yet formalised approach to the analysis.
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The archetypal pattern column will be examined first, and as can be deter-
mined from the model it will be seen in relationship with the rows labelled,
archetype's image, mythology, and individuation.X However it seems impor-
tant to approach this exercise with a cautionary note. When imposing a
formal scheme on something as organic as an archetype it is important to
stress once more that archetypes are ultimately unknowable. So no matter
how integrated the analysis is, archetypes will essentially remain mysteri-
ous. As Jung comments,
'No archetype can be reduced to a simple formula. It is a
vessel which we can never empty, and never fill. It has a
potential existence only, and when it takes shape in matter
it is no longer what it was. It persists throughout the ages
and requires interpreting ever anew. The archetypes are the
imperishable elements of he unconscious, but they change
their shape continually'.
It is not the intention of this model to reduce the archetype to a 'single
formula', but to regard it as part of an integrated system, and for this
chapter's method the system is composed of five elements; archetype's
image, archetypal pattern, mythology, mythologem and the individuation
process. First a consideration of the archetype's image as it relates to
the concept of the archetypal pattern.
Initially it is important to discover exactly what pattern or patterns
are being expressed. For example is it the hero, the father, the trickster
or perhaps the wise old man, and what shape (images) do these patterns take
in the film? This then raises the question of what these patterns are in
opposition to, and both Jung and Stein stress the importance of opposites
which are then reconciled as part of the individuation process. Thus the
central or key questions for this square are: What archetypal patterns are
revealed, how are they expressed and what are they in opposition to?
1 c W. 9,1: 301
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To progress to the relationship between archetype's image and mythology,
in this section the analyst would look at two factors. First what is the
mythology of the film - how is its general imagery characterlsed and how
does this relate to the archetypal patterns and images? Secondly and more
importantly he would look for the historical parallels to the images, and
these parallels are valid only if they relate to the archetypal pattern.
As Jung notes,
'The history of religion in its widest sense (including there-
fore mythology, folklore, and primitive psychology) is a
treasure-house of archetypal forms from which the doctor can
draw helpful parallels and enlightening comparisons for the
purpose of calming and clarifying a consciousness that is all
at sea. It is absolutely necessary to supply these fantastic
images that rise up so strange and threatening before the mind's
eye with some kind of context so as to make them more intel-
ligible. Experience has shown that the best way to do this is
by means of comparative mythological material'.'
If in the above suggestion Jung's advice is followed, then it is the role of
the analyst to discover as many mythological parallels to the film's central
archetypal pattern as possible. The myths may appear to differ widely but,
providing they inform about the movement and direction of the central arche-
typal pattern then they are valid. Perhaps the central questions raised in
this square are: what are the mythological parallels to the uncovered
pattern, arid how do these parallels inform as to the impetus of the central
archetypal pattern?
The last of the squares in this row should prompt the analyst to consider
what stage the individuation process in the film has reached, he or she should
also note how this is reflected in the archetypal pattern and observe what
oppositions are being unified. As already stated opposition is vital to the
Jungian argument, and 	 because of this it is always important to search
1 C. W. 12: 38
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for opposition but to then see how the individuation process overcomes
these apparent differences. As Sainuels has commented,
'For Jung, bipolarity is the essence; it is a neceesary
condition for psychic energy... Jung suggests that it is
fruitless to search for the primary member of a pair of
opposites - they are truly linked and cannot be separated;
they involve each other... It is certainly true that Jung
was influenced by Hegel, that he did conceive of psychological
process in terms of discrimination and then synthesis of
opposites. The experience of synthesising the opposites
involves a process of balancing or self-regulation. Jung
refers to this as compensation... Compensation may initially
appear in the negative guise of symptoms. It is not to be
thought of a implying that balance is regularly or easily
attainable' •
Once this column is completed, the analyst will have examined the following
aspects of the film: the interrelationship of the archetypal pattern and
its associated imagery, the historical parallels to this pattern and their
imagery, seen how both the images and patterns relate to the individuation
process, and noted how this process is visualised in the material under
consideration.
The second column Is concerned with the relationship between the mytholo-
gem and the archetype's image and the mythology and the individuation process.
The first of these relationships from the model is between the mythologem
and the archetype's image. At this point the analyst should be attempting
to discern the main theme of the myth and to see how this is connected to
the Images of the archetypes in the film. However it is important to stress
that it would not be expected to find an uncomplicated statement of the
mythologem clearly exposed and stated in the film, because, as Whitmont
states,
1 Samuels, A., Jung and the Post Jungians, (London, 1985): p92-93
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'To act out a mythologeni literally would be stark madness.
It is always a question of how much may be realized in terms
of what is humanly, practically and ethically possible. Hence
the archetypes too may have to be resisted and bargained with
- in order to assimilate them in forms of what is realistically
possible, but never are they to be lightly disregarded'.'
As a result of this the mythologem may be well concealed amongst the images,
and it may become necessary to 'strip away' much of the film's language,
symbolism and mythology to reveal the naked central myth theme. This is
not an easy skill, and can best be aquired through a diverse knowledge of
mythological themes, as this way the analyst becomes familiar with the
recurring motifs. Thus the central questions for this square are simply:
What is the main myth theme and what are its auxiliary themes?
The result of' this Interaction between the mythologem and the archetype's
images, must be the production of mythological images. The archaic themes,
which gre the property of the mythologem should constantly be expressed and
re-expressed in fresh and appropriate imagery. As Jung comments,
'We have to imagine a millennial process of symbol-formation
which presses towards consciousness, beginning in the dark-
ness of prehistory with primordial or archetypal images, and
gradually developing and differentiating these images into
conscious creations' •2
Continuing this concept of 'symbol formation' in the penultimate square the
analyst is prompted to examine the interaction between the mythologem and
the mythology. The reason behind this is that when the myth theme and the
mythology Interact, the ancient symbols, which belong to the depths of the
objective psyche, may be released. To once again quote Whitmont,
1 Whitmont: p128
2	 W. 11: 469
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'Thus we are forced to resort to a cognitive mode which our
rational development has tended to by-pass: the symbolic
mode, which in the historical development of the humand mind
is found to be the active element in the formation of recur-
rent mythological images... This mythologem-forming symbolic
approach is thus an approach to reality, especially to psychic
or transpersonal or cosmic reality, which concedes our inabi-
lity to know this reality in intellectual terms'.'
Thus the questions for this square are: what symbols are liberated in
this myth, how do they relate to the archetypal pattern and the individu-
ation process, and what oppositions are contained with these symbols?
Finally the mythologem needs to be viewed as an integral part of the mdi-
viduation process. As von Franz has observed,
beneath the surface a person suffering from a deadly
boredom that makes everything seem meaningless and empty.
Many myths and fairy tales symbolically describe this initial
stage in the process of individuation'.2
However the mythologem may also describe a more advanced stage of the mdi-
viduation process. Thus it becomes necessary to discover the correlations
between the indviduation process and the way in which it is reflected in
the mythologem, mythology, archetypal pattern and archetype's image.
Once this is achieved it should render a detailed understanding of the stage
that individuation has reached and how this is visually depicted. So the
question for this square is quite simply: how do the myth themes relate to
the individuation process?
Once this column is completed the analyst will have examined the myth theme
and seen this in tandem with the mythology of the film, and observed the
resulting symbols. He or she will then have seen how this theme, the
1 Whitmont: p34
2 von Franz: p170
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symbols arid the mythology all interrelate and find expression in the imagery
of the individuation process.
in conclusion this has been a very short introduction to the model, and it
was only intended to give a general overview, or context, for the model. As
a development of this, the next chapter is a brief example of how the model
actually works when it is applied in practical film analysis, and after the
film analysis there are two further theoretical chapters. The first of
these chapters is on the symbol, and the second examines the individuation
process. Once these are completed there will be a detailed practical appli-
cation of the model, and its associated theory, to one film. This results
in an extensive archetypal Jungian analysis of the film's imagery and
XIIintent.
Before advancing to the initial film analysis it will prove helpful to recap
on the model, and to restate the central questions that each square raises.
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The Analytical Model and its Central Guiding Questions
Archetypal Mythologem
Pat tern
Archetype's	 What archetypal 	 What is the main
Image	 patterns are	 myth and what are
revealed, how are	 its auxiliary myth
they expressed,	 themes?
and what are their
opposite patterns?
Mythology	 What are the	 What symbols are
mythological	 liberated in this
parallels to the
	
myth, how do they
uncovered pattern,	 relate to both the
how do these	 archetypal pattern
parallels inform 	 and individuation
as to the impetus 	 process? What
of the central	 oppositions do they
archetypal	 contain?
pattern?
Individuation	 What oppositions	 How do the myth
Process	 are being unified	 themes relate to
in the	 the individuation
individuation	 process?
process?
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CHAPTER FOUR NOTES
I. c.f. C. W. 8: 15k
II. c.f. C. W. 14: 129
9,1: 123f
12: 149
III. It is this conventional procedure which will be adopted by this thesis.
IV. These are terms which psychology has adopted from biology where
individual development is termed ontogeny and the evolution of the
species and lineages is phylogeny.
V. c.f. Fordham, (1957): p118-119. Cited, Samuels: p35
VI. c.f. Previous chapter, Tightrope: The Detective and His Shadow: p84
VII. c.f'. Sainuels: p32
VIII. c.f. Stein, L., 'Introducing not Self', Journal of Analytical
Psychology, Vol. 12: 2 (1967).
IX. Here there are some similarities to the idea in Gestalt psychotherapy
of' working in the 'Here and Now'. This technique involves using only
material that is available to the patient 'now', consequently use is
made of dream analysis, word association etcetera. It is from this
material that latent, deeper, unconscious associations are formulated.
In the same way this model starts with the surface of the film and
from this reveals deeper unconscious structures.
X. It is not vital to proceed in this order; the analyst should be free
to use the squares in the order which seems most appropriate for the
material. However it is important to use all six squares.
XI. This idea has a parallel in genre theory, in which a single film is
viewed in the context of a variety of similar films and from this
the 'conventions' of the genre arise. c.f. Grant, B. K., editor,
Film Genre: Theory arid Criticism, (Metuchen, 1977): p31
XII. c.f. Part Three, Trancers: p226
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Chapter Five
Blade Runner
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter is an illustration of the model as it has been established in
the previous chapter. It will demonstrate how the model can be used in film
analysis, and consequently it will show the relevance of analytical psycho-
logy in this type of psychological film analysis. The film that has been
chosen is Blade Runner (Dir. Ridley Scott, Columbia, 1982). This science
fiction detective film is well suited as an example for the model, because
it is rich in symbolic, mythic and archetypal themes. However before com-
mencing the analysis of the film proper, there is a summary of the film's
narrative.
Blade Runner is set in Los Angeles, 2019 and its narrative is structured
and centred round Chinatown. The hero-detective Decker, is brought out of
his retirement from the police 'Blade Runner Section', to capture and
destroy, or 'retire', some escaped replicants. Replicants are biogenetic
robots, supposedly perfect humans which have been created for specific tasks.
For example there are warrior replicants and whore replicants, but whatever
their role they all lack the capacity to feel. They are unable to have
emotional experiences, arid in this respect they are very much less than
human. The replicants have escaped from the 'off world colonies' because
they discovered that their life expectancy is only four years, and they plan
to persuade their 'maker' Tyrell, to extend their longevity. Decker hunts
down and retires all but one replicant, Rachel. Rachel has mysteriously
started to develop and experience emotions, and Decker too finds his feel-
ings getting out of' control. Eventually they fall in love, and escape
together to live in the open countryside of 'the north'.
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ARCHETYPAL PATTERN AND ARCHETYPE' S IMAGE
In Blade Runner the central archetypal pattern seems to be the hero arche-
type, and this is expressed in the questing image of Decker as the hero-
detective. On one level Decker is on a quest to retire the replicants, who
after all are only imperfect copies of humans. On another more symbolic
level he seems to be searching for different aspects of his psyche, and
perhaps these different elements syinbolise his own imperfections. In the
Jungian model for the development of the psyche which was established in
the previous chapters, there are four main elements. These are: sensation,
thinking, feeling and intuition, and an important part of individuation is
to recognise these different elements so that they can be assimilated into
ego-consciousness. In the narrative of Blade Runner these elements seem to
be personified by the replicants and it is Decker's task to first identify,
and then retire them. As this task is associated with consciousness, that
is the ectopsychic system, and because Decker is a hero, he is in opposition
to the unconscious, indeed this opposition is inextricably bound up with the
development of the psyche. One aspect of this unconscious opposition is
personified in Rachel - Decker's anima. Perhaps Blade Runner can be regar-
ded as a story of the hero Decker's symbolic search to unite these opposites
and embrace his anima. As Jung has commented,
'The persona, the ideal picture of a man as he should be, is
inwardly compensated by feminine weakness, and as the indi-
vidual outwardly plays the strong man, so he becomes inwardly
a woman, i.e., the anima, for it is the anima that reacts to
the persona'.'
However before individuation can be achieved, and Decker can accept his
anima, it is important for him to recognise that the psyche exists in a
state of opposition. For Decker this realisation starts when he first
1 C.W. 7: 309
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meets Rachel, whomher maker Tyrell describes as, 'More than human'. It
seems as though she is aprojectiori of the positive aspects of Decker's anima,
and that he has begun to realise that there is more in the psyche than just
consciousness.
Decker next discovers that Rachel is a replicant. Yet at the same time she
is a projection of his anima, and as a result of this he is bonded with, or
at least attracted to her. He is also aware that he is beginning to change
and this is obvious in his remark, 'Replicants weren't supposed to have
feelings, neither were Blade Runners. What the hell was happening to me?'
However before he can really accept and integrate the feeling dimension of
his psyche, he must first move past the sensation side of his character.
This sensation side is personified by the replicant Zhora, and Decker pro-
ceeds to 'retire' her. He now no longer needs to dwell on sensation, but
can move deeper into the ectopsychic system where he fully enters the feel-
ing stage and comments, 'There it was again. Feeling in myself for her, for
Rachel'.
Before it is possible for Decker to integrate his anima, he must move from
the feeling phase through the thinking stage, and he achieves this via the
process of intellectual detective work. Now he is in a position to realise
that the anima possesses negative as well as positive qualities. This is a
stage of real insight for the psyche, because these negative qualities need
to be accepted before the anima can be integrated into ego-consciousness.
Decker psychologically achieves all this when he 'retires' the replicant
Pri g . She is a violent negative anima expression who unsuccessfully attempts
to kill Decker by crushing his head between her legs. Perhaps it would be
more accurate to say that she attempts to destroy the psyche that Decker
symbolises.
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Finally Decker must reject the totality of his stereo-typical hero persona,
and this involves the destruction of his 'old warrior self'. He is then
able to progress to the final intuitive phase which involves the integration
of the anima, and results in wholeness of the psyche. The warrior self is
personified by the replicant Roy, and Decker has to quite literally battle
with him before Roy is finally destroyed. Decker is then able to escape
with his anima/Rachel in the potential to live in wholeness and peace.
It will be seen as the analysis progresses that this initial reading of the
archetypal pattern/image interaction is corroborated and extended by the
myth themes, mythology and symbols. For clarity the development of the
hero, Decker is summarised below.
Development of' Hero Decker
Hero - meets anima - Rachel
Hero - Retires sensation self in Zhora
Hero - Comes to terms with intellectual phase in development
Hero - Retires anima's negative aspects in Pris
Hero - Overcomes the old warrior self and moves through to
intuitive phase
Hero - Integrates his anima, Rachel
While discussing the archetypes in Blade Runner it is important to notice
the appearance of what may be the wise old man archetype. This archetype
guides the hero offering him advice and here he seems to be personified in
the figure of Gaf. The character of Gaf is somewhat ambiguous, his age is
uncertain, but he is older than the hero and probably of oriental extraction.
He does not offer direct spoken advice to Decker and throughout the film
he always remains one step ahead of Decker and, with apparent power of fore-
sight seems to know at any time where the hero can be found. On the arche-
type of the wise old man, Jung comments,
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'But figuratively speaking, he is the "informing spirit" who
initiates the dreamer into the meaning of life and explains
its secrets according to the teachings of old. He is a
transmitter of the traditional wisdom. But nowadays the
fatherly pedagogue fulfills this function only in the dreams
of his son, where he appears as the archetypal father figure,
the "wise old man".'1
If Gaf does not communicate through speech he does communicate via his
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symbolic paper origami creations. His silence shrouds him in an air of
mystery and calls to mind the saying, 'Those who know do not speak; those
who speak do not know'. 2 This type of ambiguity serves to introduce one of
the film's central themes - illusion. While Gaf does not speak, he still
has great insight, it is as though his wisdom may be heard in his silence.
It is also worth noting that his almost totally symbolic communications
give him a proximity to the objective psyche which, it will be remembered,
communicates through symbols.
ARCHETYPE'S IMAGE AND MYTHOLOGEM
The basic theme to the narrative seems to be the quest, but it is the quest
for new life from old, for a rebirth of the psyche. The image of the quest
is one metaphor of the individuatiort process and this indicates a link
between the mythologem and archetypal pattern. Decker is engaged on the
retirement of the old psyche and subsequent resurrection of the new, poten-
tially individuated, Self. Therefore the myth theme can be extended to
include a progression from life, to a death of the old life, to a new life.
The narrative articulates this theme at its closure when Decker remarks of
the replicant Roy, 'His questions were the same as ours. Where have we come
from? Where are we going? How long have we got?' And in the world of
symbols these themes of life and death are connected. As Jung notes,
1 C. W. 12: 159
2 Tao Te Ching, in From Primitives to Zen, Ed. Eliade, M., (London, 1977).
This edition, (London, 1983): p600
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'For in the secret hour of life's midday the parabola is
reversed, death is born. The second half of life does not
signify ascent, unfolding, increase, exuberance, but death,
since the end is its goal. The negation of life's fulfilment
is synonymous with the refusal to accept its ending. Both
mean not wanting to live, and not wanting to live is identical
with not wanting to die. Waxing and waning make one curve'.'
As already mentioned there is a secondary myth theme, illusion, and it is
hoped to demonstrate that this is connected to the themes of life and death.
From the beginning of the film Ridley Scott concentrates on pictures.
There is the giant Coca-Cola advert with an oriental woman drinking coke"
which recurs throughout the film, there is also the photograph which forms
the vital clue in tracking down a replicant, and the old pictures which sit
on Decker's piano. In a sense none of these images are real. They are
representations of reality which have an ambiguous illusory quality and are
almost pictures of' the mind - not unlike the film itself. Continuing this
theme, in order to help the replicants feel human they are given memories,
and so theirs becomes a life of illusion, they have no real memories and no
feelings, they are empty. The replicant Pris is like a toy doll," she
even moves like one in an animated clockwork fashion. Zhora performs with
her snake in a sleezy Chinatown bar, where she performs as an erotic dancer
selling the illusion of sex, and while Roy has seen many fantastic sights he
Is unable to possess that wonder, because he has no feelings, he is hollow or
soulless. While not a replicant, Sebastian too is an illusion, he appears
to be in his fifties, in fact he is twenty five and suffers from a disease
'Iv
called the Medusila Syndrome
This concern with paradox and illusion, or ambiguity, providing true under-
standing and insight is central to oriental philosophy. (Perhaps this goes
some way to explaining why the film is set in Chinatown, and this also
C. W. 8: 800
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provides another link to the wise old man, Gaf). 	 As the Tao comments,
'Everything is its own self; everything is something else's
other... where there is life, there is death; and where
there is death, there is life.., whether in construction or
in destruction, all things are in the end brought into unity. ..'
This is like the previous passage of Jung where he noted that, 'not wanting
to live is identical with not wanting to die , and indicates how the themes
of life and death and illusion are connected. It further extends both the
themes by joining them in the concept of unity.
Thus the central mythologem and the archetype's images are united in the
life, death, life, or rebirth, theme and the illusion theme, both of which
stress the ambiguous and transitory nature of life. Again both of these
themes find sri expression in the subsidiary image of the quest, which is
the search for the replicants and the search through illusion for reality
- even if this reality is ultimately an illusion. The quest is also an
allegory for the individuation process which is of course clearly connected
to the rebirth theme, and for Decker individuation is intimately bound up
with his search which takes him into the depths of the unconscious. It
seems that for him part of individuation is a coming to terms with the ambiguity
of his life and therefore with the ambiguity of his reality.
MYTHOLOGY, THE ARCHETYPAL PA1ERN AND IMAGES
The question raised in this section is: what mythological parallels can be
found for the rebirth and illusion themes, how do these inform us as to the
archetypal pattern and its images? Here it is interesting to note that
1 Eliade, (1977): p602-6O3
2 c W. 8: 800
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throughout Blade Runner there is almost constant rain, and nearly always the
viewer can see or hear rain falling. This may provide a clue as to where
to look for the mythological parallels to the mythologem, and perhaps there
is a connection between the constant rain in Blade Runner and flood myths.
For example there is the Hindu myth of' how Manu survived the flood:
'When he was washing himself, a fish came into his hands. It
spake to him the word "Rear me, I will save thee!" "Where-
from wilt thou save me?" "A flood will carry away all these
creatures: from that I will save thee"... he attended to
(the advice of the fish) by preparing a ship; and when the
flood had risen, he entered into the ship... The flood swept
away all creatures, and Manu alone remained here'.'
There is also the Babylonian flood-creation myth told to Gilgamesh, after
he had crossed over the sea of' death, by Ut napishtim. (Even in the tell-
ing of the story death and creation are linked).
'The wide land was shattered like a pot! For one day the
south storm blew, submerging the mountains, overtaking the
people like a battle... When the seventh day arrived the
flood (carrying) south storm subsided in battle... And all
mankind had returned to the clay... The dove was sent forth,
but came back; there was no resting place for it and she
turned round... '2
One final example of the flood-creation myth is the Noah myth, and here,
as in the myths cited above, the already created world is wiped out by a
flood. The now purged earth is then repopulated by the animals and people
saved ifl the ark or ship.
'The waters rose and covered the mountains to a depth of' more than
twenty feet. Every living thing that moved on the earth
perished - birds, livestock, wild animals, all the creatures
that swarm over the earth, and all mankind... Then God said to
Noah, "Come out of the ark, you and your wife and your sons
and their wives. Bring out every kind of living creature
that is with you -the birds, the animals,and all the creatures
Eggeling, J., Trans. The Sacred Books of' the East, (Oxford, 1882):
p216-218
2 Speiser, E. A., trans. Ancient near Eastern Texts, (Princeton, 1950):
p60-72
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that move along the ground - so they can multiply on the
earth and be fruitful and increase in number upon it"."
It will no doubt be remembered that, as in the Gilgamesh flood creation
myth, a dove is sent from the ark. The symbolism of the dove will be ex-
plored in detail in the myth/mythology section. But it is worth noting
that the dove," along with the water symbolism, provides a link to the
initiation ritual of baptism. In this Christian ritual water is thought
of as washing away the old life so that one can be 'born again' into a new
life in Christ, and it was at the baptism of Jesus that the Holy Spirit
descended in the form of a dove. 'As soon as Jesus was baptised, he went
up out of the water. At that moment heaven was opened, and he saw the
Spirit of God descending like a dove and lighting on him'.2
The Christian tradition is not alone in possessing an initiation ritual
.,	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 VIusing water. For example there is Diisha a Hindu initial ritual of rebirth,
and from a Western source there is the Irish myth of Cuchulainn's initia-
VIItion.	 But these are only two possible myths from many.
In the search for parallels to the central myth it is interesting and help-
ful to briefly examine the storm images from Shakespear's King Lear. The
central and pivotal act of' the play occurs during a storm and Lear, at this
point, is a broken man. He has fallen from monarchy to the state of naked
humanity, however he will move through this phase to achieve a greater
depth of' human understanding. The ambiguity to this situation is that when
Lear was a ruling monarch he in fact controlled nothing while here, in his
madness, he calls upon the elements to destroy the world.
1 The Bible. New International Version. Genesis 7: 20-21, and 8: 15-17,
(London, 1979)
2 The Bible, Matthew 3: 16
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'Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! Blow!
You cataracts and hurricanes spout
Till you have drenched our steeples, drown'd the cocks!
You suiphurous and thought-executing fires,
Strike flat the thick rotundity of the world!1
This type of apocalyptic imagery is similar to that at the start of Blade
Runner where, despite the rain, jets of fire leap into the sky.H] Lear
needed the storm to wash away the old psyche, or in apocalyptic imagery to
destroy the old Lear, so that a different person could emerge the other side
of the storm. It would seenr that this is not unlike Decker's need for
psychological development, and the storm imagery of King Lear is similar,
albeit more violent, to the rain imagery in Blade Runner and to that of the
parallel myths cited above.
It would seem that the themes of Blade Runner are concerned not only with
individual renewal but also with creation/recreation on a cosmic scale.
the fact that rain is constantly falling over the city may symbolise this
universal dimension. As if to emphasise this the film opens with a night
shot of' rain and lightning over all the city. Thus a hero, Decker, is elec-
ted to face in microcosm the life, death, life process of his personal
individuation, so that he is able to aid in the macrocosm of the culture's
individuation process. Much as the Christ hero died to save the world so
Decker dies to the old self to aid his society. Interestingly at the end
of the film Roy, the warrior, extracts a nail from a piece of wood and
plunges it into the palm of his hand, deliberately creating the marks of the
stigmata. And Decker, as already noted, has to pass on to the next stage
leaving the dead and crucified Roy behind.
1 Shakespeare, W., King Lear Act III, Scene II, line 1-9
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MYTHOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGEM
It seems appropriate to start this section with a reminder of the impor-
tance of symbols, and later in the thesis there will be a detailed theoretic
assessment of their significance. Until then the following quotation may
prove helpful.
'We only understand that kind of thinking which is a mere
equation, from which nothing comes out but what we have put
in. That is the working of the intellect. But besides that
there is thinking in primordial images, in symbols which are
older than the historIcal man, which are inborn in him from
the earliest times, and, eternally living, outlasting all
generations, still make up the ground work of the human psyche.
It is only possible to live the fullest life when we are in
harmony with these symbols; wisdom is a return to them'.1
In the followIng analysis of the symbols in Blade Runner it is hoped to
demonstrate that while all symbols contain a variety of possible interpre-
tations, and by their nature seek to reconcile opposites, it is possible to
detect a unifying theme. The symbolic theme in Blade Runner supports the
mythologem In that it is permeated with symbols concerned with growth through
contradiction, for example, death to life, or reality to illusion.
Ix
The first symbol to be identified in Blade Runner is the constant rain;
this symbol has already been analysed in some depth and it has been shown
how the narrative can be connected to the flood creation myths. Decker,
like all others In the city, suffers from the effects of the rain, and if
he is to survive this symbolic flood then he must move forward in his mdi-
viduation. One of the symbols for Decker's ongoing individuation is the
eye, and through several close-ups the film draws attention to this key
symbol. (Eyes are very important in Blade Runner because, with the use of
'void comp' equipment, they are the way in which a replicant can be detec-
ted). Eyes indicate sight, but in the world of symbols opposites are uni-
C. W. 8: 794
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fled and the eye indicates outward conscious sight but inward blindness.
In other words Decker has no 'insight'.
It is a cliche that 'eyes are the windows of the soul' but in the case of
the replicants this observation seems valid. They have no soul, no feel-
ings, no emotion, they are outwardly human but inwardly cold and alien. A
mythological echo of this ambiguity is found in Psalm 15, 'They have mouths,
but cannot speak, eyes but cannot see'.' (Again the wise old man in his
strange silence is called to mind). Because of their inability to feel,
the replicants are blind to reality, much as Decker is blind to the reality
of life's ambiguities and illusions. If he is to progress with individua-
tion, he must accept the paradoxical and illusory aspects of his psyche, and
this involves accepting the objective psyche with its symbolic communica-
tions. (It will be remembered that symbols paradoxically seek to reconcile
oppositions, and that ultimately their interpretation is subjective).
It may prove illuminating to briefly return to King Lear where Gloucester,
because of his blindness to what happens in the world, has his eyes gouged
out and he comments, 'I have not way and therefore want no eyes; I stumbled
when I saw'. 2 It would seem that Decker needs this type of' insight. Again,
but this time returning to oriental sources, the Buddha comments, 'The eye,
0 priests, is on fire; forms are on fire; eye-consciousness is on fire;
impressions received by the. eye are on fire'. 3 This seems applicable to the
film's imagery especially at the start of the film,X and it indicates a need
for a change in Decker's conscious awarmess. Images and forms received from
the eye are on fire, the old illusions are destroyed and hence the illusions
can be transcended in an acceptance of their illusory qualities. The ambiguous
1 The Bible, Psalm 115, Verse 5
2 Shakespeare, King Lear, Act IV, Scene I, line 19
Buddha, The Fire Sermon. From: The Teachings of the Compassionate Buddha,
ed. E. A. Burtt, (New York, 1955). This edition, (New York, 1982): p97
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qualities remain, despite being covered in flames.
It is with this realisation that Decker starts his quest in Chinatown. In
detective films this is traditionally a place of crime, wisdom, treachery
and yet security. The detective seems peculiarly at home in such a place,
perhaps due to its closeness to the 'mystical east'. In Blade Runner's
Chinatown the atmosphere is claustrophobic and polluted, the people talk in
'city speak', a babbling conglomeration of Western and Eastern languages.
The chaos in the city calls to mind the Biblical myth of the tower of Babel.0
This Babylonian imagery provides a link back to the flood creation myths,
two of which came from Mesopotania, and forward into the film's developing
imagery, as the first place Decker visits onhis quest for individuation is
XII
the Ziggurat of the Tyrell Corporation.
The Ziggurat, a typical Babylonian religious building, with its stepped
sides symbolically depicts man's upward climb to search for spiritual truth.
However its highest point, the roof, is empty, ultimately nothing is found
- Imago ignota. Inside the Tyrell building the atmosphere of Mesopotanian
religion is continued with a pyramidic background and a warm yellow light.0
The atmosphere is charged with the numinous. It is in this semi-divine
environment that Decker first meets Rachel, who as discussed above, repre-
sents a projection of his anima's positive aspects. By series of close-ups
our attention is also drawn to an owl, the first of three important and
symbolic animals in Blade Runner.
It is worth noting how dominant this theme of illusion is in Blade Runner.
Even two of the important symbolic animals, the snake and the owl, are repli-
cants, in other words they are unreal animals. This is made explicit in the
close-up of the owi" where again it is the strangeness of the eye which
reveals the owl as a replicant.
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The own contains in its symbolism wisdom and its opposite: foolishness.
However it may also symbolise death,
'On a Sumerian tablet dating from 2300-2000 B.C. a nude
goddess is depicted flanked on either side by an owl.
She is believed to be the goddess of death... In Semitic
countries the.owl is usually regarded as ominous and in
Persia is spoken of as "the angel of death.. ." '
As might be expected the owl also symbolises the opposite of death, new
life and procreation. '... in Israel little grey owls are considered good
omens when they appear near the crops'. 2 In addition Chetwynd draws atten-
tion to the goddess Athene, whose closest animal was the owl, and he adds
that Athene is the, 'personification of the anima'. 3 Thus the reading of
Rachel as Decker's anima seems reinforced, and it would further ppear that
the symbolic structure is in accord with the mythologem and archetypal
pattern.
The second important symbolic animal that is encountered is the snake.
After Decker has recognised his replicated anima, he returns into the city
to start the individuation process and retire those now redundant parts of'
his psyche. He first finds Zhora the sensation aspect of' his ego, and she
is depicted as being a dancer with a snake in an erotic cabaret show.
Clearly there is reference to the Eden myth and the figure of Eve, and Zhora
like Eve is associated with the snake. However the symbolism of the snake
is varied. For example, it can move on both land and water, which are images
of the conscious and unconscious respectively. The flying snake may sym-
bolise the liberated anima, and there is also the Gnostic image of the
Uroboros, which depicts a snake eating its tail. The opposition in the
Uroboros Is clear, like Decker the snake renews its self by destroying the
old self, by eating its body, and for Decker this self destruction takes
1 Warner, R., Encyclopedia of World Mythology, (London, 1970): p220
2 Warner: p220
Chetwynd, T., A Dictionary of Symbols, (London, 1982): p36
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the form of retiring replicants. Again apparent contradictions in the symbol
in fact inform as to the archetypal pattern and mythologem.
The next important symbolic animal does not occur until the end of the film
when Roy the warrior dies. It is at this moment that he releases a dove.
The symbol of the dove unites several of the subthemes in Blade Runner.
First it unites the flood creation myths as both Noah and Gilgamesh send
out doves from their arks in search of' dry land. This idea of recreation
is carried through into the concept of baptism where the holy spirit is
received, and as already mentioned at Jesus' Baptism this took the form of
a dove. Thus the dove symbolises both rebirth into new life and the holy
spirit. It is interesting to note that the Greek word for spirit, also
meaning either wind or air, is pneuma. (This will be returned to shortly).
The Hebrew word for the same concept is Ruach, and it was this Ruach that
hovered over the surface of the deep in the first Genesis creation myth,
and the Latin for the concept of' spirit is anima. So through the symbol
of' the dove it is discovered that anima is the concept which unites the
themes of creation, death, life and rebirth.
INDIVIDiJATION PROCESS
It should be clear by now that the process which unifies all the themes,
symbols and concepts in Blade Runner, is the individuation process. This
is represented in' the theme of' the quest, in the creation-recreation myths
and in the initiation myths. What follows is an analysis of Decker's mdi-
viduation process and what stage he has reached by the end of the film.
After Roy releases the spirit/dove, Decker is free to accept his anima.
Apparently he does this and the final shots of the film are of Decker and
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Rachel flying through the air, or Pneuma/Ruach.X 	 Perhaps they have become
as 'one in the spirit', and it has also stopped raining as now they are in
the temperate regions of the, seemingly individuated, psyche. At this point
it is also revealed that Rachel, unlike the other Nexus six replicants, does
not have an incept date, consequently no one knows how long she will live.
Perhaps the message is that the spirit lives eternal.
To give added weight to this reading which equates the closing of the narra-
tive with the completion of a stage in the individuation process, it is pro-
posed to briefly examine the creations of Gaf, the wise old man character
in Blade Runner. Gaf creates three small pieces, these are: a bird, a
matchstick man, a unicorn, and they are left by him at different points in
the film. (The bird and unicorn are origaini pieces while the matchstick man
is made from a match. With the origami pieces there may be an extra refer-
ence to the creation'myths, as it is from only one square of paper each that
the bird and unicorn are created). The creation of the bird comes first and
it seems to refer to Decker's potential freedom, it also pre-echoes the sym-
bolism of the dove which occurs at the end of the narrative. The matchstick
man may refer to Decker having to accept the many aspects of the psyche
which make him human. However the unicorn is the most interesting symbol
and this occurs almost immediately after the dove at the end of the film.
According to Jung, 'In Christian picture-language the unicorn, as well as
the dove, is a symbol of the spermatic Word or Spirit'.'
Gaf seems to have known the need for Decker's individuation, as when he
visited Decker's flat, he did not retire Rachel who was sleeping there,
but instead left a symbol of Decker's future life in the spirit)'
1	 W. 5: 492
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However the symbol of the unicorn is more complicated than this, and as
Jung notes,
'The horn of the unicorn acts as an alexipharmic, because
it expels the poison from tile water, and this refers -
allegorically to the baptism of Christ... rightly is it
applied to Christ baptized, who, like the chosen son of
unicorns, santified the streams of water to wash away the
filth of ll our sinst . X', XIX
But in this final section of the film there remains an ambiguity, has Decker
really achieved individuation or not? From the above reading it is tempting
to conclude that he has reached the anima stage of individuation but this is
by rio means certain. Rachel, as a personification of his anima, still
exists as a separate entity, she does not yet live in him. Also Decker
still tries to tell Rachel what to do, 'trust me' he requests, so rather
than trusting in her, he trusts himself and requires her to do the same.
There is a sense in which he seems stuck at the anima stage, perhaps he is
on the road to individuation but not at its end - his quest has yet to be
completed. At this point in his life Decker seems content to live with
illusion, he exchanges the illusions of the city for the illusion of super
lush countryside valley. (The first 'natural' sequence of the film).
Perhaps this environment is better suited to the anima nature of the woman!
spirit Rachel? As already stated Decker does not know how long Rachel will
live. Is he anxious about this? Does this indicate some future develop-
ment in their relationship? These questions remain unanswered and perhaps
• that is right, for when dealing with symbols and the unconscious there is
always ambiguity.
However, by the end of the film the tone seems optimistic, Decker has done
well on his quest, he has progresed well down the road, who is to say he
1 Caussin, N., De Symbolica Aegyptiorum Sapientia, Polyhistor Symbolicus
Electorum Symbolorum, et Parabolarum historicum Stromata, (Paris,
1618 and 1631): p 3 48, cited in, C. W. 12: 5221
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will not achieve individuation? As the Tao remarks,
'The valley spirit never dies.
It is named the Mysterious Female.
And the Doorway of the Mysterious Female
Is the base from which Heaven and Earth sprang.
It is there within us all the while;
Draw upon it as you will, it never runs dry'.
CONCLUSION
In the film it is the symbolic images, of water, baptism, cleansing,
(here symbolised in Christ) which are brought forth and joined in the theme
of rebirth. All the different strains in the film seem united in the main
theme which is a representation of the individuation process. It would
also appear that the analytical archetype model has enabled the discovery
of a series of latent mythological themes. These themes connect in a co-
herent, but hidden manner, with the symbolic structure of the film, and
this provides Blade Runner with a unified but concealed form. Further,
underlying all these elements, the model has identified a representation of
one stage in the individuation process, and has revealed the contrasexual
archetype anima, as vital to the successful completion of individuation.
It has also been demonstrated how this links to the subsidiary theme of
illusion. Ultimately the hero is seen as someone who experiences, on the
behalf of a society, the individuation process. On a cultural scale this
indicates a latent unconscious need for individuation which the film, in
some small way, both compensates	 and expresses.
One of the interesting areas in Blade Runner is the role that symbols have
within the film. The next chapter, which explores this theme, is a theo-
retical examination of how analytical psychology regards the symbol. The
1 Tao de Ching, in Eliade (1977): p595
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chapter also applies this theory directly to film analysis, and consequently
both the theoretical base and practical application of the model are devel-
oped.
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CHAPTER FIVE NOTES
I. Origami being the traditional Japanese pastime of paper folding.
II. c.f. Appendix I, f
III. c.f. Appendix I, c
IV. Medusa too was concerned with illusion. She was the only mortal of
the three Gorgan sisters and all who saw her turned to stone, as a
result she could only be looked at safely via a mirror. Only her
reflection, that is her illusion, was safe.
V. c.f. Appendix I, g
VI. c.f. Eliade, M., Birth and Rebirth, (New York, 1958): p54
VII. c.f. Eliade, (1958): p85
VIiI. c.f. Appendix I, a
IX. For a detailed discussion of what constitutes a symbol, c.f. The
Symbolic Search: p159
X. c.f. Appendix I, a
XI. c.t. Genesis 11
XII. c.f. Appendix I, b
XIII. c.f. Appendix I, C
XIV. c.f. Appendix I, d
XV. c.f. Appendix I, g
XVI. c.f'. Appendix I, h
XVII. It seems only reasonable to indicate that on a few occasions the
unicorn can symbolise evil, but here that does not seem to be the
case. (c.f. C. W. 12: 525).
XVIII For a detailed account of the unicorn's symbolic role, c.f.
C. W. 12: 518-554
XIX. As a point of information there is some evidence to suggest that
the fish Manu hooked, cited above was unicorned. 	 c.f.
C. W. 12: 533
XX. In as much as all communications of the objective psyche exist in a
compensatory attitude to ego-consciousness, so too this film should
be regarded as compensatory, to the collective ego-consciousness.
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Chapter Six
The Symbolic Search
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter has two functions. First it provides a detailed examination
of what analytical psychology means by the term 'symbol' and secondly it.
applies this theory to the analysis of two detective films. In the first
section the general context for understanding the symbol is established
and this leads to a specific psychological consideration of how symbols
relate to the objective psyche. Having established this theoretical base,
which provides some of the background to the analytical model presented in
Chapter Four, it is possible to progress to the application of this theory
in film analysis. The two films chosen are Sleuth (Dir. J. L. Mankiewicz,
Fox, Rank, 1972) and Woman In the Window (Dir. F. Lang, RKO, 19k4). The
analysis of specific symbolic passages in these films indicates how they
give expression to apparent oppositions within the narrative, and also how
they prepare the way for the psychological development of the film's central
characters.
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A CONTEXT FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF SYMBOLS
For contemporary Western man a mechanistic rationalism provides thUdomi-
nant structure for his thought. This structure emerged in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries and, with it caine the dominant image of the 'world
machine'. In this image the world was conceived in mechanistic terms and
thought of as a large and intricate piece of celestial engineering. This
view pervades the scientific discoveries of Galileo, the philosophical
dualism of Descartes and later the observations of Newton and Darwin): It
also extends to the modern psychologies of psychoanalysis, behaviourism and
cognitive psychology. As a result of this the behaviourist Skinner is able
to write, 'What we need is a technology of behaviour.., comparable in power
and precision to physical and biological technology'.1
However there is a growing dissatisfaction with the mechanistic paradigm
and recently it has been extensively criticised by such writers as Bateson,
(1972, 1979), Sheidrake, (1981), Capra, (1975, 1982). What is emerging
from their criticisms is a new holistic systemic paradigm. From the Jungian
perspective this insight comes as no surprise. As Capra has commented,
'Indeed, it seems that Jung's approach was very much
on the right lines and, in fact, many of the differences
between Freud and Jung parallel those between classical
and modern physics, between the mechanistic and holistic
paradigm' 2
Throughout his writings Jung is anxious to stress that rationalism is an
attitude which lacks both the capacity for introspection and symbol forma-
tion. The reasoning behind this géneralisation is that the symbol can only
be formed, or released, from the unconscious when an introverted non-
1 Skinner, B. F., Beyond Freedom and Dignity, (New York, 1975): p3
2 Capra, F., The Turning Point, (London, 1982). This edition, (London,
1987): p397
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rationalistic approach is adopted. This is consistent with his insight
that the objective psyche provides the basis for psychological development
and regulation. Consequently if a psychologically healthy life is to be
pursued, then attention must be paid to our inner lives.
In the following quote Whitmont states the classical Jungian position.
(It is important to note that when he uses the term 'image' he is referring
specifically to the symbolic image).
'Not only Is the presence of the image not pathology but
the loss of awareness of the image dimension (which is
the loss of contact with inner reality, as we shall see)
gives rise to pathology'.1
What Whltmont means by this is that an awareness of symbols is essential
to psychological development. Thus from the perspective of analytical
psychology it is important to adopt, at least to some degrees an introverted
attitude, as this is how the symbol is released into ego-consciousness.
Jung constantly stresses the poverty of rationalistic reasoning and is in-
sistent that in the final analysis it is only the symbol which can connect
man with his deepest and most fundamental problems. As he comments,
'Reason must always seek the solution in some rational,
consistent, logical way, which is certainly justifiable
enough in all normal situations but is entirely inadequate
when it comes to the really great and decisive questions.
It is incapable of creating the symbol because the symbol
is irrational. When the rational way proves to be a CUL
DE SAC - as it always does after a time - the solution comes
from the side it was least expected'.2
Jung was also concerned that while the old symbols were dying, society was
not generating new symbols which could take their place. He felt that some-
1 Whitmont, E. C., The Symbolic Quest, (Princeton, 1978) p27
W. 6: 438
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how Western society had disconnected itself from the unconscious, and that
rationalism was to blame for this occurrence. Therefore a vital part of
Jung's endeavours was to reconnect modern man with his psychological heri-
tage, that is with the objective psyche.
'I am convinced that the growing impoverishment of symbols
has a meaning. It is a development that has an inner con-
sistency. Everything that we have not thought about, and
that has therefore been deprived of a meaningful connection
with our developing consciousness, has got lost'.'
The principal way he found of discovering this lost heritage was through
myths, and also through the symbols contained within these myths. Jung was
able to find a series of myth motifs, whose archetypal patterns he felt were
latent in the objective psyche. And in clinical work it became the task of
the analyst to help the patient recognise these myths and to assimilate
their archetypal patterns and the symbols into ego-consciousness.
It is because of the above considerations that in the analytic model estab-
lished in Chapter Four, the symbol is not seen in isolation. Rather it is
seen as part of a mythological and psychological process. The advantage
of this is that it responds to the need for a holistic approach and uses
the environment of the myth to assist in understanding the symbol's meaning,
while analytical psychology assesses its function.
Initially it might seem from Jung's remarks that he believed contemporary
Western society to be devoid of symbolic products, but this was not the
case. What he claimed was that the conscious life of Western society is
sterile, but under the surface, in the unconscious there is a hidden life
and it is here that the myths and symbols survive. This explains the
apparent contradiction of finding symbols in films, in a society that from
1 C. W. 9,1: 28
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the Jungian perspective is essentially without symbols. The films seem to
have become expressions of the objective psyche, and it isa consequence
of this that the psychology of the society is reflected in its films. As
Jung has poetically commented,
'Since the stars have fallen from heaven and our highest
symbols have paled, a secret life holds sway in the uncon-
scious. That is why we have a psychology today, and why we
speak of the unconscious... Our unconscious, on the other hand,
hides living water, spirit that has become nature and that is
why It Is disturbed. Heaven has become for us the cosmic space
of the physicists, and the divine empyrean a fair memory of
things that once were. But "the heart glows," and a secret
unrest gnaws at the roots of our being'.'
THE SYMBOL AND THE OBJECTIVE PSYCHE
In examining how symbols operate within the psyche, it is important to
first provide some Indication of what analytical psychology means by this
term. For sung the symbol is quite different from its everyday counterpart
the sign, and perhaps the main distinction between the two is that a sign
indicates something which is Immediately present while a symbol refers to
something which is outside of the moment, it is unknown and contains uncon-
scious elements. An alternative way of making this distinction would be to
say that a sign Is an image whIch is understood by ego-consciousness while
a symbol is an Image which as yet remains uncomprehended by ego-conscious-
ness. The ego is attracted to the symbol, and is able to grasp part of its
meaning, but total comprehension of the symbol lies beyond its range. As
Jung notes,
'A term or Image is symbolic when it means more than it denotes
or expresses. It has a wider "unconscious" aspect - an aspect
that can never be precisely defined or fully explained. This
peculiarity is due to the fact that, in exploring the symbol,
the mind is finally led towards ideas of a transcendent nature,
where our reason must capitulate'.2
C. W. 9,1:50
2 c. W. 18: k17
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Here the most important point is that symbols 'lie beyond the grasp of
reason' and hence they cannot be fully understood by the rational part of
the psyche, which is ego-consciousness. In fact if an attempt is made to
rationally understand a symbol, then it may become corrupted and cease to
be effective. As Jung has observed,
'A symbol loses its magical or, if you prefer, its redeeming
power as soon as its liability to dissolve is recognised.
To be effective, a symbol must be by its very nature unas-
sailable' 1
Of course symbols may be used by the conscious, or rational, part of the
psyche. Many religions in their highly conscious symbolic imagery demon-
strate this type of conscious symbolic construction, and one example of
this is the elaborate and highly structured nature of the Christian eucha-
rist. Here the signs of bread and wine are transformed to symbolise the
'real presence' of the body and blood of Christ. So within a consciously
constructed ritual the process of symbolic transformation takes place, that
is the move from sign to symbol occurs. 	 (However even here it is impor-
tant to note that complicated unconscious factors such as 'projection' and
'participation mystique' are brought into operation by the priest and con-
gregation, and without this these symbols would lose much of' their value).
Within analytical psychology it is not the normal practice to regard sym-
bolic imagery as available for the manipulation of ego-consciousness, and
the reason for this is that the symbol is composed of unconscious elements.
Instead symbols are regarded as spontaneous cominuRications from the uncon-
scious, that is both the personal unconscious and the objective psyche.
This distinction between the two types of unconscious is important because
it is possible for an individual to release a symbol that has meaning only
1 c W. 6: 401
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for them. As an example an apple may assume a symbolic significance for
an individual although other people may be quite unaware of these special
individual symbolic associations, and as a result of this they will remain
mystified as to why the apple is held in such high esteem. These indivi-
dual symbols may present themselves in a variety of ways including dream
imagery, painting, film, etcetera, and from these representations it may
be possible to draw conclusions about their creator's personal unconscious.
For example from the symbols found in a film, or series of films, it could
be possible to make some deductions about the director's psyche." This
type of symbol is properly the property of the personal unconscious, and
as such is not really of relevance to this thesis. Here what is of concern,
are the more general, or 'universal' symbols which originate from the objec-
tive psyche.
An example of this type of universal symbol is water, and within its sym-
bolic breadth it contains a diversity of meanings for example; baptism,
purification, castration, regeneration, the objective psyche, danger, death
etcetera. Jung has placed a special significance on these types of symbols
and he regards them as fundamental to our humanity, that is vital to the
successful progress of the individuation process.
'But besides that there is thinking in primordial images, in
symbols which are older than historical man, which are inborn
in him from the earliest times, and, eternally living, out-
lasting all generations, still make up the groundwork of the
human psyche. It is only possible to live the fullest life
when we are in harmony with these symbols; wisdom is a
return to them'.'
As can be seen from the previous quote Jung regards the process of symbol
formation, and subsequent liberation, as psychologically important. The
C. W. 8: 79k
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symbol may be formed from either inner unconscious images or it can be a
translation of everyday images. In the latter case objects which surround
us in the world are abstracted and become transformed into the property of
the unconscious. (Like the bread and wine mentioned in the Christian
Eucharist). As a result of this, these images become symbols of an inner
life, rather than signs of an outer world.
Further it is part of the work of the individuation process to incorporate
both types of symbols into the functioning of ego-consciousness. In other
words as part of the individuation process the individual has to become
aware, that is conscious, of his or her own processes of symbolic forma-
tion, liberation and transformation. However even once these symbols have
been brought into ego-consciousness they remain ultimately unknowable.
'Moreover apperception translates the observed fact into a
seemingly(incommensurable)mediuin - into a psychic event,
the nature of which is unknowable. Unknowable, because
cognition cannot cognize itself - the psyche cannot know
its own psychic substance'.'
These psychic events whose ultimate nature is unknowable have become trans-
formed into psychological symbols. The symbols are not synonymous with
ratIonal thought, in fact they seek to communicate what rational thought,
that is ego-consciousness, cannot communicate. As symbols they are neither
rational or irrational, but rather they are non-rational; and they are a
way of presenting concepts which apparently lie beyond the reasoning abili-
ties of ego-consciousness. These non-rational communications which the
conscious mind is unable to understand, belong to the intuitive and uncon-
scious parts of the psyche and as Jung has commented,
1 c W. 18: 419
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'But the (psychic) event can also manifest.its unconscious
aspect - and this is usually the case - in a dream. The
dream shows this aspect in the form of a symbolic image and
not as rational thought'.1
In turn these 'symbolic images' are liberated by and from the objective
psyche. Here it can be seen why Jung preferred the term 'objective psyche'
to the more popular notion of the collective unconscious. The objective
psyche is objective because it is independent of the personal unconscious
and ego-consciousness, also it liberates symbols which offer 'objective'
advice and guidance to the psyche. It is this advice, if it is heeded by
ego-consciousness, which assists in the progress of the individuation pro-
cess.
The symbol, as the property of the unconscious, communicates what ego-
consciousness cannot. Therefore the symbol originating from the depths of
the unconscious exists in a compensatory attitude to ego_consciousnessDt
and possesses both a universal or collective meaning, and a personal mean-
ing, as each individual liberates the symbols they need for their own mdi-
viduation. As Jung writes,
'The symbol is thus a living body, corpus et anima; hence the
"child" is such an apt formula for the symbol... In this sense
I hold Kerenyl to be absolutely right when he says that in the
symbol the world itself is speaking. The more archaic and
"deeper," that is the more physiological, the symbol is, the
more collective and universal, the more "material" it is'.2
It will be remembered that the individuation process involves the integra-
tion of' the conscious and unconscious aspects of the psyche into a unified
whole. As the objective psyche is a constructive element in individuation,
its symbolic communications should be both observed and encouraged, for by
1 c W. 18: 420
2 C. W. 9,1: 291
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attending to the symbolic function the psyche can proceed with its indivi-
duation. In other words the symbol can be thought of as something which
combines both the conscious and unconscious elements. While it emanates
from the objective psyche, it must also be partly comprehensible to ego-
consciousness, otherwise it could have no meaning, yet at the same time its
fullest meaning will always remain hidden in the depths of the unconscious.
As Jung has commented, 'The symbol is the middle way along which the oppo-
sites flow together in a new movement, like a watercourse bringing fertility
after a long drought'.'
The objective psyche appears in a variety of forms, not just as a symbol,
and as a result of this it can prove very difficult to recognise. It may
appear in archetypal dreams disguised as an 'evil woman' or a 'wise old
man' or maybe a 'speaking animal'.
However underlying these appearances of the objective psyche, there is a
general principle which aids the analyst in his/her attempts to recognise
and understand its actions. This general principle is relevant to an under-
standing of the symbol because, as mentioned, symbols originate from the
objective psyche. The Jungian analyst Whitmont has commented on this prin-
ciple by saying that,
'At best we can speak of it indirectly by describing human
behaviour - the behaviour of others and also our own sub-
jective experience, as if a potential, encompassing whole-
ness were ordering the action of the parts'.2
Thereforeone of the important functions of the objective psyche is that it
orders and liberates the potential for a wholeness of the psyche, which is
1 C.W. 6: 4k3
2 Whitmorit: p15
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the individuation process .V	Symbols play a vital role in individuation
as they form the bridge between the unconscious and conscious parts of the
psyche. Thus the potential for a united psyche is presented symbolically.
Before proceeding to the analyses of symbols in films there is a brief
summary of the key points of this chapter. This both crystallises the
central concerns of this section and points towards the analyses of the
films by giving a hint of what might be found there.
Summary
1) The symbol is different from the sign, one of the distinC
tions is that the symbol cannot be comprehended by ego-
consciousness.
2) Symbols take an active role in the individuation process,
and guide in a compensatory manner. (They may also symbolise
wholeness of the psyche - the mandala).
3) Symbols are the products of the unconscious and expose levels
of the unconscious which would otherwise remain hidden.
4) The symbol can never be fully understood.
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THE SYMBOL IN FILM
This section of the chapter applies the theory of the symbol, which was
discussed in the previous section, and does so in an effort to critically
analyse the role that symbols have within film. It will show that the sym-
bol is a uniting force which draws together and expresses tensions within
the film text. Either it acts as a summary of what has gone before, or
prepares the ground for what is to come. As the symbol by its nature con-
tains opposition, that is it mediates between consciousness and the uncon-
scious, the known and the unknown, it may fulfill both of the described
roles. In other words it is possible for the symbol to represent the funda-
mental oppositions within the film, be they oppositions of myth, narrative
or psychology.
The above points will be demonstrated by examining a passage from two detec-
tive films. These passages will then be placed in the context of the
larger film text, while at the same time there will be an exploration of
the symbol's mythological heritage. This will result in placing the symbol
within both its filmic and mythological contexts and, in keeping with the
analytical model, these factors will be seen within the framework of analy-
tical psychology which will provide an additional method by which the
function of the symbol can be described.
In this section the first film to be examined is Sleuth (Dir. J.L. Mankiewicz,
Fox, 1972). The passage that will form the centre for this analysisis the
opening sequence in which Milo Tindel (Michael Caine) attempts to find
Andrew Wyke (Laurence Olivier) who has concealed himself at the centre of
a labyrinth. However first there is a brief plot synopsis as this will
provide a background for the extracted sequence.
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Milo Tindel arrives at an English country house in search of Wyke and his
intention is to ask permission to marry his wife, Taya whom W; rke is no
longer seeing. Wyke persuades Tindel that in order to keep his would-be-
bride in the style to which she is used 	 he will need vast financial
resources and suggests an insurance fraud as a means of raising the money.
He describes a plan in which Tindel dressed as a clown, is to rob his safe
He could then fence the jewels and Wyke could claim the insurance. Tindel
agrees to this, but Wyke's real plan is to use the imaginary robbery as a
way of murdering Tindel. Wyke shoots Tindel with a blank, although Tindel
does not realise this and passes out. Two days later Tindel returns dis-
guised as a police inspector to extract his revenge by playing an equally
macabre game. Here he has framed Wyke for the murder of Taya. Eventually
he reveals himself, and is then really shot by Wyke, who then hears the
police sirens at his door. The last words of the film are uttered by the
dying Tindel, 'Andrew, don't forget be sure to tell them it was just a
bloody game'. The curtain comes down, and the final act of the narrative
is over.
As mentioned, the specific passage under consideration is the opening sequ-
ence of the film. Here Tindel enters a labyrinth in the garden of Wyke's
house. Its entrance is guarded by a large stone snake and its paths contain
many stone statues of mythological beasts and large reflecting mirrors.
Eventually he finds his way to a hedge which is swung open by Wyke to reveal
the centre of the maze, what Wyke calls his 'outdoor inner sanctum'. And
this further establishes the numinous quality of this space. Throughout
this search there is a voice over of Wyke narrating the end of a detective
story that he is writing, and so, in typical symbolic fashion, the end of
one narrative marks the start of another.
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In many ways the symbolic image of the labyrinth prefigures much of what is
to happen in the film. The viewers are alerted to expect a narrative which
like the labyrinth, will possess many intricate pathways, concealed alleys
with hidden horrors, and they are not disappointed. In fact the viewer of
the film is encouraged to participate in the game of unravelling the maze
like narrative, which is not unlike the more macabre intellectual games
that are played on screen. Indeed the viewer becomes a type of detective
and so in a way he joins the Master Game player Wyke and his apprentice
Tindel.	 (Perhaps the best player is the viewer who having solved the
puzzle of the narrative, and thereby vicariously played the game with his
own psyche, is free to leave the cinema).
Within mythology the labyrinth is associated with death and this is also
true in Sleuth in which the narrative revolves around murder, both real and
illusory. This association between death and the labyrinth is evident in
many myths, not least of which is the famous myth of Theseus and the Minator.
Another is the Melanesian myth in which the souls of the dead are carried
across the waters of death to approach the entrance to the underworld.
'... it (the soul) perceives a female guardian sitting before
the entrance, drawing a labyrinth design across the path, of which
she erases half as the soul approaches. The voyager must
restore the design perfectly if he is to pass through it to
the Land of the Dead. Those who fail, the guardian eats'.lVI
From this it can be seen that at least one way of entering the underworld,
which psychologically is the underworld of the objective psyche, is via a
labyrinth. Both Tindel and the film's viewer are initiated into the world
and this is signalled by the gruesome games that are played and the murder
that is committed. It is clear that this type of deathly deception is the
property of Hades.
1 Campbell, J., Primitive Mythology, (New York, 1959). This edition,
(London, 198k): p68-69
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From a mythological and symbolic perspective it is no surprise that the
entrance to the labyrinth in Sleuth is guarded by a large stone snake.
Traditionally the snake is the sacred animal of the labyrinth VUalthough it
was later replaced by the pig, the bull and finally the horse. This asso-
ciation is very ancient and Campbell cites an example of this relationship
between the snake and the labyrinth from paleolithic symbolism.
'The symbolism of the serpent of eternal life appearing in
the paleolithic period as the reverse of a plaque bearing
on its obverse the labyrinth of death...'IVIII
The labyrinth in Sleuth is therefore a complex symbol which contains within
its paths two principal oppositions which are death and life. The initi-
ate must learn its paths, for the point of a labyrinth is to find the way
to its centre, and to then search for the exit. In other words the point
of the labyrinth is to enter it, only to leave it again. In psychological
terms the symbolic act of' entering the labyrinth, and the labyrinth itself,
are symbols of the individuation process.	 And the paths represent the
difficult and quasi magical mythological underworld that all who accept the
work of individuation enter. Colli has brought together many of the ele-
ments that Sleuth also brings together, most notably the ideas of game
playing, numinosity and the labyrinth. He comments that,
'The geometric form of the labyrinth with its unfathomable
complexity, invented through a bizarre but perverse game
of the intellect, alludes to ruin, to the world peril that
lies in wait for man when he dares to confront the animal
god' •2
Entering the labyrinth is to enter the underworld of the objective psyche,
and for Tindel this involves accepting his shadow qualities, which are the
1 Campbell, J., Primitive Mythology, (New York, 1959): p388
2 
Colli, G., The Birth of Philosophy, (Milan, 1975) : p29
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numinous qualities of the animal god)	 Within the labyrinth in Sleuth
these shadow qualities are first symbolised by the archaic stone statues of
gorillas and ogres which act as references to the ancient dark-side of man,
and	 by the mirrors which symbolically show that Tindel is going to
experience a new image of himself, which is the as yet unrealised shadow of
his psyche. As Chetwynd has commented,
'The ego confronts its own Shadow as a figure thrown upon the
wall or reflected in the glass, projected into the outside
world. Symbolism does not distinguish clearly between
reflections and shadows - children sometimes share the
confusion on this point'.1
In Sleuth it gradually becomes clear that Tindel is assimilating his shadow
qualities, indeed it is almost as though they have begun to possess him.
This is evident when he returns disguised as Inspector Dopler (almost the
German for double) and proceeds to play at Wyke's expense a new shadow-
game. Tindel is able to control his shadow and has no desire to kill Wyke
and only wishes to extract his revenge, but Wyke is not equally in control
and becomes boastful about his psychological gamesmanship.
'Let me tell you Inspector that I have played games of such
complexity that Jung and EInstein would have been proud to
have been asked to participate in them. I have achieved
flights of the mind and flights of the psyche.'
Sleuth
However Wyke's shadow possesses him and he passes into the psychological
area of affect and invasion. Perhaps the reason for this is that he has
not yet realised that the games of the psyche are not illusory but real,
just as individuation is a 'real' process. In the same way Tindel had to
recognise that the distorted image of himself in the mirrors of' the maze
was not an illusion but an image of a part of his psyche, of his shadow.
However ultimately Wyke is overwhelmed by his shadow. Much as the Cretan
1 Chetwynd, T., A Dictionary of Symbols, (London, 1982): p261
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labyrinth claimed Icarus, its creator's son, so too this labyrinth claims
as its victim the gamemaster's apprentice.
To conclude, from the above analysis it can be seen that the symbol of the
labyrinth prefigures much of the film's later imagery. It does this in
three ways: first it prepares the viewer for a complex and 'deceptive'
narrative, secondly it mythologically indicates a descent into the under-
world and thirdly it psychologically symbolises the onset of one stage in
the individuation process.
The second film that will be examined, Woman in the Window, (Dir. F. Lang,
RKO, 1944 ) is in many ways different from Sleuth. This Film Noir which is
stereotypically set amid wet night time city streets seems very distant
to the English Country House which provided the setting for Sleuth. But
underneath this apparent diversity the two films share much in common and
when it is remembered that they share the same mythologem, namely the quest
motif, and that they are both broadly detective films then these under-
lying affinities seem less surprising.
Woman in the Window starts with Richard Wanley, (Edward G. Robinson) a pro-
fessor of criminology, giving a lecture on the ethics of crime. On leaving
the lecture and going to his club he notices in a window a painting of a
beautiful woman. He arrives at his club and discusses the picture with
his friends who eventually leave and Wanley falls asleep while reading the
Song of Songs. On waking he goes outside for a last look at the picture
and to his surprise the real woman, Alice, (Joan Bennett), appears. From
here on Wanley is drawn deeper and deeper into the underworld. First
Alice persuades him to help her murder her husband. Wanley does this but
gradually becomes involved with the official police investigation, and ends
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up helping them to solve the crime that he has committed. At the same time
he and Alice are being exploited by a blackmailer, (Dan Duryea). Wanley
plans a second murder, which fails, and Alice poisons herself. At this
point Wanley wakes up to discover that the whole episode has been an
unpleasant
As in Sleuth the passage that will be analysed occurs near the beginning
of the film, and it is the section in which Wanley falls asleep and the
dream sequence is started. The indication to the film's viewer that a
dream sequence has started is a dissolve between Wanley reading the Song
of Songs to hIm being woken up by a steward of the club. There is also
his comment to the steward, 'Will you remind me when it's ten thirty?
Sometimes I'm Inclined to lose track of time'. As the verbal clues to the
dream sequence are so subtle and as this type of dissolve is a normal cine-
matic device to Indicate the passing of time, it would seem that Lang
intends to keep the viewer, along with Wanley, ignorant that the film is an
extended dream sequence. The consequence of this is that it increases iden-
tification with the criminal, and this difficult situation is resolved by
making the film a dream and therefore 'unreal'. As the dream sequence
starts, Wanley leaves his club and goes to examine the portrait in the
window. Here his face is shown beside a reflection of the painting and
there follows a shot which is just a close-up of the painting and this is
joined by the reflection of the real Alice. Thus the portrait and reflec-
tion of its subject are combined, in a highly cinematic way, into one compo-
site image.
In interpreting the above passage symbolically it helps to remember that
this is supposed to be a dream, and in a way this takes the film even fur-
ther away from any 'reality'. Not only is the film a fiction but it is a
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fiction which represents a dream, which is to say that it is at two removes
from reality. In the terms of analytical psychology it would be reasonable
to suggest that Alice is a projection of Wanley's aniina. She possesses
many typical anima attributes which include being attractive, highly sexual,
her night time appearances, and living in the underwor1d) 	 In many ways
she is the typical femme fatale figurs who lures an innocent and weak man
to his eventual destruction, and in this case she persuades Wanley to corn-
mit a murder.
Developing the idea that Alice is a projection of Wanley's anima it is
interesting to note that Hiliman has observed that the figures we meet in
dreams are aspects of' our own psyche.
'What walks throu gh my dreams is not actual other tersons
or even their soul traits mirrored in me (ikons or simulacra
of them), but the deep, subjective psyche in its personified
guises' •
Therefore what this sequence psychologically deals with, as does the rest
of the film, is the union of opposites the CONIUNCTIO of anima and ego.
This idea is mythologically hinted at in Wanley's selection of the Song
of Songs as his reading. Here the lonely professor reaches for the most
erotic and sensual book in the Bible. It is as though he knows he must
delve into his female numinous qualities, and so delve into his objective
psyche. Only after selecting this book does he fall asleep. It is almost
as though he is giving himself permission to dream, that is permission to
enter into a fantasy world which is the property of the objective psyche.
This is reminiscent of a passage in the Song of Songs in which the bride-
groom falls asleep to awaken his heart.
1 Hillman, J., The Dreams of the Underworld, (New York, 1979): p98
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'I slept but my heard was awake.
Listen! My lover is knocking:
Open to me, my sister, my darling,
my dove, my flawless one'.1
However the process of anima assimilation is difficult because it involves
entering the darkness of the underworld so that the darkness, and its con-
tents, can be assimilated into ego-consciousness. Just as Milo entered
the labyrinth in Sleuth so Wanley enters the darkness of a nightmarish
dream to face the femme fatale, which is to face his anirna. As Jung notes,
'Filling the conscious mind with ideal conception is a
characteristic of Western Theosophy, but not the con-
frontation with the shadow and the world of darkness.
One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of
light, but by making the darkness conscious'.2
The pain and difficulty of this encounter is also present in the Song of
Songs. As Edinger notes,
'The encounter in the garden includes pain as well as
pleasure. The Bridegroom is wounded:
"You ravish my heart,
My Sister, my promised bride,
You ravish my heart
with a single of your glances".
One aspect of the coniunctio is that opposites are
seen by each other... which has a wounding or violating
effect' .3
The wounding of Wanley is that he is driven to commit a murder, while
Alice's wound is her death. But of course the whole episode, initiated
when Wanley falls asleep is a dream and therefore unreal. Much as the
games played in Sleuth were an illusion so too the fatal attractions of
Alice prove to be illusory because after all they were only a dream. How-
ever the dream is an important part of the objective psyche's life, it is
1 The Bible, Song of Songs, New International Version, (London, 1978), 5:2
2	 W. 13: 335
Edinger, E. F., The Bible and the Psyche, (Toronto, 1986): p141-12
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an active participant in the work of soul making which Jung called mdi-
viduation. As he noted what may be an illusion or dream for us may be very
real to the psyche.
'But what is "illusion"? By what criterion do we judge some-
thing to be an Illusion? Does anything exist for the psyche
that we are entitled to call illusion? What we are pleased
to call illusion may be for the psyche an extremely impor-
tant life-factor... Nothing is more probable than that what
we call illusion is very real for the psyche...'1
According to Hollywood logic the dream In Woman in the Window made the
murder unreal, but from the psychological viewpoint the opposite is true.
As Tyler notes, 'But the fact is that In making the professor's crime occur
in his dream its psychological reality, its mental precipitation, this
alone, is established'.2
This analysis of' the opening moments of the dream sequence has shown that
the symbols which occur during this moment, and their associated mytho-
logical and psychological themes, prepare the way for the later narrative
transformations. ifl part this is the function of all opening sequences,
but what is significant about this sequence is that it is the symbols and
myths which almost foretell the psychological destiny of Wanley. In other
words throughout the film there is a process of symbolic transformation
which equates with the development of the narrative. As in Sleuth the
symbols contain, and express, the oppositional themes of the film, for
example; illusion/reality, male/female. The concatenation of' these ele-
ments combined with their gradual assimilation into ego-consciousness
(coniunctio) is seen as an Integral part of Wanley's individuation.
1 C. W. 16: 111
2 Tyler, P., Magic and Myth of the Movies L (London, 1971): p167
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CONCLUSION
The analysis of the symbolic passages in Sleuth and Woman in the Window
has shown that the symbols give expression to apparent oppositions within
the narrative. The symbols are also, integrally linked to the individua-
tion processes of the films' central characters, and as such they indicate
the psychological development of the characters. Now that the theory and
application of the symbol has been demonstrated, it is appropriate to pro-
gress to the remaining area of the analytical model, and to explore its
theoretical basis and application. This area, which is of central impor-
tance to analytical psychology, is the individuation process.
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CHAPTER SIX NOTES
I. c.f. Capra, F., The Turning Point, (London, 1982). This edition,
(London, 1987). passim.
II. For a full account, c.f. Collected Works, Vol. 11: 296-448.
(Transformation Symbolism in the Mas).
III. For an accessible and detailed example of this type of analysis,
c.f. Branson, C., Howard Hawkes, a Jungian Study, (Los Angeles,
1987). Also c.f., Introduction.
IV. The assumption which underlies analytical psychology is that the
objective psyche gives direction to psychological growth. One of
the ways which it achieves this is by liberating images, through
dreams and other creative activities, which are in opposition to
ego-consciousness. Thus someone with a mother complex might find
their objective psyche liberating images of the father, or perhaps
more subtly, the anima. As these images are the opposite of what
ego-consciousness expects they are said to exist in a compensatory
attitude, or opposition, to ego-consciousness.
V. A specific symbol of wholeness identified by Jung is the mandala.
This Is an image of balance and represents the integration of the
conscious and unconscious aspects of the psyche, c.f.
C. W. 12: 122-331, The Symbolism of the Mandala.
VI. For another labyrinth that also leads to the underworld, and from a
separate culture, c.f. Beckwith, M. W., Hawaiin Mythology, (Yale,
1940): pl57
VII. c.f. Campbell, J., Primitive Mythology, (New York, 1959). This
edition, (London, 1984): p197
VIII. There are numerous myths which regard the snake as a symbol of life,
c.f. Campbell, J., Primitive Mythology, (London, 198k) p388.
There is also the interesting Hindu myth in which the giant snake
Vasuki is used to turn a mountain to churn up the ocean and produce
soma, which Is the elixir of immortality. However as might be
expected in symbolism, it also produces a deadly poison.
IX. The Image of the labyrinth as a symbol of individuation is explored
in detail below, c.f. Chapter Eleven, Archetypal Pattern and
Mythology, p305-312
X. There Is an interesting literary parallel to this in Hermann Hesse's
novel, Steppenwoif. In this novel Harry Hailer believes himself to
possess a personality which is half man and half wolf. In the search
for enlightenment (individuation - here the integration of his
shadow) he enters a magic theatre for which the entrance fee is his
sanity and also the life of his love Hermanie whcin he kills. This
magic theatre is very like a magic labyrinth, and the theatre's many
pathways and doors conceal projections of Haller's character, some of
these are beautiful while others are ugly and painful. Unfortunately
for Hailer he never succeeds in dissolving these projections and
integrating their contents into ego-consciousness. Consequently he
appears not to progress with his individuation, as he notes at the end
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of the novel, 'I would traverse not once more, but often, the heLl1
of my inner being. One day I would be a better hand at the game'.
The title sequence of Sleuth is a series of miniature 'magic' theatres
each containing a reconstructed scene from one of Wyke's fictional
murder stories. And like Hailer in Steppenwoif, Tindel enters into tke
fictional world of drama and illusion to discover some previously
hidden aspect of himself.
XI. The elements of Woman in the Window are very similar to a film that
Lang was to direct a year later (Scarlet Street, Diana Productions-
Universal, 19k5). Both are set in the darkness of the city and make
use of the classic city streets, hideous rooms full of bizarre
objects and typically the lighting is low key high contrast. In both
films Edward G. Robinson plays a sexually frustrated lonely man who
becomes the victim of a femme fatale played by Joan Bennett. This
preoccupation of Lang's is interesting and it indicates either some
outworking of his own psychology or more likely, it is an expression
of a collective psychological need. (c.f. C. W. 10: 195). The
evidence for this is the large number of other films which have
broadly similar plot themes and situations. For example, Laura,
(Dir. 0. Preminger, Twentieth Century Fox, l9kk) and Double Indemnity,
(Dir. B. Wilder, Paramount, l9kk). Parker Tyler also notes that this
upsurge in films of this type reflects '... the inevitable albeit sub-
conscious interest aroused in the public by the conception of war as murder
and, following this line of thought, the conception of murder as
psychological. .• '2
XII. This is a filmic example of the anima qualities established in Chapter
Two, p6k-65.
	
The idea of the femme fatale as a projection of the
detective's anima is developed in the next chapter, Individuation and
the Detective, p206-211.
XIII. Again the magic theatre of Stppenwolf is called to mind.
1 Hesse, H., Steppenwoif, (Germany, 1927). This edition, (London, 1986).
Translated, Creighton, B.: p253
2 
Tyler, P., Magic and Myth of the Movies, (London, 1971): p166
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Chapter Seven
Individuation and the Detective
185.
INTRODUCTION
Individuation and the Detective represents the final chapter of Part Two
of this thesis and is also the last of the purely theoretical chapters.
It develops the theoretical basis of Section One, and provides a specific
examination of the individuation process as by utiising the model estab-
lished earlier in Part Two. This chapter also seeks to find further points
of contact between the theory of analytical psychology and filmic material.
Specifically examined is the process of individuation as it relates to the
hero-detective.
This chapter consists principally of two sections. First there is a general,
and brief, introduction to the individuation process. This is a develop-
ment of the concept as introduced in Chapter Two. Secondly there is a
detailed exploration of individuationin which the process is divided into
a total of eight key phases. Each phase is examined and, if relevant, its
relationship to the detective film is developed. This is especially true
for the sections on shadow, anima and mana personality.
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WHAT IS THE INDIVIDtJATION PROCESS
An Overview
In many ways the individuation process can be thought of as the theoretical
construct which unites the apparently disparate elements of analytical
psychology. For Jung individuation is no more than a natural biological
process which is inherent in all mankind; in fact it means only that each
individual achieves his or her full human potential. The chemical controls
for the individuation process lie dormant in the molecular base of human
biolo', and throughout the course of a life time the archetypal sage gradu-
ally unfolds.' As Humphrey has noted,
'I cannot hope to summarise here the extensive research through
which Jung claimed to have established the existence of par-
ticular archetypes. But, assuming the phenomenon to be genuine,
I would propose a biological function for archetypal dreams:
they will give the dreamer advance knowledge of certain univer-
sally significant human experiences, experiences of which he as4
a natural psychologist cannot afford to remain ignorant'.1
The chemical base, of biological controls which regulates the archetypal
individuation process is in the deoxyribonucleic acid (D.N.A.). So in a
biological sense archetypes may be reducible to their biochemical origins;
however, in psychological terms they remain 'living', dynamic and organis-
ing structures."
Most Jungians regard the individuation process as something which is con-
fined to the latter half of human life, that is after thirty five, and they
claim that only then are the archetypal patterns constellated and the con-
tents of the unconscious and objective psyche released. However later
Post-Jungian thought regards the first half of life, which is characterised
by the awareness of ego identity, as an integral part of individuation.
1 Humphrey, N., Consciousness Re o ained: chapters in the development of the
mind, (Oxford, 1983): p91
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'The first half (of life) is characterized by the need for
a differentiation from the unconscious matrix, the indistinct
uroboros from which the individual psyche gradually emerges.
What encourages the formation of a conscious centre of the
personality, the ego, is called by Neumann the tendency
towards centroversion, the "innate tendency of a whole to
create unity within its parts and to synthesize their dif-
ference in unified systems".' 1
As mentioned, some theoreticians regard the centroversion stage as a pre-
cursor to individuation. However, it seems more satisfactory to regard
individuation as a total life process which spans from birth, or possibly
conception, to death. During the second half of life the process of centro-
version continues, so that the ego comes to take an active role in the syn-
thesising of opposites and in the differentiation of the conscious and
unconscious parts of the psyche. As Carotenuto observes,
'The task of the second half of life is the harmonization at
a higher level of the various parts of the personality; it
is the conscious realization of the tendency towards centro-
version of which the ego is no longerthe passive object but
the conscious protagonist. The extreme differentiation of
consciousness, with the deep split that it creates within
man, is also the means for beginning that search for total-
ity which according to Jung characterizes the process of
individuation' 2
The individuation process is concerned with overcoming the 'deep split'
between conscious and unconscious elements in the psyche, that is caused
by the act of differentiation. In fact individuation is concerned with
the reconciliation of all opposites and opposition within the psyche, its
ultimate aim being to stabilise the psyche as a complete whole, that is as
an integrated person. An example of this reconciliation of opposites is
the way in which the contrasexual archetype of anima, or animus, is inte-
grated and reconciled with physical conscious sexuality.
1 Carotenuto, A., The Vertical Labyrinth, (Canada, 1 9 85): p119
2 Carotenuto: p120
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As can be imagined the path that the individuation process maps out for
humanity is not an easy one. Hence in the symbolic language of the uncon-
scious it often assumes the image of a winding road, a labyrinth or a quest.
IIIAs already demonstrated	 the detective s search for truth, which is in
essence a quest myth, is also a metaphor of the individuation process. As
Jung notes,
'But the right way to wholeness is made up, unfortunately,
of fateful detours and wrong turnings. It is a longissirna
via, not straight but snakelike, a path that unites the
opposites in the manner of' the guiding caduceus, a path
whose labyrinthine twists and turns are not lacking in
terrors' 1
While the individuation process is about becoming whole, it is not about
becoming perfect, because the process is concerned with the integration of
opposites into the whole, and not the removal of opposition. For example
it is concerned with the acceptance of the shadow, not with an attempt to
repress it, nor in some act of attempted psychological surgery to amputate
this seemingly troublesome part of the psyche. Individuation is about
realising the fullness of human potential, and this includes an acceptance
of humanity's darker side. As Hillman has commented,
'The process of individuation or the work of soul-making
is the long therapeutic labour of lifting repression from
the inhumane aspects of human nature... 	 Self-
realization involves the realizing in consciousness of the
psychopathic potential one prefers to call inhumane'.2
The term individuation may also be slightly misleading because while mdi-
viduation is about the realisation and development of an individual's own
unique potential it also involves the acceptance of collective ties. The
archetypes which govern our life are, by their biological nature, collec-
tive and it is important to accept this collectivity, because contrary to
1 C. W. 12: 6
2 Hiliman, J.,Re-Visioning Psychology, (USA, 1975): p188
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what mIght be expected, acceptance does not remove individuality but in-
creases it.
we do not sufficiently distInguish between indivi-
dualism and individuation. Individualism means deliber-
ately stressing and giving prominence to some supposed
peculiarity, rather than to collective considerations and
obligations. But individuation means precisely the better
and more complete fulfillment of the collective qualities
of the human being, since adequate consideration of the
peculiarity of the individual is more conducive to better
social achievement than when the peculiarity is neglected
or suppressed'.1
To recap, for Jung the process of individuation is primarily about aware-
ness or realisation of the latent unconscious elements in the human psyche,
and this involves the acceptance of contradiction, opposition and of indi-
vidual's psychological complexes. In this action of self-realisation, an
individual's level of conscious awareness is raised as he or she becomes
aware of previously concealed elements in their psyches. This increase in
conscious awareness ces not resolve the problems or oppositions in the
psyche, but rather it transcends them. As consciousness is increased so
more complexes are transcended and both individual and collective qualities
can be realised. As Jung comments,
'Self-reflection or - what comes to the same thing - the
urge to individuation gathers together what is scattered
and multifarious, and exalts it to the original form of
the One, the Primordial Man. In this way our existence
as separate beings, our former ego nature, is abolished,
the circle of consciousness is widened, and because para-
doxes have been made conscious the sources of conflict
are dried up'.2
However it would be a mistake to think of the individuation process as a
panacea. As Jung has commented above, and as shall be further demonstrated
later in the chapter, indjviduation is a treacherous and lengthy quest.
1	
W. 7: 267
2 c. w. 11: 401
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As a quest it is concerned with identifying problems, or, to be more tech-
nical, complexes, and in their conscious realisation, not their removal.
The result of this is that the psyche can more readily comprehend and work
with a given complex. Individuation should not be thought of as an easy.
option, but as a life process in whose participation there is no choice.
Being human means experiencing and living the difficulties of individua-
tion.
'The serious problems of life, however, are never fully
solved. If ever they should appear to be so it is a sure
sign that something has been lost. The meaning and purpose
of a problem seem to lie not in its solution but in our
working at it incessantly. This alone preserves us from
stultification and petrifation'.1
While individuation can be conceived as the process to which all the ele-
ments of analytical psychology are devoted, it would be incorrect to regard
individuation as somehow superior or separate from the archetypes. It is
in fact the archetypes which govern or control the process, and as Hiliman
comments below, Jungians in their emphasis on visual and mytho-
symbolic material tend to literalise processes. In reality individuation
is not a literal process it is the fulfilment of archetypal intent, and as
such ind.ividuation provides one useful and theoretical way of examining the
workings of the psyche. For most Jungians and Post-Jungians it is the
principal method and this explains why the model in Chapter Four has mdi-
viduation as its central process. However the model has been carefully
constructed so that the primacy of' archetypal intent is preserved and the
symbols, myths, and individuation are regarded as expressions of this pri-
mary purpose. To return to Hillman, he comments:
1 C.W. 8: 771
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'Where existentialists neglect process, Jungians literalize
it. Because the process of individuation is an archetypal
fantasy, it is of course ubiquitous and can be "demonstrated"
in texts and cases, just as any archetypal fantasy has its
manifestation in historIcal events. But this process is
not the axiomatic law of the psyche, the one purpose
ensouled beings... Individuation is a perspective. It is
an ideational tool: we do not see individuatlon, but by
means of it'.1
OVERTURE TO A DETAILED EXANINATION OF THE INDIVIDUATION PROCESS
For general purposes the individuation process can be divided Into four
sections and these are: formative, dispositive, perfective, and differen-
tiative. The formative phase represents the progress of ego-centroversion
in which the ego is established and separated from the general matrix of
the unconscious. As such it is sri important phase in individuation, but
for this chapter's method the remaining three phases are of more importance
because they deal with the development of the ego. The dispositive phase
consists of disposing of the persona, which is the psychological protection
we have to both the outer world and the inner world of primordial images.
The perfective phase is concerned with the making conscious of the uncon-
scious clusters of archetypa]. patterns, and this involves recognition of
their existence and their compensatory nature. The final differentiation
phase consists of differentiating between conscious and unconscious parts
of the psyche. This stage is not as simple as it may appear because an
apparently conscious event, for example the intense dislike of someone or
something, may in fact prove no more than the projection of an inner uncon-
scious complex. The process of differentiation is vital, for without an
awareness of the critical distinction between the conscious and unconscious
the synthesis of these opposites, which occurs later in individuation, can-
not be achieved.
1 Hiliman, (1975): pl47
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Differentiation is principally a cognitIve process, although it is not
exclusively rational, for throughout this phase there exists a dialogue
between the ego and the unconscious, and whenever the unconscious is present
then symbols, myths and dreams etcetera will also occur. As has already
been argued, these unconscious communications are not totally available to
a rational analysis as they represent trans-rational truths, or more accur-
ately truth not yet grasped by the conscious part of the psyche. The
Jungian Moreno has commented on this phase and emphasises the importance
of understanding, and active participation, during differentiation.
'First we must understand the meaning of the fantasies
produced, then we must experience them to the full, which
demands not only perception, discussion, and passivity,
but above all active participation'.'
The process of analysis, as demonstrated by this thesis, is therefore
equivalent to Moreno's stage of understanding the fantasies. As already
mentioned the very act of understanding, or making conscious, these fanta-
sies helps the cultures or individuals concerned to transcend the opposi-
tIons contained within the collective objective psyche, and this explains
Jung's term for the increase in consciousness - the 'Transcendent Function'.
Throughout differentiation, as consciousness is increased, so the centre
of the personalIty moves from the outer ego to the inner psyche, and the
constellation of this new archetype of the Self represents the final phase
In individuatlon. This is another way of saying that throughout individu-
ation the ectopsychic system becomes aware of and assimilates the inner
endopsychic system. While individuation may assume many forms, as indivi-
duals and communities each experience it within their own unique environ-
ment, there is one pattern which recurs repeatedly and it seems to represent
1 Moreno, A., Jung, Gods and Modern Man, (USA, 197 0 ): p37
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the norm, on both cultural and personal scales. This typical developmental
pattern is illustrated below.
Schematic Diagram of the Individuation Process
Formative
Ego is established and separated from the
general unconscious matrix
Dispositive	 Perfective
The conscious protection of 	 The recognition of
the Persona is recognised	 the unconscious, and of
recurring archetypal
patterns
I
Different iat ive
The different aspects of the unconscious
are recognised and separated
Shadow	 Anima	 Mana Personality	 Self
The unknown man The unknown woman	 Wise old man	 Symbol of
self
—J
I
Completion
A DETAILED EXANINATION OF THE INDIVIDUATION PROCESS
The Dispositive Phase
The first stage in the dispositive phase is recognition that every indivi-
dual and indeed culture possesses a persona. The term persona refers to
the mask, or personality that is worn to confront the world with. Jung
regards the persona as an archetype, and when an individual recognises it
as such, the mask is removed to reveal the true nature of the unconscious,
however dark and seemingly unpleasant this may be. Thus once the persona
has been consciously identified it can be disposed of' , or rather, as there
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is no longer any need for it, it is transcended. As Jung notes,
'... whoever looks into the mirror of the water will see
first of all his own face. Whoever goes to himself risks
a confrontation with himself. The mirror does not flatter,
it faithfully shows whatever looks into it; namely, the
face we never show to the world because we cover it with
the persona, the mask of the actor. But the mirror lies
behind the mask and shows the true face'.1
As the psyche is regulated by the principle of opposition, the persona
should be seen as in opposition to something and, according to Jung, during
the dispositive phase there is an anticipation of the later anima differ-
entiation. Once the persona is recognised, then the mask is removed to
reveal the outer layers of the unconscious, first the shadow appears and at
the same moment the anima is projected onto the outer world. Thus it is
vital to pass through the perfective phase and to recognise this anima pro-
jection, for without this the shadow cannot be identified nor the anima
integrated. As Jung has commented,
'The persona, the ideal picture of a man as he should be '
 is
inwardly compensated by feminine weakness, and as the indi-
vidual outwardly plays the strong man, so he becomes inwardly
a woman, i.e., the anima, for it is the anima that reacts to
the persona. But because the inner world is dark and invis-
ible to the extravérted consciousness, and because a man is
all the less capable of' conceiving his weaknesses, the more
he is identified with the persona, the persona's counterpart,
the anima, remains completely in the dark and is at once pro-
jected, so that our hero comes under the heel of his wife's
slipper' 2
Differentiation - The Shadow
In the previous quote Jung remarked that the 'inner world is dark and in-
visible to extraverted consciousness'. The result of this is that if anyone
is to look into the inner world, then ego-consciousness must shift its
emphasis from extraversion to introversion. As already mentioned, the
1C. W. 9,1: k3
2 C. W. 7: 309
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unconscious can only be understood or comprehended in the language of con-
sciousness, so the result of the inner journey is an increase in conscious
awareness. In other words the 'vocabulary' of consciousness is expanded
to include the findings of this introspective quest.
The first archetype that is encountered after the persona on this inward
journey is the archetype of the shadow,and many Jungian theoreticians
regard the recognition of the shadow as the first true step in indivldua-
tion. It will be recalled that the shadow may be defined as the negative
side of being human, the aspect of humanity which ego-consciousness has
pushed into darkness. However, as might be expected from the psychological
principle of opposition, the shadow may have good qualities, and it also
contains parts of the personality which, due to personal circumstances,
have never been developed.
'If the repressed tendencies, the shadow as I call
them, were obviously evil, there would be no problem what-
ever. But the shadow is merely somewhat inferior, primitive,
unadapted, and awkward; not wholly bad. It even contains
childish or primitive qualities which would in a way vitalize
and embellish human existence, but it is not done.
The shadow principally belongs to the personal unconscious, that is to the
part of the psyche which has been conditioned through personal environ-
mental circumstances. However it is an archetype and as such it posesses
a collective and numinous quality. Of course numinosity is by no means
a universally good quality and when the shadow, after a period of cultural
repression, breaks out then the nwninosity which archetypes carry with
them contributesto the 'evil' of the now rampant archetype. During a period
of repression the shadow builds in strength until the dam of consciousness
can no longer contain it, and it breaks forth in an uncontrollable surge.
1 C. W. 11: 134
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Examples of the shadow occurring on such a dramatic cultural scale must
include the Nazi's Jewish persecution, the medieval witch hunts and the
Ku Klux Klan's persecution of nonwhites. '	To once more cite Jung,
'... it is a frightening thought that man also has a shadow-
side to him, consisting not just of little weaknesses and
foibles, but of a positively demonic dynamism. The indivi-
dual seldom knows anything of this; to him, as an individual,
It is incredible that he should ever in any circumstances
transcend himself. But let these harmless creatures form a
mass, and there emerges a raging monster; and each individual
is only one tiny cell in the monster's body, so that for better
or worse he must accompany it on its bloody rampages and even
assist it to the utmost'.'
If the archetypes are left latent or repressed in the psyche then the damage
caused by not integrating the archetypes is formidable. It might be thought
that not accepting the shadow is something which is contained or limited to
an individual's psyche. However this is not the case for there is a ten-
dency for these autonomous elements, the archetypes, to become personified.
This personified image may be contained within an individual's psyche or it
may be projected onto the outer world, which inevitably affects his or her
relationship to this outer world. As Moreno comments, 'The unconscious
does the projection and the projection changes the world into a replica of
one's own unknown face, which isolates the subject from his envirorunent'.2
THE DETECTIVE AND HIS SHADOW
As has already been shown the criminal can be regarded as a personified
projection of the hero-detective's shadow. In fact the criminal can repre-
sent almost any aspect of the detective's psyche.VIfl Once this dialogue
between criminal and detective, or shadow and ego-consciousness, is recog-
nised, it should not be surprising to find the detective is closely asso-
1 C.W.7: 35
2 Moreno, (1970): p41
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dated with Film Noir. Further the high contrast, and hence deep shadow
lighting which characterises Film Noir is particularly suitable for a
symbolic portrayal of this relationship. In fact later detective films
have emulated this lighting technique not only as a generic convention but
with an intuitive awareness of the shadow's importance. Perhaps the two
most notable films of this style are Hanunett, (Dir. W. Wenders, Warner
Brothers, 1982) and Farewell My Lovely, (Dir. D. Richards, Fox, Rank, 1975).
As the previous quote noted it is the projection of the shadow which iso-
lates the subject from his or her environment, and for the detective this
means that he is isolated from the underworld in which crime occurs. In
the detective film the detective's isolation from the environment is nor-
mally achieved in one of two ways. First the narrative may centre around
a location in which he is a stranger, for example Chinatown. Alternatively
it may be just a crime-ridden city where any force for good is alien, and
hence separate from the criminal underworld. The second way this aliena-
tion can be achieved is to give the detective a physical or psychological
handicap. For example he could be physically confined to a wheelchair or
psychologically 'crippled' suffering from forgetfulness or over-intellec-
tualisation. In later developments of detective mythology, the detective
often belongs to a police force, which, as part of the state apparatus,
removes him from the anarchic world of crime. Although even here he is
often portrayed as a maverick cop who is in a state of tension with the
official structures of law enforcement, (e.g. Dirty Harry, Dir. D. Siegel,
Warner Brothers, 1971). So while the detective is physically set apart from
the world of crime he is psychologically part of that world, for in actu-
ality the underworld is little more than a shadow-toned projection of his
own unconscious. Thus there exists a dynamic tension between the projected
world of crime and the detective's own ego/shadow dialogue.
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This tension, and indeed all the factors cited above, can be viewed as
integral parts of the individuation process. For example the detective
in pursuing the criminal is actually chasing his own shadow. Also the
crimes that he is trying to solve operate as metaphors for his own psycho-
logical complexes, and like the archetypes these have been projected onto
the underworld. However the cultural and sociological dimension to this
projected mythology should not be ignored. The hero-detective actually
stands as a representation of collective ego-consciousness, although he is
imbued with further archetypal qualities. Likewise the criminal represents
not only the hero's shadow but also a collective darkness which we, like
the detective, quite literally project.
During the differentiation phase of individuation the detective must first
recognise that the criminal is a projection of his own unconscious shadow
qualities. So too, culturally, the world of crime, and the criminal need
to be recognised as projections of our cultural unconscious and cultural
shadow. The desire not to recognise these projections is termed by Jung
'Resistance', and it is an attempt to stop the natural functioning of the
archetypes and as such is a complex. However the difficulty is that com-
plexes are not easy to recognise,
'... the cause of emotion seems to lie, beyond all possibility
of doubt, fri the other person. No matter how obvious it may
be to the netural observer that it is a matter of projections,
there is little hope that the subject will perceive this
himself. He must be convinced that he throws a very long
shadow before he is willing to withdraw his emotionally-
toned projections from their object'.'
Once the shadow has been identified then the question of how this part of
the personality can be coped with is raised. There are three possible
1 C. W. 9, II: 16
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solutions to this problem: repression, suppression and assimilation.
Given the mostly unpleasant nature of the shadowit may prove tempting to
opt for either repression or suppression, and the difference between these
two options is defined by Jung as follows:
'Repression is a sort of half-conscious and half-hearted
letting go of things, ... a looking the other way in
order not to become conscious of one's desires... Supres-
sion amounts to a conscious moral choice .. (it) may cause
worry, conflict and suffering, but it never causes a
neurosis. Neurosis is always a substitute for legitimate
suffering' . 1
It has already been mentioned how dangercus it can be to repress the shadow,
as while it is being repressed it grows in strength like a malignant tumour
and starting from a single cell it grows to infect the whole body. The same
is true of suppression, this too causes an intensification of the shadow
side and prevents further progress with individuation. The result is like
throwing away a whole cart of fruit because one apple has gone rotten.
The question seems to be not how can the shadow side be disposed of, but
rather, how can we exist with the dark side without becoming dark ourselves?
As opposition is both a regulating law and source of energy for the psyche,
so shadow and ego, light and dark have to co-exist in, what is admittedly,
a precarious unity. Thus the shadow should not be repressed but recognised
and accepted as part of the psyche. If the individuation process is con-
ceived of as a labyrinth-like series of paths which gradually lead deeper
and deeper into a mountain, then the recognition (differentiation) of the
shadow and its acceptance (assimilation) takes us one stage further on the
mysterious quest of individuation. One stage closer to the centre of the
maze wherein lies the final secret of individuation. As Jung notes,
1 C. W. 11: 129
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'The shadow is a tight passage, a narrow door, whose painful
constriction no one is spared who goes down to the deep well.
But one must learn to know oneself in order to know who one
is. For what comes after the door is, surprisingly enough,
a boundless expanse full of unprecedented uncertainty, with
apparently no inside and no outside, no above and no below,
It is the world of water, where all life floats in
suspension; where the realm of the sympathetic system, the
soul of everything living, begins; where I am indivisibly
this and that; where I experience the other in myself and
the other-than-myself experiences me'.1
In accord with Stein's method of classification of archetypes, the shadow
is not conceived of as a discrete archetype but as an aggregate. Here
the persona or outer man, prefigures the inner man of the shadow, and the
persona and the shadow alike herald the arrival of the anima or inner woman
who is the archetype of the spirit. As those on the quest meander deeper
into the labyrinth so the archetypes encountered, or constellated, become
more powerful and numinous. In each stage the archetype is differentiated
into, and by, ego-consciousness, every archetype assimilating and trans-
cending the previous one until finally a total synthesis is achieved, the
archetype of the Self is established and the individuation process is com-
pleted.
Summary
1) The archetype of the shadow contains both positive and
negative qualities; it is also the property of both the
personal and collective unconscious.
2) There is a tendency for the shadow to become projected
and personIfied - in the case of the detective the shadow
is personified in the figure of the criminal.
3) Rather than repressing or suppressing the shadow it must
be assimilated into the functioning of ego-consciousness.
1 C. W. 9,1: 45
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DIFFERENTIATION - THE CONTRASEXUAL ARCHETYPE
On the inner journey of individuation the next archetype to be encountered
and assimilated into the psyche is the contrasexual archetype; that is 	 -
anima or animus. In the case of the anima this archetype forms the female
part of man's psyche, as once again in accord with the psychological prin-
ciple of opposition, man carries within himself the image of the unknown
woman. (Of course the reverse is true for women who carry with them an
unknown masculine aspect. However as this chapter deals principally with
the psychology of the masculine detective this discussion will centre around
the figure of the anima which the detective carries as a part of his psyche.
While the anima is female she does not represent the totality of feminine
inflUences on man. For example both mothers and wives exert a strong in-
fluence on men, but they are not the anima, although they may have anima
qualities projected onto them. Rather Jung defines the anima as an arche-
type, an imprinted pattern of the human ancestral experience of the female.X
'Every man carries within him the eternal image of woman,
not the image of this or that particular woman, but a
definite feminine image. This image is fundamentally
unconscious, an hereditary factor of primordial origin
engraved in the living organic system of the man, an
imprint or "archetype" of all the ancestral experiences
of the female... an inherited system of psychic adapta-
tion... The same is true of the woman: she too has her
inborn image of man'.l	 -
Thus the anima and the animus not only show themselves projected onto the
personal world but also reveal themselves on a universal scale. To have
any understanding of the anima it is important to know of its universal
significance in mythology, comparative religion, literature, film, and
1 C. W. 17: 338
Moody, vague,
Prophetic
Feeling for nature
Personal love
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wherever an anima manifestation can be recognised. What follows is a very
brief table indicating some of the images that the anima and animus may
assume. Like the shadow,the contrasexual archetype possesses both positive
and negative qualities; and as archetypes they dwell in a realm which is
numinous, magical and dangerous. The anima especially possess the secret
knowledge of hidden wisdom (Sophos) which the detective needs if his quest
for individuation is going to be successful.
Anima Images - Good
	
Bad
	
Good or Bad
	
Qualities
Beautiful woman
Angel
(Angulos - messenger)
Nymph
Sophia
(Sophos - wisdom)
Ugly woman
Serpent
Witch
Siren
Lorelei
Femme fatale
Animals
Birds
High Priestess
Moon and lunar
images
Animus Images - Good
	
Bad
	
Good or Bad
	
Qualities
Physical man
Romantic man
Man of action
Spiritual man
King of' Dead
Handsome
stranger
Death
Robber
Murderer
Bluebeard
Cold, obstinate,
'I am right'
Father	 Arrogance
Fatalistic, 'All
I want is love'
Sun and solar
images
King
Extracted from Man and His Symbols, editor Jung, C. G., (London, 1964).
This edition, (London, 1978): 180-198
The question of how the anirna can be differentiated and then assimilated,
as once again repression and suppression are not viable options, is more
difficult than it was with the shadow. In the occidental world there is no
education on how to recognise or identify the anima. There are a variety
of reasons for this but an excessive reliance upon rationalism must be one
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of the contributory factors. The masculine origins of the Western intel-
lectual tradition have established a critical mode of analysis which both
excludes 'feminine' intuitive/feeling qualities and at the same time
develops the already dominant thinking aspect of the psyche.
It would seem that the shadow is easier to recognise, and perhaps two world
wars have helped this, but Western man still has to suppress his so-called
'feminine' traits. Further, anima projections are often so strong that
they are not recognised as projections, and information about the nature of
the anima, which would dissolve the projection, is highly specialised. The
information belongs to the realm of myth, art and religion, hence it is
accessible to only a few, and so the cultural individuation process, in as
much as it operates at all, remains largely unarticulated.
This inevitably raises the question of whether individuation can be achieved
without a conscious knowledge abcit the process. Presumably individuation
can be achieved on an Intuitive level, however this is not the norm and for
Individuation to proceed on a cultural scale it is vital that the shadow,
contrasexua]. archetype and the other archetypes, are recognised and assimi-
lated as conscious parts of the culture. With specific reference to the
contrasexual archetype this does not mean that men should be 'effeminate'
nor women overtly 'masculine'. Rather for men it means paying special
attention to their repressed 'feminine-anima' qualities which will manifest
themselves in such areas as creativity and spirituality. For women the
process of animus assimilation entails an awareness of women's capacity for
decision making, positive assertion and a growth in self identity.
Within the process of anima assimilation there are three stages which can
be identified, these are: objectification, division and separation. Each
2OL1.
of these stages is discussed below and seen in relationship to the wider
process of individuation. Special attention is paid to the hero-detective's
anima assimilation as it is represented in film.
Anima or Animus Assimilation: 	 1. Objectification
During this phase it is the role of ego-consciousness to identify and accept
the functioning of the contrasexual archetype. The more personally this
archetype is taken the better because as Moreno comments, '... the ego has
to get the right idea of the power and factors ruling the "other world,"
the world of the unconscious'.' For the hero-detective this process in-
volves him in accepting, and then using the 'female side' of his personal-
ity. This 'female side' corresponds to the positive attributes of the
anima, thus many of these helpful and attractive qualities can be observed
in the behaviour pattern of the detective.
For example the detective's reliance upon the hunch, seems to place a value
on 'intuitive functioning' which in western culture is traditionally mytho-
logised as a female anima attribute. The hunch is of course associated with
the detective's search for truth, as mentioned the Greek for truth or wisdom
is Sophos, and the mythological roots of this anima association with Sophos
can be found in the proto-typica]. detective story of Sophocles's Oedipus
Rex. During this myth Oedipus goes to consult the Delphic oracle who will
give him an honest, if ambiguous, answer to any question that he asks of
her. The Delphic oracle, being an anima projection, has of course good arid
bad qualities, and the fateful end to the myth is well known. What is sig-
nif'Icant is the association between the proto-detective figure of Oedipus
Moreno: p5Zt
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and the anima projection of Sophos which takes the form of the oracle. It
is also interesting to note that the oracle lived in a cave and the Greek
word used by Sophocles for this case is Stormion, which means either a small
mouth or vagina. At the centre of this Stormion rests the Omphalos the
centre of the world - literally its navel. It is there, in a vagina, at
the centre of a cosmological mandala that Oedipus arrives to search for
Sophos. So from the beginnings of the detective mythology the hero, and
hero-detective, have found that truth is associated with the anima and with
female sexuality, and as shall be later demonstrated the same is true for
the detective as he appears in films.
Once the detective has identified the anixna aspects of his personality he
is then equipped to continue on his inner journey and further explore the
maze-like world of the unconscious. In the early detective film the detec-
tive exists in the world of consciousness which may be imaged as country
house as in The Kennell Murder Case, (Dir. M. Curtiz, Warner Brothers,
1933). But by the time of Film Noir in the nineteen forties the detective
has truly descended into the underworld, ifltO the depths of his own uncon-
sciousness.
Anima or Animus Assimilation: 2. Division
This phase of individuation involves the division of the ego from the con-
tents of the anima. The hero-detective has to consciously realise the pro-
cess by which he arrives at his intuitive hunches. During this phase of
assimilation it is important for the hero to first accept his aniina (objec-
tification) to then isolate it, (division) and it is only then that assimi-
lation can be achieved. The danger in dividing the ego from the anima
contents is that the anima may be projected in some concealed way. This
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makes the now disguised anirna projection difficult to identify and so its
integration with ego-consciousness becomes more difficult.
'Just as we tend to assume that the world is as we see it,
we naïvely suppose that people are as we imagine them to
be. In this latter case, unfortunately, there is no
scientific test that would prove the discrepancy between
perception and reality. Although the possibility of gross
deception is infinitely greater here than in our perception
of' the physical world, we still go on naïvely projecting
our own psychology into our fellow human beings. In this
way everyone creates for himself a series of more or less
imaginary relationships based essentially on projection'.1
A simpler way of stating the above is, 'Projections change the world into
the replica of' one's unknown face'. 2 The detective projects his anima onto
the world revealing his unknown face and in this case the negative aspects
of the anima are projected and personified in the figure of the femme
fatale. So in the detective film, especially nineteen forties Film Noir,
both the aspects of the anima can be identified. The good aspect reveals
itself in the detective's intuitive hunches and the negative qualities of
the anima are projected onto the figure of the femxne fatale. Thus the
psychological principle of' opposition and regulation is maintained.
At th±s point it seems appropriate to refer back to the section of' this
chapter on the Delphc oracle. In this proto-typical detective mythology
an association between feminine sexuality and truth was observed, and the
same observation seems to remain valid for the detective myth's later in-
corporation in film. David Thomson, amongst other writers, has indicated
the mystical, sexual and numinous aspects of the femxne fatale,
'She sauntered into innocent or weak lives, asking for a
light but requiring the soul. She spread langour, a
mystically ultimate sophistication of' depravity, her
silky legs and the legend that some crime undertaken in
1 
c W. 8: 507
2	
w• 9,11: 17
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the dark would be as thrilling and as sweet as the
unlimited, intricate experience she offered herself'.
Despite the somewhat sensationalistic style adopted by Thomson he has
clearly identified both the spiritual and sexual natures of the feinme
fatale. In these respects he finds her mythological ancestry in such fig-
urea as the Sirens ard Lorelei who seductively lured men to their death.
However it is important to stress that the femme fatale is only secondarily
a sexual figure; primarily she is a personified projection of an archetype
and because of this she is attractive as a numinous, or religious figure,
and Jung has even referred to the anima as the archetype of the spirit. As
noted above in the Oedipus myth there is a relationship between truth and
sexuality and here too, in the femme fatale, sexuality and spirituality
are interwoven. Just as the Deiphic oracle needed a cave, or vagina, to
live in so the detective's negative aninia projection seems to need the dark-
ness of' Film Noir's city streets. As Place notes, -
'The characters and themes of the detective genre are ideal
for film noir. The moral and physical chaos is easily
expressed in crime: the doomed, tortured souls seem to be
at home in the violent,-unstable milieu of the underworld.
The dark woman is comfortable in the world of cheap dives,
shadowy doorways and mysterious settings'.2
Film Noir as principally a technical style is established by high contrast
lighting, extensive use of 'night time' locations and often a city environ-
ment.	 As Place has commented, these elements seem to combine to give
the archetype of the anima, a sensual woman a powerful, or numinous por-
trayal. 'Visually, film noir is fluid, sensual, extraordinarily expressive,
1 Thomson, D., Deadlier than the Male, (London, 1982), from 'The Movie',
Vol.3: p59°
2	 ,	 .,
Place, J., Women in Film Noir , from, Women in Film Noir, Edited
Kaplan, E. A., (London, 1978): p41
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making the sexually expressive woman, which is its dominant image of women,
extremely powerful' 1
Before the advent of Film Noir the femme fatale as portrayed in film was
only a minor figure, the fore-runner of which can be recognised in the gang-
ster's moll. Throughout the nineteen thirties the femme fatale figure
becomes more and more important and this is particularly true of two of
Sternberg's films, The Devil is a Woman (Dir. J. Sternberg, Paramount, 1935)
and The Blue Angel (Dir. J. Sternberg, UFA/Paramount, 1930). Even the titles
of' these films indicate the presence of the anima, and of course the 'star'
of both these films is one of the most apparently alluring of all the femine
fatales - Marlene Dietrich.
In The Blue Angel, Marlene Dietrich plays an attractive cabaret performer
called Lola Lola, who succeeds in seducing the local school teacher, Pro-
fessor Lnmanuel Roth. He falls in love with her and she willingly accepts
his proposal of marriage. It appears that all is going well and that they
will both live a happy life, but in the scene following the wedding break-
fast the Professor is portrayed as a broken man. He is stripped of his
albeit pompous, dignity and is forced to work in the cabaret selling pic-
tures of his wife. (Something he had vowed never to do). He appears not
to have heeded the warning in the song Falling in Love Again which Lola Lola
sang for him,
'Men cluster to me
Like moths around a flame
And if their wings burn
I know I'm not to blame.
The Blue Angel
1 Place: p36
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After this he sinks even lower and has to become a clown, not a clown in
his own right but an object of ridicule for the cabaret magician, who con-
jures up eggs and then breaks them over the Professor's head. His final
ignominy is to return to the town where he was school master and while he is
on stage to suffer the taunts of the crowd. At this point Lola Lola takes
a lover and unable to cope the Professor returns to his old school room to
die clutching his desk. It would seem that his relationship with the fenune
fatale has robbed him of his desire to live.
The plot of The Devil is a Woman is similar to The Blue Angel in that the
femme fatale figure, Concha Perez, again played by Marlene Dietrich, suc-
ceeds in ruining the lives of the men she seduces. In this film Don Pascal
is led up the garden path as Concha Perez extracts huge sums of money from
him, before finally vanishing. She repeats this escapade a number of times
before Don Pascal becomes disenchanted ,iith her, and vows never to see her
again. However she still succeeds in engineering a duel between him and
his closest friend, in which he is seriously wounded. So as in The Blue
Angel the anima projection of the femme fatale manages to destroy the lives
of those who try and possess her.
However it is principally in the nineteen forties and in Film Noir that the
femme fatale comes to the fore. For example, Veronica Lake in This Gun for
Hire, (Dir. F. Tuttle, Paramount, 19'2); Rita Hayworth - The Lady from
Shanghai, (Dir. 0. Welles, Columbia, l97); Hazel Brooks - Sleep my Love,
(Dir. D. Sirk, United Artists/Triangle, l9'7). The list could easily be
continued and it serves to indicate the preponderance of anima images in
film. Another example of the nineteen forties Film Noir fernme fatale film,
already examined, is The Woman in the Window, (Dir. F. Lang, RKO, 1944).
To briefly restate the plot, Richard Wanley a criminal psychologist, played
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by Edward C. Robinson, is seduced by a portrait of the beautiful Alice.
When he eventually meets her he goes back to her apartment where after being
attacked, he ends up killing her ex lover. As the investigations of the
police progress and as an attempt to kill a blackmailer fails, Wanley
decides to kill himself by taking an overdose of pills. However at this
moment he is wakened by a waiter and the viewer realises that the whole
drama has been a nightmare dream by Wanley.
It is no accident that Lang situates the whole drama, and consequently the
femme fatale figure, within a dream. By doing this he emphasises the
psychological, as opposed to purely dramatic function, of the femme fatale,
and enveloped by a dream she becomes almost as elusive and illusory as her
portrait. It does seem as though there is a correlation between the appear-
ance of Film Noir and the f'emme fatale. The key to understanding this
exists in the previously cited occurrence of the anima's negative qualities
in the Oedipus myth. It is quite simply that the negative anima needs dark-
ness, sexuality and truth before she can exist. As Thomson remarks, 'The
fennue fatale was always a phantom that man invoked to justify their own
fears'.' Thomson is mistaken in claiming that the femme fatale is evoked
to justify men's fear. Rather she is an expression of a deep mistrust of
the unconscious and of the anima, which is a mistrust of man's own 'feminity'.
So on a cultural scale societies project a collective archetypal anima on
the screen, and the femme fatale is at once a representation of the detec-
tive's anima and of a cultural anima. As Place notes, 'Myth not only
expresses dominant ideologies - it is also responsive to the repressed
needs of' the culture. It givesvoice to the unacceptable archetypes as
well
1 Thomson: p593
Place: p36
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To return to the theory of analytical psychology, and especially the mdi-
viduation process, it is vital that once the projections of the unconscious
have been identified that they are dissolved - that is, removed. Not to
dissolve a projection is to continue living in a world that is formed from
unconscious images. This in fact represents the antithesis of individuation
whose aim is to expand conscious awareness through making conscious the
latent unconscious elements in man's psyche. So the detective must recog-
nise that just as the 'criminal-shadow' is part of his psyche, so too is
the 'femme-fatale-anima'. He has to accept and embrace his anima otherwise
he will remain possessed by some unknown, unnamed inner force that maintains
mastery of his conscious mind.
Anima or Animus Assimilation: 3. Separation
During this phase it is important to stress that separation does not involve
separation from the collective. Rather, as with all the stages in the
individuatiori process, the collective nature of the individual is acknow-
ledged while still asserting a person's original and distinctive charac-
teristics. As Jung comments, 'Individuation does not shut one out from the
,1
world, but gathers the world to oneself
'The fact that individual consciousness means separation and
opposition is something that man has experienced countless
times in his long history. And just as for the individual
a time of dissociation is a time for sickness, so it is in
the life of nations. We can hardly deny that ours is a time
of dissociation and sickness... The word "crisis," so often
heard, is a medical expression which always tells us that the
sickness has reached a dangerous climax'.2
However the crisis event may also represent a positive stage in the mdi-
viduation process. Originally the word crisis referred to the place that
1 c W. 8: k32
2 c• W. 10: 290
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winners of the Greek Olympic games would stand to receive their medals,
thus the crisis was a place of honour, respect and achievement. In indivi-
duation the separation of the anima, which may result in a 'crisis', points
towards the goal of this phase which is the conquest of the anima as auto-
nomous complex and its transformation into a relationship with conscious-
ness. The result of this is that the ego becomes the recipient of the anima
properties and the detective is now able to move forward into a new phase of
individuation in which the femme fatale is absent.
Whether the detective's individuation as it is represented in film moves
past this point is uncertain. In fact some Post-Jungians, Hiliman and
Samuels, regard the individuation process as a life long dialogue between
consciousness and the objective psyche and to this extent individuation may
never be fully achieved, for after all the objective psyche represents the
totality of man's unconscIous experience and programming. They have also
suggested that it is only in death that total individuation is possible.
Whatever, the fact that the detective 	 film genre does not encompass
the whole individuation process should not present a problem. For it is
clear from the specific analysis of films, and from general comments on the
detective's individuation process that he is an incarnation of the hero and
as such is inevitably involved with the mythic, archet rpal process of mdi-
viduat ion.
It is interesting to note that in many ways narrative elements and the mise
-en-scene of the detective film seem to represent different aspects of the
detective's psyche - the film often centering around, or, being confined by,
one specific location. This may be a country house, a church, or in the
case of later detective narratives, the city, and this confinement repre-
sents, symbolically, the boundaries of the detective's psyche. Contained
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within his psyche there is a persona, which may be that of the 'Gentleman-
detective' or the 'Thinking detective', or later the so-called 'Hardboiled-
detective', and his shadow is projected and personified in the figure of
the criminal. As previously mentioned his anima Is personified and projec-
ted onto the figure of' the femme fatale and the crimes that are committed
can be regarded as complexes that exist within the detective's psyche.
So the detective's search for truth is in fact a metaphor of his search for
Indlviduation. Thus the solving of a crime symbolically represents the
resolution of a complex and a movement into the next stage of individuation.
It may also be possible to regard the very location of the detective's
search, that is the criminal underworld, as an Image of the underworld of
the detective's psyche, that is of the objective psyche. The images of the
detective film are regarded both as projections of' the detective's psyche
and as collective societal projections. To this extent the inner and outer
worlds, that is the unconscious and the projected unconscious, are indi-
visible. The way in which the images and mythology of the detective film
are representations of' his psychic reality is illustrated overleaf.
To return specifically to the theory of' analytical psychology, it is
Important to stress, once more, that the phase of anima assimilation does
not treat the anima archetype as a discrete archetype but regards it as
related to the other archetypes of' the objective psyche. As such the arrival
of the anlma was pre-flgured in the persona and shadow stages, and its own
arrival prepares the way for the final phases of individuation. These phases
take the questing hero on his search for truth and meaning even further into
the unknown depths of the objective psyche 1 to a place where the figure of
the wise old man dwells.
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'Only when all props and crutches are broken, and no cover
from the rear offers even the slightest hope of security,
does it become possible for us to experience an archetype
that had up till then lain hidden behind the meaningful
nonsense played out by the anima. This is the archetype
of meaning, just as the anima is the archetype of life
itself' •1
Overleaf is a revised schematic diagram of the individuation process.
This will help clarify what new elements have been added in the discussion
of the phases of individuation.
DIRECTIVE PHASE
Mana Personality
This phase in individuation marks the appearance of mana personalities.
The word 'mana' is a term that Jung borrowed from anthropology and is Mela-
nesian in origin. It refers to a compelling 'supernatural' power which comes
from the inhabitants of the spirit world. A current English word which is
equivalent to this term is charisma which means: of the spirit.
'Mana suggests the presence of an all-pervading vital force,
a primal source of growth or magical healing that can be
likened to a primitive concept of psychic energy'.2
This mana energy should not be confused with numinosity which refers only
to the divine presence associated with archetypal functioning. Mana energy
is rather the quasi divine power which belongs to the magician, priest,
doctor, trickster, saint or any who integrates the anima, either in actu-
ality or in a mythical sense. Figures possessing a mana personality are
characterised by wisdom, knowledge, insight, reflection, readiness to help
those in peril. However these characters have an ambivalent attitude and,
1 C. W. 9,1: 66
2 Samuels, A., Shorter, B., Plant, A., A. Critical Dictionary of Jungian
Analysis, (London, 1986): p89
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The Phases of Individuation - Revised Schematic/Diagram
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depending upon decisions made by the individuating ego, they can work for
either good or bad.
The principal stage at which these mana personalities occur comes after the
anima and animus have been divested of their own magical force. The mana
figures, which occur at this post anima point, appear as spiritual person-
alities, often in the same gender as the individual experiencing the mana
energy. Typically they occur as a wise old man or woman, the great mother
or father (Jung himself had a relationship with such a figure called
XII
Philemon whom he both painted and spoke with repeatedly ). Jung corn-
ments that these mana personalities adhere to,
'... the desired "mid-point" of the personality, that ineffable
something betwixt the opposites, or else which unites them, or
the result of' conflict, or the product of energic tension:
the coming to birth of personality, a profoundly individual
step forward, the next stage'.1
It is curious that detective films are characterised by a strange lack of
mana personalities. This is especially interesting when other films, which
share what is the same mythologem - the guest - are populated almost to
excess with such figures. For example in George Lucas' Star Wars trilogy
there are the figures of Obi Wan Kenobi and Yoda. Quite why within the
particular mythology of the detective quest such figures should be so rare,
is uncertain. Of course they do occur and the character of Gaf in Blade
Runner, (Dir. R. Scott, Columbia, 1982) is such a figure, and perhaps the
emergence of these characters is one way in which the genre will develop.
I-i fact if the detective genre is not to stagnate, then, according to
Jungian method, such a development is essential. It is also possible that
the detective's genre association with Chinatown may point to a location
1 C. W. 7: 382
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from which these mystical spiritual mana personalities will arrive, as
Chinatown has been traditionally associated with the mysterious and quasi-
magical aspects of the detective's life.
To return to the theory of this phase, the mana personalities occur when-
ever the ego is consciously confronted with an image of the Self. Again
this phase and its associated archetypes are regarded as part of a rela-
tional system. While the archetypal process of individuation has been out-
lined in a linear fashion, the individuation process is much more akin to
a spiral. In this spiral the different phases of the process lie above and
below each other, all inter-relating as parts of a complicated system. In
fact the popular puzzle of' the Rubick's cube can serve as a useful illustra-
tion of the individuation process.
In this illustration, diagrammed overleaf, the cube represents the psyche
and the colours on the cube the archetypal patterns. As the puzzle starts,
all the colours are mixed up, and gradually, through various transforma-
tional twists and turns, it is possible to complete one face. This repre-
sents the completion of' one phase in individuation, for example the assimi-
lation of the shadow. In completing this phase all the archetypes have been
used and all are rotating around a central axis which is the archetype of
the Self. Gradually each face of the cube is completed, but only at the
expense of' undoing previous work, as the first completed face must be undone
before the next two can be completed - and so it continues. At the end of
the puzzle each side is separate but still connected to the other faces.
In other words a balanced relational system has been created, one in which
opposition is transcended by completion of the archetype of the Self. As
Moreno notes,
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'The integration of the mana-personality through conscious
assimilation of its contents leads us back to ourselves as
an actual living "something" poised between two world pic-
tures and their discerned potentialities. This "something"
is a virtual center that claims everything. Jung calls
this center the self. The self is, therefore, the new
archetype which will finally solve the problem of individu-
ation' •1
Ego to Self
A representation of the interrelated yet separate nature of the
archetypes engaged in the individuation process.
1 Moreno: p60
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THE ARCHETYPE OF THE SELF
The final stage in the individuation process is, as mentioned by Moreno,
the constellation of the archetype of the Self. Even though the detectiye
does not reach this stage it still seems important to include this theory.
The reasons for this are two-fold. First individuation is regarded as a
process which culminates in the emergence of this archetype, and without
this information the whole procedure seems somewhat pointless. It would be
like running a race without knowing why you were running It, or where you
were running to. So for a complete and comprehensible theory of the mdi-
viduation process to be established information about the Self must be in-
cluded. Secondly information about the Self helps to place the detective
within the correct psychological persepctive, and lets the analyst see how
far down the path of Individuation he has progressed. Without knowledge of
the Self, a highly misleading picture would be formed. This information
also helps the analyst to predict the future psychological development of
this figure.
To progress with the theory, the archetype of the Self is the centre of
everything in the psyche, both conscious and unconscious, good and evil,
feminine and masculine etcetera. As such, the Self unites these opposites
and operates as the centre of the entire psychic system. The Critical
Dictionary of Analytical Psychology defines the Self as:
'An archetypal. image of man's fullest potential and the unity
of the personality as a whole. The Self as a unifying princi-
pie within the human psyche occupies the central position of
authority in relation to psychological life and,therefore, the
destiny of the individual'.1
1 Samuels, A. at al., A Critical Dictionary of Jungian Analysis: p135
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However the archetypes of the Self cannot be considered apart from the
archetype of the Imago Del for there is close relationship between these
two archetypes and perhaps the link is a common numinosity. As von Franz
has commented,
'The goal of individuation as pictured in unconscious images,
represents a kind of mid-point or centre in which the supreme
value and the greatest life intensity are concentrated. It
cannot be distinguished from the images of supreme value of
the various world religions'.1
Historically Jung discovered the archetype of the Self as a spiritual con-
cept in the oriental religious traditions of Hinduism and Buddhism. It
seems that the Hindu teaching on tman particularly influenced Jung's
thought. This concept teaches the 'divine being pervades the whole world
and is found eternally within the individual. Divine being is thus the
supreme Self'.211Within the Hindu tradition the Self is represented by
images of wholeness or completion such as squared circles or quaternities
and Jung has termed these images mandalas. For him they represent the Self
as the centre of a balanced psychic system, and they denote that the mdi-
viduation process is coming to an end. 'The mandala as the centre is the
exponent of all paths. It is the path to the centre. To individuation'.3
The concept of the Self as equivalent to the Imago Del is not foreign to
occidental thought and can be found within the Christian tradition. The
first chapter of Genesis comments,
So God created Man
in his own image,
In the image of God
he created him;
male and female
he created them'.
1 von Franz, M. L., C. G. Jung His Myth in Our Time, (Germany, 197k): p73
2 Smart, N., The Religious Experience of' Mankind, (USA, 1969): pl25
Jung, C. C., Memories, Dreams, Reflections, '(London, 1963): p195-196
The Bible, New International Version, (London, 1979), Genesis 1: 67
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Again in the Christian tradition the quaternity of the cross forms the basis
for many mandala like patterns and often these patterns are in-filled by a
meandering line which represents the psychic growth of individuation. Further
Jung has affirmed the relationship between individuation and the Imago Del
by commenting, 'Individuation is the life in Got, as mandala psychology
clearly shows'.1
An Infilled Cross Design
Revealing the process of psychic growth
From: Man and His Symbols, (London, 196I)
This edition, (London, 1978): 160
1 c• w. 18: 162L
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To return to a definition of the Self, Jung goes further than merely
regarding the Self as the centre or axis of the psyche.
'The self is not only the centre, but also the whole circum-
ference which embraces both conscious and unconscious; it
is the centre of this totality, just as the ego is the centre
of consciousness' •1
It is part of the individuation life process that the Self must be first
recognised and then realised as the centre of the psyche, but there can
never be more than a hope of integrating part of the vast totality of human
existence, which is the Self, within the limited sphere of human conscious-
ness. So the relationship between ego-consciousness and the Self is a life
long dialogue whose eventual outcome is uncertain, and all that can be pre-
dicted with certainty is the inevitability of the dialogue.
It has been shown in the above discussion that a 4iear distinction between
the theory of analytical psychology and the function it studies is not
possible, nor is it desirable. The developing psychology of Jung is a re-
flexive psychology. This means that it accepts as a psychological truth
and necessity that the theory will be changed by what it studies, and that
in turn its subject matter will be changed by the theory. Thus the theory
and subject are bound together in an organic, self developing and regulating
system, which is a perfect paradigm for the relationship between ego-
consciousness and the unconscious.
To conclude this chapter are two quotations, both of which acknowledge the
inter-relationship of theory and subject in analytical psychology, and which
stress the Importance of the individuation process.
1 C.W. 12: 44
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'He (the analyst) is not just working for this particular
patient, who may be quite insignificant, but for himself as
ciell as his own soul, and in so doing he is perhaps laying
an infinitesimal grain in the scales of humanity's soul.
Small and invisible as the contribution may be, it is yet an
opus magnum... The ultimate questions of psychotherapy are
not a private matter - they represent a supreme responsibility'.
'Mankind is the only form of life yet known that can bear the
tension of these two universes (conscious and unconscious), and
perhaps bring them into harmonious relationship. Through the
work of mankind the universe may become more conscious of itself.
And the ONLY known carrier of this immense process is the indi-
vidual human being toiling in the personal and unique process
of individuation' 2
This chapter has examIned the process of individuation and has shown that it
is the central, uniting concept of analytical psychology. The different
phases of Individuation have been seen in relationship to a variety of films,
which has further strengthened the links between Jungian and film theory.
Now that the theoretical basis for the model, established in Chapter Four,
has been completed, it is appropriate to use the model to provide the frame-
work for an indepth film analysis. Responding to this need, Part Three of
the thesis is a detailed demonstration of the model. This both tests the
model and provides a final in-depth example of how analytical psychology can
be used for film analysis.
1 c• W. 16: 4k9
2 Hall, J. A., The Jungian Experience: analysis and individuation, (Canada,
1986): p12k
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CHAPTER SEVEN NOTES
I. c.f. C. W. 11: 4kL1
II. c.f. Stevens, A., Archetypes: A Natural History of the Self,
(London, 1982): p72-73. (Also c.f. Note X).
III. c.f. The analyses of' Tightrope (Chapter Three: p8k) and Blade
Runner (Chapter Five: p138), Chapter Six: p159.
IV. This section builds on the already established idea of the persona.
For a more comprehensive definition c.f'. Chapter Three: p84 and
Glossary. To see the concept of the persona applied in film
analysis c.f. Chapter EIght: p227.
V. The opposite is true for women, here the ideal picture of a woman
is compensated with a masculine weakness in the animus.
VI. This is a development of the earlier examination of the shadow as
presented in: Chapters Three: p90-96; Four: p122; Six: pl7k-176.
It stunnrises the theoretical basis for the archetype of the shadow
and places It in relationship to the anima and persona. This
prepares the way for the analysis of Trancers (Section Three) in
which the archetype of' the shadow is important, c.f. Chapter Eight:
p242-2k6.
Vii.	 c.f'. Man and His Symbols: p181-182.
VIII. c.f'. Chapter Three: p8k.
IX. c.f. Chapter Four: p122
X. Some Biologists claim that archetypes are contained within the DNA
code and this explains how these patterns remain independent of
culture and history, c.f. Stevens: p239 and p297.
XI. For a more detailed analysis c.f. Chapter Six, The Symbolic Search:
p177-18O.
XII. c.f'. Memories, Dreams, Reflections: p207, p215, p252.
XIII. For a more comprehensive account of the Hindu teachings on ätman
c.f'. Chandogy tJpanishad, VI, B.
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PART THREE
A FINAL CASE STUDY:
TRANCERS, THE INDIVIDUATION OF JACK DETH
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Chapter Eight
Archetype's Image and Archetypal Pattern
'The image alone is the immediate object
of knowledge'.
Jung, Medicine and Psychotherapy
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter is a detailed analysis of the film Trancers, (Dir. R. Band,
Lexyen Productions, 198k). It applies the theory examined in the previous
chapters in an attempt to see how relevant and useful analytical psychol-
ogy is as a tool for film analysis. The analytical model established in
Chapter Four, and applied in Chapter Five, provides the structure and
methodology for the following analysis. (For ease of reference the model
is reproduced in Appendix III). As presented in this chapter, the model
has undergone a slight development, and rather than regarding the individu-
ation process as two separate points of interaction within the model, there
is now only the one. The rationale for this is that the individuation pro-
cess is dealt with constantly throughout the chapter, and consequently the
final section on individuation can be devoted to the individuation of Jack
Deth, the film's hero.
As in the analysis of Blade Runner, (Dir. R. Scott, Columbia, 1982)
(Chapter Five) the central guiding questions of the model are taken as the
starting points for each section's discussion. The model is applied in
the following order:
(1) archetypal pattern and archetype's image,
(2) archetype's image and mythologem,
(3) mythology and mythologem,
(k) mythology and archetypa]. pattern,
(5) individuation and archetypal pattern with mythologem.
So to start with, the chapter takes a character-based approach and stays
close to the film text, but it progresses to examine the mythological and
archetypal foundations which are discernible in the film.
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At this stage it is wise to sound a cautionary note and to remember that
this type of analysis does not consist of searching for impressive arche-
typal patterns and images. Rather the film should speak for itself, albeit
in the arena of analytical psychology. As Samuels comments,
'If analytical psychologists look solely for impressive,
numinous material, then they will be tempted to be over-
active and over-suggestive.., possession of a theory of
development is just as likely to over-organise the patient's
material, if it is misused, as adherence in an unselective
way to a myth based approach'.1
It is with this warning in mind that the analysis of Trancers is commenced.
1 Sainuels, A., Jung and the Post Jungians, (London, 1985): p199
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TRANCERS: A PLOT SYNOPSIS
Before commencing on a detailed analysis of Trancers it will prove useful
to have a brief resume of the narrative. The year is 2247 AD and Trooper,
Policeman, Jack Deth resigns from the Angel City police force because his
superiors have forbidden him to continue his vendetta against the 'trancers',
the zombie-like followers of' the evil Martin Whistler. However, Deth is sum-
moned by the council of Angel City, Spencer and Ashe, and discovers that
Whistler has taken refuge via a time drug 'down the line' in the body of his
ancestor Weisling, a twentieth century Los Angeles policeman. Whistler
plans to murder the ancestors of the councillors and so remove them from
history, leaving him free to take control of Angel City. Deth then goes
'down the line' after Whistler and is sent back to 1984, where he takes over
the body of his ancestor Phil Dethton. Leena, Phil's latest girlfriend
thinks him crazy but is drawn to Deth's quest after she witnesses his fight
with a trancer. He eventually finds Spencer's ancestor Lavery, who unfortu-
nately turns out to be a trancer and who tries to kill him. Then Lavery is
killed, probably by Whistler. Leena is convinced that Deth is telling the
truth and rescues him, then together they track down Ashe's ancestor, Hap
Ashby. Jack Deth lures Whistler into Chinatown by offering to swap Hap for
a chance to live in the past with Leena. After a struggle, Deth injects
Whistler with the antidote to the time travel drug which sends Whistler's
consciousness back 'up the line' to the future, where he has already des-
troyed Whistler's body. Unable to return himself, Deth stays in Los Angeles
with Leena.
ARCHETYPE'S IMAGE AND ARCHETYPAL PATTERNS
In this section the analysis is concerned with discovering the central arche-
typal patterns that lie beneath the surface narrative structure of Trancers.
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This chapter seeks not to regard these patterns as separate discrete arche-
types, but as interrelated and interconnected systems. The analytical model
in this section prompts the following questions: What archetypal patterns
are revealed? How are these patterns expressed: that is to say what images
do they adopt? And further, what are their opposite patterns? To answer
these questions it will be necessary to refer to the film's text, the sub-
text, and to the theory of analytical psychology.
Within the narrative of Trancers it is possible to discern three central
archetypal figures which are the images of four interrelated archetypal
patterns. Each of these three patterns will be examined; however, in accord
with the principles of opposition and regulation the first two will be viewed
as a pair regulating each other. This pair consists of the hero/shadow,
while the remaining figure of' the anima is separate.
HERO AND HIS DARK SIDE; THE PERSONA AND SHADOW
In this section the hero will first be placed within his historical and
psychological context, then the character of Jack Deth will be examined,
with special emphasis on the persona, and finally both of these systems
will be seen in relationship to the figure of the shadow. No direct refer-
ence is made to the individuation of the hero, nor to Jack Deth's specific
individuation, as this will be dealt with fully in Sections Five and Six
of the analytical model; however, some overtones of this underlying theme
are inevitable.
Regarding the general and collective nature of the hero archetype Jung has
commented that,
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'...the myth of the hero... is first and foremost a self-
representation of the longing of the unconscious, of its
unquenched and unquenchable desire for the light of con-
sciousness. But consciousness, continually in danger of
being led astray by its own light and of becoming a root-
less will o' the wisp, longs for the healing power of nature,
for the deep wells of being and for unconscious communion
with life in all its countless forms'.1
The image of the hero as a figure who is longing for the light of conscious-
ness, and who is firmly rooted in the 'deep wells of being', (the unconsci-
ous) is relevant for the hero-detective in general and Jack Deth in particu-
lar. The hero-detective, as was established in previous chapters, is on a
quest for individuation, which equates with the expansion of conscious
awareness, and in the mythological language of Jung this is expressed as
a longing for light. Yet the hero-detective is enveloped by a curious dark-
ness which seemingly tries to arrest this quest. On the one hand he is
searching for light and truth, yet on the other he is existing in the dark
underworfd of crime and the criminal. This is surely not a surprising state
of affairs when the principles of opposition and regulation are remembered,
and so in Trancers it is appropriate that the hero-detective is called Jack
Deth, the very name connoting a collection of dark and dangerous images.
For example; the underworld Hades, death, the devil, suffering etcetera.
Jack Deth must not 'go gentle' into the darkness of the underworld, which
his name personifies. Rather he must attempt his quest which is the hunting
of the shadow figure Whistler, with the certainty that darkness, or crime,
can be overcome. In psychological teruis, it is only after the dark, criminal
shadow, has been defeated that it can be assimilated into the totality of the
psyche. It is therefore Deth's role to accept the summons of the council and
go down the line to search for Whistler. As Jung notes it is only after the
hero has triumphed that the shadow can be assimilated into ego-consciousness.
1 C. W. 5: 299
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'The hero's main feat is to overcome the monster of darkness:
it is the long-hoped-for and expected triumph of conscious-
ness over the unconscious.. .The coming of consciousness was
probably the most tremendous experience of' primeval times,
for with it a world came into being whose existence no-one
had suspected before. "And God said:. 'Let there be light!'"
is the projection of' that immemorial experience of the sepa-
ration of the conscious from the unconscious.''
It is worth noting that the development of the hero archetype Is not an
objectified event, this means that the hero is not somehow removed or sepa-
rate from humanity. Rather the hero's individuation is inextricably bound
to the individuation of the culture in which this pattern is found. Just as
Orpheus, on his quest for Eurydice, entered the Greek underworld so too Jack
Deth, in his search for Whistler, must descend into the American underworld.
These heroes do not enter their underworlds alone, but take with them the
culture to which they belong. So Trancers can be interpreted as a mytho-
logical representation of the American descent into the underworld, and this
Is made even clearer when It is remembered that this science-fiction film,
ostensibly set in 2247 AD,- actually takes place in Los Angeles in 1984 AD.
Neumann has commented on the collective responsibility of the hero, and in
so doing has affirmed the simultaneity of the hero's underworld and the cul-
tural underworld.
'Thus the hero is the archetypal forerunner of mankind in
general. His fate is the pattern in accordance with which
the masses of humanity must live, and always have lived,
however haltingly and distantly; and however short of the
Ideal man they have fallen, the stages of the hero myth have
become constituent elements in the personal development of
every individual' 2
- From this it can be surmised that in Jack Deth it is possible to find not
only evidence of his own quest for individuation, but also reflections of a
wider and more general cultural move towards individuation. At this stage
1 C. W. 9,11:284
2 Neumann, E., The Origins and History of' Consciousness, (New York, 1954).
This edition, (New York, 1973): pl3l
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it seems appropriate to examine Deth's personality and to do so using the
techniques of analytical psychology.
The opening words of the narrative contain many indications about Jack Deth's
personality. They are spoken in voice-over and as such, and also as the narra-
tive's opening statement, they are of importance, giving the film's viewers
their first glance into this fantastic world, and into the character of Deth.
I
Last January I finally singed Martin Whistler out on one
of the rim planets. Since then I've been hunting down the
last of his murdering cult, he called them trancers, slaves
to Whistler's psychic power. Not really alive, but not dead
enough. It's July now and I'm tired, real tired'.
Trancers
Here, in this symbolic overture to the film's later symbolic narrative trans-
formations, are many clues for the viewer to notice so that he or she too can
enter into the mythological process of detection. First, Deth is a detective
at least this one aspect to his persona, although exactly -rat type of detective
he is will become clear as his character is explored. Secondly there is his
seemingly obsessive quest to hunt down the victims of Whistler and to ensure
that they are 'dead enough'. And thirdly the narrative is clearly located
in a world where a psychic power with the possibility of mind control exists,
and the detective is seen in opposition to the evil use of such fantastic
forces.
It is also important to notice the 'spoof' element to this opening mono-
logue. This is reinforced by the Film Noir style lighting, Deth's clothing
and visual and verbal quotes from other detective films. This tone is pre-
served through the film and helps towards the creation of the stereotypical
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detective, which in some ways he is. In building up a complete profile of
Deth's personality, each of the three areas identified below will briefly
be examined and it will be demonstrated that they all find expression in
the character of the hero-detective.
With regard to the persona it will be remembered that this is a complex
series of inter-relationships between individual ego-consciousness and
society. It is a type of character mask designed to make an impression on
others. As Jung has commented,
'It is probably no accident that our modern notions of
"personal" and "personality" derive from the word Persona
I can assert that my ego is personal or a personality, and
in exactly the same sense I can say that my persona is a
personality with which I Identify myself more or less. The
fact that I then possess two personalities is not so remark-
able, since every autonomous or even relatively autonomous
complex has the peculiarity of appearing as a personality,
i.e.,of being personified'.l
While it IS important to have a persona, it is equally essential to recog-
nise that It is only a facade, because to identify totally with it would
lead to a huge inflation of the ego.
Jack Deth is clearly conscious of his persona, although by itself this con-
sciousness does not alleviate the possible danger of identification with it.
He Is aware of his appearance, his clothes forming an important part of the
mask he adopts for the world. In the twenty-third century he chooses to wear
the stereo-typical dress of a twentieth century detective. An ill-fitting
raincoat arid unshaven face contribute to the 'hard-boiled' persona, and these
abrasive qualities are underlined by the dress of the 'troopers' that sur-
round him who, In contrast, are clean shaven and clothed in well-fitting
uniforms. It is partly through this mask that Deth isolates himself from
1 c W. 7: 312
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the world, and this traditional detective's persona seems curiously out of
step in the futuristic world of Trancers.
This persona forms the viewer's first impressions of Jack Deth and these are
swiftly reinforced by the movement of the narrative. As he arrives on screen
Deth is driving an old, although futuristic, car which again recalls the
traditional persona for the detective. He is quickly Involved in singeing
a trancer,' which entails its destruction, and after this sequence has ended
the next time the viewer encounters him he is emerging from the ocean after
an underwater exploration of the sunken city of Los Angeles. In many ways
there seems to be a genre similarity between the personas of Deth and Ian
Fleming's James Bond. Deth, like Bond, is physically strong, attractive to
women, engages in dangerous activities like diving, and is himself danger-
ous. Like Bond he is 'Licensed to Kill', at least to kill trancers. As if
to reinforce the film's opening impressions of Deth's persona he is next
shown entering the Council Chamber, again wearing his traditional detec-
tive's clothing. Here he accepts the Council's request to go after Whistler,
flirts with engineer Ruby Rains and, going against the desire of the council,
destroys the body of' Whistler. He is then sent down the line to protect the
ancestors of the Council.
As he arrives in the body of Philip Dethton, his ancestor, Phil is in the
act of' shaving. Deth looks in the mirror and wipes away the foam, leaving
his stubble intact. He is apparently carrying his persona with him and this
is quickly emphasised as Leena, a one-night-stand of Dethton's, is intro-
duced.
Deth is able to assume, at least in part, Dethton's persona because he is
a relative. According to Jung's archetypal hypothesis, the mother lives on
in her daughter and the father in his son. Given this basis it can be seen
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that Dethton is 'living on' in Deth, or to be more accurate, the inverse is
true; Deth lives in Dethton. When Deth discovers a drawer full of photographs
of Dethton's past conquests, he is again contributing to the womanising,
Bond-like aspects of his own persona. He quickly finds a raincoat like the
one he left behind in Angel City and proceeds to wear it, even though it
looks warm outside. He next puts cream in his hair with the remark that,
'Dry hair's for squids', and to complete this duplicate persona he is shown
driving an old car that belongs to Dethton. Again Deth's persona, especi-
ally the hair and the raincoat, seem to isolate him from the other inhabi-
tants of Los Angeles.
It is only at the end of the film that Deth is really able to abandon his
persona. This occurs when Hap Ashby wears a raincoat identical to his so
that Whistler is tricked into attacking the wrong man.
Despite this emphasis on the persona it would be wrong to suggest that he
has not moved past the persona phase of individuation, as clearly his quest
is to capture the shadow figure of Whistler. However it is behind the mask
of the persona that Deth hides, and this is one of the first examples of a
recurring theme in Trancers, that an outer defence marks an inner battle.
Or, put in the terms of analytical psychology, beneath the outer persona
there exists an inner battle between the shadow and ego-consciousness.
The film's opening sequences establish the persona aspects of Deth's charac-
ter, and it may be helpful to reproduce these as a list showing this pre-
sentation and development:
(a) Old raincoat, stubble, car, singes trancer (Traditional
aspects of the detective)
(b) Underwater exploration (Danger)
(c) Raincoat (persona)
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(d) Fondness for women is shown with engineer Ruby Rains
(e) Destroys the •body of Whistler (Independence)
(f) In Los Angeles he keeps the persona established in the
opening sequence of the film: old raincoat, stubble, car,
'wet hair', a girl and he quickly singes another trancer,
who was dressed as Santa Claus.
All this clearly begs the question, why does Deth have this dependence on
his persona? It is almost as though the persona gives him sone type of
protection, a character armour, which defends him against the psychic power
of Whistler. It may be that Deth is worried about being tranced himself
and perhaps 'squids' are tranceable and this is why he greases his hair.
In the film these issues remain unanswered, but the emphasis on the persona
may indicate that he is indeed worried about falling prey to Whistler's
power, and certain	 there is some ambiguity on this point. However, as
mentioned, identification with the persona brings with it not strength, but
ultimately weakness.
An example of' this weakness and of the detective identifying with his per-
sona can be'found in The Detective (Dir. W. Wyler, Paramount, 1951). The
detective, played by Kirk Douglas, is a hardened and bitter man who, without
mercy, prosecutes any criminal whom he encounters, regardless of how small
their crime may have been. It takes his wife to tell him that, 'You are a
cruel and vengeful man and you're everything you said you ever hated in your
father'. The detective had become entirely identified with the persona of
a detective, and used this as a way of projecting a repressed hatred of his
father. At the end of the film he realises this and comments, 'I built my
whole life on hating my father, and all the time he was inside me laughing'.
The cost of this identification with the persona is death, and in this film
the detective lets himself be shot facing an armed criminal in the police
station.
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To return to the character of Jack Deth in Trancers: on the surface he
could be classified as an extroverted-sensation type. Apparently all his
energies are directed towards the outer world as his process of investiga-
tion and trancer hunting affords little chance for introspection. Again on
the surface he is apparently a sensation type motivated by a need for new
experiences and gratification of the senses. Deth in the opening moments of
the film orders 'coffee' to which he gets the reply, 'What, the real stuff,
mister? That's going to cost ya'. But for the sensation type it is worth
the money. The intellectual process of detection, the following of clues,
and the formulating of traps to capture Whistler, again all seem t6 indicate
an extroverted sensation attitude. However, the above description is only an
analysis of Deth's persona. As a hero-detective he knows well that to pro-
ceed deeper into himself he has to adopt a feeling attitude, and to let him-
self become 'affected' by the quest. He has to come to terms with this
search and on the one hand let the descent into the underworld possess him,
yet on the other hand still keep control so that he does not enter into the
Inner endopsychic area of invasions. This would end in disaster as he would
become overwhelmed by the weight of the objective psyche. As Jung notes,
'It is through the "affect" that the subject becomes involved
and so comes to feel the whole weight of' reality. The differ-
ence amounts roughly to that between a severe illness which
one reads about in a text-book and the illness which one has.
In psychology one possesses nothing unless one has experienced
it in reality. Hence a purely intellectual insight is not
enough, because one knows only the words and not the substance
of the thing from inside'.'
To see past Deth's persona it is necessary to see what other roles, other
than detective that is, Deth has ascribed to him or claims for himself. His
girlfriend Leena jokingly describes him as a 'dangerman' and even gives him
a small toy robot as a Christmas present. While it is unwise to place too
1 C. W. 9,11: 61
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much stress on what is essentially a humorous remark the role of dangerman
seems to hint at his need for excitement, at his quest to destroy Whistler.
At the same time the gift may indicate a weakness, which is that at all
costs Whistler must be destroyed. He is 'programmed' to destroy Whistler,
and he does not have any control over the quest, being almost a robot him-
self, almost a trancer. The film is ambiguous on these points, but it is
important to note that this scene falls between two trancer-orientated
situations. First Deth fights with the 'trancer-like' punks in the disco;
next he returns to the flat where he receives his dangerman robot, he is
taken briefly up the line, and then returns to find Whistler on a television
newscast. He is surrounded by danger, inside and out, and the movement of
the film seems to indicate and strengthen that atmosphere.
Deth claims for himself two further roles, first as death and second as a
fortune teller. When he is designing the scheme through which to capture
Whistler he rings up Whistler and says 'Tell him it's Deth, he'll know'.
This occurs towards the end of the film Just before the final sequence re-
sulting in Whistler's demise, and in some way it seems to indicate Deth's
acceptance of' his shadow qualities. As a hero in the underworld he brings
with him death. This has been evident throughout the film as he destroys
trancer after trancer, but by the end of the film he seems able to accept
these deathly qualities and to deal with his shadow. It is also important
to note that after the telephone call he is able to transfer his persona-
raincoat and let Hap wear it - perhaps Deth is finally moving inward?
The third claim, to be a fortune teller, is fulfilled when he describes Hap
Ashby's future to him. Because of his knowledge of future events, he is
able to predict that one of Ashby's descendants will become a leader in the
twenty-third century. He not only tells Ashby this, but is also involved
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in the ritualised washing of Hap which initiates him so that he is ready
for his new role." Again this washing occurs just before the final se-
quence when Deth abandons his raincoat and destroys Whistler. Is he delving
deep inside himself and adopting some of the character of the wise old man?
Whatever, his prurient nature is surrounded by an aurora of psychic prophecy,
and the benign prophecies of Deth (death) find their compensatory opposite
in the evil shadow mind-controlling power of Whistler.
Near the start of the film It is disclosed that Deth used his wife as trancer
bait. She was killed by a trancer and this seems to form part of his motiva-
tion for hunting Whistler, and Immediately after this disclosure is the scene
with him emerging from the waters surrouxding the sunken city. It is almost
as though the memory of his wife is somehow kept alive by his investigations
Into the past. Much as he once used his wife as bait for a trancer, so she,
or rather her memory, entices him into the past and into the underworld.
Exactly what his feelings are about the death of his wife remains ambiguous,
as does the way his wife died. Possibly she became a trancer or maybe she was
a 'squid'. It Is also possible that he feels guilty about his actions and
putting her at risk. On these issues the audience is free to conjecture, but
what is certain is that the loss of his wife provides part of his motivation
and hatred towards Whistler. Deth Is also determined not to let Leena lose
her life in the same way," and so is reluctant to involve her in the plot
to capture Whistler. Also in some ways Leena, who belongs to the underworld,
is a 'type' of Deth's previous wife. Therefore the shadow side of him seems
to come from his feelings about his wife's death, which he discusses at
length with Leena, and his hatred of Whistler which stems from the loss of
his wife. It is ironical that it is this dark side which he hates so much
that he must accept if he is to proceed on the quest for individuation.
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THE SHADOW
Having dealt with the figure of the hero-detective it now seems appropriate
to examine its compensatory opposite, the shadow-criminal. The shadow,
like the hero, operates not on just a personal scale but also in terms of a
collective psychology. Whistler and the underworld do not just represent
a projection of Jack Deth's shadow, but of a wider and more general aspect
of the objective psyche.
'With the rise of consciousness since the Middle Ages he (the
devil) has been considerably reduced in stature, but in his
stead there are human beings to whom we gratefully surrender
our shadows. With what pleasure, for instance, we read news-
paper reports of crime! A bona fide criminal becomes a popular
figure because he unburdens in no small degree the conscience
of his fellow men, for now they know once more where the evil
is to be found'.'
The evil in Trancers is clearly personified in the figure of Whistler, who
represents the dark side which Deth must embrace if he is to continue along
the pathway of ind.ividuation. It should be remembered that there is a simi-
larity between the power possessed by the hero, which is ego-consciousness,
and that possessed by the shadow for as has already been shown, both have
in the language of Trancers 'psychic powers', or in the language of analy-
tical psychology numinosity. It is not so much that the shadow is evil, it
is rather that it has not yet been assimilated into ego-consciousness. So
the repressed shadow grows in strength and forces the pace of individuation,
and during this time it can either aid or destroy the hero's psyche.
'But just as there is a passion that strives for blind unres-
tricted life, so there is a passion that would like to sacrifice
all life to the spirit because of its superior creative power.
This passion turns the spirit into a malignant growth that
senselessly destroys human life'.2
1 Jung, C. G., The Integration of the Personality, Trans. Dell, M. S.
(New York, 1939). (Not in Collected Works): para 691
8: 646
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In many ways Whistler represents the antithesis of Deth. Whistler is not
physically impressive, while Jack is constantly demonstrating his physical
prowess by destroying trancers, rescuing Leena, etcetera. Whistler is the
physically weak but cool, calm intellectual villain very much in the vogue
of the 'James Bond' films while he represents Whistler's opposite, the
physical hero.
The physical nature of Deth Is underscored by the appearances of Whistler,
which all have an illusory quality and lack the physical presence of
Whistler himself. A list of Whistler's appearances will make this clearer.
(a) In a pre-recorded image at the council (Appendix II,d).
(b) At a reconstruction fantasy scene. Father Christmas at
the North Pole (Appendix II,e).
(c) In the slow motion time of the ten-second watch.
(d) On television.
(e) In the underworld of the warehouse.
(f) In slow motion time again.
All these appearances of Whistler are illusory, and it does seem as though
Deth is chasing a shadow, something that is immaterial. Whistler not only
personifies the negative aspects of the shadow, but in his 'phantom' appear-
ances indicates its illusory or shadow-like qualities and all this supports
the interpretation of Whistler as a projection of Deth's shadow.
It is also interesting to note that the film is dominated by the illusion of
Whistler. At the start of Trancers Whistler is a holographic image, a shim-
mering ghost, and at the film's end Whistler has gone. His consciousness
has been returned up the line and the consciousness of the 'real' policeman
Weisling has been returned to its body. The film is wrapped in the fantasy
of Whistler and he remains an illusory enemy both to begin and end with.
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At this juncture the film is making the psychological point that to regard
the shadow as an enemy is an illusion, it is wrong. The shadow is part of
being human and must be accepted as such and then integrated into ego-
cQnsciousness. Whether Deth achieves this or not will be examined in the
section on individuation (Chapter 12). At this point it is sufficient to
stress the ambiguity of this, and to remember that if Deth is to progress
to the anima phase he must first assimilate his shadow.
The negative aspects of the shadow also find expression in the trancers. As
mentioned above, the trancers are 'slaves to Whistler's psychic power' and
they have in part been possessed by the dark side of the psyche. They have
lost partial control over their conscious senses, and Whistler is able to
control their action and even to speak through them. However, once Whistler
no longer has any use for a trancer, or after one has been killed, then
their bodies are destroyed, they glow red and disappear, leaving a black
Iv
scorch mark behind. 	 (The film calls this process singeing).
Both of these events are shadow underworld characteristics. The red outline
and heat represents the destruction of' the body in a type of 'hell fire',
and the black scorch in the shape of' the body indicates that these were
indeed black shadow figures belonging to the underworld. Within the myth-
ology of' the detective genre both the red outline and black scorch are remi-
niscent of the white chalk outline which is traditionally drawn around the
bodies of' murder victims.
Trancers at this point neatly ties together both mythological references to
the shadow, and internal filmic references, and so it begins to become clear
that the film is creating its own mythological underworld. In other words
the film is imaging collective and unconscious processes, and in this case
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it is the individuation process which is represented via the mythology of
the detective genre.
Following this it is apposite to examine one of the narrative subthemes which
is the hero incest theme. An act of narrative disclosure occurring at the
end of the film, is that Deth, or Dethton; is to marry Leena and the result
of this marriage many generations later is Jack Deth. It follows from this
that Deth has therefore fallen in love with one of his own ancestral mothers,
or as the analytical psychology term has it his 'first parents'. There are
two possible explanations for this occurrence and the narrative remains de-
liberately ambiguous on this point, either Jack Deth remains in the twen-
tieth century and, in an incestuous relationship, fathers himself, or he
returns to Angel City and Philip Dethton returns to marry Leena. It may at
first appear that Deth has no option but to stay in Los Angeles because
there is only one phial of the time travel drug. However the final shot of
the film shows one of the MacNulty's ancestors coming out of the shadows,
and this ancestor has previously sent Deth up the line. It is therefore
quite possible that MacNulty has returned to bring him back to Angel City.
Despite this ambiguity it is clear that Deth has the intention to commit
incest, and this not only aligns him with the shadow, (it is only necessary
to remember the fate of Oedipus to realise this), but places Deth in a clear
mythological context. As Neumann has commented,
'Jung has demonstrated that the hero's incest implements his
rebirth, that only as one twice-born is he the hero, and
that conversely anyone who has suffered the double birth
must then be regarded as a hero'.'
And later,
1 Neumann: p148
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'... the hero's"incest"is a regenerative incest. Victory
over the mother, frequently taking the form of actual entry
into her, i.e., incest, brings about a rebirth. The incest
produces a transformation of personality which alone makes
the hero a hero, that is, a higher and ideal representative
of mankind'.1
This hero incest theme is therefore vital to the narrative and to the develop-
merit of the hero-detective and also serves to introduce the mythological con-
cept of rebirth into the film. Just as the hero has to be reborn on his
quest, so too all on the quest for individuation have to be reborn, and this
applies on the cultural as well as the individual scale. A culture, if it
is to participate in its individuation, must create its own hero, or as Jung
might have said, live its own myth, and this seems to be happening within
the detective film genre.
THE CONTRASEXUAL ARCHETYPE: ANLMA
At this point it may prove helpful to very briefly identify the archetype
of' anima as it appears in Trancers. In the history of mythology the anima
has assumed a variety of roles; some of these have been positive in nature,
but mostly they are highly negative images of women who try to drain and
destroy the lives of men. This only shows the fear that did, and still does,
exist, which men feel towards their own interior feminine aspect."
Here it is proposed to show that the anima is imaged in one of' two ways,
either benign or malignant, and that both of' these anima images can be
found in the figure of Leena.
1 Neumann: pl5k
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Erich Neumann has commented on the many forms that the anima can be imaged
in,
'She has many forms, ranging from the innocent virgin who is
overwhelmed by the heavenly messenger and the young girl who
receives the god in an ecstasy of longing, to the sorrowful
figure of Sophia, who gives birth to the divine son, the Logos,
knowing that he is sent by God and that the hero's fate is
suffering'. VI
In fact Neumann has only elucidated the benign forms mentioned above and it
takes only a brief look at the history of mythology to further polarise these
two faces of' the anima. Beside the receptive virgin is the figure of the
f'emme fatale which was examined in the previous chapter.VU The Greek Sirens,
the German Lorelei, Lilith, Laxnais, vampires and the witches of the Seven-
teenth Century all serve to indicate the destructive and magical spirit
VIII
world of the anima.
One of the most important attributes of' Leena is that she is a 'strong'
character, who cannot be tranced. As an anima figure she has a closeness
to the shadow, but her strength prevents her from being possessed by it.
This strength is vital to Jack Deth because his wife was weak and died, or
was tranced, while being used as trancer bait. Leena provides an opposite
to this previous weakness in Jack's life, although he still has a fear of
losing her to Whistler. This fear is evident in the scene just before the
final confrontation with Whistler, where Jack helps dress Leena's gunshot
wound which she received in the previous chase. Here Jack describes his
worry that it was his own fear of Whistler which put his wife at risk, and
his reluctance to put Leena at risk is evident. During this scene Leena's
face is shown reflected in a mirror. 	 In this context she seems strong
because the viewer and Deth see two images of her.
1 Neumann: pl37
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It is psychologically right that an anima figure should appear as a reflec-
tion for she has to guide and lure the hero past the shadow phase, deeper
into the unconscious, to eventually arrive at the anima stage. If she does
not seduce the hero he may have to survive without a guide.
It is significantthat the double image of Leena is caused by a reflection,
as this emphasises the illusory quality of the anima.	 While the animus
is outwardly strong, just as Deth is outwardly strong, the anima assumes the
opposite role and is apparently weak, a deceptio visus. As Jung notes, this
may result in attraction between the two opposites and this partly explains
why Leena and Deth fall in love.
'When animus and anima meet, the animus draws his sword of
power and the anima ejects per poison of illusion and seduc-
tion. The outcome need not always be negative, since the
two are equally likely to fall in love (a special instance of
love at first sight)'.1
As a result of this attraction Deth is obliged to trust Leena, although,
because she is an anima projection, she does not always seem to be entirely
worthy of this trust. For example, initially Leena says she will not help
Jack, then she tells him that she will act as his guide around Los Angeles.
After this she steals his car and leaves him at physical risk from a trancer,
and stuck, burning, inside a sun-tan room. Eventually she does return to
save him, and this, combined with the romance of their relationship, ex-
plains why he, in return, saves her from being shot by Whistler's policemen.
From this point onward in the film Leena is trustworthy and her more dubious
skills, for example hot wiring motorbikes, are used to Jack's advantage.
She acts as both provider, bringing him food and presents, and guide, direct-
1 C. W. 9 ,II: 30
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ing him throughout the city. As Jung has observed, 'Anima and animus do
not only occur in negative form. They may sometimes appear as a source of
enlightenment as messengers, and as mystagogues'. 1 Hillnian has commented on
the role of the messenger, guide or interpreter, and has stressed how import-
tant this typically anima role is for the hero.
'The interpreter's role is to help the ego-shade adjust to his
underworld milieu. The interpreter is a guiding Virgil, or a
Teiresias, or a Charon; he is not a Hercules or an Orpheus.
His work is in service of Hermes Chthonios or Hermes Psycho-
pompos, corresponding to the one way direction doward. Hermes
takes souls down; the hero standing behind the ego tries to
bring them back up again'.2
The anima, like Charon, remains in the underworld, moving between two banks
and serving to take the hero deeper into the maze of the underworld, that
is deeper into the unconscious. She is at once his guide and yet also his
undoing. Leena personifies all the aspects of the anima being both a guide,
and a mother.
Summary
To conclude this section on archetype's images and archetypal patterns in
Trancers is a summary which lists the key points of the chapter as it
stands.
1) In Trancers it is possible to discern two key archetypes,
the hero and the shadow. It is also possible to discover
the contrasexual archetype.
2) These archetypes are not discrete but aggregates and should
therefore be considered as a group.
1 Jung, C. G., Basel Seminar, (Zurich, 1934): para 48f
2 Hiliman, J., The Dream and the Underworld, (New York, 1979): p108
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3) This is further substantiated when it is noticed that
the hero archetype has his inner shadow projected onto
the criminal Whistler, and his anirna projected onto
the figure of Leena.
k) There is established an archetypal cluster or aggregate
which contains within its sphere a series of regulating
and compensatory oppositions necessary for the hero's
individuatiori.
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CHAPTER EIGHT NOTES
I. c.f. Appendix II, Figures e and f.
II. c.f. Mythology and Mythologem, Chapter 10: p27k.
III. c.f. The anima: p246-249.
IV. c.f. Appendix II, Figures e and f.
V. c.f. The Detective and Individuation: p201-291.
VI. The darker and malevolent side of the anima is evident in many Film
Noir films, one of the most notable of these is Double Indemnity,
(Dir. B. Wilder, Paramount, l9kk). In this film the 'hero' Walter
Neff is dragged deeper and deeper into the underworld as he is
persuaded by the femme fatale figure of Mrs. Diedrickson to help
murder her husband. Through the attraction of the anima, he is
drawn into a fatal confrontation with his own shadow, and unable to
cope with his feelings for the anima figure, his shadow drives him
to kill her husband. After this he describes himself as a living
corpse, not unlike a trancer, 'I couldn't hear my own footsteps.
It was the walk of a dead man'. He is unable to cope and the only
solution he can find to the problem is to kill the femme fatale,
and he succeeds in this, but not before she has shot him. Just as
she wounded him psychologically, so she now wounds him physically
and this injury will resu1tiri his death, either in the hospital or
later in the gas chambers of San Quentin prison. From a psychological
perspective Double Indemnity not only illustrates the dangerous
aspects of the anima, but also shows how the shadow responds to the
advances of' the anima. The inner man and inner woman walking hand
in hand.
VII. For a detailed account in psychological terms of the contrasexual
archetypes, c.f. Chapter Two, Jung's Psychology of the Unconscious:
p6k.
VIII. For other aspects of' the anima c.f. Chapter Seven: p202.
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Chapter Ni
Archetype's Image and Mythologem
'They said to him: Shall we then, being children,
enter the Kindom? Jesus said to them: When you
make the inner outer and the outer as the inner
and the above as the below, and when you make the
male and the female into a single one'.
The Gnostic Gospel of Thomas
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ARCHETYPE'S IMAGE AND MYTHOLOGEM
It is the function of this section to discover the fundamental or main myth
theme, and to then relate the auxiliary myth themes to this, creating a
mythological unity. In Trancers the central theme is the quest theme and
subsidiary to this are three other important subjects which are; life and
death, height and depth, and body and spirit. Each of these themes will be
examined and related to the central quest theme. However, before this it is
important to examine Jung's concept of Enantiodromia, as this notion under-
lies much of the mythological material in this chapter.
ENANTIODROMIA AND OPPOSITES
In this analysis of Trancers attention has already been paid to the prin-
ciples of opposition and compensation. In a sense these principles are an
integral part of any analytical procedure and demand that a unit, in this
case a film, should be broken down into its constituent parts. However,
for analytical psychology, the danger of this process is that as the film
is deconstructed, the interrrelationship of its various parts is forgotten.'
This is especially true when the principles of opposition and compensation
are being observed. In the search for clarity of meaning it becomes easy
to lose sight of an image's complementary opposite. Or rather it is for-
gotten that it is a complementary opposite and that it exists in a compen-
satory state to its other half, without which it remains incomplete. As
Jung notes,
'The tendency to separate the opposites as much as possible and
to strive for singleness of meaning is absolutely necessary for
clarity of consciousness, since discrimination is of its essence.
But when the separation is carried so far that the complementary
opposite is lost sight of, and the blackness of the whiteness,
and the evil of the good, the depth of the heights, and so on, is
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no longer seen, the result is one-sidedness, which is then com-
pensated from the unconscious without our help'.1
While it is vital that as part of this analytical procedure the oppositions
contained within the mythological sub-stratum of Trancers are exposed, when
analysing the text in Jungian terms they must always be viewed as parts of
a regulating and balancing system. Any creative activity which is viewed
psychologically is bound to reveal apparent contradictions and oppositions
because this is the way in which the unconscious communicates. During
analyses of these products of the unconscious, constant reference should
therefore be made to opposites and their synthesis. In the following quote
Jung is writing about the evolution of psychology but his point is equally
valid as a general psychological principle.
'Contradictory views are necessary for the evolution of any
science; they must not be set up in opposition to each 2
other, but should seek the earliest possible synthesis'.
Given this imperative, to strive for synthesis, it is important to apply
this to the analytical procedure which this chapter is conducting, and to
see if it is possible to be consciously aware of the oppositions within the
text, and yet still achieve a synthetic, textual, and analytical unity.
This is where Jung's concept of Enantiodrornia becomes useful.
The term Enantiodromia is one which Jung borrowed and redefined from Hera-
clitus. The term is composed of two Greek words, Enantio, meaning counter,
and Dromia, meaning running, and Jung understands this to be the 'regulative
function of opposites', or as Heraclitus puts it, 'The way up and the way
down are one and the same'. 3 Jung notes that,
1 C. W. 1k: 1470
2 c. W. 18: 177k
Heraclitus, Heraclitus: Greek Text with a Short Commentary, Trans.
Marrovitch, M., (Los Andes University Press, 1967): Fragment 30
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'Old Heraclitus, who was indeed a very great sage, discovered
the most marvellous of all psychological laws: the regulative
function of opposites. He called it enantiodromia, a running
contrariwise, by which he meant that sooner or later everything
runs into its opposite... Thus the rational attitude of culture
necessarily runs into its opposite, namely the irrational deva-
station of culture. We should never identify ourselves with
reason, for man is not and never will be a creature of reason
alone, a fact to be noted by all pedantic culture-mongers. The
irrational cannot and must not be extirpated. The gods cannot
and must not die'.1
If everything really does run into its opposite then this has some very im-
portant implications for the oppositions discovered within Trancers. Rather
than regarding an opposition as a textual hole, that is a place at which the
narrative fabric deconstructs itself, opposition becomes a unifying and
solidifying occurrence. For example, the fact that Jack Deth is on
a search for life strengthens his mytho-symbolic structure and hence its
narrative importance. Again Deth descends into the underworld to fight
crime, and in Trancers this 'underworld' is the world of Los Angeles 1985.
The inner underworld and outer world of Los Angeles have become one, and
through this cohesion the mythological elements of the narrative are bonded
into a diverse, yet unified structure. The result of this is that if decon-
struction, within the terms of analytical psychology, is properly conducted,
then there is the discovery of a new and deeper mythological level. So while
this analysis does discriminate and search for opposition in the attempt to
explore the meanings of myths and symbols, it does so not to explain away
their presence, neither is it an attempt to deprive them of their numinous
and ultimately unknowable substance. All that is happening is that decon-
struction reveals a newer and deeper mythological level. So within a pro-
perly conducted film analysis both Jung's demand that myth and symbols re-
main irrational, and the analyst's need to know just what is going on beneath
the surface, remain compatible. Indeed they may themselves be regarded as
1 C. W. 7:
	
111
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part of an Enantiodromaic system, as Hiliman notes,
'So it is a mistake to treat Jung's opposites with logical tools,
as if he were making logical moves. Because his oppositions
are riot logically exclusive contradictories, anima does not
exclude animus, and we can be conscious and unconscious at the
same time, and so on. That is why Jung so often rejects
"either/or thinking" in preference to "both". His pairs are
antagonistic and complementary at the same time, but never
contradic tories' 1
Having stressed the importance of opposition, and shown it to provide mytho-
logical cohesion, it is now proposed to examine the three pairs of opposites
listed at the start of this chapter; height and depth, life and death, body
and spirit, and all of these will be seen with reference to the central
quest theme. First, then, a brief introduction to the quest theme.
THE HERO'S QUEST OR ADVENTURE
So far in this chapter reference has been made to the hero-detective's quest
and this has been seen as a linear quest for truth. By this is meant that
the detective follows a series of consecutive clues, which when properly in-
terpreted will enable him to solve the crime under his consideration. Fur-
ther this search or quest for truth has been equated with the detective's
own search for individuation and so he is placed firmly in both a mythologi-
cal and psychological landscape - indeed the one is taken to be a projection
of the other. This simple linear quest model is accurate, so far as it goes,
but it is possible to produce a more detailed general cyclical model which
breaks down the quest into its component parts. This again is a general
model and shows the universally recurring sections and order of the quest
motif. What follows is first a diagram illustrating this quest, and then an
indication of how this links to Jack Deth's quest in Trancers.
1 Hillman, J., The Dream and the Underworld, (New York, 1979): p75-76
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The Hero's Quest Motif
Call to ,-
Threshold crossii Adventure
	
Elixir
Helper
Brother-battle
ceturnDragon-battle	 i
ResurrectionDismemberment ThRESHOLD OF ADVENTUR)Crucifixion IRescueAbduction hreshold struggleNight-sea journey
Wonder journey i
Tests
Flight
Whale's belly	
Hel'rs	
___i
1. SACRED MARRIAGE
2. FATHER ATONEMENT
3. APOTHEOSIS
4. ELIXIR THEFT
Extracted from The Hero With A Thousand Faces, J. Campbell, (New York, 1949),
This edition, (London, 1968): p245
At the'head of' the circle there is the call to adventure, and Jack Deth is
indeed called, as first he resigns from the police force and is then sum-
moned by the council to hunt Whistler. Perhaps of more importance to Deth
than the council's call is his own inner call, or vocation, as first of all
he ignores the summons of the council and only accepts the quest when he dis-
covers that, 'Whistler's alive!'. As also mentioned the loss of his wife to
Whistler's trancers may also play an important part in his motivation.
The first helper that Deth encounters is Ruby, one of the council's engin-
eers, who Is to look after his body after she has sent his consciousness
'down the line' into the body of Philip Detlitori in 1985. With Ruby's help,
Deth crosses the threshold of time, goes down the line and enters the under-
world of Los Angeles in the body of Dethton. Here he undergoes his first
test, to find the ancestor of Chairman Spencer and to find him before he is
killed by Whistler. He enlists the aid of Leena (Helper) in this quest.
linfortunately he Is too late and finds that Spencer's ancestor has been
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turned into a trancer and the result of this is that the father figure of
Spencer pays for Deth's mistake with his life (Father Atonement). Also at
this point Deth, for the first time, uses his long second watch. (When the
button on this watch is pressed, one second is stretched to ten for the
person who is wearing it). So rather than steal a magical elixir he uses
a 'magical' watch which has been 'stolen' from the future. He goes back to
Chinatown to decide on his next move but against his will is brought back to
Angel City (Return). Here it is necessary to insert an additional section
as Deth returns once more to Los Angeles and uses another identical 'magical'
watch to help him rescue his anima-guide Leena. After his success he remains
IIin Los Angeles.
From this analysis it would seem that the pattern of the hero quest in
Trancers is almost identical to the expected mythological hero-quest pattern.
That such strong mythological patterns occur in films is not surprising when
the psychological mode of analysis is adopted. In fact given the framework
of analytical psychology it can be regarded as a sign that these ancient
mythological structures are alive and well in this film.
Now that the mythological context for the central quest motif has been est-
ablished it is possible to commence the analysis of the auxiliary myth themes
for Trancers.
Height and Depth
Before embarking on a discussion of the psychological and mythological im-
portance of height and depth it is important to be clear about the role that
this concept plays within Trancers.
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The cosmology of Trancers is such that the city of Los Angeles is depicted
as being'down the line' and the future Angel City is'up the line'. There are
several important concepts here. First it seems as though there is a physi-
cal tie between the two cities - the line. This line is a line of time and
bonds together two separate time scales into the one geographical location?
This line seems to operate as a type of Axis mundi which runs through the two
cities. Jack Deth descends from Angel City, down the line into the world of
Los Angeles, or rather he descends into the underworld to hunt for Whistler.
Deth is constantly on a downward journey, first he goes down the line, and
then nearly all his movements in Los Angeles are depicted as being downward.
For example, in the motor-bike chase sequence he is forced deeper into the
underworld while Leena remains on the surface, and again at the end of the
film he glides down a wire to rescue the falling Leena. Jack Deth is hero-
ically descending not only into the depths of his own unconscious, but also
into the archetypal objective psyche and this goes some way to explaining the
collected and archetypal patterns that provide the structure for Trancers.
While Jung constantly stresses the importance of the unconscious, he is also
keen to acknowledge its dangers, and these are dangers that Deth is only too
aware of:
'For where is a height without depth, and how can there be light
that throws no shadow? There is no good that is not opposed by
evil... What is down below is not just an excuse for more
pleasure, but something we fear because it demands to play its
part in the life of' the more conscious and more complete man'.1
As mentioned there is a way in which the upper world, and the underworld,
are linked and this is a common mythological theme. For example the Egypt-
ians thought of' the sky as supported by the father whose vitality and phallus
1 C. W. 10: 271
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becomes the Axis mundi on which the world turns (c.f. illustrations below).
In the Polynesian creation myth, again the world is shaped by the people who
inhabit it, and a link is thereby made between the heavens and the earth.
In India Mount Meru is believed to stand in the middle of the world, and in
Palestine Mount Tabor is again thought to stand at the world's centre and
bond heaven and earth. (The word Tabor is derived from Tabbur meaning navel
or more correctly world navel - Omphalos) so while the underworld may be
dangerous there is a way in which we are bonded to it and cannot escape.
Indeed each of us carries the underworld in our own psyches and these myths
serve to illustrate that the Irnago mundi is constructed around an Axis mundi
which is our ego centre. There is also a sense in which Jack Deth's under-
world is also ours, as all humanity shares the principal, archetypal core of
the objective psyche.
The Separation of Sky and Earth in the Egyptian Cosmology
From The Hero With A Thousand Faces, (New York, 1949)
This edition, (London, 1968): p283
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The People Shape the World in the Polynesian Creation Myth
Ibid: p275
While it is desirable for the clarity of this analysis to separate the cos-
mology of Trancers into two parts, the upper Angel City and the lower Los
Angeles, there is a sense in which these two places are synonymous.
If the principle of Enantiodromia is applied, then it becomes clear that it
is no longer enough to create a mythological dualism of time and place,
because these opposites of above and below, inner and outer, run into each
other. Angel City and Los Angeles are effectively the same place, the inner
world of the unconscious is the same as the outer world of the senses. As
Hillman notes,
'The simultaneity of the underworld with the daily world is
imaged by Hades coinciding indistinguishably with Zeus, or
identical with Zeus Chthonios. The brotherhood of Zeus and
Hades says that the upper and lower worlds are the same;
only the perspectives differ. There is only one and the same
universe, coexistent and synchronous, but one brother's view
sees it from above and through the light, the other from below
and into its darkness'.1
1 Hillman, (1979): p30
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Jack Deth can visit Los Angeles either as a diver exploring the sunken
ruins of the Lost City, or he can go down the line and explore as a detec-
tive in 198k. For him the two places are one, what has changed is not the
city but his perspective on Los Angeles. This becomes evident in the motor-
bike chase sequence. Here he has to leave Leena, his guide, who asks him,
'Do you know your way back to Chinatown?', to which he replies, 'Sure, I
used to swim through here'. Deth knows the plan of the city but his per-
spective on it is different.
This is one of the psychological 'truths' which Jack Deth has to learn,
that while he is in Los Angeles he is both an 'outsider' and an 'insider'.
It is one of the film's hidden messages that to progress with individua-
tion, one must go deep into the underworld, but this can only be achieved
by expanding conscious awareness, for it is through the conscious that the
unconscious communicates.
'Our familiar term depth psychology says quite directly: to
study the soul, we must go deep, and when we go deep, soul
becomes involved. The logos of the soul, psychology, implies
the act of travelling the soul's labyrinth in which we can
never go deep enought'.'
Or in other words, to understand the psyche at deepest level, for a real
depth psychology, one must go into the underworld, and in his quest for the
shadow figure of Whistler, this is what Jack Deth does.
Life and Death
In Trancers there are two principal death themes. Within one theme death
is final and absolute, but in the other theme death becomes part of life,
and is a renewing event resulting in rebirth. As far back as Socrates death
1 Hiliman, (1979): p25
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has been polarised in these two ways, either it is final, or there is life
after death.
'Death is one of two things. Either it is annihilation, and
the dead have no consciousness of anything; or, as we are
told, it is really a change: a migration of the soul from
one place to another'.'
The theme that death is final belongs to Whistler, who represents death in
its most negative aspects. Through his psychic power he invades the lives
of weak people and becomes their master, part of their old self dies and they
are left with a body which is empty, as Deth said at the beginning of the
film, they are dead, but 'not dead enough'.
The theme of life/death is of course one in which the whole detective film
genre is immersed. In the Film Noir Crossfire (Dir. E. Drnytryk, RKO, 19k7),
not only is the life/death theme evident but the film also has a similar way
of depicting and mythologising death. For example the film opens with a
sequence showing the shadows of two men fighting, and it is soon disclosed
that this is the murder around which the narrative is to centre. In the
terms of analytical psychology the symbolic interpretation is clear. Here
extraverted ego-consciousness wrestles with and destroys the shadow, and,
as in Trancers, the shadow is equated with death.
It is interesting to note that in this film Samuels, the murder victim, is
killed because he is a Jew. However in the original novel The Brick Fox
Hole, written by Richard Brooks, Samuels is killed because he is a homo-
sexual. Thus the shadow in the novel is tainted with the odour of the anima,
unfortunately this is lost in the screen adaptation thereby weakening the
psychological structure of the film, although the shadow as projected onto
a Jew remains a strong psychological motif.
1 Plato, The Last Days of Socrates: The Apology, Trans. Tredennick, (London,
1954):p kl
26'.
Regarding the theme of life/death and the shadow, at the end of Crossfire
the detective refers to the murderer Montgomery, whorahe has just shot, say-
ing 'He was dead for a long time, he just didn't know it'. An echo of this
is heard in Jack Deth's line about trancers, they were 'dead, but not dead
enough'. Both Crossfire and Trancers share a portrayal of the shadow in
which once the shadow possesses ego-consciousness the entire self is des-
troyed. Both these films illustrate the dangers of' possession by unconscious
forces and hence the importance of properly assimilating them into ego-
consciousness.
To return specifically to Trancers, once one of the 'half dead' trancers
finally becomes useless to Whistler, or when they are 'singed', then their
bodies glow red and they disappear leaving behind a black scorch mark
For the disciples of Whistler there seems to be little hope. First they lose
their spirit, their capacity for free will, although they may have already
begun to lose this before encountering Whistier 1
 and after this they lose
their bodies which are burnt in what is an almost sacrificial way. However
in mythology death and sacrifice do not have to be destructive, and it is
now appropriate to progress to this other theme of death in Trancers.
In his writings Jung is anxious to stress that preparation for death is an
integral part of life. Clearly Whistler's victims are not given this
chance to prepare for their deaths, as they are possessed by Whistler with-
out their assent. In writing about the preparation for death Jung has said,
'Like a projectile flying to its goal, ife ends in death. Even its ascent
and its zenith are only steps and means to this goal'.' And, 'From the middle
of life onward, only he remains vitally alive who is ready to die with life'
1 C.W. 8: 803
8: 800
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and finally, 'Death is psychologically as important as birth and, like it,
,1is an integral part of life .
	 All of these quotes stress the importance of
preparing through life for death, and indeed this must be regarded as part
of the hero's role and hence part of Jack Deth's role.
Here the most important concept to be understood is that death does not
ipso facto bring death, it may bring life. The idea that death can bring
life is found in the Christian tradition. Here in the ritual mythology of
baptism the old self dies so that a new person can be reborn. The new per-
son is recreated or reborn in Christ, as the apostle Paul writes in Romans,
'Or don't you know that all of us who were baptised into Christ
Jesus were baptised into his death? We were therefore buried
with him through baptism into death in order that, just as
Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father,
we too may live a new life'.2
Again, within the Christian tradition there is the understanding that
Christ died and descended into hell so that the people of' the world who were
VI
saved by this action would not have to descend there themselves.
	 The
famous theologian Luther has commented that, 'Christ's resurrection is our
resurrection'. 3
 In all these quotations there is the clear understanding
that because a hero (saviour) has undergone a trial, humanity does not have
to undergo that test. In other words, the hero descends into the .underworld
on the behalf of humanity, and from this he brings the world salvation.
This can be directly applied to the figure of Jack Deth who as an archetypal
hero experiences individuation for himself, but also for consciousness gener-
ally. He is a Heilbringer, a bringer of salvation. However like all heroes
1 C. W. 13: 68
2 The Bible, Romans, New International Version, (London, 1979): 6: 3-
Luther, M., Commentaries on I Corinthians 15, (St Louis, 1973): 28: p202
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Deth must pay the price of his role as a saviour in two ways; first by
dying to his old Self and being reborn by the incestuous relationship, and
secondly he must sacrifice himself. He decides to destroy the shadow-
criminal of Whistler and in so doing he chooses to stay in Los Angeles,
because he only has one phial of antidote to the time drug. He uses this
to send Whistler up the line where his body has already been destroyed, and
in symbolic terms, this is sacrifice of himself to destroy Whistler. Deth
leaves behind the world of consciousness to live in the underworld.
The myth of the hero sacrificing himself can be made clearer by reference
to the Hindu Vedic creation myth of the 'Cosmic Sacrifice'. The God,
Purusha, is at once the supreme being, the cosmos and man, and as such
his primordial sacrifice is the very act of creation. Purusha's self-
immolation becomes a prototype and from this in the Vedic tradition, all
sacrifices are repetitions of this initial creative act.
11. When they divided Purusha how many poz'tions did they make?
What do they call his mouth, his arms? What do they call
his thighs and feet?
12. The Brahmas was his mouth, of both his arms was the Rajanya
made.
His thighs became the Vishya, from his feet the Shudra was
produced.
13. The moon was gendered from his mind, and from his eye the
sun had birth.
Indra and Agni from his mouth were born, and Vaya from his
breath...
16. Gods, sacrificing, sacrificed the victim; these were the
earliest holy ordinances.
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The mighty ones attained the height of heaven, there where
the Sedhyas, gods of old, are dwelling'.1
This myth aptly illustrates how death can be creative and how it can bring
new life. This is the type of death that Jack Deth symbolises; it is not
a destructive death but a creative one. In psychological terms it is not so
much that Whistler has been killed, it is more that he has been transcended
and the shadow can now be assimilated.
Body and Spirit
In Trancers there exists a unity between the concepts of body and spirit.
In other words in this mythology there is an indication of the interdepen-
dence of body and spirit. However, at this stage it is Important to eluci-
date two meanings of the term 'spirit'. First there Is the spirit which
means a person's consciousness and latent personality - it is this spirit
which Trancers primarily deals with. Associated with this is the second
type of spirit; this Spirit refers to the eternal Self or the soul, and
represents the spiritual perfection of mankind. In the terms of analytical
psychology this equates with a finished individuation process. Of course
the distinction between these two types of spirit is not clearly defined, as
perfection of' the bodily spirit may result in a higher level of spiritual
perfection, as Blake comments,
'Man has no Body distinct from his Soul; for that Body is a
portion of Soul discerned by the five senses, the chief
inlets of Soul in this age'.2
1 Rig Veda, Hymns of the Rig Veda IV, Translated Griffith, R. T. H.,
(Benares, 1892): p289-293 X, 90
2 Blake, W.,'The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. The Augment.' The Complete
Writings of William Blake, editor Keynes, G., (London, 1966): Plate k,
Lines 10-12
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However in Trancers there exists a higher level of dualism than this, for
Jack Deth's body may remain intact whilst his consciousness is sent to Los
Angeles. Also, Philip Dethton's body is inhabited by the spirit of Jack
Deth with no apparent ii]. effects to either party. (There is a gap in the
film's information at this point because the viewer never gets to know how
Dethton feels about being taken out of his body, and Deth is certainly an-
noyed at the way in which he is shuttled up and down the line). However
the real problems occur when the body is inhabited by an evil force, that
is the mind control of Whistler. What occurs is not a simple exchange of
bodies and spirit8, but a spiritual attack in which Whistler attempts to
possess the entire somatic unity of an individual. The attack will only
succeed on someone who is weak, 'squids' as Deth calls them, and this is
a mythological example of a psychological truth; that the shadow possesses
those with an under-developed ego-consciousness.
At this point it is important to further investigate exactly what a trancer
is, as this brings together some of the themes in the film. As Jack com-
ments, trancers are people who are half dead, they have not completely died,
although they are apparently under Whistler's psychic power. Trancers seem
very much in the model of Zombies who traditionally are people which are
made to work for someone; for example, a farmer may approach a witch-doctor
to activate them. The trancers also look like the traditional film image
of the zombie. They are clearly human in shape, and yet they are grotes-
quely disfigured as their bodies swell up and their skin turns yellow. The
film never shows someone becoming tranced but what is noticeable is that once
they have become a trancer they seem to lose all sense of self-identity and
become functionaries.
Curiously what all those who have become trancers share is a uniform. For
example; the waitress, the policeman, the Santa Claus, the suntan man. In
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psychological terms what they call exhibit is an excessive identification
with the persona that their uniform indicates, so the two trancer cops in
the warehouse when challenged by Deth reply, 'The Lieutenant (Whistler) is
the finest man on the force. I've pledged my life to him', and the first
thing that Cris Lavery, the suntan athlete, comments on is Jack's suntan, which
forms part of Lavery's persona. The trancers in the film are not really
characters at all but functionaries, and by identifying with their personas
they have made themselves susceptible to Whistler's power. All that Whistler
has to do is take the logical step, and exploit this weakness. What puts
Deth at risk is that he seems to place a similar excessive reliance on his
persona.
Strangely it is Deth who appears to activate the trancers. For example the
waitress trancer is serving someone until he arrives, when she is activated
and tries to kill him. The important thing is that it is impossible to tell
who is, or is not, a trancer, until they meet Deth and it is almost as though
he is a chemical, rather than a secret, agent. He seems to represent a cata-
lyst which activates the latent trancer, and yet he does not seem to rea-
lise this as he still administers T.S.E's (trancer suspect evaluations) to
non-tranced people.
This power to activate the trancers gives Deth a closeness or affinity to
them. Like him they hold on to a persona but also like Whistler they re-
present the Inner shadow. In some ways they form a midpoint between Deth
and Whistler; on the outside they carry their personas and like him are
physically strong, yet on the inside they hide the invisible shadow Whistler,
and here they are weak. So In the scene at the warehouse when he is faced
with a trancer cop and says, 'I'm just a cop like you', the trancer tries
to do what the persona would do, his duty. However they experience a little
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difficulty and he urges him to fight the power of Whistler, but in the end
the cop is unable to escape this power.
It is important to note that there is more than one set of trancers in the
film. For example, at the night club where Deth goes to dance with Leena
he encounters a group of punks and describes them as being 'Like a bunch of
trancers'. To him they are trancer-like because they don't seem to have
any control over their bodies and, like the trancers controlled by Whistler,
he 'activates' the trancer-punks and ends up fighting them. It is Deth who
brings this violent destructive response from them. The other set of tran-
cers are the drunks at the warehouse who are in an alcoholic trance and from
these 'trancers' he calls forth Hap Ashby, the person whom he and Leena are
searching for.
In contrast to the tranced characters are the characters in the film who
cannot be tranced, most notably Hap and Leena. Both Hap and Leena are strong
characters with a sense of purpose. They do not have the type of excessive
persona identification which puts the other characters at risk, and both of
them have a mission. For Hap, one of his descendants is to become a leader
in the twenty-third century, and Leena has a vocation to guide and protect
Deth. It is the strength of' her devotion to him that protects her against
Whistler's attempted trancing, and causes Deth to comment, 'The girl won't
trance Whistler, she's too strong'.
Hap and Leena have strong spirits and this prevents Whistler from taking
over their bodies; one critical interpretation of this is that the film is
saying it is important to have a sense of purpose and to be in control of
yourself. Trancers seems to make heroes out of those with a singleness of
VIIpurpose, and these are the qualities that Jack Deth exhibits.
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To bring this section to a close it will prove helpful to weave together
some of its diverse threads, but to do so within the mythological, frame-
work of body and spirit, which dualism is personified by the trancers.
The dualism of' body and spirit is evident in Christianity, as is the famous
saying of Jesus, 'Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation.
The spirit is willing, but the body is weak'.' This dualistic theory enters
a highly mystical phase when it is developed by the apostle Paul who be-
lieved in a perishable mortal body but an eternal spirit. However it is not
an individual's own spirit that lives but the spirit of the hero Christ,
the first person of the trinitarian Godhead.
'But if Christ is in you, your body Is dead because of sin,
yet your spirit is alive because of righteousness. And if
the Spirit of' him who raised Jesus from the dead is living
in you,, he who raised Christ from the dead will also give
life to your mortal bodies through his Spirit, who lives
in you'.2
What Paul. is stating here is typical of' the hero sacrifice myth, that
through the hero's death and rebirth (resurrection), all believers may ex-
perience their own rebirth. In the terms of' analytical psychology this is
mythological evidence of the insight that a hero's individuation aids the
whole culture in its Individuation process.0
Summary
Before starting Chapter Ten, it may prove useful to provide a summary of
the main points in this chapter.
1 The Bible, Matthew, 26: LU
2 The Bible, Romans, 8: 10-11
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1) Opposites tend to run into each other. For example in the
case of rebirth, death becomes life, this tendency is called
Enant iodromia.
2) The central quest myth of Trancers is the hero detective's
quest. This physical outward quest is a metaphor for his
inner quest which is individuation.
3) The secondary or auxiliary myth themes of height/depth,
life/death and body/spirit are united and find expression
in the central myth theme.
k) The hero-detective Deth's quest for individuation indicates
a cultural quest for individuation, and it both reflects
and aids the process.
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CHAPTER NINE NOTES
I. c.f. Chapter Two, p5k,Note I
II. It is interesting to note that Empire Entertainment, the umbrella
organisation for all director Charles Band's activities, is planning
to produce a sequel to Trancers called The Return of Jack Deth.
From the quest model that has been created, certain predictions
about the general plot structure of the film can be attempted.
First, Jack Deth must be re-called across the threshold into the
twenty-third century. Here, once again, his help will be required
to maintain the civilisation of Angel City. To assist him in this
quest he will be provided with certain magical items and will enlist
the aid of' at least one helper.
In terms of the individuation process it would be expected that Deth
will no longer be combating his shadow nor maybe even his anima, and
the appearance of a 'wise old man' figure is anticipated. Of course
this is pure conjecture and just represents a development of the
individuation process and one more circuit of the quest cycle.
However it would seem a vindication of this type of psychological
model if the film does conform to these expectations.
III. A detailed discussion of the symbolism of time will occur in the
section on Mythology and Mythologem, Chapter Ten, p276-281
IV. c.f. Appendix II, b and f
V. c.f. p267
VI. c.f. Tertullian, De Anima 55, Ante-Nicene Christian Library,
editoisRoberts, A. &Donaldson, J., (Edinburgh, 1870).
VII. This is a highly contemporary American myth and it is only necessary
to look as far as the Rainbo series of films to find this myth in an
extreme version.
VIII. For a complete analysis of Christ's individuation, c.f.
C. W. 11: 296-k48
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Chapter Ten
Mythology and Mythologem
'It seems that a myth itself, as well as the symbols
it brings into play, never quite disappears from
the present world of the psyche; it only changes
its aspect arid disguises its operations'.
M. Eliade
Myths, Dreams and Mysteries: The Encounter between Contemporary
Faiths and Archaic Reality
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INTRODUCTION
This section is concerned with the symbols that are liberated in Trancers
and, while acknowledging the range of meanings a symbol may contain, it is
hoped to show that these symbols form part of a cohesive mythological unity.
Due to the diversity of meaning contained within a symbol,' and because of
its ultimately unknowable nature, it is important to stress that the follow-
ing interpretations of the symbols in Trancers represent only one of many
possible perspectives. The perspective adopted by this chapter is the same
as that of the film, namely, the underworld. Through the underworld, and
within the context of the detective mythology, the various and apparently
contradictory (Enantiodromian) readings of the symbols will be explored.
Hiliman has commented on the ambiguity of dream images and his remarks re-
main valid for symbols in films, which clearly have affinities with dream
symbols
'The ambiguity of dreams lies in their multiplicity of meanings,
their inner polytheism, the fact that they have in each scene,
figure, image "an inherent tension of opposites," as Jung would
say. The tension is more than that, however, it is the tension
of multiple likenesses, endless possibilities, for the dream is
soul itself, and soul, said Heraclitus, is endless'.1
With this warning in mind it is now proposed to start the analysis of the
symbols, seeing each symbol from within a mythological and underworld per-
spective and placed firmly within the mythology of Trancers.
1 Hiliman, J., The Dream and the Underworld, (New York, 1979): p126
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SYMBOLIC TIME
Before embarking on an examination of the symbolic role of time in Trancers
it is important to provide a very brief context to the process of time
measurement, and also to provide a psychological perspective within which
to think about time.
One of the important factors about time perception is that it is culturally
dependent. Each culture devises a system of time measurement, or percep-
tion which is best suited to its specific needs, and the most striking thing
about the present Western system is that it is an even and cyclical system.
This psychological perception of time as an even flowing, circular, current
is something which is fairly recent in Western thought. As Thomas comments,
'But, essentially, these beliefs about the uneveness of time
were the natural product of a society which was fundamentally
agrarian in character, and relatively primitive in its tech-
nology... These changes (in technology) meant that the
Newtonian conception of time as continuously flowing and
equable in quality was not just intellectually valid; it
had also become socially acceptable'.'
For many, and for Jung, the Newtonian concept of time was neither intel-
lectual].y valid nor socially acceptable. This concept of the objective
psyche places archetypes as essentially outside time, because they are in-
dependent universal patterns, both governing past developments, and pre-
dicting or preparing future ones. As Jung comments,
'Anything psychic is Janus faced; it looks both backwards
and forwards. Because it is evolving, it is also preparing
the future. Were this not so, intentions, aims, plans, cal-
culations, predictions and premonitions would be psychological
impossibilities' 2
1 Thomas, K., Religion and the Decline of Magic, (London, 1971). This
edition, (London, 198k): p7kk-745
2 c W. 6: 717f
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Or more simply, 'Everything psychic is pregnant with the future'.' So
Jung's concept of time is not bound by a materialistic linear perception,
rather he adopts a mythological approach in which time is at once present,
future, and past. As Blake puts it,
'To see a world in a grain of sand
And heaven in a wild flower
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour'.2
The first and most obvious point at which this psychology of time inter-
sects with Trancers is with the incest theme. It will be remembered that
the hero-detective Jack Deth apparently attempts to commit incest, in so
much as he tries to have sex with Leena, who may be one of his distant
female ancestors. This incest theme, as has been demonstrated, is universal
to the hero myth, and results in the hero's rebirth and immortality. If the
hero myth and the time symbol, (that is the view of time as means of esca-
ping the present moment), are connected, then the reason for the hero's
eternal values becomes clear. In the following quote, Jung is talking about
the physical relationship between daughter and mother, but his remarks apply
equally well to the situation in Trancers in which Deth attempts to create
his own ancestral heritage and children,
'The psyche pre-existent to consciousness (e.g., in the child)
participates in the maternal psyche on the one hand, while on
- the other it reaches across to the daughter psyche... This
participation and intermingling give rise to that peculiar
uncertainty as regards time: a woman lives earlier as a
mother, later as a daughter. The conscious experience of
these ties produces the feeling that her life is spread out
over generations - the first step towards the immediate ex-
perience and conviction of being outside time, which brings
with it a feeling of irnmortality'.3
1 • W. 1k: 53
2 Blake, W., Auguries of' Innocence, lines 1-4, 1803
C. W. 9,1: 316
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Thus the hero's incest theme, as it is represented in Trancers, is an ex-
tension of a normal psychological and physiological theme. The archetype
of the hero has found a cultural expression in the film, and yet precisely
because the theme is universal, its message is both highly individual and
personal. On a cultural scale the hero can once again be regarded as a
representation of a collective ego-consciousness who, on a culture's behalf,
seeks to live the mythological life of individuation.
Within Trancers there are two further time themes. First it is interesting
to note that upper and outer worlds are 'out of sync'. That is to say that
time and date do not correspond exactly, so when Deth leaves Angel City for
the first time it is July, and as he arrives in Los Angeles it is Christmas
Eve. Another indication of this non linearity of time occurs when Deth is
attempting to have sex with Leena, here he is taken out of his ancestor's
borrowed body for only five minutes, but when he returns he discovers, to
his chagrin, that apparently at least half an hour has passed. So while the
two worlds are connected by what is almost an Axis universalis, time in the
upper world and in the underworld seem to move at different speeds. This
apparent dichotomy of time scales will be explored below, but before this it
is important to mention another way in which time is treated in Trancers.
One of the objects that Jack Deth brings with him into Los Angeles is a
'long second watch'. It will be remembered that when the button on the
watch is depressed, then one second is stretched to ten for the person who
is wearing it. This gadget is useful to him on two occasions, first when
Whistler shoots at Leena and Deth as they are coming out of a suntan par-
lour, and secondly at the end of the film where Whistler throws Leena over
a building. On both occasions he activates the long second and is able to
move Leena out of the bullet's path' or catch her as she falls. The way
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in which the film depicts this long second is by having two slow motion
sequences, thus the viewer is treated to the same view of the event as
Deth and identification with the hero figure is increased. (With refer-
ence to the first of these two occasions it is interesting to note that
Robbe-Grillet wrote a detective novel, 'The Erasers', which takes place in
the moment between the firing of the murderer's gun and the bullet's arrival
in its victim. The detective's entire investigation takes place in this
moment and, perhaps, some reference is being made to this novel).
The reasons for these apparent discrepancies in time scale, become clear
when reference is made to the mythological representation of sacred and
profane time. Here it may be helpful to refer back to Thomas' point about
the relationship between representations of time and technology. The point
is that today for Western man it is no longer enough to rely on the linear
Newtonian concept of time that Thomson delineates, because the perceptual
sphere of Western man has increased to include the discoveries of Einstein
and quantum physics. These discoveries have shown that time is not fixed,
but is dependent upon other factors, for example speed and height. This new
perception means that a new mythology has been created, or rather an old
mythology has been recreated, for the certainty of science has been eroded
by its own theoretical speculations. As the scientist Heisenberg, discoverer
of the now famous 'uncertainty principle' comments:
'Atoms are not THINGS. The electrons which form an atom's
shell are no longer things in the sense of classical physics,
things which could be unambiguously described by concepts like
location, velocity, energy, size. When we get down to the
atomic level, the objective world in space and time no longer
exists, and the mathematical symbols of theoretical physics
refer merely to possibilities, not facts'.'
1 Heisenberg, W., Der Teil und das Granze, (Munchen, 1 969): p63-64
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What is important here is that even in the field of theoretical physics,
time and space no longer remain fixed measurable quantities and this is
the case in the world of Trancers, where not only do time scales differ but
the actual experience of them also differs.
Regarding the experience of time, Eliade, the scholar of comparative
religion, has made a distinction between sacred and profane time. His dis-
tinction remains valid for the so called primitive societies and for contem-
porary Western man, and the applicability of these notions of sacred and
profane time to Trancers seems clear. Given the perspective of the under-
world, and also given the 'magic' of' the long second watch along with the
self-contained archetypa]. nature of' the underworld, it would seem reasonable
to assert that Los Angeles time corresponds to a special type of time that
can be categorised 'magico-religious time'. This is in contrast to the pro-
fane, or non mythological, time of' Angel City (note again a typical Enan-
tiodromia - it is in Angel City that time is at its most secular). As
Eliade comments,
'The difficulty is not simply that magico-religious time and
profane time are different in nature; it is rather more the
fact that the actual experience of time as such is not always
the same for primitive peoples as for modern Western man'.'
This is certainly the case in Trancers where time, specifically for Jack
Deth, is different from everyone else. It is as though the numinous and
magical qualities of the hero carry with them their own time scale, and as
Deth appears and uses such devices as the long second so incisions are made
into profane time. Further these insertions of magical or sacred time, are
thematically linked together, so that it is almost possible to see them as
constituting another duration with its own continuity. In mythological
1 Eliade, M., Patterns in Comparative Religion, (New York, 1958): p388
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terms Deth brings with him his own sacred time, and this is independent of
time in the underworld.
The association of the hero with this type of sacred time which connects
itself and constitutes its own continuum, is strikingly paralleled in the
Roman Catholic Mass. Here the sacrificial death of the hero, Christ, is
recreated and all Masses are linked together in and by the transubstantive
moment.
'The Mass is an extramundane and extratemporal act in which
Christ is sacrificed arid then resurrected in the transformed
substances; and this rite of his sacrificial death is not
a repetition of the historical event but the original, unique,
and eternal act. The experience of the Mass is therefore a
participation in the transcendence of life, which overcomes
all bounds of space and time. It is a moment of eternity in
time' •1
So Trancers, in its use of time, seems to make certain mythological asso-
ciations with the hero and sacrifice, and his incest and immortalityroles.
These all form part of the hero's quest mythology and reinforce his magical
powers, or nuininosity. Thus while there appear to be contradictions in the
way in which time is represented, in fact they correspond to images of
sacred and profane time. What occurs in Trancers is, in part a re-working
of certain religious and magical aspects of the hero myth.
WATER
In Trancers there are three key moments where water occurs, and where water
can be conceived of in symbolic terms. The first of these is when Jack Deth
is summoned to the quest, he is called back from the ocean where he has been
exploring the sunken ruins of Los Angeles. Secondly, water is used to wash
1	
w 9,1: 209
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Hap Ashby, and in this symbolic cleaning he is prepared for his role as a
father to a future leader in the twenty-third century. Finally, water
occurs at the very end of the film when Deth and Whistler fight. Here just
before Whistler is sent up the line he is immersed in a fountain)
The possible symbolisms of water are very varied, for example there is a
uterine symbolism, there is also a baptism, wisdom, the unconscious, general
life force, lustration etcetera. Rather than try to account for all the
possible symbolisms of water in Trancers, it is proposed to let the under-
world perspective dominate, because all these events are associated with
Deth and his downward and inner journey. The association that will be con-
centrated upon is therefore the way in which water is connected to the theme
of' death, and bearing in mind the principle of Enantiodromia this will also
involve thinking about life, or rebirth. As Heraclitus has commented, 'To
souls, it is death to become water... 	 or in another translation, 'It is
delight, or rather death, to souls to become wet...
If Heraclitus' statement concerning the inter-relationship of water and
death is connected with the well known aichemical saying to 'perform no
operation until all has become water', then it becomes clear that the pro-
cess of individuation must fiist start with death to the old Self. Quite
literally, the old Self is washed away.
This applies directly to Jack Deth's underwater investigations of the city
where the contagious nature of the underworld gradually infects him, until
he has no option but to truly explore its depths. In this act his ego-
consciousness is washed away to reveal the unconscious aspects of' his psyche.
1 Heraclitus, Frg. 36. Translated Marcovitch
2 Heraclitus, Frg. 77. Translated Freeman
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With Ashby the situation is similar, though he is not so much involved with
the lustration symbolism of water. It is quite simply that to prepare him-
self for the death of his old tramp-persona and the arrival of the new per-
sona of respectable fatherhood he must be symbolically initiated by water.
He is beginning a hereditary and transforming chain and if his soul is to
live on in the child who is destined to become one of the leaders in the
twenty-third century, then he must 'delight' in the death of the old Self
by water. So it begins to seem as though there is a cycle at work where the
constant process of life and death are renewed, by and in water, in an
uroboric fashion. In the third example Whistler is prepared for his death,
by Deth, who immerses him in water, it is only a few minutes after this that
Whistler is sent up the line, where his body has already been destroyed.
As initiation through, or Into, the water brings with it a new life in
which the old self has been revitalised, interpreters of dreams and symbols
have Identified water with rebirth, emotions, affects and invasions, or
with feelings. However, the emotions are often, as in the case of Ashby
and Whistler, located In ego-consciousness and the water serves to wash away
these feelings and to reveal a more universal pattern. What may be death to
one part of the personality the persona, may bring life to another; the
Self. Thus the constant process of dying to self (ego-consciousness) in an
attempt to establish the archetype of Self, is started.
Regarding Whistler's future, the film is deliberately ambiguous. Deth has
sent Whistler's consciousness up the line to Angel City where there is no
body for him to inhabit. Does this mean that Whistler simply ceases to
exist? Or maybe the washing of Whistler in the fountain, and the presence
of the Buddha statue indicates a type of the mythological rebirth theme?'
At this point It is more helpful to look towards Jack Deth than Whistler,
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because for him the immersion of Whistler is a ritualised enactment of his
desire to 'wash away' his shadow. This washing sequence seems to foretell
the demise of Whistler, it occurs just before he is sent up the line, but
yet it also shows Deth's desire to assimilate the shadow. He has removed
his persona-raincoat, and has made a commitment to Leena by again using his
long second watch to rescue her. In symbolic terms he has made a commit-
ment to move past the shadow phase through to the anima stage of individu-
ation.
This moving, flowing, aqueous nature of Deth is revealed in the imagery of
the film, for example when he is shown emerging from the waters covering
Angel City, and when he washes both Hap and Whistler initiating them both
into new roles. Deth is himself changing. As he flows inward on his quest
so the outer nature, the persona dies; and as a new stage of individuation
is reached so a new person is born.
A parallel to this, which uses the same imagery as the film, can be found
in Heraclitus. Heraclitus regards death in water as a way of bringing forth
new life, and the previously quoted fragment thirty-six (Freeman) continues:
'To souls it is death to become water; to water, it is death to become earth.
From earth comes water, and from water, soul'.'
Thus an uroboric movement or flow is revealed. The individuation process
demands a movement like the flow of water, for it is 'death to become earth'.
To remain in a fixed static relationship to earth is death in a real sense,
it results in a stagnation of what should be soul making, individuation aid-
ing waters. Jack Deth c.nows this, and that is why he spends time in Angel
Heraclitus, Frg. 3 . Translated, Marcovitch, M.
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City swimming through the sunken ruins, immersing himself in the water which
has come from the earth, as that which was once earth is now quite literally
water. Deth also ensures that others are immersed in water, notably Whist-
ler and Ashby. What is clear is that in Trancers there is an association
between Deth and water. It is through this contact that new life is created,
and individuation is aided.
FOOD
Food in Trancers is seen on only three occasions but on at least two of
these times it has a symbolic function, in that the food symbolises a mytho-
logical and psychological process which the film only indirectly expresses.
The symbol is not only unifying opposites but also provides the Tertiam non
VIIdatur.
The first time food appears is at the start of the film. Here Deth asks
as waitress, who later turns out to be a trancer, for some coffee, to which
she replies, 'What the real stuff? That's gonna cost you mister!'. Deth
also requests real milk and not a soya substitute. Before analysing this
it is useful to look at another meal as this helps to provide the context
for the symbolic food images. On this occasion the food is brought to Jack
Deth by Leena, who brings the food to the apartment where they are staying.
The food is a Chinese take-away and is charged to Philip Dethton's account.
Deth comments, 'We'll call it my inheritance' and again expresses surprise
at having real beef to eat, 'From cows?'. At first there is an almost sac-
rificial atmosphere to the eating, characterisied by long silences and the
small quantities of food eaten, for someone who has not eaten all day Deth
takes remarkably little interest in the food. The quasi-religious ambience
continues until Leena pretends to have found a message from Whistler inside
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a fortune cookie. This joke swiftly changes the mood and the couple move
to the disco which according to Deth is 'full of trancers'.
Again it is proposed to locate the interpretation of the symbolism of these
food sequences firmly in the underworld mythological context of Trancers.
The analytical psychologist, Hiliman, has the following comment to make on
the association between food and the underworld,
'Such foods and such meals may then be understood as refer-
ring to Hades, "the hospitable," the hidden host at life's
banquet. Then these ritual communions may open the way into
an easier fellowship with one's "dead persons." These are
usually experienced as family influences from the past, as
the unlived life, the unfulfilled expectations of the
ancestors that one carries unwittingly'.'
This certainly seems to directly apply to the second sequence where Deth
is fed by one of his ancestors who is at the same time a projection of the
positive qualities of his anima. In the first food sequence he is fed by
a shadow projection and Deth, who is not yet psychologically able to cope
with this situation, is forced to singe the trancer. What is significant
is that on both occasions it is women who provide him with 'real' food,
either real coffee or real beef.
VIII
This symbolic act seems to suggest that the psyche needs to be fed. 	 If
Deth is to succeed on his quest then he must receive nourishment, but this
nourishment is not so much actual as symbolic, for he never drinks the
coffee and only eats a small portion of the beef. Also both of these food
sequences precede dramatic psychic events, and this helps o strengthen
this reading. In one instance Deth discovers the shadow projection
(trancer) and in the other he is forcibly sent up the line.
1 Hil].man, 1979: p172
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The idea that the psyche needs feeding, that is that the psyche needs inner
food just as the body needs outer food is a common mythological motif.
For example there is the widespread practice of leaving food and cooking•
utensils in the graves of the dead. It also occurs in the annual Greek
ceremony (Anthest eria) of feeding the souls (Keres) that have returned from
the underworld to their former living place, and indeed on Halloween as a
'treat' we give food to masked children in the hope that in return these
puer like shades will not 'trick' us. All these examples indicate the psy-
chological truth that if individuation is to proceed, if a psychologically
healthy life is to be led, then the body needs the food of inner images. As
Hiliman puts it, '..we are shown that the body draws upon the soul for its
' lix
nourishment. The life of the body needs the soul stuff of images
In these, and other mythological offerings of food, while the meat, the
coffee or whatever might be offered is natural or 'real', what nourishes is
not literal, but sacrificial and metaphorical. Eating becomes a moment in
which change occurs, a transubstantive moment, where what is the property
of the outer natural world becomes changed into the property of the inner
underworld. The food symbols in Trancers indicate this change, and over and
above the opposites of food and starvation, carry a Tertiurn of sacrifice and
inner growth. These symbols are a way of feeding death, of feeding the hero,
and of communing with our ancestors. For Deth this ancestor is Leena, but
for the viewer of the film the ancestor is the hero archetype.
1 Hiliman, 1979: pl7
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THE SYMBOLISM OF BLUE AND FOOD
As can be seen from the stills of Trancers, in Appendix II, the colours of
blue and red dominate the lighting scheme of the film. In trying to assess
the symbolic function of these colours it would have been a considerable
help if their use fell into neatly organised patterns. However, in the way
of symbols, they do not. These two colours are used throughout the film,
to light nearly every scene, and therefore it is only possible to make
general comments about the symbolic role they assume.
Perhaps the most obvious fact about the colours blue and red is that they
exist at opposite ends of the visible spectrum. In fact they can be re-
garded as opposite colours, and as signs of everyday life they are often
used in this way. For example the colour blue may sign cold, as in cold
water, and its opposite red signs hot. This opposition continues into their
symbolic function where blue is associated with sky and red the ground or
earth.
If these symbolic roles are seen in relationship to Trancers then blue sym-
bolises the upper daylight world of Angel City, and red the underworld of
Los Angeles (Lost Angels). Chevalier has commented on the opposition be-
tween heaven and earth.
'In the combat between heaven and earth, the colours blue and
white join forces against red and green, as Christian icon-
ography often shows, especially so in its representations of
Saint George's struggle with the dragon...
If Chevalier is correct, then the symbolic battle between heaven and earth,
or the daylight world and the underworld, can be seen enacted in the sym-
1 Chevalier, J., and Gheerbrant, A., Dictionnaire des Symboles, (France,
1969). This edition, (France, 1973-7k), Vol.1: p211. (This quotation
translated by Chitnis, B., University of Stirling, Department of
French).
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bolic lighting schemes of Trancers. This is an agreement with the previous
observations of the chapter in which the cosmology of Trancers was explored.!X
It was noted that the film divides its cosmology into two sections, which
are the upperworid of Angel City and the underworld of Los Angeles. These
two worlds are connected by an Axis mundi, and symbolic understanding of the
film's lighting reinforces this view. In this context blue symbolises the
daylight world of Angel City and red the underworld of Los Angeles. Thus the
film stresses the division f these two worlds through the oppositions of
red and blue, yet also indicates their simultaneity by using the colours
together.
So far blue has been regarded as symbolising the upper regions, or sky.
However because of this, blue may also symbolise the spiritual, or inner
life. (Again the principle of Enantiodrornia is demonstrated as highest
.5
spirit sky and deepest inner spirit are united in the symbolism of blue).
Amongst many possible interpretations of the symbol blue, Vries lists the
following possibilities, '1. Heaven and heavenly gods...
	 Eternity,
immensity: time and space; 3. harmony, co-operation, spirituality...'1
This is in contrast to the symbolism of the colour red which is associated with
'1. Fire, lightning, heat..., 2. active, creativeness, masculine (earthy),
3. blood, war .	 From this it can be observed that the oppositions in blue
and red are two fold. First blue represents the spiritual and red the
earthy, but blue also syinbolises the feminine (blue is the colour of the
Virgin Mary) and red the masculine. In Trancers this results in blue being
the colour of Leena and red the colour of Deth.
1 Vries, A
	
Dictionary of' Symbols and Imagery, (Amsterdam, 1974). This
edition, (Amsterdam, 1984): p54
2 
Vries: p128
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This symbolic understanding of the film's use of colour is in accord with
the psychological functions of' the characters. The first part of Jack Deth's
quest is to search for his shadow and then he can progress deeper into his
psyche to seek his anima, so this quest is essentially an introspective
'spiritual' journey. While Deth remains a 'red' earth character he is
affected, through his contacts with Leena, by the 'blue' spiritual dimen-
sion of his searching. In contrast, to Deth, Leena belongs to the arche-
typal realm of the anima spirit-guide and so it seems appropriate to regard
her colour as the spiritual blue.
If the oppositions within the symbols of blue and red are further exposed
then it can be seen that Leena, whilst being associated with the spirit,
and hence the air and sky is located in the underworld. In an opposition
to this is Deth, who is associated with earth and although he is on an inner
quest, he comes from the upperworid of Angel City. Again this is in accord
with the principle of Enantiodromia in which the oppositions of blue/red,
earth/spirit, 'run into' each other. This is imaged in the film by light-
ing both the upper and the underworids with the same blue/red scheme, and
the film shows in the mythology of its lighting the psychological insight
that the inner and outer worlds are one. Or if it is preferred, that the
detective's outer search for truth is also an inner search for individuation.
THE SYMBOLISM OF NAMES
There are two names in Trancers which it is proposed to treat symbolically
and these belong to the hero, Jack Deth, and the criminal Whistler. Before
examining the symbolism contained within these names it may prove useful to
stress the importance of names as an aspect of archetypal expression. As
Hillman comments,
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'It is as if archetypa]. material chooses itS own descriptive
terms as one aspect of its self-expression. This would mean
that "naming" is not a nominalistic activity, but realistic
indeed, because the name takes us into its reality'.1
The reality behind the names in Trancers is reasonably clear, especially
now that the overall character of mythological interpretation has been
established. The name Whistler seems to have an aural connotation, and on
one occasion Leena even calls Whistler 'Piper'. Much as the Sirens sing
their song in an attempt to lure weak-minded seamen to their death, so
Whistler plays a psychological tune. The aim of his 'music' is the same
as the Sirens, who attempted to control the minds of sailors before even-
tually destroying them. Like a latter-day Pied Pier of Hamelyn, Whistler
weaves his psychological melody luring the weak minded to their eventual
death.
The symbolism of the name Deth should now be clear. Within this name there
is both the promise of death and new life, for as a hero Deth is concerned
with both death and rebirth or new life. Even the term Heros has been con-
sidered Chthonian by some scholars and they regard it as denoting the power
of the lower world, and so the 'common use of the word in later Greek for
a deceased person', 2 for someone who is quite clearly death itself. The
symbolic use of names in Trancers fits neatly into the pattern that has a].-
ready been established. While the names describe the psychological functions
of their owners, either death or allure, they also go beyond this and point
to their deeper mythological and psychological function. Whistler's name
implies the potentially destructive qualities of the shadow, and Deth implies
his heroic and life renewing role.
1 Hiliman, (1979): p25
2 Farnell, L. R., Greek Hero Cults and Ideas of Immortality, (Oxford, 1921):
p15-16
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Summary
It is clear that the symbols examined in the film form part of a concealed
mythological and symbolic structure. This structure supports both the cen-
tral myth theme, and its auxiliary themes, while at the same time amplify-
ing the resonances produced by this material. So far the analysis has dis-
covered beneath the surface of the film a united, mythological, and symbolic
structure which is psychological in its operation.
1) The ideational perspective of the underworld provides a
framework for the interpretation of symbols, this perspective
is both part of the film's mythology and a wider cultural
mythology.
2) The role of time in Traricers is non linear and this gives
it a point of contact with the modern mythology of 'The New
Physics' and ancient agrarian myths.
3) The images of water are again concerned with death and the
underworld, they help to establish the circular uroboric
life, death, rebirth pattern which typifies the individuation
process.
4) The feeding of the body is understood as a metaphor for the
feeding of the psyche, so outer food symbolises inner spiritual
food.
5) The colour symbolism of the film represents the unification
of' opposites that occurs within Trancers.
6) Names both label and identify the most clearly archetypal
characters. Their names also give an indication of how to
interpret their archetypal roles.
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'... eating the images means to assimilate, to integrate
them. What you first see on the screen interests you,
you watch it, and it enters your being, you are it. It
is a process of psychological assimilation. Looking at
the screen the spectator says to the actor: "Hodie tibi,
cras mihi!" ' (Today for you, tomorrow for me).1
IX. c.t. Chapter Nine, Archetype's Image and Mythologem: p252.
1 Jung, C. G., Seminars on Dream Analysis, edited McGuire, W.,
(London, 198k): p12
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Chapter Eleven
Archetypal Pattern and Mythology
'Knowledge of the universal origins builds the bridge
between the lost and abandoned world of the past and
the still largely inconceivable world of the future'.
Jung, The Gifted Child
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INTRODUCTION
This section is concerned with uncovering the mythological parallels to the
central and auxiliary myth themes. These parallels will show that what may
appear to be, on the surface, a series of disparate mythological motifs or
melodies, can be seen more in terms of a theme and variations. It is the
purpose of this section to uncover the theme, which Trancers never directly
states, and in so doing to make yet another move downwards into the psycho-
logical underworld. This thesis terms the procedure 'reinforcement' and is
based around a technique advocated by Jung for understanding images that
have been spontaneously 'produced' by the psyche.
'When a patient begins to feel the Inescapable nature of his
inner development, he may easily be overcome by a panic fear
that he is slipping helplessly into some kind of madness he
can no longer understand. More than once I have had to reach
for a book on my shelves, bring down an old alchemist, and
show my patient his terrifying fantasy in the form in which it
appeared four hundred years ago. This has a calming effect,
because the patient sees that he is not alone in a strange
world which nobody understands, but is part of the great
stream of human history, which has experienced countless
times the very things that he regards as pathological proof
of his craziness'.1
With recourse to two central myths or mythologems, the myth of Atlantis and
the myth of the labyrinth, the psychological themes In Trancers can all be
seen as part of an integral developing process. These themes, which pro-
vide the reinforcement to the other myth themes, are both present in the
visual text of the film. However, their importance extends outside of this,
for once these themes have been amplified, they can be seen to provide the
unseen foundation upon which the mythological, and hence psychological,
structure of the film is erected.
1 c• W. 13: 325
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THE MYTH OF TRANCERS AND THE MYTH OF ATLANTIS
From within the mythological perspective of this chapter there exist some
points of similarity between the myth themes in Trancers and the myth of
Atlantis. One of these connections, even if this is a lexical one, is be-
tween the names of the City of Lost Angels and the Lost City of Atlantis.
That the film's viewer is supposed to make this mythological association,
at least subliminally, is made explicit in placing the City of Lost Angels
underwater. Further the establishing shot for this location' is excessively
long, especially in a film that is only seventy-six minutes in length so
again this stresses its importance.
Reinforcing the similarities between Atlantis and Lost Angels, the narra-
tive of Trancers makes it clear the City of Lost Angels sank as a result
of the 'great quake', and the fear that the western sea board of the United
States may, someday, fall into the Pacific, is very much alive in America
today. If reference Is made to the City of Atlantis as described in Plato's
dialogue Timaeus then it is revealed that Atlantis too, sank as the result
of an earthquake.
t But at a later time there occurred portentous earthquakes and
floods, and one grievous day and night befell them, when the
whole body of your warriors was swallowed up by the earth, and
the island of Atlantis in a like manner was swallowed by the
sea and vanished'.'"
So the cities of Lost Angels and Atlantis have in common that they are both
situated under water, they are both cities, they both sank as a result of
an earthquake and there is also the similarity of' the name. While it may
be possible to make alternative mythological connections it does not seem
unreasonable to suggest that the cities of Atlantis and Lost Angels belong
1 Plato, TImaeus. Translated, Bury, Rev. R. G., (London, 1929). This
edition, (London, 1966): p256:D
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to the same mythic tradition, the one following in the succession of the
other.
It is into the 'watery' city of Los Angeles, (which is the sunken city of
Lost Angels) that Jack Deth must descend. This is not just because the city
being a crime-ridden place is a suitable location for the shadow and hence
the detective. Rather, to use the film's words, it is because it is a
'thriving metropolis' and is therefore alive, a living place, capable of
effecting a change on both Deth and Whistler. It is in the ancient under-
world of the city that Deth must face his own shadow, and in so doing save
the future World of Angel City. Ostensibly his mission is to save the an-
cestors of the council's leaders thereby securing the future of Angel City,
for if the council falls so too does the city. It is the city which repre-
sents the hope for the future, and it is also around this image of hope that
Whistler's trancers gather, waiting for the council to dissolve.
Regarding the city as an image of hope, or wholeness, it is interesting to
note that the plan of the City of' Atlantis forms a mandala-like pattern.
This is in fact a recurring theme in the design of cities and will be ex-
plored later. At this stage it is sufficient to illustrate the circular
mandala-type form of this mythological city. The diagram overleaf is recon-
structed from the description in Critias.
In Jung's discussions on the symbolism of the Self, he has established the
convention that roundness can be regarded as a symbolic representation of
the Self, and that the mandala'11 is one example of this type of symbolism.
For Jung the spontaneous liberation of a mandala image is an attempt by the
psyche to heal itself and, at least in the way that this chapter has des-
cribed it, this healing means death. In this transition from the abstract
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image of the circle to a symbol of wholeness, it is important to remember
that the shadow of death is implied by the mandala. Wholeness, by its
nature, embraces death.
This insight applies to the individuation process in general and specific-
ally to Jack Deth's individuation. Within his quest for wholeness of the
psyche, which is individuation, he must embrace his shadow, and also eventu-
ally his anima. For Deth, part of his individuation is accepting his own
criminal, evil, shadow side, an aspect of his personality which put his
wife's life at risk and threatens to do the same to Leena. If he is to
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progress to the anima phase then he must accept that his wholeness does not
mean perfection and the image of the city containing within it the shadow
Whistler, and the underworld of crime, is a concrete form of this psycho-
logical insight.
Individuation viewed only from the naturalistic perspective of growth, im-
plies a strengthening of the psyche. Thus the mandala becomes defensive,
just as the labyrinthine walls of the city of Atlantis become defensive.
Jung warns against the defensive use of mandalas and against '... artificial
repetition oradeliberate imitation of such images') But by its nature the
circle is a defensive shape and in its protective quality seemingly keeps
at bay the very underworld it seeks to represent. Human notes that,
'As the Tibetan. mandala is a meditative mode that protects the
soul from capture by demons, so the Self as an all-embracing
wholeness keeps the demonic nature of psychic events from getting
through to the soul'.2
Association of the circle with death continues in Western symbolism, it can
be observed in the ancient circular burial barrows and later circular
Christian graveyards. 1" This image is continued by the circular wreaths
of flowers that are laid at the grave-side and in the more covert Celtic
mythology of the UnderworldY So it should come as no surprise to find
Poseidon the brother of Hades, god of the underworld, with a temple at the
very centre of Atlantis, and it should also be no surprise to find Jack
Deth drawn towards the underworld city of Atlantis. As mentioned, Deth is
so entranced by the sunken city, that he travels back in time to find his
'lost' shadow there.
1 c• W. 9,1: 718
2 Human, J., The Dream and the Underworld, (New York, 1979): p160
Paris, France
Extracted from, Man and His
Symbols: p271
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To return to the prototypical image of the circular city, it is well known
that the classical Greek civilisation, as we do today, regarded the circle
as a 'perfect' shape. In fact their universe was conceived of as a series
of seven crystal spheres each of which contained one essential element of
the universe. It has been observed by Eliade that the cities reflect, in
their shape, the cosmology of that culture. Thus for ancient Greek society
there is a stress on circular city shapes, like the city of Atlantis.
'Cities too have their divine prototypes. All the Babylonian
cities had their archetypes in the constellations: Sippora
in Cancer, Nlneveh in Ursa Major, Assur in Arcturus, etc....
Not only does a model precede terrestrial architecture, but
the model is also situated in the ideal (celestial) region
of eternity'.1
The mandala, and labyrinth-like construction of cities can be observed in
modern city plans, as in the examples below. What is significant is that
the plans of modern cities are as much a projection of unconscious psycho-
logical images as supposedly rational planning decisions. Modern cities,
for example, Los Angeles, are like their ancient and mythological counter-
parts, projections of an inner psychological landscape (this will be of im-
portance when the plan/image of' the city in Trancers is considered).
1 Eliade, M., The Myth of the Eternal Return, (New York, 195k): p7
Palmanova, Italy
Extracted from, Man and His
Symbols: p271
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Before examining the image of the city in Trancers it is important to con-
tinue with this mythological and psychological context, as this will reveal
other concealed mythological levels in the film.
Further investigation into the nature and origin of cities shows that ori-
ginally city walls did not have a defensive purpose, and given the labyrin-
thirie construction of the cities in Trancers this is important. The func-
tion of the city wall was to separate out a special space, a space which
was distinct from the chaos which pervaded the rest of the universe. This
is particularly important for the portrayal of the city in detective films,
for given this origin of cities the detective is placed firmly inside the
magical mandala-like protective circle of death. Eliade has corrinented on
the way in which cities define space and has noted that,
'The same is the case with city walls; long before they were
military erections, they were a magical defense, for they marked
out from the midst of a "chaotic" space, peopled with demons and
phantoms... an enclosure, a place that was organized, made cos-
mic, in other words, provided with a "Centre"'.'
1 Eliade, M., Patterns in Comparative Regligion, (New York, 1958): p371
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The detective in Trancers and other detective films is placed firmly at
the centre of a cosmological mandala, and rather than acting as a defensive
circle, the city in Trancers, admits Deth, knowing that his presence is
essential to a balanced existence.
The centre of the city, as it appears in detective films is often Chinatown.
While in Trancers it by no means provides the most dominant location, it
still provides the narrative centre. It is mentioned both near the start
of the film when Deth is searching for the old Chinese theatre and at the
end of the film because the final confrontation takes place in Chinatown
itself. Levy-Bruhi has this to say about sacred places such as Chinatown:
'To these natives, a sacred spot never presents itself to the
mind in isolation. It is always a complexus of things which
includes the plant or animal species which flourish there at
variou8 seasons, as well as the mystical heroes who lived,
roamed or created something there... '1
It now seems appropriate to explore the image of Chinatown as it is pre-
sented in Trancers.
The main significance of Chinatown is that it is foreign to the city that
surrounds it. It is a special place that somehow is set aside from all
that goes on around, and one of the reasons that it is so important to the
detective genre is that it is the opposite of the city in which it is situ-
ated. It is also interesting to note that Jack Deth does not go to China-
town of his own accord, but is instead directed there by his anima-guide,
Leena. Here Leena has the use of a friend's flat and regards this as a safe
place to be, 'no one will think of looking for us here' she commentsand it
is almost as though she recognises the protective qualities that Chinatown
1 Levy-Bruhl, L'Experience Mystique et les Symbols Chez Les Primitifs,
(Paris, 1938): p183
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possesses. While clearly still part of the underworld, it is nevertheless
different from the everyday world of crime in which it Is situated and the
cultural distinction between East and West underscores this separation.
Chinatown represents the philosophy of the East, it is a place of inward.
searching or introspection, and It exists in opposition to the Western
extroverted approach. In a way it represents the myster of the inner world,
almost as though a seed of the East has been planted in the West. Chinatown
is as much an attitude of mind as it is a place and it is, therefore, some-
where where the detective can be at his most intuitive and magical. It is
also a place where the detective has to fight many of his battles, because
in Chinatown the combat between ego-consciousness (the Western attitude)
and the shadow (the inner Eastern attitude) takes place. To enter this
realm is to enter an area of transformations, both cultural and psychologi-
cal. It belongs to the underworld and is a place of intuitions and a place
where Insight may be achieved before returning to the upper, or outside
world.
In Trancers there Is evidence to show that this particular Chinatown is
buried, or rather, it Is now covered in water. As Deth comes out of the
sea, near the beginning of' the film, he says that he has almost found the
old Chinese theatre. In many ways this seems to provide the perfect set-
viiting for the final confrontation with Whistler.
	 One form of Chinese
theatre is a shadow play, it is a home for shadows or illusions and this
seems to further substantiate the theory that he is chasing a ghost, or
more accurately a shadow Whistler.
These characteristics of Chinatown, illusion, magic, and intuition are not
limited to Trancers and in fact typify the representation of Chinatown in
the detective genre. For example, in Big Trouble in Little China (Dir.
John Carpenter, Twentieth Century Fox, 1986) these themes are evident in
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abundance. The hero of this film, Jack Burton, has to rescue the heroine
from inside a warehouse. The problem is that not only is this warehouse
situated in Chinatown, but it is also the home of the evil spirit Lo Pan.
Like the shadow characters in Trancers, Lo Pan can assume a bodily form,
but only as a crippled old man, and his magical powers can only be acti-
vated when he is a spirit/ghost, or shadow. In order to resue the stranded
heroine, Burton enlists the aid of a Chinese sorcerer who goes with him in-
to the underground labyrinth of the warehouse. With the help of magic
potions, martial arts and Chinese black magic, Lo Pan is eventually des-
troyed. The significant thing in this is that it is Chinatown which repre-
sents the place where magic and illusions can live, it is a place where
with the help from the appropriate people the hero can battle with the
spirit shadow world. So it is no wonder that the final confrontation be-
tween Deth and his shadow takes place in Chinatown.
It is important to note that in Trancers, Chinatown is underground or rather
underwater and as has been remarked it is Deth's quest to go into the under-
ground in search of his shadow. It is therefore mythologically appropriate
that two more places where he comes across trancers are also situated under-
ground. First there are the trancer-punks who are in the night club under
the flat that he and Leena are staying in, and secondly there are the
trancer-drunks and here he falls through a weak roof in the warehouse to
accidentally discover them.
This is typical of trancer, or zombie, movies where often the most unplea-
sant shadow figures live in underground labyrinths. For example in C.H.U.D.
(Dir. Douglas Cheek, Bonime Productions, 1984) the creatures of the title
(Cannibalistic Humanoid Underground Dwellers) live in the city sewers.
These sewers run underneath the city in a complex and disorientating laby-
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rinth of interconnecting drains, allowing the C.H.U.Ds freedom of movement.
Their similarity to trancers can be seen in one of the remarks made by a
character who escape from being eaten by one of the creatures. He accuses
the police detective of being almost as evil as the C.H.U.Ds by saying,
'You go by name of being alive, and you are dead'. These creatures, like
trancers, are the property of the underworld and in both films these half
dead humans live in an underworld labyrinth.
INTO THE LABYRINTH
There exist in Trancers two types of labyrinth, the vertical and horizon-
tal. The horizontal labyrinth finds its expression in the image of the city
and of Chinatown in particular. That the city is a modern day labyrinth
is clear. Without the aid of a map or guide,,iconfusion, bewilderment and
frustration are bound to ensue, and this is true for the hero-detective in
general and the detective in Trancers in particular. Jack Deth on arriving
in Los Angeles has first to gain the assistance of Leena to find his way
around the city, and again during the chase sequences the city proves to be
full of' dead ends and blind alleys, just like the cul-de-sacs encountered
within a labyrinth.
The vertical labyrinth image takes two forms. First there is the labyrinth
through time. This is the passage which links the diurnal nature of the
upperworid to the nocturnal underworld of Los Angeles. Through this laby-
rinth of time travel and bodily uncertainty, Jack Deth proceeds on his
quest, at one moment sure of his direction, at the next finding himself in
a dead-end and suddenly recalled to Angel City. It is through these corri-
dors that Whistler has retreated, down into the underworld to hide from
Deth. This image is vividly paralleled in Francis Thompson's, 'The Ho'
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of Heaven' in which the writer tries to hide himself from a pursuing God,
'I fled Him, down the nights and down the days;
I fled Him down the arches of the years
I fled Him, down the labyrinthine ways
of my own mind, and in the midst of tears 1
I hid from Him, and under running laughter'.
The second type of vertical labyrinth is the labyrinth through buildings.
It is a convention within the detective genre to have the detective pursue
the criminal through a building, often an office block or old house, and in
the case of Trancers it is a disused warehouse. In the warehouse Deth is
disorientated and is unable to find his way around. At one point he is
attacked and cornered by a trancer relying on Leena to save him, and then
suddenly the floor gives way and they fall down into the imagistic centre
of the maze only to discover Hap Ashby, whom he was searching for. The
warehouse has proved to be confusing and almost deceitful, yet at its centre
it contains the prize that Deth needs, the ancestor of Margret Ash now the
only surviving leader in the twenty-third century city. The labyrinth in
Trancers, like its mythological ancestors, stubbornly defends its prize and
it is only the hero who may attempt to capture its reward.''LtI Thus in
Trancers Deth has the complexities of a four dimensional maze to cope with,
not just width and length, but depth and time also conspire to make his
quest even more testing.
While it is impossible to determine exactly what the original purpose of
a labyrinth was it does seem as though they are a type of defence, in which
the deceitful and cunning walls try to conceal the way to the centre. As
Eliade notes,
1 Thompson, F., The Hound of Heaven, Lines 1-5, (London, 1913)
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'Without being overhasty in deciding the original meaning and
function of labyrinths, there is no doubt that they include
the notion of' defending a "centre". Not everyone might try
to enter a labyrinth or return unharmed from one; to enter it
was equivalent to an initiation. The "centre" might be a
variety of things. The labyrinth could be defending a city, a
tomb or a sanctuary but, in every case, it was defending some
magico-religious space that must be made safe... '1
The labyrinth is therefore an image of protection against the outside world
and it is the sacred space which is regarded as worthy of defence and pro-
tection. However, it is protection not just against physical attack from
hostile neighbours, but also from psychological attack from the negative
sides of the unconscious; from demons and spirits. The labyrinth becomes
an image projected from the unconscious and while it may act as a physical
defence it also acts as a psychological defence against the unconscious.
To return to Eliade,
'Religiously, it (the labyrinth) barred the way to the city
for spirits from without for the demons of the desert, for
death. The "centre" here Includes the whole of the city
which is made, as we have seen, to reproduce the universe
itself' 2
This notion of' the labyrinth as a protection against the objective psyche,
or rather as an image of psychological repression, (which of' itself may not
be neurotic), can be extended when the labyrinth is considered as an image
of the individuation process. Here the concealed meanderings of its path-
ways represent the processes of assimilation, repression, suppression,
etcetera examined in the previous chapter. In this model the sacred 'centre'
space is the as yet unconstellated archetype of the Self.
Within the framework of analytical psychology, analysis, whether by oneself
or with the aid of' a psychiatrist, is regarded as a way of' assisting the
1 Eliade, M., Patterns in Comparative Religion, (New York, 1958): p381
2 Ibid: p38l
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individuation process. This enables Jungian based analysts to see the ana-
lytic process as a mirror image of the individuation process, it too is a
labyrinth and in the following quote Carotenuto brings together the incest
themes of the hero, the labyrinth as an image of' individuation, and the
labyrinth as a way to achieve 'deep' awareness. In analytical psychology
the labyrinth is a defence against the outer and inner worlds. At the same
moment the labyrinth enables the patient to become introspective, and frus-
trates this attempt. Thus Jack Deth is able to enter and explore his own
unconscious, projected onto the image of the labyrinth and yet the labyrinth
frustrates him in his quest for individuation. To go deep is always to
accept a frustrating and heroic quest.
'When an analysis begins, the archetypal motif behind the myth
of' Oedipus, that is, of consciousness, is generally constel-
lated; the same myth underlies the myth of Theseus, who pene-
trates the labyrinth. This means that anyone who undertakes
an analysis, even or especilly if he has been driven to his
knees by suffering and necessity and is initially unaware of
what awaits him,chooses the path of deep awareness, which is
in itself already a heroic act in that it requires one to
achieve a relative view of consciousness and of the rational
attitude predominant in our historical period. A withdrawal
of energy from the outside world is also necessary, and for
this a certain price must always be paid'.1
So far this discussion of the labyrinth has assumed that the labyrinth takes
only one form, that is the confusing or deceitful labyrinth in which one is
always in a state of isolation. 	 It is these types of labyrinths which
are ostensibly found in Trancers and indeed this type dominates the land-
scape of the modern and post-modernist world, as Diehl notes,
'With its intricate paths, blind ways, claustrophobic
interior spaces, 	 perplexing design, the labyrinth both
creates and symbolizes the post-modern experience. It traps,
isolates, alienates and confuses. It throws the viewer into
the subjective experience of the Self'.2
1Carotenuto, A., The Vertical Labyrinth-Individuation in Jungian Psychology.
Translated, Shepley, T., (Canada, 1981): p45
2 Diehl, H., 'Into the Maze of Self: Protestant transformation of the image of
the labyrinth.' The Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Vol.16.
No.2 (Fall 1986): p281
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However this type of maze, which is an image of the psyche or Self alien-
ated from the totality of experience, is a fairly recent development of
the labyrinth. There is a second and earlier type of labyrinth in which it
is only necessary to follow the path to eventually arrive at its centre, as
in the examples below:
Finnish Stone Maze 	 19th Century British 	 Maze in tiles at
(Bronze Age)	 turf maze	 Chartres CatZhedral
From, Man and His Symbols, Ed. Jung, C. G., (London, 1964): 177
It is striking that unlike the post-modern maze the subject is guaranteed
success, the centre of the maze will be reached. Thus the maze of Chartres
above, would be walked by pilgrims on their knees as a symbolic pilgrimage
to the Holy Land, at the centre of this, and other medieval cathedral mazes
is the Holy City of Jerusalem. So the questing pilgrim trusts in God and
progresses deeper into the maze, in what has become a spiritual, rather than
physical journey. An inner rather than outward quest.
'Like the post-modern mazes, these medieval mazes were
apparently experiential. The experience of following the
paths of the church maze, however, would not have been the
modern one of fear, panic and impotence, but instead a
spiritual experience one of meaningful action and, upon reaching
the centre, deep fulfillment'.1
1 Diehi: p28k
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The maze as it occurs in Trancers is both a source of alienation and growth,
it is both a post-modern and medieval maze, for by entering and solving the
labyrinth the hero is participating in his individuation. It is a place of
challenge and comfort, defending the sacred space of the Self and yet trap-
ping the demons and shadow figures of the underworld in its paths. Again
the hero Jack Deth finds himself in the curious world of Enantiodromia as
the labyrinth walls become at once a defence, and a gateway to the soul,
which is the archetype of the Self.
At this point it will be helpful to examine other mythological occurrences
of the labyrinth and to explore in what ways they parallel the myth themes
found in Trancers. In the following quote from Campbell he brings together
many of the themes that this chapter has been exploring, it regards the laby-
rinth as connected to sacrifice and death and often association with water
imagery,
'In ancient Egypt the structure known as the Labyrinth.., was
a vast complex of buildings beside an artificial lake, with
the tombs of kings and sacred crocodiles in the basement. The
relationship (if any) of such megalithic structures and the
rituals of their use in Egypt, Crete, and Ireland to the
mortuary customs of remote Melanesia, which are also associ-
ated both with megaliths and with the symbolism of the spiral
and the labyrinth, as well as with animal sacrifice.., we shall
consider when we come to the problem of origins... '1
It would seem from Campbell's comments that the association of the laby-
rinth with death is a universal or archetypal relationship. This associa-
tiori seems to reinforce the interpretation of the city in Trancers as a
labyrinth, for as has been demonstrated, the mythological structure of the
film is ultimately concerned with death. Throughout this chapter death has
been viewed through an underworld perspective and within this framework
1 Campbell, J., The Masks of God: Primitive Mythology, (USA, 1959). This
edition, (London, 198k): p70
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death becomes something which, while not final, is inevitable. Death be-
comes a way of living.
Aiding in this underworld perspective is the anima (Leena in Trancers) who
helps those who wish to die in their conscious selves, and to enter the
labyrinth of the underworld. This myth is strongly paralleled by a Melan-
esian death myth,
'In a myth of the Melanesian island of Malekula in the New
Hebrides, which describes the dangers of the way to the Land
of the Dead, it is told that when the soul' has been carried
on a wind across the waters of death and is approaching the
entrance of the underworld, it perceives a female guardian
sitting before the entrance, drawing a labyrinth design across
the path, of which she erases half as the soul approaches. The
voyager must restore the design perfectly if he is to pass
through it to the Land of the Dead. Those who fail, the thresh-
old guardian eats. One may understand how very important it
must have been, then, to learn the secret of the labyrinth
before death •..' 1
In this section of the chapter on the labyrinth it has been shown that in
the mythology and myths of the maze it is possible to find direct parallels
to the myth themes in Trancers. Specifically it has been demonstrated that
the mythology of the labyrinth gives expression and form to the concepts
of sacrifice, Axis mundi, Imago mundi, height and depth, rebirth, the
underworld and its association imagery, especially water and death. It is
therefore possible to regard the image of the labyrinth as the mythologem
for Trancers. That is to say that all the myth themes, which are images
of psychological themes, can be united and find expression in the central
and 'foundation' myth of the labyrinth.
1 Ibid: p68-69
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Summary
1) The myth of Atlantis parallels the myth of 'Angel City'.
2) Within a mythological perspective the plan of a city is a
map of the universe it is created in. The form, and ideal
of the city is a projection of an unconscious, psychological
cosmology, i.e. it reveals the psychological development of
culture.
3) The city in Trancers, is imaged as a labyrinth, and
consequently Deth requires the assistance of Leeria to find
his way through Its pathways. The imagistic centre of this
city is Chinatown.
U The labyrinth is both a protection and a defence. As a
projected psychological defence It unwittingly entraps the
very objects it aims to exclude. For example in Crete, the
Minator Is trapped in the maze and in Traners Whistler is
trapped in Angel City.
5) The labyrinth Is an image of the underworld and as such
It helps to provide an underworld perspective on the other
themes in Trancers, all these themes are reworked and find
an expression in the central theme of the maze.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN NOTES
I. c.f. Appendix II, c.
II. It is unimportant for this chapter whether a historical Atlantis
existed or not, but for an entertaining and ingenious attempt to
prove the existence of a historical Atlantis, c.f. Atlantis: the
Antediluvian World, Donnelly, I., (USA, 1882).
III. Mandala is the Sanscrit for circle.
IV. c.f. Alicroft, A. C., The Circle and the Cross, Vol. I, (London, 1927).
V. c.f. Riemschneider, M., Rad und Ring als Symbole der unterweit,
(Stuttgart, 1962): 3:p46-63.
VI. Note the only trancers within Chinatown are the disco trancer-punks
and Whistler's attempt to trance Leena also fails. This is in part
due to Leena's own strength, but may also be due to the location.
vii. c.f. Appendix II, 1.
viii. c.f. Virgil, The Aeneid, V: p588.
IX. This is like the labyrinth examined in the analysis of Sleuth, c.f.
Chapter Six, The Syiribolic Search, p172-17k. The remarks about the
relationship between the labyrinth and narrative structure are also
applicable to Trancers. (That the viewer of the film is in a type
of labyrinth, increases his or her identification with the detective
because they both have labyrinths to explore).
X. The association of the anima with the labyrinth can also be found in
the Greek myth of Aeneaus, c.f. Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book VII,
Lines 162-167.
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Chapter Twelve
The Process of Individuation
'Only the spirit, if it breathe upon the clay,
can create Man'.
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
Wind, Sand and Stars
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INTRODUCTION
It is the aim of this chapter to examine the process of individuation as
it is represented in Trancers and while doing this, two themes will be ex-
plored. First, the general images of individuation will be examined and
secondly the specific images of Jack Deth's individuation will be analysed.
ENANTIODROMIA: THE GENERAL IMAGES OF INDIVIDUATION
This chapter has regarded the concept of Enantiodromia as central to the
process of individuation, in other words it is part of the work of indivi-
duation to transform an image into its Enantiodromaic equivalent. Before
detailing the specific opposites which are the working out of the individu-
ation process in Trancers, it is important to state that Enantiodromia is
only one of the ways in which opposites behave, it is however the most im-
portant way as it represents the field of transformation which embraces all
the oppositional functions. In this sense, it is like the alchemist's
crucible which contains the Prima materia ready for its subsequent change.
Jung has identified three other processes which seem to organise the be-
haviour of opposites, these are: self regulation (the regulation of a pair
by its opposite), conjunction (the union of opposites) and Coincidentia
Oppositorum (the Identity of opposites).
'In this sense,.. . conjunction and... the identity of
opposites mean the simultaneous perception by the perspec-
tives of life and death, the natural and psychic. Conjunc-
tion, then, is a peculiar union of inner viewpoints.
Through this union, an identity of opposites becomes
apparent. We see the hidden connection between what had
hitherto been oppositions'.1
1 Hiliman, J., The Dream arid the Underworld, (New York, 1979): p79
Self regulation
Shadow (Whistler)
Animus-Hero (Deth)
Up and down the line
Conj unction
Angel City!
Los Angeles
The Underworld,
Los Angeles
Sacrifice of
hero
Death & Rebirth
Return
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What follows is a table of some of the oppositions contained within
Trancers. These oppositions are presented within the transformative con-
text of Enantiodromia, and within this working out of the ind.ividuation
process opposites are first realised and then transformed. It is during
this process that the archetypes are constellated and then assimilated into
the functioning of ego-consciousness.
Enantiodromia
Opposition
Hero
Anima
Height/Depth
Inner/Outer
Wet/Dry
Conscious
Life/Death
Labyrinth
Quest
Body/Spirit
Coincidentia
Labyrinth
Atlantis!
Los Angeles
Rebirth
Trancers
A table indicating some of the oppositions in Trancers
and the individuation process
The table demonstrates that the main themes in Trancers can be viewed as
parts of an oppositional system; The different forms of opposition help to
show that apparently non-oppositional themes, for example the labyrinth are
in fact composed of opposition. The distinction is not unlike the differ-
ence between archetypal pattern and image, only here the labyrinth forms the
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image and the oppositional themes make up the pattern which underlies it.
However the myth themes of Tráncers, despite being by their nature composed
of opposites, all flow in the one direction, that is towards .ndividuation,
and the reason for this is straightforward. Individuation involves bringing
into consciousness latent unconscious oppositions, and as the individuation
process progresses, it is realised that these 'opposites' are not in oppo-
sition to each other at all, but in fact 'run into' each other. (Enantio-
dromia). The opposites in Trancers are psychological projections of an
inner, but as yet unconscious, process of individuation. As to whose mdi-
viduation the answer must be Jack Deth's, and yet this individuation also
has a cultural dimension, because it is the culture which has reincarnated
the archetypal pattern of the hero in the image of Jack Deth.
In keeping with the above observations, and the underworld perspective, it
seems important to note that the ultImate end of individuation, be this
personal or cultural, is death. As Jaff has commented, 'The psychological
,1path of individuatiori Is ultimately a preparation for death
While death may be inevitable the underworld perspective adopted for the
observations of this chapter, has also shcwn a consequence of this death is
rebirth, or rather that death involves dying to old self, in order that the
archetype of the Self can be constellated. In the mythology of Trancers
this means that Deth must 'die' to his shadow-side before his anima can be
assimilated into ego-consciousness, and it is with this psychological quest
that he enters the labyrinth of the underworld. Here there exists one of
the central oppositions of' the film, while Deth is on a search for the new
life, or rebirth, that individuation brings, he must also accept the death
1 Jaff'é, A., Blider und Symbole aus E.T.A. Hoffman's 'Mârchen Der Golden
Topf', in: 'Gertaltungen des Tinbewussten', Ed. Jung, C. G.
(Zurich, 1950). Cited in Hillman (1979): p89
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that his name implies. So once again there seems to be a mythological, and
hence psychological association between the process of individuation, espe-
cially the shadow and the anima stages, and death. In view of the impor-
tance of the labyrinth in Trancers, it is interesting to note. that the
mythological antecedents of this insight are found in the image of the maze.
'... the labyrinth, maze, and spiral were associated in ancient
Crete and Babylon with the internal organs of the human anatomy
as well as with the underworld, the one being the microcosm of
the other. "The object of the tombbuilder would have been to
make the tomb as much like the body of the mother as he was
able,"... since to enter the next world, "the spirit would have
to be re-born".''
Again the themes of death, life, rebirth and individuation are interwoven,
and find expression in the image of the maze. Deth enters the maze and
follows its path as best he can, ultimately he has no option but to trust
the archetypal spirits that line its ways. Rather than trying to dam these
rising waters of the archetypally populated unconscious, Deth dives into
its watery depths, and like the lost city of Atlantis, submerges himself in
its cleansing powers. Much as any diver relies on water to bring him even-
tually to the surface, so too Deth, and all on the quest of individuation,
rely on the objective psyche to eventually relinquish its hold and to re-
turn the subject to the world with an increased awareness of ego-conscious-
ness. Until such time as this happens, there is no option but to battle
with the forces of the objective psyche. The result of this is that the
unconscious becomes both a place of trust and combat. For the medieval
pilgrim following the cathedral labyrinth,' in other words, tracing his
individuation, the situation was similar,
'Though the pilgrim would not be able to see the whole design
at once, he could act with the faith that a comprehensive
design existed, and that the path led to heaven and God, the
symbolic centre of the maze'.2
1 Campbell, J., The Masks of God: Primitive Mythology, (USA, 1951). This
edition, (London, 1984): p69. Citing Jackson Knight, W. F., Maze
Symbolism and the Trojan Game
2 Diehl, H., 'Into the Maze of Self: Protestant transformation of the image
of the labyrinth'. The Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies,
Vol. 16: No.2 (Fall, 1986): p284
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As previously commented this type of certainty does not exist in the post-
modern maze, and any psychiatrist can attest to the destructive and posses-
sive powers of the unconscious. It is indeed a heroic task to attempt to
conquer, or even explore the depths of the objective psyche and yet it is
an inevitable process. Everyone is called to individuation, both person-
ally and culturally, as the individual is but a microcosm of the culture
and of humankind. As Edinger puts it, 'The hero is a figure lying midway
between the ego and Self. It can perhaps best be described as a personi-
fication of the urge to individuation'.' Given this it now seems appropri-
ate to examine the ontogenesis of the hero's individuation as it is repre-
sented in the quest of Jack Deth.
THE INDIVIDUATION OF JACK DETH
It is true to say that the ontogenetic individuation process is also phylo-
genetic, for individuation is about rea].ising the collective qualities that
each individual shares with humanity, that is humanity past and present.
As Jung puts it, 'Individuation does not shut one out from the world, but
gathers the world to oneself'. 2 It is a realisation of the universe that
we carry around in our humanity, or if it is preferred, in our objective
psyche. This naturally includes both the positive and negative aspects of
being human, for as already mentioned individuation involves the assimila-
tion of the shadow, and ultimately ends in death. Jung comments that,
'There are many spirits, both light and dark. We should, there-
fore, be prepared to accept the view that the spirit is not
absolute, but something relative that needs completing and
perfecting through life'.3
1 Edinger, E., The Bible and the Psyche: Individuation Symbolism in the
Old Testament, (Canada, 1986): p45
2 c. W. 8: 432
3 c.w. 8: 645
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The individuation of Jack Deth has reached the phase where he must assimi-
late his shadow and then accept his anima. What exists in Trancers is a
symbolic transformation between these two archetypes. It is clear that Deth
has not repressed, nor suppressed, his shadow for it is visible in the figure
of Whistler. Whistler, like Deth, is a detective, or more accurately a
police-detective, and his assimilation in the film takes the form of his
death. In a sense this is not really his death at all, for although the
body of Whistler has been destroyed, his consciousness is still alive. In
the film it remains unexplained where Whistler's consciousness goes, in
psychological terms the answer is clear, it becomes part of Deth. It be-
comes assimilated, or integrated into his psyche.
'The ideas cf wholenec and creat.ve growth cover the old
hubris of the hero, and the path of integration is his old
heroic journey in which he meets all the freaks of nature
that are also divine forms of the imagination. As he pro-
ceeds from figure to figure, station to station, they dis-
appear. Where have they gone when they are overcome and
integrated, but into his own personality, divinizing man
into the apotheosis of a gigantic freak himself'.'
In fact the hero is no more freakish now than he was before, he has gained
no new deformity or horror, all that has happened is that latent unconscious
material has now become conscious. The hero is no more a freak than he is
a shadow, for in the process of assimilation the very concept of shadow has
been transcended.
Of course it is a matter of debate whether Deth has assimilated his shadow
or not, however the filmic evidence does seem to point towards a successful
assimilation. For example at the end of the film Deth discards his rain-
coat, a symbol of his persona, before going on to fight with the shadow,
Whistler. This is important because it indicates a movement into the depths
1 Hillmari, 1979: p99
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of his psyche. By this time he has spoken with Leena indicating his love
for her, and his commitment to her, and as an anima figure she again points
towards an inner movement. In the final sequence of the film Whistler tries
to reason with him but he determinedly sends Whistler up the line. Appa-
rently he has been assimilated into his ego-consciousness.
However an ambiguity exists in this final confrontation between Whistler
arid Deth. As Whistler is speaking to Deth there is a close-up of Whistler's
face, showing clearly his hypnotic staring eyes. Is he trying to turn him
into a trancer, and does he succeed? It seems unlikely that Whistler is
successful as Deth quickly sends Whistler's consciousness back to Angel
City where he does not have a body to inhabit, but perhaps thIs is what
Whistler wants. The important point is that the viewer of the film does not
know, and the ambiguity on this point is heightened by the. final shot of the
film. Here the puer11
 figure of MacNulty's ancestor mysteriously steps out
of the shadow of a building. Perhaps MacNulty has returned to singe a
tranced Deth or maybe to take him back to Angel City.
Again the viewer is presented with ambiguity, and remains unsure as to the
eventual outcome. However, it does seem as though the weight of evidence
falls firmly on the completion of the shadow phase. The discarding of the
raincoat, sending Whistler up the line, and the desire to stay with the
anima figure of Leena all point towards assimilation of the shadow. In
this assimilation there exists an aggregate of archetypes which gather
around the shadow. Here in the film's final sequence the inter-related
archetypes achieve a balance and stasis between the outer man or persona,
and the inner man or shadow." This pre-figures the next phase of mdi-
viduation which is the assimilation of the anima, because the inner man
walks hand In hand with the inner woman.
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The Christian mystic John Ruysbroeck, divides what is the individuation
process into three parts, which are three types of unity or wholeness, and
they provide a useful skeletal framework within which to view Deth's mdi-
viduation. Ruysbroeck also describes the individuation process in a highly
religious manner, and remembering the nuininosum connected with this event
this is not entirely inappropriate.
'The first and highest unity of man is in God; ... the second
unity or union is also in us by nature. It is the unity of
our higher powers; for as much as these spring naturally as
active powers from the unity of the mind or of the spirit
The third unity which is in us by nature is the source of all
bodily powers, in the unity of heart; origin and beginning
of' the bodily life'.1
If these three phases described by Ruysbroeck are taken in reverse order,
that is the third unity corresponds to the early stages of individuation
then a clearer and simpler perspective on Deth's individuation is achieved.
The third unity of bodily powers corresponds to the stage in individuation
called ego centroversion. Clearly Deth has achieved this, as his strong
persona shows '
 he has established his ego centre and is able to move deeper
into himself. It is the second unity that Deth has reached, he is concerned
with unity of spirit both evil, (shadow) and good, (ariima) and these have to
be integrated into his ego-consciousness.
That Deth has identified and passed through the persona phase is character-
ised by his ease in 'playing roles' or if it is preferred, in adopting the
appropriate persona for the situation. For example at one moment he is a
police detective, then a lone-detective, then a lover, the next a tramp and
finally, a saviour. These roles become interchangeable depending upon
their usefulness. Also Deth is clearly in pursuit of his shadow and it is
1 Ruysbroeck, J., The Adornment of' the Spiritual Marriage. The Book of the
Supreme Truth. The Sparkling Stone. Translated Wynshenk, C. A.
(London, 1916): p11:2
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this phase of individuation that follows the persona stage. As he goes
deeper into the labyrinth of the objective psyche, so the objective psyche
liberates the shadow, and then the anima, who act as his guides, although
not always trustworthy guides into the underworld. As Edinger comments,
'This theme of reciprocal movement, in which the ego seeks
the guidance of the unconscious while the conscious seeks
the attention of the ego, is characteristic of the process
of individuation' •1
This second unity of Ruysbroeck's includes all spirits, both dark and light,
the evil and good. It seems as though while Jack Deth is involved with
integrating his shadow, his anima is also present, for as mentioned the
inner man and inner woman exist in a state of partnership. Throughout the
film Deth has to rely on Leena to guide him to his shadow, and once this
has been achieved, she also provides the motive for its assimilation; that
Deth can stay In Los Angeles with her. That Leena is in fact Deth's anima
and that what is occurring is Deth's individuation is made explicit in the
following alchemical parallel, but before this it is important to restate
that Leena Is a distant relative of Deth's. In a way she is his mother and
wife substitute yet she is also young enough to be his daughter, and this
incest theme Is Integral to the hero's individuation. Jung cites the fol-
lowing alchemical manifestation of the anima,
'The Queen of Sheba, Wisdom, the royal art, and the "daughter
of the philosophers" are all so interfused that the underlying
psychologem clearly emerges: the art is queen of the alchemist's
heart, she is at once his mother, his daughter, and his beloved,
and in his art and its allegories the drama of his own soul, his
individuation process, is played out'.2
That Deth has not yet assimilated his anima is evident from the, as yet,
incomp].eted incest motif, and from a dualism of body and spirit which is
1 Edinger, 1986: p79
2 c. W. 14: 543
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evident in Trancers. It is worth noting that the Conjunction depicted by
Vthe overt symbolism above the bed of Leena and Jack Deth is not physically
realised and hence psychologically the anima remains distinct from ego-
consciousness. It is also interesting that this symbol is seen reflected
onto the appearance of Whistler on the television, it is almost as though
the 'illusion' of anima assimilation lies beyond the shadow figure of
Whistler. This image again shows that the archetypes of shadow and anima
are interrelated. While Deth may be on a quest to assimilate his shadow,
he is also preparing for the next stage in his individuation which is anima
identification and assimilation.
As Deth prepares through his shadow quest for the anima assimilation phase,
which would ipso facto remove or transcend the body spirit dualism, he also
pre-figures the mana personality phase and the eventual establishment of
the archetype of the Self. The only way for Deth to assimilate his anima
and move on to the next stages is for him to die to ego-consciouness. As
this chapter has constantly stressed, it is only through entering the under-
world, through dying that life can be achieved. Deth knows this, and that
is why, while his body remains suspended, almost sleeping, his ego-conscious-
ness descends into the objective psyche. He goes to die in the labyrinth of
the underworld. As Heraclitus comments,
'When we are alive our souls are dead and buried in us, but
when we die, our souls come to life and live again'.'
Or in a different translation which stresses the dream-like qualities of
the descent,
1 Heraclitus, Translated Cornford, Greek Religious Thought, (London, 1923):
p81
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'Man in the night kindles a light for himself,
though his vision is extinguished;
though alive he touches the dead, while sleeping:
though awake, he touches the sleeper'.1
This type of dualism is also found within the Christian tradition, in the
following quotation from Corinthians the Apostle Paul draws together
several of the mythological themes that have been discerned in Trancers.
Paul believes that there are two bodies, the physical and the spiritual,
of which the physical is the inferior and for those who have led the
Christian life the promise is that they will be raised from the dead in their
spiritual bodies. This resurrection, in the spirit, is guaranteed by the
hero-Christ, who has already undergone this process and in so doing made it
possible for the rest of mankind. Here Paul uses the mythological language
of the Old Testament in which he describes Christ as the second, or final
Adam. Thus Christ is seen as directly linked to Adam, as completing Adam's
individuation (the name Adam means mankind).
'So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The body
that is sown is perishable; it is raised imperishable; it
is sown in dishonour, it is raised in glory; it is sown in
weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body,
it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a natural body,
there is also a spiritual body. So it is written: "The first
man Adam became a living being"; the last Adam, a life-giving
spirit' 2
It is for Jack Deth to integrate his anima and move towards the constella-
tion of the archetype of the Self, he must become a 'life-giving spirit'.
In doing this, a relationship is established with the Self which is charac-
tensed by numinous mystical language and experience, for the Self repre-
sents what it is to be fully human, as Shorter has written,
Heraclitus, Frg. 26. Translated Marcovitch
2 The Bible, New International Version. I Corinthians, 15: pk2-k5
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'"Individuation appears, on the one hand, as the synthesis of
a new unity which previously consisted of scattered particles,
and on the other hand, as the revelation of something that
existed before the ego and is in fact its father or creator as
well as its totality". When this happens, one's view of oneself
as merely human and self-sufficient has to be sacrificed. To
take the risk of ascent knowingly will be with consciousness of
one's own I/Thou relatedness'.1
If Deth is to succeed in his individuation then he must become a human
sacrifice, sacrificing himself and his self-sufficiency in order to estab-
lish the existence of the Self. It is through the integration of the Self
into ego-consciousness that one's own I/Thou relatedness is achieved. The
hero becomes both fully a human hero and fully divine, and the individua-
tion process is complete.
CONCLUSION
This chapter has explored the myths, symbols and myth parallels to the
central quest theme of Trancers. This process has been pursued within the
framework of' analytical psychology and all the film's mythological and
symbolic themes have been revealed as unconscious projections of the objec-
tive psyche, and as images of the individuation process. The findings of
this chapter can best be summarised as a series of key points.
1) The use of analytical psychology has shown that there is
a complicated structure of myths and symbols which lie
beneath the film's surface narrative and images.
2) All the film's mythological themes are an integral part of
the individuation process. They not only reflect, but
condition individuation.
1 Shorter, B., An Image Darkly Forming: Women and Initiation, (London, 1987):
p127, (Citing Jung, C. W., C. W. 11: kOO)
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3)	 In understanding the images, myths and symbols of this and
other detective films, it is essential to adopt in part, the
mythological perspective of the underworld. It is only via
this perspective that ego-consciousness can move towards an
understanding of these projections and communications from
the objective psyche.
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CHAPTER TWELVE NOTES
I. c.f. Archetypal Pattern and Mythology, Chapter Eleven: p309.
II. The 'puer' is that element in the psyche which remains undeveloped
and essentially a child, cf. C. W.I,9: 259-305.
III. c.f. Individuation and the Detective, Chapter Seven: pl94-200.
IV. c.f. Archetype's Image and Archetypal Pattern, Chapter Eight:
p231-21.
V. c.f. Appendix II, h.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis has been exclusively concerned with applying analytical psy-
chology to the study of film, and as such the theoretical and critical
perspectives of other schools have largely been ignored. As part of this
concluding section, it is appropriate to reach out over the waters, as it
were, to our Freudian neighbours, because at the most basic level there are
theoretical assumptions which are shared. The most important of these is
that the unconscious is regarded as a dynamic system, and this concept is
a common bond which links Jungian analytical psychology with Freudian psycho-
analysis. As Samuels notes,
'The notion that the psyche is dynamic rather than static is
fundamental to Freudian, Jungian and post-Jungian psychology
This is enhanced in the Jungian view by the proposition
that there is 1also a self-regulatory function within the
unconscious'.
The idea that the unconscious has a self-regulatory function is very impor-
tant and underlies the assumption that the psyche is composed of oppositions.
As has been constantly stressed these oppositions do not exist in a simple
dialectical relationship but are more like a holistic system in which the
oppositions regulate and balance each other to result in a dynamic yet stable
system. An example of this is the way in which the objective psyche may
constellate the archetype of the shadow to compensate for a deficiency in
ego-consciousness. This process was observed in Chapter Three, the analysis
of Tightrope (Dir. R. Tuggle, Warner Brother, 1984), which showed that the
criminal was aprojection of the detective's shadow.	 In this example the
shadow was both balancing the detective's over-reliance on his persona and
directing him towards the next stage of the individuation process which is
the contrasexual phase.
Samuels, A., Jung and the Post Jungians, (London, 1985): p8
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The assumption which underlies this, and which also formed the basis of the
theoretical position for the thesis, is that it is the archetypes which
govern, or control the individuation process. Going one stage further,
the archetypes also form the basic patterns for all life processes. This
is a distinct position within analytical psychology and one which 'classical'
analytical psychologists would disagree with.' Yet it is both a development
of Jung's original thoughts and true to his intentions, as he notes,
'Psychology, as one of the many expressions of psychic life,
operates with ideas which in their turn are derived from
archetypal structures and thus generate a somewhat more
abstract kind of myth. Psychology therefore translates the
archaic speech of myth into a modern mythologem - not yet, of
course, recognized as s"ch - which constitutes one element of
the myth "science".'1
What makes this approach fruitful is that it places a very great stress on
the image. The image is not just a conscious expression of an unconscious
archetype, but is a way which the objective psyche "plays" with the arche-
types. In other words, images represent the objective psyche's attempt to
provide psychological stability through the compensatory use of the arche-
typal structures.
When theorising about the psychological nature of film this is clearly of
great importance. Consequently the model for film analysis that was estab-
lished in Chapter Four (c.f. also Appendix III) centred around the function
and expression of the archetypes. Four of its five sections were directly
concerned with either the archetypal patterns present in the film, or with
their associated imagery. Even the remaining square, which dealt with mytho-
logical material, was examined within the context of the archetypes. Indeed
this process of' finding mythological parallels was designed to help the ana-
lyst 'play' with and 'feel' the images, i.e. respond to them intuitively
1 C. W. 9,1: 302
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arid non-rationally. Yet at the same time it still exploits the 'thinkingt
aspect of the psyche which is so necessary for critical work.
In Chapter Five the model was used to enable the analysis of Blade Runner
(Dir. R. Scott, Columbia, 1982). This detailed analysis of the film demon-
strated that analytical psychology could be used to explore both the narra-
tive of the film arid its characters. It further showed that these elements
rested on deeper archetypal foundations which are, in turn, discernible in
its visual surface. This showed that the film is not, as is often claimed,
only a 'design' film, but that It also possesses deep mythological and psy-
chological structure.
If archetypes exist, then they must have a function or purpose. Chapters
Six and Seven were concerned with this purpose and with the way in which
symbols, as a specific type of image, give expression to the archetypes.
The purpose of' the archetype is ultimately to propel the psyche towards
individuation, which completes Itself in the realisation of the archetype
of the Self. The Symbolic Search, Chapter Six, with reference to two films
Sleuth (Dir. J. L. MankiewIcz, Fox, Rank, 1972) and Woman in the Window
(Dir. F. Lang, RKO, 1944), demonstrated in a symbolic reading of specific
passages how the films' central characters (Tindel or Wanley) were going to
psychologically develop. This development was then equated with the unfold-
ing of the onscreen narrative. The key point is that the visual and narra-
tive surface of the film is understandable in terms of archetypal patterns
and psychological developmental structures.
Chapter Seven explored in depth the stages of the individuation process and
related these to the psychological development of' the detective as it is
represented in films. It is a consequence of this position that the arche-
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types as represented in films refer not only to the psychology of the
characters, but also to a collective psychology. It would therefore be a
claim of this thesis that film is understandable as a psychological medium
which represents unconscious shared archetypal structures. This has impor--
tant consequences for the interpretation of films. It is no longer enough
to resort to the simple paradigm of reader/text where an interpretation
tries to generate meaning from a 'reticent' film. The situation is much
more akin to psychological analysis where the function is to make conscious
the latent archetypal structures. If, as has been stressed, symbols, arche-
types,myths are all ultimately beyond the grasp of' rational comprehension
then the attempt to create the ultimate meaning from a film is pointless.
Rather the aim should be to gradually bring into consciousness an awareness
of the deep archetypal structures which are imaged in the films, and in so
doing to aid, in some small way, the process of cultural individuation.
This was the intention of the analysis of' Trancers (Dir. R. Band, Lexyen
Productions, 1984). While it was a close textual reading of the film, it
also exploited the advantages of archetypal analysis; as it left the iinme-
diate confines of the film and explored its related mythological themes.
In other words while the analysis did attempt an interpretation of the film,
it was one which was based on shared psychological and mythological struc-
tures. Thus the film provided the context for the psychology, (myths,
characters, symbols, etcetera) and the psychology the context for the film
(archetypes, individuation). Perhaps this tension between two poles is what
Jung would have advocated, and it is certainly implicit in the concept of
Enantiodromia.
In conclusion it is important to identify the areas which are latent within
the thesis, that could profitably be explored in the future. As this thesis
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has pointed up the relationship between the detective and the shadow, it
seems logical to follow the path indicated by the archetypes in individua-
tion and to explore the subsequent anima/detective association. The basis
for this work can be found in Chapter Seven, Individuation and the Detective
and Trancers. These sections identify the two faces of the anima, the femme
fatale and the helpful guide. In other words, it would be interesting to
further investigate the anima as both an archetypal figure and as a deter-
mining constituent of genre.
Another area which could usefully be explored is the psychology of the auteur
and the manipulation of' the film medium to explore and express psychological
themes. (Directors like J. Boorman, N. Roeg, D. Lynch would be particularly
appropriate subjects). This would explore the relationship between the mdi-
vidual psychology of' the director and the wider cultural (archetypal) psy-
chology of the film audience. As such the cinema screen becomes an inter-
face between the personal and the collective. Roland Barthes may well have
been right in proclaiming the 'death of the author', for in the terms of
analytical psychology he has become like an aichemical vessel, a vessel which
transforms the archetypai. patterns of the objective psyche into the collec-
tive images of the film.
While these themes have pointed to some new possibilities they remain areas
for future research. This thesis has concentrated on the more fundamental
task of creating a model which enables the systematic application of analy-
tical psychology to the analysis of films. This has shown that underlying
the narrative and visual surface of' the analysed films there exists a com-
plex mythological structure which is inherently psychological in its opera-
tion. In short, while the myth of' films has been detected, the quest for
greater understanding continues.
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CONCLUSION NOTE
I. For a detailed examination of the different schools of analytical
psychology and their specific emphases c.f. Samuels, A., Jung and
the Post Jungians, (London, 1985): p11-22
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GLOSSARY
AFFECT. This is associated with emotions and feelings. The AFFECT is so
strong that, unlike feelings, it can only be repressed with difficulty.
Can cause obvious psychomotor disruptions.
AMPLIFICATION. The rational associations brought to an image by the ana-
lyst - normally within the analytic context.
ANIMA/ANIMUS. The tfeminine dimension of man's unconscious and vice versa.
ANIMA and ANIMUS may appear as personified figures, but it is more accurate
to think of them as representing archetypal patterns. Modern Analytical
Psychology tends not to link these and other psychological characteristics
to gender, but regards them as alternative modes of behaviour, perception
and evaluation. They may also be regarded as forming a bridge between the
EGO and the OBJECTIVE PSYCHE.
ARCHETYPE. An innate structuring potential which is inherent in the
OBJECTIVE PSYCHE. N.B. It is the pattern which is inherited and struc-
tures the development of the PSYCHE, and not the image it assumes. It is
the ARCHETYPES which govern the INDIVIDUATION PROCESS.
ASSOCIATION. The connection of ideas or perceptions because of similarity,
coexistence or opposition.
COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS. c.f. OBJECTIVE PSYCHE.
COMPENSATION. This involves the balancing and regulating of the PSYCHE.
Jung regarded the compensatory activity of the unconscious as balancing
any 'defects' in consciousness.
COMPLEX. A collection of interrelated ideas and feelings which have an
effect on conscious behaviour and experience. The concept of complex is
central in the development of ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
CONTRASEXUAL ARCHETYPES. The ANIMA and ANIMUS.
ECTOPSYCHIC SYSTEM. The outer functions of the PSYCHE: sensation,
thinking, feeling, intuition. c.f. TYPOLOGY.
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EGO. The center of consciousness. The EGO both maintains personal iden-
tity and responds to the OBJECTIVE PSYCHE by moving the PSYCHE towards
INDIVIDUATION and the SELF.
ENANTIODROMIA. The tendency of opposites to 'run into' each other, so that
cycles such as; life, death, rebirth are established.
EXTRAVERT. An attitude of personality whose energies are primarily directed
towards the external world of people and events, rather than the inner world
of ideas and feelings.
HERO. An archetypal pattern which correlates with the SELF. Jung
describes it as, 'a quasi-human being who symbolises the ideas, forms and
forces which mould or grip the soul'. C. W. 5: 259
IDENTIFICATION. An unconscious PROJECTION of parts of the personality
onto a place or person, thereby justifying the projecting person's beha-
viour patterns.
INDIVIDUATION. The life process governed by the archetypal patterns in
which a person becomes totally himself, and this involves integration of
the conscious and unconscious parts of the PSYCHE.
INTROVERT. An attitude of personality in which he or she is more con-
cerned with their own inner world. Ideas and feelings tend to be of more
importance than places and events.
MANA PERSONALITY. A personality who gives to an individual, or group, the
feeling that their conscious state can be heightened. The HERO is a fore-
runner of this figure. Guru figures such as Casteneda's Don Juan are MANA
PERSONALITIES.
MANDALA. A magic circle, often divided into four. As a symbol of psycho-
logical unity It represents a phase in the development of the INDIVIDUATION
PROCESS. This is may be the completion of any of its stages and the MANDALA
marks the point at which the transition occurs.
MYTHOLOGEM. The central or unifying theme of a myth.
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MYTHOLOGY. The language or images that a myth assumes. For example the
Arthurian MYTHOLOGY and the detective MYTHOLOGY share the same MYTHOLOGEM:
that of the quest.
NUMINOSUM. 'The NUMINOSIJM Is either a quality belonging to a visible
object or' the influence of an invisible presence that causes a peculiar
alteration of consciousness'. C. W. 11: 6. Jung also regarded experience
ot the NUMINOSUM as part of' all religious experience.
OBJECTIVE PSYCHE. A term used by Jung to indicate that the PSYCHE is an
objective source of insight and knowledge. It also indicates that some of
the PSYCHE is objective, as opposed to subjective and personal, in nature.
ONTOGENY. The development of an individual through the course of its life
cycle.
PERSONA. Literally a mask. This mask is worn by the individual and is the
way in which he or she approaches the world. As an ARCHETYPE it has the
function of mediating between the EGO and the exVerior world.
PHILOGENY. The development of the species.
PRIMORDIAL IMAGE. A term that Jung originally used In place of ARCHETYPE.
PROJECTION. Difficult, or positive, emotions or parts of the personality
are transferred onto another person or place. It is also a way in which
the contents of the OBJECTIVE PSYCHE are made available to ego-consciousness.
However to be of real use to ego-consciousness these projections must be dis-
solved, that is recognised. PROJECTION most frequently happens with the
ARCHETYPES of SHADOW, ANIMA and ANIMUS.
PSYCHE. The 'totality of all psychic processes, conscious as well as uncon-
scious'. C. W. 6: 797. Syinbolised by the MANDALA, square, circle, etc.
PSYCHOSIS. A state in which something 'unknown' takes possession of the
PSYCHE. This is an invasion by the OBJECTIVE PSYCHE in which it takes con-
trol of ego-consciousness.
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SELF. The SELF is the central unifying principle of the PSYCHE, and is
the archetype of man's fullest potential and unity of personality.
SHADOW. The apparently negative or inferior parts of the PSYCHE. In fact
these are just parts of the PSYCHE which have not been developed and inte-
grated with ego-consciousness.
SPONTANEOUS IMAGE CREATION. A creation of the unconscious, often a dream
but may also include paintings, poems, films, etc.
SYMBOL. A NUMINOUS representation produced by and of the OBJECTIVE PSYCHE,
which seeks to unify and overcome opposition.
TRANSCENDENT FUNCTION. This function mediates between opposites of the
PSYCHE and uses the SYMBOL to transcend the contradictions inherent in such
opposition.
TYPE. c.f. TYPOGRAPHY.
TYPOGRAPHY. This is a personality system developed by Jung to show dif-
ferent modes of psychological functioning in terms of personality types.
There are two key categories, or attitudes INTROVERT and EXTRAVERT, which
combine with the four functions, sensation, thinking, feeling and intui-
tion, to determine an individual's personality TYPE.
UROBOROS. A universal motif, often associated with Gnosticism, of a
serpent curled into a circle and eating its own tail. A SYMBOL of death
and rebirth.
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APPENDIX I
A Collection of' Stills from Blade Runner
(Dir. R. Scott, Columbia, 1982)
b)
3k2.
a)
An opening night time shot in which a giant spurt of flame is
reflected in an eye
A space ship flIs over once of the many Zi,lurats in Blade Runner
c)
d)
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Inside the Tyrel Building. Note the quasi Egyptian and
religious ambience
A replicant owl. (Note its strange right eye)
e)
344.
The replicant Pris dressed as a toy doll. (Decker is outlined
to the right of picture)
f)
The giant Coca-Cola advertisement
g)
h) -
3L15.
Roy's spirit is released in the form of a dove
=	 __
The final flight through the pastoral setting of fields and
valleys
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APPENDIX II
Stills from Trancers
(Dir. C. Band, Lexyen Productions, 198U
3k7.
The emergency beacon
a)
b)
A red trancer outline which occurs prior to the singe marks.
c.f. Appendix II: (f)
d)
I
j
348.
c)
___	
,-	 ,	 _
The sunken city of Lost Angels (sic. Atlantis)
The ghostly image of' Whistler
Santa Claus at the North Pole
A singe trace
I
A
e)
349.
/
350.
h)
g)
4
	 II.
A bullet flies towards Leena in 'magic'/'sacred' time
The apartment in Chinatown. Note the symbol of union over
the bed
1)
351.
Whistler attempts to trance Leena in Chinatown
.1)
Whistler is sent back up the line
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APPENDIX III
The Analytical Model and Its Central Guiding Questions
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The Analytical Model and its Central Guiding Questions
Archetypal
Pattern	
Mythologem
Archetype's	 What archetypal	 What is the main
Image	 patterns are
	 myth and what are
revealed, how are 	 its auxiliary myth
they expressed,	 themes?
and what are their
opposite patterns?
Mythology	 What are the	 What symbols are
mythological	 liberated in this
parallels to the	 myth, how do they
uncovered pattern,	 relate to both the
how do these
	 archetypal pattern
parallels inform	 and individuation
as to the impetus
	 process? What
of the central	 oppositions do they
archetypa].	 contain?
pattern?
Individuation	 What oppositions	 How do the myth
Process	 are being unified 	 themes relate to
in the	 the individuation
iridividuation	 process?
process?
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This bibliography includes all works referred to
In the text and notes. It also includes those
uncited works which directly informed the compo-
sition of the text. No attempt is made to indicate
more general intellectual debts.
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